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Editor’s Note 

 
Culture generates an infinity of signs, whose meanings are shaped in 
and communicated via texts which, in turn, carry traces of other texts. 
These dialogic palimpsests which encode representations and allow for 
a multitude of possible readings ask for interpretative efforts, a part of 
which are included in this volume of Cultural Intertexts.  
 
The first of a series, it brings together articles resulting from the doctoral 
and post-doctoral research activities carried out by the students and the 
academic staff of the Doctoral School of Philology, Faculty of Letters, 
“Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati, Romania.  
 
It also comprises a selection of contributions from representatives of 
other universities, doctoral schools and academic research centres, who 
have participated in the symposiums and workshops organised in 
Galati, or who have been involved in joint research and development 
projects.   
 
The initiative of launching the present series of conferences and volumes 
of scientific papers belongs to the English Department of the Faculty of 
Letters, and the financial support is provided by the POSDRU  
/159/1.5/S/138963 Project, Sustainable Performance in Doctoral and 
Postdoctoral Research (PERFORM). 
 
We address warm thanks to all the scientific advisors for the time and 
expertise that went into the peer reviewing process and to the team of 
young researchers whose enthusiasm and dedication saw the volume 
through the difficult stages preceding publication. 
 

Michaela Praisler 
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Edward Albee and Arthur Kopit: Look Who’s Wearing 

the Pants! 
 

Andra-Elena AGAFIŢEI∗ 
 

 
Abstract 
The aim of this paper is, on the one hand, to make the readers acquainted with the 
realities of the twentieth century American family, as perceived by the two American 
playwrights, and, on the other hand, to underline the unusual phenomena that have 
been brought by the changing dynamics of the family relationships. All the five plays 
under discussion—All Over, A Delicate Balance, The American Dream, The 
Sandbox by Edward Albee, and Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung You in the 
Closet and I'm Feelin’ So Sad by Arthur Kopit — present situations in which the 
female characters seem to have become the leader, taking the place of the head of the 
family, of the pater familias. They stop acting like loving mothers and wives, they forget 
to take care of their families; instead, they lock away their hearts and assume the part of 
some sort of tyrant: they control everyone and everything in the house, their word being 
the equivalent of a rule. The female characters are endowed with masculine traits, 
whereas the male characters are emasculated, effeminate, deprived of any kind of power. 
The purpose of the paper is to demystify the myth of the ideal, perfect American family, 
to make the readers realize that the image that has been presented to the non-American 
public is, in the twentieth century, nothing but a disguise.  Our goal is to display the 
image of the new American family hoping that, in doing so, we will succeed in making 
the readers realize the fact that human relationships, especially the ones within the 
family, need to be re-established on a deeper and more meaningful level.  
 
Key words: American cultural studies; Modern American drama; demystification  
 
No one can deny the major part that mass media play in our lives. Mass 
media, including radio, newspapers and television, have great influence 
in shaping people’s ideas.  The news that we hear or read, the images that 
we repeatedly see manage to enter our subconscious and influence the 
way we think, the manner in which we act or perceive certain realities.  

One such example is the image of the perfect American family 
that mass media have inoculated in our minds, especially in the minds 
of the non-Americans. According to the beautiful images presented in 
the American movies and commercials, the ideal – and may we say 
                                                      
∗PhD Student, “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University, Iaşi, andra.agafitei@yahoo.com  
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stereotypical – American family of the 1960s “is white, middle class, 
homogenous, and patriarchal” (Oswald 2003: 310). The mother, usually 
unemployed, is the equivalent of the Victorian “angel in the house”: she 
is the one taking care of the husband and the children, the one cleaning 
the house, running the errands and waiting for the spouse to come home 
from work, meeting him with a nice warm meal for dinner, wearing an 
apron and smiling. Her perfect bun and posture make us believe that 
she does not have to face any difficulties, that the life she is living is 
perfect. This portrait corresponds to the traditional perspective that 
“placed women in the private sphere of life, centred on running a home 
and raising a family, while men engaged in the public sphere of earning 
a living and participating in civic and political events” (Smith 2001: 36). 
Taking into consideration that the man was the bread-winner, in most of 
the cases, “the traditional family circa 1960 had a pyramidal power 
structure where decision-making tended to flow from Dad on down to 
the Kids, although feedback from the bottom up may be considered in 
the decision” (Oswald 2003: 311). 

Nonetheless, “the image of a golden age in the past when granny 
stay beside the fire knitting, while helping to look after the children” 
(Ruggles 1994: 103), the idyllic atmosphere of the family has suffered 
transformations that have come along with the development of 
technology, with the changing mentalities and the reversal of moral 
values and principles.   

In order to illustrate those changes, in the following lines, we will 
briefly analyse five plays (four by Edward Albee and one by Arthur 
Kopit), written in the second half of the twentieth century.  

Edward Albee was the playwright of his times and, through his 
plays, written in an absurdist manner, he succeeded, using satire and a 
moralizing tone, to sketch the portrait of the new American family.  

The Sandbox, a play written in the memory of his grandmother, 
introduces the readers to the world of Edward Albee’s characters. In this 
one-act play, the readers make acquaintance with the Mommy – Daddy 
– Grandma trio, a trio that we are to meet again in The American Dream.  

The play opens with the two characters, Mommy and Daddy, who 
arrive at the beach. From the very beginning, Edward Albee points out 
to the new role that Mommy has assumed in the family, that of the 
leader: “Mommy and Daddy enter from stage-left, Mommy first” (Albee 
2004: 87). As the leader, she is the one that coordinates all the actions: 
“Let’s go get Grandma” (Ibidem). The father, once the head of the 
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family, now acts like an obedient child, agreeing to everything the 
woman says: “Whatever you say, Mommy” (Ibidem). Even simple 
things, like talking, require the woman’s permission: “Shall we talk?” 
(Albee 2004: 89), who answers laughing: “Well, you can talk, if you want 
to… if you can think of anything to say… if you can think of anything 
new” (Ibidem). Her line does nothing else than to underline the fact that 
the two spouses have run out of subjects to talk about. We can only 
suppose that they have been married for so long that they have nothing 
else to discuss. On the other hand, her words, which sound more like a 
challenge, discourage the man to even try to think of a new conversation 
topic.  

We encounter the same imposing wife and spineless husband in 
“the absurd world of The American Dream” (Canaday Jr. 1966: 28). The 
action of this play centres on the futile American life, “deprived both of 
meaning and purpose” (Koreneva 1981: 48). This time, the “dull, 
dumbwitted Mommy and Daddy” (Albee 2004: 49), unlike the couple 
from The Sandbox, engage in conversation, while waiting for someone to 
arrive. However, their conversation lacks meaning and purpose. All the 
talking about rent, buying the hat or fixing the toilet is just a means of 
waiting for the time to pass.  

Here too, Mommy wants to control everything, including her 
husband. She cannot tell what has happened to her without constantly 
making sure that he is listening to her: “you just keep paying attention” 
(Albee 2004: 100), always asking him “what did I say?” (Ibidem, 101). 

The fact that she is treating her husband as if he is not present in 
the room is not enough for her; she wants him to acknowledge how 
fortunate he is of having her as a wife:   

 
Well, she is right. You can’t live off people. I can live off you, because I 
married you. And aren’t you lucky all I brought with me was Grandma. 
A lot of women I know would have brought their whole family to live off 
you. All I brought is Grandma. Grandma is all the family I have (Ibidem, 
106).  
 

It seems that she has done him a favour by not bringing all her kin to 
live off him.  

By marrying a rich man, Mommy has climbed up the social 
ladder; now, thanks to her husband, she belongs to another social class. 
Having been raised only by her mother, at a farm, the marriage with a 
rich man was the only solution to get rid of all the problems she had to 
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face because of the lack of money. However, her situation is rather 
common; many women marry out of interest, but the manner in which 
she treats her husband is despicable. 

The woman’s domination of the situation and, in fact, of the 
whole family life is clear. “For Mommy admits to having married her 
husband simply for wealth and security and, having acquired both, 
wants no further contact with him” (Bigsby 1969: 32): 

 
I have a right to live off you because I married you, and because I used 
to let you get on top of me and bump your uglies; and I have a right to 
all your money when you die. And when you do, Grandma and I can 
live by ourselves… if she’s still here. Unless you have her put away in a 
nursing home (Albee, 2004: 106). 

 
The woman thinks she is entitled to live off her husband for the simple 
fact of having married him. Even more, she seems to consider her rights 
granted because of the intimate relations they used to have. What used 
to be natural and normal between a husband and his wife is now only a 
duty that is no longer accomplished. We notice here the use of the “used 
to”, which implies the fact they have stopped from having intercourse a 
long time ago. In this family, the woman controls her husband, his 
money, and the way in which they interact as man and woman. In fact, 
it seems that money is the single reason she has married Daddy; she 
does not love him. 

By letting Mommy having her way, Daddy acknowledges her 
power and superiority, thus losing his status as pater familias. Nicolas 
Canaday correctly observes that “his only defence against Mommy is to 
withdraw into his empty world, pretending to listen to her and 
responding just enough to keep her satisfied, which of course is all that 
she requires” (1966: 29). 

The same distant relationship between husband and wife is also 
present in A Delicate Balance, where Agnes and Tobias also seem to have 
given up sexual encounters. However, they realize this only when Edna 
and Harry invade their home, driven by an unjustified fright, ruining, thus, 
the “balanced” environment in which they live their comfortable lives. 
Given the fact that they have been friends for a long, long time, they cannot 
ask the two guests to leave and offer them their daughter’s room to spend 
the night. Not being used to having other people in the house, Agnes and 
Tobias feel uncomfortable and confused, even if they try to be calm.  
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Laughing, Tobias confesses to Agnes that “I almost went into my 
room… by habit… by mistake, rather, but then I realized that your room 
is my room because my room is Julia’s because Julia’s room is…” (Albee 
2008: 93). We can only see here how confused Tobias is because of all the 
sudden changes.  

Living separate lives, each of them having a room of one’s own, 
Agnes considers her husband a stranger in her bedroom:  

 
Le temps perdu. I’ve never understood that; perdu means lost, not 
merely… past, but it was nice to have you there, though I remember, 
when it was a constancy, how easily I would fall asleep, pace my 
breathing to your breathing, and if we were touching! ah, what a 
splendid cocoon that was. But last night – what a shame, what a 
sadness – you were a stranger, and I stayed awake (Edward Albee, 
2008: 92). 

 
The recollection of their past, the inability to fall asleep next to the man 
she has chosen as husband prove that their spiritual connection does not 
exist anymore. The blessing of the intimate companionship longer 
characterizes this couple. The idea of growing old together fades away 
for Agnes and Tobias. Failing to give and receive love, they remain bitter 
and choose to lie to themselves, believing their life is perfect as it is. 

In The Sandbox and The American Dream, the presence of the father 
is almost useless within the family, the life of the spouses being 
conducted by the demanding mother, who always knows what to do, 
when to do and what to ask from the other members of the family. 
Consequently, we are not surprised when in Albee’s play All Over or 
Kopit’s play Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung You in the Closet and I'm 
Feelin’ So Sad, the male character does not take part in the action, being 
on the deathbed or already dead.  

All Over focuses “on the dying of a central character, who we 
never see – surrounded in his final hours by his family, his mistress, best 
friend and medical assistance” (Bigsby 2004: 140). Like in The Sandbox or 
The American Dream, the characters do not have a name, all being named 
“for their relationship to him: wife, daughter, mistress, best friend, son, 
doctor, nurse” (Ibidem, 142). All these people literally wait for the man’s 
end. Like the characters in Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, they pass 
the time talking about the one lying in bed. However, unlike Vladimir 
and Estragon or Lucky and Pozzo, they do know what they are waiting 
for. As they wait for death, “they verbally explore their pasts, their 
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relationships with the dying man, and their relationships with each 
other” (Marley 1971: 341), chatting as if nothing unpleasant is about to 
happen. From time to time, the verbal flow is interrupted by short lines, 
uttered by the wife, who constantly asks “Is he dead?” (Albee, 2008: 305). 
Normally, we would have expected his wife – at least her, his lifetime 
companion – to show more concern for the dying husband; instead, her 
only worry seems to be whether her husband is dead or not, so she can 
have her way with the funerals. Once again, we are shown how the 
female character is “struggling for control” (Rosenbaum 2005: 94), even in 
such a delicate situation.  

If in Edward Albee’s plays the male character is still present – even 
though emasculated – in Arthur Kopit’s play he is literally dead. Madame 
Rosepettle has managed what the other female characters have not: to 
completely control her husband by killing him and having him stuffed, as 
if he were an animal. To her, the dead husband is nothing more but a 
trophy she carries with her all the time, wherever she goes; “He’s my very 
favorite trophy. I take him with me wherever I go” (Kopit 1997: 52). As 
the play unfolds, we learn about Madame Rosepettle’s history with men 
and about her “love story” with Albert Edward Robinson Rosepettle III, 
story that somehow, in a very absurd way, justifies her murder.  

A twenty-eight year old virgin, Arthur Kopit’s female character 
has perceived men as a threat and has studied them, as a hunter studies 
his prey: 

 
Oh, I had spoken to men. (Their voices are gruff.) And in crowded 
streets I had often brushed against them. (Their bodies, I found, are 
tough and bony.) I had observed their ways and habits, Mr. Roseabove. 
Even at that tender age I had the foresight to realize I must know what I 
was up against. So I watched them huddled in hallways, talking in 
nervous whispers and laughing when little girls passed by. I watched 
their hands in crowded buses and even felt their feeling elbows on 
crowded streets (Kopit, 1997: 55).  

 
Madame Rosepettle ventures in marrying the first one who proposes to 
her. From her dialogue with the Commodore, we learn that she has 
married Albert just because he seemed to be the kind of man she could 
easily dominate: 
 

I don’t really know why. I guess it just seemed like the right thing to do. 
Maybe it’s because the first one who ever asked me. No, that’s not 
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right… Perhaps it’s because he was so ugly and fat; so unlike 
everything I’d ever heard a husband should be. No, that doesn’t make 
much sense either… Perhaps it’s… yes, perhaps it’s because one looks 
at Albert’s round, sad face and I knew he could be mine… that no 
matter where he went, or whom he saw, or what he did, Albert would 
be mine, all mine – mine to love, mine to live with, mine to kill; my 
husband, my lover, my own… my very own (Kopit 1997: 57).  
 

The family life of the couples in the plays of Edward Albee and Arthur 
Kopit do not resemble, not even by far, with the beautiful images 
presented by the mass media. The mother gives up her apron and 
forgets about her duties as a wife; she becomes a tyrant whose only 
desire is to detain absolute power; the home is no longer a shelter, filled 
with love and concern for the beloved ones, but a place in which strict 
rules must be respected. In his turn, the father, who, in most of the cases 
is just a shadow, fails to maintain his position as pater familias, living the 
frustrated life of a pet, that is noticed only when needed – and, even so, 
just to reinforce Mommy’s ideas or opinions.  

This is the family that the two playwrights portray, the new 
family of the twentieth century, the century of changes. The American 
families presented in these plays are not governed by love and care for 
their members, but by fear and denial of reality. The spouses no longer 
love each other; in fact, they are just strangers who happen to live in the 
same house. They have become estranged, the flames of passion are long 
gone, and they have nothing important to talk about. They are so 
absorbed by the dullness of their own lives that the slightest change, like 
a visit received from friends, disturbs them.  

In conclusion, we can state that in the new American family, the 
relationships’ dynamics have suffered enormous changes, changes that, 
in the end, have ruined the myth of the typical, ideal family. 
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Abstract 
This analysis of Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children focuses on the construction of 
womanhood in postcolonial India, with reference to women’s role in two significant 
domains, politics and religion, as female characters are assigned the part of either homo 
politicus or homo religiosus. Within the sphere of politics, women are indissolubly 
connected to the concept of nation, and Rushdie intertwines personal history with that 
of the country, using birth metaphors for both children and country.   
The second domain under scrutiny is set in antithesis with the former, since all women 
belonging to this class are fundamentally against any political statement, be it 
Gandhian, peaceful, or otherwise, as their main objective is to follow Islamic laws. Such 
a complex transfer from one field and type of female character to an opposite one 
constitutes itself into the challenge of offering a possible interpretation of the novel 
Midnight’s Children.    
 
Keywords: Postcolonialism, womanhood, stereotype, homo politicus, homo 

religiosus 
 
The present paper analyses Salman Rushdie’s women characters in the 
novel Midnight’s Children, with emphasis on the way in which they are 
constructed within the frame of postcolonial India. 
 To this end, it firstly needs to take into account the role of Indian 
women in the postcolonial society, acknowledging that their part is 
conditioned by decolonisation discourses. Therefore, since nationalism 
and religion are the pillars that oppose Western colonialism, the 
characterisation of Indian women must observe several rules that are 
subsumed to such ideas as: the enlivenment of religion, the revisiting of 
the past and of tradition, the loyalty towards indigenous languages and 
masterpieces of art and literature, the combat against foreign systems of 
value and idioms etc.    
 To be fair, an observer of the phenomenon under scrutiny should 
admit that, although nationalism presents women as the main bearers of 
tradition, economic development allows them to make an improvement 
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in their condition, as they are permitted to access the educational 
system, to work and so on.  
 Still, womanhood is defined within the context of gendered 
discourses that construct the concept according to Indian culture’s 
ideologies, that define femininity in agreement with the autochthonous 
past and tradition as a form of antagonism to the denigrating British 
discourse that took women’s status/degradation as an index of the low, 
undeveloped type of society and thus justified the need for colonisation 
and for domination. In this respect, R. Rajan and Y. Park observe as 
stereotypes of the third world women such attributes as silence, the veil, 
absence and negativity (Schwarz and Ray 2005: 55). 
 As the exponent of the Hindu tradition, women are the keepers 
of the household honour and the procreators, and this is in fact just 
another manner of controlling their lives. In these conditions, the 
conceptualization of womanhood is to be related to the epic-religious 
tradition which envisages female persons within the social structure of 
the family according to the image of the ideal wife after the models of 
Sita and Savitri, on the one hand, and to national ideology that connects 
the image of the ideal mother with that of Mother India which is a pure 
locus unprofaned by colonisation, on the other hand. This innocence is 
then bestowed upon women who are placed in connection to the family 
and who are supposed to preserve the purity of their home and all that 
is done in order to disqualify British colonialism. 
 These accounts regarding womanhood bring to the fore the 
necessity to examine a very pressing matter in India: widowhood. If the 
role of women is confined to their marriage, the death of the husbands 
determines the loss of the spouse’s status, and thus women’s 
uselessness. Also, since any Indian woman’s place is with her husband, 
the devoted widow must perform sati, a practice that is mentioned even 
in Mahabharata. The other ‘opportunities’ of widowhood are to submit 
completely to an ascetic life and to family needs, or, if so allowed by her 
kin, to marry the dead man’s brother.     
 In addition to the wife and widow stances, there are other roles 
assigned to women, such as motherhood, and in this respect the 
relationship between this hypostasis and the concept of nation is well 
illustrated by the notion of Mother India (with references to both popular 
representations and to literary ones). 

However, as J. McLeod claims, quoting C.L. Innes, “nationalism 
is very frequently a gendered discourse; it traffics in representations of 
men and women which serve to reinforce patriarchal inequalities 
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between them. Nationalist representations have been in danger of 
perpetuating dis-empowering representations of women” (1998: 114). 
 When it comes to the positioning of women in nationalist 
discourses, McLeod refers to the theory of Floya Anthias and Nira 
Yuval-Davis, who identify five stereotypes of femininity: 
 
1. “Biological reproducers of members of ethnic collectivities” 
In order to belong to certain ethnic groups, women are compelled by the 
state to accept that their obligation is to have babies to grow the 
numbers of the nation.  
2. “Reproducers of the boundaries of ethnic /national groups” 
Women are bound to make sure that they do not place the identity of the 
group in jeopardy by engaging in unaccepted reproduction alliances. 
3. “Participating centrally in the ideological reproduction of the 
collectivity and transmitters of its culture” 
Female individuals are meant to educate the children and to engage 
them in the traditions of the national culture. 
4. “Signifiers of ethnic/national differences - as a focus and symbol in 
ideological discourses used in the construction, reproduction and 
transformation of ethnic categories” 
Women are used as iconic representations (e.g. nation - mother) and this 
is a means by which they can contribute to anti-colonial nationalism. 
5. “Participants in national, economic, political and military struggles” 
(2000: 116). 
 
Women are contributors to the efforts in the spheres of economy, politics 
and nationalism.  

Naturally, all these stereotypes have suffered some alterations 
along the decades, and this evolution of womanhood outside gender 
boundaries is well illustrated in Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children. 
 Analysing Rushdie’s female characters through the lenses of 
politics and religion involves operating with the terms homo politicus and 
homo religiosus and observing the manifestation of their characteristics in 
the case of the Indian/ Muslim population within the postcolonial era. 
 Robert Dahl defines homo politicus as “the citizen actively 
engaged in governmental processes”, while homo civicus is represented by 
“the vast majority of potential voters who rarely pursued their interests 
by engaging in politics”. The former is the elected representative, interest 
group advocate and political activist who actually “participated in the 
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process of government”. If homo politicus uses his strategies/ resources 
to meet political ends, homo civicus uses his strategies/ resources to meet 
personal ends” (in B.  Cruikshank 1999: 30). As for the notion of homo 
religiosus, it should be said that the term designates the faithful person 
who is motivated at all times by religious intentionality.   
 Within the geographical area that hosts the characters of 
Midnight’s Children, Muslim stereotypes occupy a forefront position, 
their definition by K. Brill’s in Encyclopaedia of Women and Islamic 
Cultures proving useful for the present study: 
 

Stereotypes either depict Muslim women as exotic, oppressed and 
almost totally enslaved by men in Islam, or as defending the virtues of 
Islam and the status and rights accorded to women (2005: 755). 

 
In fact, Brill goes even further than that, and states that Muslim Indian 
women “suffer from various stereotypes of backwardness; their status is 
attributed to the prevalence of the purdah, polygamy, divorce and large 
family size. […] The stereotypes and the real situations of women are 
guided by the prevailing power relations, but often justified in the name 
of religion” (755). The author does not leave aside the idea that 
discrimination against women must also be sought in the fact that 
“patriarchal norms and hegemonic ideologies use a selective 
interpretation of religion and culture” (756). 
 Once the necessary theoretical distinctions between homo politicus 
and homo religiosus are delineated, one may take a look upon the definite 
examples of Rushdie’s female characters in the novel under scrutiny. 
 As mentioned above, the organic bond between womanhood and 
nation defines the female political role in postcolonial discourse, and this 
paper starts from U. Parameswaran’s premises that Rushdie makes use 
of different narrative devices to connect the main character’s personal 
history with the history of India: 
 

Three of the main structural devices are: 
(a) he uses birth images and metaphors to mark turning points in 
history and symbolize their long-term significance; 
(b) he links political and historical events, starting with the 
Jallianwala Bagh massacre of 1919, with one or other of Saleem’s circle 
of friends and family, and 
(c) he uses Padma as a character who is functional at both narrative 
and symbolic levels (1983: 38). 
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Indeed, Rushdie employs birth images and metaphors related to 
womanhood par excellence for political purposes. For instance, the birth 
of the newly independent India is simultaneous with that of the one 
thousand and one children, including Saleem and his rival, Shiva. The 
labour of Saleem’s mother began when Pakistan came into being. 
Aadam, Saleem and Parvati’s son, with Shiva as the biological father, is 
born at the same time as Indira Gandhi’s own child, the Emergency:  
 

... push, come on Parvati, push push push, and  while Parvati pushed in 
the ghetto, J. P. Narayan and Morarji Desai were also goading Indira 
Gandhi, while triplets yelled push push push the leaders of the Janata 
Morcha urged the police and Army to disobey the illegal orders of the 
disqualified Prime Minister, so in a sense they were forcing Mrs Gandhi 
to push, and as the night darkened towards the midnight hour, because 
nothing ever happens at any other time, triplets began to screech it’s 
coming coming coming, and elsewhere the Prime Minister was giving 
birth to a child of her own… […] when the three contortionists had 
washed the baby and wrapped it in an old sari and brought it out for its 
father to see, at exactly the same moment, the word Emergency was 
being heard for the first time, and suspension-of-civil rights, and 
censorship-of-the-press, and armoured-units-on-special-alert, and 
arrest-of-subversive-elements (419). 

 
Salman Rushdie avails himself the opportunity to present both the 
theme of birth (as the novel refers to the appearance of India and 
Pakistan, and to the problems specific to ‘new life’), and that of 
problematic parentage (as the literary work parallels not only the 
confusion specific to postcolonial India, but also the hybridity specific to 
so many sets of possible ‘descendants’). The very formation of Pakistan 
out of a problematic ‘parentage’ represents a good example in this 
respect, as its history is formed after re-writing Indian history. In what 
concerns the theme of birth, it should be said that it is pervasive 
throughout the novel. The reader witnesses an impressive number of 
births: that of Saleem, that of the 1001 children, of Aadam, of the hero’s 
relatives, and these events are the equivalent of a fertility ritual which is 
meant to be the counterpoint of the widows’ sterilization programme. 
Moreover, the perforated sheet that allows Dr. Sinai to access different 
parts of Naseem’s body is not only a symbol of the partially revealed 
narrative, but also a metaphor for the perforated hymen that leads to the 
path of conception. Along these lines, many women are somehow 
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connected to a perforated sheet: Naseem is seen through a perforated 
sheet, and so is Jamila Singer when she performs in the Land of the 
Pure, not to mention Saleem’s grandmother who sits behind a 
perforated cloud to wait for his death. 
 Furthermore, Saleem is born in Bombay and then reborn in the 
Sunderbans, a place which is filled with eroticism, where he is captured 
by the charms of the houris in the temple of Kali. Since his identity is 
lost, he is re-conceived when the snakes, symbolising spermatozoa, bite 
the vulnerable heel, an allusion to the myth of Achilles. He is born 
through the basket of Parvati the Witch, a woman who also gives his 
name back. She embodies the alternative, the dichotomic pair of yet 
another witch – the Widow. Although Parvati marries Saleem, she gives 
birth to Shiva’s son, in fact the real descendant of the initial couple who 
met through the perforated sheet. Parvati is killed in the ghetto, and her 
son suffers just like his ‘father’ Saleem as a reflection of the macrocosmic 
disease, but he is also brought back to life by a woman – Durga. 
 The ghetto’s destruction, Parvati’s murder, the children’s arrest 
in order to perform the ‘draining of hope’ represent a critique of the 
abusive sterilization programme, understood as a genocide of the 
people, inflicted by political leaders. 
 However, the antithesis between female homo politicus and homo 
religiosus is obvious when examining Naseem and the Rani of Cooch 
Naheen. The former is a homo religiosus who performs all her actions as a 
result of doctrinarism and who is ignorant of governmental issues, while 
the latter is clearly a homo politicus in her own right. 
 Naseem knows nothing about the public or the political spheres 
of life: 
 

 'I do not understand this hartal when nobody is dead,' Naseem 
is crying softly. 
 'Why will the train not run? How long are we stuck for?' 
 Doctor Aziz notices a soldierly young man in the street, and 
thinks- the Indians have fought for the British; so many of them have 
seen the world by now, and been tainted by Abroad. They will not 
easily go back to the old world. The British are wrong to try and turn 
back the clock.  
 'It was a mistake to pass the Rowlatt Act,' he murmurs. 
 'What rowlatt?' wails Naseem. 'This is nonsense where I'm 
concerned!' 
 'Against political agitation,' Aziz explains, and returns to his 
thoughts. 
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 Tai once said: 'Kashmiris are different. Cowards, for instance. 
Put a gun in a Kashmiri's hand and it will have to go off by itself - he'll 
never dare to pull the trigger. We are not like Indians, always making 
battles.' Aziz, with Tai in his head, does not feel Indian. Kashmir, after 
all, is not strictly speaking a part of the Empire, but an independent 
princely state (32). 

 
There is no doubt that the woman is far from comprehending the non-
violent Gandhian way of demanding independence, and that she has no 
idea concerning the Rowlatt Act and its consequences in India. Her 
remarks are opposed to her husband’s thoughts, which are permeated 
with political and ethnic concerns. Her position is suggested by the fact 
that she mostly asks questions, while the man formulates statements. 
 Moreover, once time has passed over their family, she admits no 
political debates in her home and in this respect she is presented in 
antithesis with Rani of Cooch Naheen: “Among the things to which she 
denied entry were all political matters. When Doctor Aziz wished to talk 
about such things, he visited his friend the Rani, and Reverend Mother 
sulked; but not very hard, because she knew his visits represented a 
victory for her” (40). 
 Naseem is very determined when it comes to such matters, 
although the idea of her husband’s visiting another woman to discuss 
politics is not very comforting (as the connotation of the word sulk 
implies). 
 Her true bias is towards religion and as a consequence she insists 
on a traditional education for her children who were supposed to be 
good Muslims and learn the teachings of the Quran: 

 
She made only one educational stipulation: religious instruction. Unlike 
Aziz, who was racked by ambiguity, she had remained devout. 'You 
have your Hummingbird,' she told him, 'but I, whatsitsname, have the 
Call of God. A better noise, whatsitsname, than that man's hum.' It was 
one of her rare political comments ... (42). 
 

The collision between Islamic fundamentalism and the convictions 
concerning a unified nation characterized by consensus, hybridity and 
secularism determines the husband to move towards the prohibition of 
intolerance. Still, the wife cannot fight her religious beliefs and prefers 
discrimination to lack of basic Islamic knowledge:    
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And Aziz, ‘Do you know what that man was teaching your children? 
‘And Reverend Mother hurling question against question, ‘What will 
you not do to bring disaster, whatsitsname, on our heads?‘-But now 
Aziz, ‘You think it was Nastaliq script? Eh?‘- to which his wife, 
warming up: ‘Would you eat pig? Whatsitsname? Would you spit on 
the Quran?‘ And, voice rising, the doctor ripostes, ‘Or was it some 
verses of”The Cow”? You think that?‘   ...Paying no attention, Reverend 
Mother arrives at her climax: ‘Would you marry your daughters to 
Germans!?‘ And pauses, fighting for breath, letting my grandfather 
reveal, ‘He was teaching them to hate, wife. He tells them to hate 
Hindus and Buddhists and Jains and Sikhs and who knows what other 
vegetarians. Will you have hateful children, woman?’ 
‘Will you have godless ones?’ Reverend Mother envisages the legions of 
the Archangel Gabriel descending at night to carry her heathen brood 
to hell. She has vivid pictures of hell. It is as hot as Rajputana in June 
and everyone is made to learn seven foreign languages... ‘I take this 
oath, whatsitsname,‘ my grandmother said, ‘I swear no food will come 
from my kitchen to your lips! No, not one chapati, until you bring the 
maulvi sahib back and kiss his, whatsitsname, feet!‘ (42-3) 
 

The concept of tolerance towards any of the religions embraced by the 
people of India, i.e. Hinduism, Budhhism, Sikh or Jainism, is opposed by 
Naseem, who makes use of culturally specific terms like Quran, maulvi, and 
forbidden practices like eating pork, subordinated to the field of Islam. 
 The confrontation of politics and religion is underlined both with 
reference to husband-wife relationship and with reference to husband’s 
friend-wife relationship: 
 

Like Aadam Aziz, like the Rani of Cooch Naheen, Nadir Khan loathed 
the Muslim League (‘That bunch of toadies!‘ the Rani cried in her silvery 
voice, swooping around the octaves like a skier. ‘Landowners with 
vested interests to protect! What do they have to do with Muslims? They 
go like toads to the British and form governments for them, now that the 
Congress refuses to do it!‘ It was the year of the ‘Quit India’ resolution. 
‘And what’s more,‘ the Rani said with finality, ‘they are mad. Otherwise 
why would they want to partition India?’) (46). 
 

The Rani is not only a nationalist who pleads for an independent India, 
but also a firm supporter of secularism. She proves her analytic prowess 
when she identifies the true purposes of Partition, that is the concerns of 
the rich. Still, her question shows that she is an idealist as she raises the 
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best interest of the country above all mundane affairs and considers that 
one has to be insane to act against this desideratum. 
 This homo politicus becomes a mirror of her political goals and of 
her idealism, a victim of the cross-cultural paradigm of thought: 
 

And behind them, looking benignly on, the Rani of Cooch Naheen, who 
was going white in blotches, a disease which leaked into history and 
erupted on an enormous scale shortly after Independence ... ‘I am the 
victim,‘ the Rani whispers, through photographed lips that never move, 
‘the hapless victim of my cross-cultural concerns. My skin is the 
outward expression of the internationalism of my spirit.‘ (45) 
 

The Rani’s ideas are accompanied by concordant actions and she 
financially supports the right political beliefs she is convinced her 
country may benefit from: 
 

In the throes of the optimism epidemic, the Hummingbird's patron, the 
Rani of Cooch Naheen, never mentioned the clouds on the horizon. She 
never pointed out that Agra was a Muslim League stronghold, saying 
only, ‘Aadam my boy, if the Hummingbird wants to hold Convocation 
here, I'm not about to suggest he goes to Allahabad.‘ She was bearing 
the entire expense of the event without complaint or interference; not, 
let it be said, without making enemies in the town. (47) 
 

Naturally, such actions cannot go unnoticed in a patriarchal type of 
society and the narrator establishes an antithesis between the Rani’s 
silence and modesty in pecuniary matters and her rivals’ attitude. 
 The superior political cause is malevolently misinterpreted and 
her rivals resort to (what else?) the confinement of such noble 
enterprises to woman’s lust, to dark practices and the like:  
 

The Rani did not live like other Indian princes. Instead of teetar-hunts, 
she endowed scholarships. Instead of hotel scandals, she had politics. 
And so the rumours began. ‘These scholars of hers, man, everyone 
knows they have to perform extra-curricular duties. They go to her 
bedroom in the dark, and she never lets them see her blotchy face, but 
bewitches them into bed with her voice of a singing witch!‘ Aadam Aziz 
had never believed in witches. He enjoyed her brilliant circle of friends 
who were as much at home in Persian as they were in German. But 
Naseem Aziz, who half-believed the stories about the Rani, never 
accompanied him to the princess's house. ‘If God meant people to speak 
many tongues,' she argued, 'why did he put only one in our heads?‘ (47). 
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The antithesis between the rationality of the Rani and Naseem’s 
religious beliefs is peremptory, for the latter admits as truths the 
statements of the gossipers and asserts that her husband’s friend goes 
against God’s intention for people. 

As a matter of fact, the Rani is not seen only in opposition to 
common town folk and to Naseem, but also to another political figure, a 
female leader – Indira Gandhi - who performs her role as a homo politicus 
by implementing her reforms, her sterilization programme, by 
suspending civil rights and so on.  

To conclude, it may be pointed out that, on the one hand, 
Rushdie associates the image of the nation with that of womanhood and, 
on the other hand, at the level of the literary text, this relationship is 
transposed by making use of the specific role subsumed to femininity, 
i.e. that of giving birth, which is extrapolated and translated into the 
field of politics, of state formation to be precise. 
 From the standpoint of politics vs. religion, women are conceived 
in antithetic pairs. Thus, the instances of homo politicus are contrasted to 
those of homo religiosus. In addition, homo politicus is subject to another 
sub-classification: there is the Gandhian, peaceful, nationalist type of 
politically devoted women and the harsh, autocratic, dictatorial and 
violent female characters involved in politics.    
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Abstract 
The paper aims at analysing the parent-child relationships in Charlotte Brontë’s novel 
Jane Eyre, with special emphasis on the relationship between Jane Eyre, the protagonist 
of the novel, and her aunt, Mrs. Reed. For this purpose, it begins by presenting the 
traits of the domestic Victorian ideal as well as those of the so-called “transnormative 
family”, to ultimately show that the Victorian domestic ideal was not valid for 
everyone, which had a great impact on both parents and children in the process of 
upbringing. Then, the paper considers the representations of Victorian domestic 
relationships in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, which the author of the novel uses to 
demonstrate that a strong character and an iron will, like those of the protagonist, can 
make a difference and change destinies. 
 
Key words:  Victorian domestic ideology; novel as genre; representation 

 
Family is considered to be the basic cell of society, having a great impact 
on its welfare. Naturally therefore, family is influenced by different 
events that a nation goes through to such an extent that even the 
relationships within it change. So, the domestic ideal varies from one 
historical period to another. As members of the society, writers describe 
it more or less realistically. It happens very often that literary works 
reveal the peculiarities of the period in which they were written, as is 
indeed the case of Charlotte Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre. Special emphasis is 
placed in this paper on the link between the protagonist, Jane Eyre, and 
her aunt, as a representation of the way orphans could be treated by 
their stepparents at the time and of the impact of the education that the 
latter performed on the children’s life and on society in general. 

For the purpose of better understanding how Charlotte Brontë’s Jane 
Eyre mirrors certain aspects of life in the Victorian society, the issue of the 
literary genre that it belongs to needs to be taken into consideration. As 
Timothy Roberts suggests, “Jane Eyre, along with Austen’s Pride and 
Prejudice, is one of the most famous romance novels of all time” (2011: 8) 
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and has many traits characteristic of the Gothic novel. Roberts also 
maintains that it is a bildungsroman narrative and a moral allegory (2011: 
9-11). In relation to this, Debra Teachman declares that: 

 
Jane Eyre takes the form of both a fictional autobiography and a 
bildungsroman. As an autobiography, it presents the story of Jane’s life 
from her own adult perspective and in her own words. As a 
bildungsroman, it is the story of the education of an individual, both 
through formal education and by growing into maturity (2001: 2).   
 

It seems that the author sought to mingle these two genres in order to 
authentically represent the problems that the Victorian society 
encountered, especially those connected with the condition of female 
children. Teachman addresses the issue in the following lines: 

 
Most bildungsromans of the nineteenth century and before were written 
about men, but Jane Eyre is the story of a woman’s education into life. The 
novel focuses the reader’s attention primarily on those experiences, 
academic and otherwise, from which Jane learns the most about herself 
and the world she lives in. It displays the process of her growth in 
knowledge and wisdom as she experiences life (2001: 2).  
 

The protagonist ‘learns about herself and the world she lives in’ even 
from her childhood, when she lives in her aunt’s house. This period 
marks the beginning of the desire to be independent and not to be at 
someone else’s mercy while, at the same time, it offers Brontë the perfect 
opening for her story of personal becoming. Interweaving features 
pertaining to literary genres associated with the realistic mode of 
writing, Jane Eyre remains structurally coherent and persuasively 
verisimilar, serving as a documentary source that sheds light on the 
society of the period and on its values, thus carrying a moralizing value. 

If one were to consider Bloom’s affirmation according to which 
“the narrative is related in the first person by Jane Eyre herself, who is 
very much an overt surrogate for Charlotte Brontë” (2004: 19), as well as 
Cecil’s remarks on the writer’s protagonists, who “are all the same 
person; and that is Charlotte Brontë” (1935: 122), then one has the right 
to say that Mrs. Reed is the prototype of Aunt Branwell, “a strict and 
forbidding woman” who was invited by Patrick Brontë “to help care for 
his orphaned family” and who “lived with the Brontës until her death” 
(Gilbert, Gubar 1985: 347). Of course, on the road from life to fiction, 
several modifications regarding childhood have been operated: for 
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instance, Jane Eyre had lost both parents, not only one; Elizabeth 
Branwell lived with the Brontës and not vice-versa; Charlotte was not 
mistreated by anyone in comparison with Jane, who was abused by her 
cousin. But what should be pointed out is that Charlotte Brontë’s work 
represents the Victorian ‘transnormative’ family and the way adopted 
children were treated within such families. Elizabeth Thiel pertinently 
explains the term: 

 
‘transnormative family’ identifies those family units headed by single 
parents, step-parents, aunts, uncles, grandparents, siblings or the state 
that exists in opposition to the ‘natural’ and ‘complete’ family of 
husband, wife and children. These are not merely extended family units. 
They may incorporate kin, but the transnormative family is identified 
primarily by the temporary or permanent absence of a natural parent or 
parents, often by the presence of a surrogate mother or father, who may 
or may not be related to the child, and, frequently, by the relocation of 
the child to an environment outside the ‘natural’ family home (2008: 8).  
 

Referring to the Victorian period, Thiel maintains that: “the nineteenth-
century transnormative family was deviant in that it challenged the 
verisimilitude of the domestic ideal by depicting paradigms of family 
that existed beyond the desirable norm” (2008: 8). As for the ideal family 
of the time, it has been described along the following lines: 

 
Fathers were the heads of their homes, providing financially and acting 
as the ultimate authorities. Mothers tended to the emotional and physical 
needs of the family and sacrificed their own desires for others’ well-
being. Victorians particularly revered motherhood as ennobling and 
stressed the importance of women’s close relationships with children, but 
fathers also took an active interest in their offspring. Children, on the 
other hand, were dutiful, obedient, and thankful for their parents’ 
support and care. In short, all worked together toward a harmonious, 
sanctified home life (Nelson 2007 cited in Frost 2009: 11).  
 

In fact, a peaceful atmosphere within the family was desirable at all 
times. However, this often remained only a dream. Even during the 
nineteenth century, when a strong accent was laid on family issues, a 
harmonious home life could not be throughout attained. In this respect, 
Claudia Nelson states that:  

 
[t]his ideal, obviously, was possible only for the middle and upper 
classes, as poor mothers and fathers had limited time and resources. 
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Domesticity, though, was a goal towards which many families worked, 
and it powerfully influenced children in their assessments of their own 
childhoods (cited in Frost 2009: 11).  
 

This sense of domesticity crossed class frontiers, being symptomatic of 
an entire society and way of life, making John Ruskin, among others, 
remark that, in the end, the true home for Victorians was  

 
a place of Peace; the shelter, not only from all injury, but from all terror, 
doubt, and division. In so far as it is not this, it is not home; so far as the 
anxieties of the outer life penetrate into it, and the inconsistently-minded, 
unknown, unloved, or hostile society of the outer world is allowed by either 
husband or wife to cross the threshold, it ceases to be home; it is then only a 
part of that outer world which you have roofed over, and lighted fire in. But 
so far as it is a sacred place, a vestal temple, a temple of the hearth watched 
over by Household Gods, before whose faces none may come but those 
whom they can receive with love ... (1888 cited in Lane 2009: 2).  
 

Ruskin’s ideas are complemented by contemporary views which rewrite 
the Victorian not-so-distant-past and its theorizations. Eva Lane, for 
instance, believes that an ideal family consists of three elements: father, 
mother, children – who are in harmony with one another. Commenting 
upon Ruskin’s evaluation of a harmonious home, she explains that the 
term ‘division’ 

 
implies that any disruption of this harmony or any fragmenting of the 
whole would prove disastrous for the sanctity of the home. Each family 
member contributes something crucial to the home which seemingly 
cannot be contributed by any substitute. Thus, the home cannot exist 
without all its required members (2009: 4).  
 

The representation of division is, after all, essential in exposing the flaws 
of the actual, imperfect family striving to attain the specificities of the 
ideal construct imposed. On the other hand, in literature, not only does 
division break and remake family networks, avenging the norm and the 
imposition, but it spices up the narrative and plays with the reader’s 
expectations, allowing a welcome, though imagined, freedom and 
advancing substantial food for thought. 

 
The contradictions and tensions that exist within this construction have 
been thoroughly explored and illustrated to great effect by critics such as 
Catherine Hall and Leonore Davidoff, Elizabeth Langland, Karen Chase 
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and Michael Levenson. Their studies, and the field of Victorian domestic 
criticism more broadly, have demonstrated that Victorian domestic 
ideology was filled with contradiction and paradox. These contradictions 
and paradoxes are visible in Victorian fiction which was frequently 
concerned with the ways in which the family was troubled, broken, or 
burdened by loss and conflict (Lane 2009: 4).  
 

Returning to the realities of the time which the literary text remains 
contaminated by when not deliberately attempting to mirror and pass 
judgments on them, their darker side (in connection with children and 
childhood) has then, as now, been placed under the spotlight. Ginger S. 
Frost mentions that, due to the short life expectancy specific to this 
period, a lot of children were orphans or half orphans and many of them 
“grew up with stepparents and often stepbrothers and sisters as well” 
(2009: 20). She also claims that, because the Victorians had many 
blended families, “stories of wicked stepparents abound in Victorian 
literature” (Frost 2009: 20-21). Claudia Nelson maintains the same thing: 
“Narratives about children raised by family members other than their 
parents are particularly common in Victorian literature” (2007: 164). A 
case in point is, of course, the novel Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë, whose 
protagonist is an orphan raised, from early infancy, by her uncle’s wife:  

 
After my mother and father had been married a year, the latter caught 
the typhus fever while visiting among the poor of a large manufacturing 
town where his curacy was situated, and where that disease was then 
prevalent: that my mother took the infection from him, and both died 
within a month of each other (Brontë 2003: 43). 
 
I could not remember him; but I knew that he was my own uncle—my 
mother’s brother—that he had taken me when a parentless infant to his 
house; and that in his last moments he had required a promise of Mrs. 
Reed that she would rear and maintain me as one of her own children (30). 
 

Despite her promise, Mrs. Reed does not consider Jane equal to her own 
children, John, Eliza and Georgiana, who do not represent the Victorian 
ideal, as suggested by the subsequent description:  

 
Eliza, who was headstrong and selfish, was respected. Georgiana, who 
had a spoiled temper, a very acrid spite, a captious and insolent carriage, 
was universally indulged. Her beauty, her pink cheeks and golden curls, 
seemed to give delight to all who looked at her, and to purchase 
indemnity for every fault. John no one thwarted, much less punished; 
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though he twisted the necks of the pigeons, killed the little pea-chicks, set 
the dogs at the sheep, stripped the hothouse vines of their fruit, and 
broke the buds off the choicest plants in the conservatory: he called his 
mother “old girl,” too; sometimes reviled her for her dark skin, similar to 
his own; bluntly disregarded her wishes; not unfrequently tore and 
spoiled her silk attire; and he was still “her own darling.” I dared commit 
no fault: I strove to fulfil every duty; and I was termed naughty and 
tiresome, sullen and sneaking, from morning to noon, and from noon to 
night (28). 
 

There are a lot of passages in the novel that describe the way Jane is 
treated by her aunt, her cousins and the other people living in that 
house. Here are some of them: 

 
John had not much affection for his mother and sisters, and an antipathy to 
me. He bullied and punished me; not two or three times in the week, nor 
once or twice in the day, but continually: every nerve I had feared him, and 
every morsel of flesh in my bones shrank when he came near. There were 
moments when I was bewildered by the terror he inspired, because I had no 
appeal whatever against either his menaces or his inflictions; the servants did 
not like to offend their young master by taking my part against him, and 
Mrs. Reed was blind and deaf on the subject: she never saw him strike or 
heard him abuse me, though he did both now and then in her very presence, 
more frequently, however, behind her back. […] for, all at once, without 
speaking, he struck suddenly and strongly. I tottered, and on regaining my 
equilibrium retired back a step or two from his chair. […] He ran headlong at 
me: I felt him grasp my hair and my shoulder: he had closed with a 
desperate thing. I really saw in him a tyrant, a murderer. I felt a drop or two 
of blood from my head trickle down my neck, and was sensible of somewhat 
pungent suffering: these sensations for the time predominated over fear, and 
I received him in frantic sort. I don’t very well know what I did with my 
hands, but he called me “Rat! Rat!” and bellowed out aloud (21-23). 
 

Memorable words are used by the author to describe Jane’s feelings 
towards John. His awful behaviour is encouraged by his mother’s 
indifference. Mrs. Reed is not only indifferent to the relationships 
between her children and Jane, but she is guilty of them. As a mother, 
she ought to have taught her children to respect Jane and to treat her as 
equal to them, not to see her as dependent on their family and without 
any rights, because she had no money. As John puts it,  

 
you have no business to take our books; you are a dependant, mama 
says; you have no money; your father left you none; you ought to beg, 
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and not to live here with gentlemen’s children like us, and eat the same 
meals we do, and wear clothes at our mama’s expense… (22). 
 

The servants have the same attitude. Miss Abbot, for example, addresses 
Jane the following words: 

 
And you ought not to think yourself on an equality with the Misses Reed 
and Master Reed, because Missis kindly allows you to be brought up 
with them. They will have a great deal of money, and you will have none: 
it is your place to be humble, and to try to make yourself agreeable to 
them. (25). 
 

As resulting from the excerpts above, money was an important factor in 
one’s life. So, if one had money, (s)he would be respected; and if one had 
no money, (s)he would be disregarded even by his/her own kin. This 
was characteristic of the Victorian society in general. In Dickens, Money, 
and Society, Grahame Smith shows that “in the nineteenth century 
money became one of the prime movers of the human life” (1968: 67). 

Therefore, one of the reasons to mistreat Jane was her lack of 
money. Being a little child, Jane could not understand all these things 
and, as a result, she was always tormented by a series of questions: 

 
All John Reed’s violent tyrannies, all his sisters’ proud indifference, all 
his mother’s aversion, all the servants’ partiality, turned up in my 
disturbed mind like a dark deposit in a turbid well. Why was I always 
suffering, always browbeaten, always accused, for ever condemned? 
Why could I never please? Why was it useless to try to win any one’s 
favour? (Brontë 2003: 28). 
 

However, she found an explanation for this unfair treatment: 
 
…but how could she really like an interloper not of her race, and 
unconnected with her, after her husband’s death, by any tie? It must have 
been most irksome to find herself bound by a hard-wrung pledge to stand 
in the stead of a parent to a strange child she could not love, and to see an 
uncongenial alien permanently intruded on her own family group (30). 
 

But this explanation was incomplete. If Jane had had money, she would 
have been respected as her cousins were or maybe even more.  

The lack of any attempt on the part of Mrs. Reed to educate her 
children had a disastrous impact both on Mrs. Reed, as a mother, and on 
her children. First of all, John died untimely:  
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… he ruined his health and his estate amongst the worst men and the 
worst women. He got into debt and into jail: his mother helped him out 
twice, but as soon as he was free he returned to his old companions and 
habits. His head was not strong: the knaves he lived amongst fooled him 
beyond anything I ever heard. […] and the next news was that he was 
dead. How he died, God knows!—they say he killed himself (317).     
 

Of course, one may say that Mrs. Reed is not guilty of what John chose 
to do in life. It is true that she is not responsible for her son’s deeds, but 
she contributes to his demise by her indifference to education. She 
allows John total freedom during childhood and this is a great mistake. 
He does not learn to master his own body and mind and, as a result, he 
dies very young. 

Then, Mrs. Reed “had been out of health herself for some time: she 
had got very stout, but was not strong with it; and the loss of money and 
fear of poverty were quite breaking her down. The information about Mr. 
John’s death and the manner of it came too suddenly: it brought on a 
stroke” (317-318). Her daughters are not interested in their sick mother and 
even the servants perform only the minimal tasks. After Mrs. Reed 
confesses to Jane that she regrets the way she treated her, she dies; “neither 
of” her children “had dropped a tear” (344). Consequently, this woman is 
described as having two problems that cost her life: money and education. 
Referring to the first of them, as seen from the above, the narrator displays 
the negative impact of money on Mrs. Reed’s destiny and stresses its 
destructive power. But regarding education, a too permissive parent is 
thought to destroy himself/herself and his/her children. In this respect, 
Ellen G. White, a writer that lived in the late Victorian period, maintained 
that: “children will be happier, far happier, under proper discipline than if 
left to do as their untrained impulses suggest” (1954: 79). 

Fortunately, this faulty education does not destroy the 
protagonist’s life, too. Despite the harsh treatment, Jane finds the power 
and the courage to overcome injustice. Thus, she develops a strong 
character and, following her desire to be independent, she manages to 
obtain what she wants. This is the reason why the novel in focus here is 
considered to be one of the finest feminist works. Many Victorian 
writers sought to change the woman’s role in society, to equal her rights 
to those of man. This discrimination affected children as well, allowing 
boys to have more options than girls (Frost 2009: 7). So, it was important 
for Charlotte Brontë to show the way Jane Eyre faces various hardships 
even in this early period of her life in order to raise the readers’ 
awareness and to call for reform.  
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In short, it might be said that the overall message of Jane Eyre is 
that not everyone could attain the domestic Victorian norms. There were 
a lot of families that encountered problems. Most of them were the result 
of the fact that the Victorian society had false values, such as affluence 
and pride. People were double-faced. While they appreciated peace and 
harmony within their families, class and gender were still very 
significant to them, disregarding the poor and neglecting the woman’s 
importance. Criticizing these things, Charlotte Brontë seems to make an 
appeal to the Victorian society to change the situation and, by means of 
the protagonist, Jane Eyre, she demonstrated that it was possible.  

Indeed, literature has a great power upon the reader. Knowing 
that “the end of writing is to instruct”, as Samuel Johnson stated in his 
Preface to Shakespeare (2008: 9), the writers used this ‘tool’ over the course 
of time to manipulate the masses. In this context, the Victorian literature 
had the purpose to make people aware of the existing problems and to 
prompt them to take a stand. The realistic novel then, by faithfully 
representing society, facilitates understanding and urges each reader to 
change the present for a better future. By means of its heroes, this type of 
literature assured people that there was no destiny except the one they 
created. 
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Abstract 
One of Fay Weldon’s early novels, Female Friends (1975), published at the peak of her 
feminist ’phase’, deconstructs female and feminine stereotypes in order to present the 
writer’s own views on feminism. It speaks for a generation of women, who struggle to 
find their place in a male-dominated world, through three protagonists, who are neither 
happy, nor perfect. Narrated by the character Chloe, the novel revolves around her and 
her friends, Grace and Marjorie, with an aim at depicting the falsehood and hypocrisy 
that surround female friendship. It is precisely where Weldon’s specificity as a feminist 
writer lies: in her rendering the imperfections of women’s characters and relationships. 
This paper attempts to trace such elements of ‘fayminism’ in Female Friends by 
resorting to the tools of the feminist critic. 
 
Keywords: feminism, Female Friends, Fay Weldon, deconstruction 
 
Fay Weldon is a prolific author, having written more than 35 novels, 
most of which deal with subjects related to feminine identity. One of 
Weldon’s first books, Female Friends, was published at the beginning of 
the feminist phase, making Weldon a precursor, in a way, as well as an 
advocate, for the women’s liberation movement. Nora Stovel (2003) 
states that “[…] Fay Weldon‘s […] novel Female Friends (1975) expressed 
the rising feminist consciousness of the seventies.  In the year Margaret 
Thatcher became the first female Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 
and the first female head of government in Europe, Weldon gave the 
1979 series a feminist tone”. 

Weldon has raised many concerns in her novels, becoming a 
feminist in the true sense of the word by attempting to deconstruct 
gender stereotypes in some unusual ways. However, Fay Weldon does 
not write simply to promote feminism, she does not make her female 
protagonists become moral compasses for her readers. On the contrary, 
Weldon acknowledges the feminist movement, but is reluctant to receive 
a label. As she suggests, in an interview given, “I like to think I 
influenced it! I started writing in England at the same time as the 
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women’s movement there got going, so we were more or less 
contemporary phenomena. The writer and the movement [began] to 
feed into each other.” (Kumar 1995: 16) In other words, Weldon sees 
herself as having influenced the feminist movement in the same way in 
which the feminist movement has influenced her views and writings, 
the latter becoming compatible with the notorious philosophy. Andrew 
Foley has observed this relationship and explains that Weldon’s 
connexion with feminism is more of a symbiotic one, rather than a one-
way experience (2007: 30). Foley advocates for Weldon’s indubitable 
influence on women’s movement, insisting that Weldon has reshaped 
the way in which women were regarded in society. In the England of the 
1960s and 1970s, Weldon finds herself a woman among many who 
choose to take advantage of the new world order and work 
opportunities, fighting the social oppression which tied them to the 
household and to the condition of stay-at-home moms. Regarding the 
subject of domesticity and motherhood, Weldon explains one of the 
drawbacks of feminist ideology: ”The downside of feminism is that 
women are now expected to go out to work, which some women would 
rather do than looking after the children anyway.” (Black 2009) Weldon 
thus recognizes the fact that the feminist movement sometimes works 
against some women, forcing all women to find jobs as a political 
statement, rather than be allowed to make their own choices and be in 
charge of their own destiny. This is one of the reasons why Weldon does 
not idolize her female protagonists, does not make them appear as 
female heroes, but as ordinary women who live ordinary lives. 
 Reluctant to being associated with the feminist movement, 
Weldon portrays Woman as refusing to fit stereotype, and as deciding to 
adopt views and aspirations which go against the mainstream. While 
many women have benefited from this movement by being allowed a 
job and independence from men, Weldon seems to think that not 
everybody is happy with feminism. In an interview, she has stated that 
“If you’re an intelligent, competent and healthy person it’s the most 
wonderful thing. If you have no aspirations and don't want to do 
anything except exist, than perhaps the pre-feminist world was better. 
There’s never a perfect solution. There’s just the least worst” (Black 
2009). Weldon suggests that she thinks more in terms of individuals, 
regardless of their gender; as such, people are free to choose their own 
paths in life, considering that women have felt compelled to choose a 
career. As such in Weldon’s opinion, the empowered woman was not a 
choice anymore, it was a duty to be performed by every woman. 
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Some of Weldon’s protagonists do not follow the trend of 
becoming empowered women; they have mundane lives, which they 
deal with on their own. The writer does not create perfect role models, 
but rather she brings to life everyday characters, making it easier to 
empathize with their problems. Along these lines, Weldon’s 
protagonists in Female Friends, Chloe, Marjorie and Grace, have an 
imperfect friendship, showing the darker side of friendship and 
relationships in general. It has been suggested that Weldon attempts to 
present a real life friendship, rather than a fairy tale one: “I have 
deliberately chosen to call attention to less familiar works that reveal the 
psychological underpinnings of female friendship rather than to works 
that display a primarily ironic attitude toward friendship, such as Fay 
Weldon's Female Friends […]” (Abel 1981: 414). Weldon does not set out 
to teach women how to behave, but rather to provide an insight into a 
mundane friendship, as her characters are modeled in such a way as to 
allow the reader to empathize.  

Weldon’s protagonists are very different types of women. Chloe, 
for example, is an indecisive woman, dreading her existence but not 
wanting to change. She feels empowered, having escaped her husband’s 
sexual advances by pushing him into the arms of another woman. Sarah 
Blackburn explains: 

 
Shy Chloe, married to tortured, pretentious scriptwriter Oliver, presides 
over a household of children some her own and others the various 
discards of her friends, dead and alive. Most of them have the same 
father, who is not Oliver. Chloe is long bored with Oliver, who treats 
her contemptuously, yet she is terribly dependent on him. When she 
half-manoeuvres the French “maid”, a young psychologist, to replace 
her in his dreaded physical affections, her friends are horrified. Chloe 
prides herself--sometimes--on her orderly, martyred existence. The rest 
of the time she is searching for a way out of it. (1974) 
 

Chloe struggles to survive in a male-dominated world, where she is in 
touch with her nurturing, motherly side, and raising children. She feels 
oppressed by her husband, Oliver, but manages to have a strong voice, 
with the help of her friends. Chloe struggles with the newly found 
freedom of the women in the seventies, when feminism had liberated 
them from social oppression, in a way, although they were still expected 
to act submissively towards their husbands. Weldon allows the reader 
an insight into Chloe’s psyche, wondering “How can Chloe leave?  How 
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can she carve thought the patterns of dependency and hope, in the 
interests of something so impractical as love and personal happiness?” 
(1974: 198). Chloe’s inability to be happy by herself is not necessarily her 
own fault, but sooner the result of centuries of social oppression, which 
have taught women that men are responsible for making them happy, 
and that no woman can feel accomplished by herself.  
 Fay Weldon does not focus only on the husband-wife 
relationship; she also goes on to analyse the mother-daughter connexion. 
Marjorie’s relationship with her mother is central to the narrative, and it 
explains Marjorie’s reluctance to have children. Having been abandoned 
by her mother, Marjorie goes through an identity crisis which 
culminates with her guilt over her mother’s health. Marjorie is an 
example of a woman trapped between two worlds; in a way, she is 
happy with the freedom feminism has brought her; however, she still 
suffers from her mother’s rejection, a rejection made possible by the 
exact movement which has allowed Marjorie to become a B.B.C. 
director. Marjorie’s decision to get a hysterectomy may be regarded 
either as her surrender to the thought that she will never become a good 
mother, because of the example Helen has given her, or as an acceptance 
of the fact that she chose to renounce all feelings of neglect.  
 Grace, on the other hand, represents the type of woman who 
chooses to live her life, regardless of what others believe about her, and 
neglecting her child in the process. She does not want to feel responsible 
for a child’s life and to be trapped in a marriage in which she is 
constantly persecuted.  

 
Grace, who stamped her foot and wished that Hitler would win the war 
if that would avoid having an evacuated child take shelter in her Grace-
centered suburban home, lives today with a super-cool young 
filmmaker after a hideous marriage to an icy, now-dead millionaire 
whose death she feels responsible for. She has abandoned her son -- to 
Chloe -- and devotes herself to pleasure, remembering her own self-
sacrificing mother with a shudder. (Blackburn 1974) 
 

Weldon places emphasis on family and, in particular, on the mother-
daughter relationship. In this way, Grace finally accepts motherhood, as 
a sign that she has overcome her mother’s death, while Grace’s 
relationship with children in general is, again, an example of her feelings 
towards her own very unhappy childhood. Even the friendship between 
the three female protagonists is portrayed in the shadow of motherhood.  
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 Fay Weldon’s novel, Female Friends, presents the intermingled 
lives of three women who are struggling with husbands, careers, 
mothers and children. She does not attempt to present an idealized 
version of female friendship; she simply illustrates the lives of three 
women as they are, with the joyous and the sombre moments, their fight 
against social oppression or their inner turmoil as they come to terms 
with the decisions they have made. The story is all the more important, 
as it was written in a time when the feminist movement was the centre 
of attention, confirming some of the stereotypes associated with women. 
A stereotype represents a thought or idea about a certain group of 
people, based on some shared characteristics of the people in the group. 
In the case of women, the stereotypes are centred on females being the 
weaker sex; people who agree with stereotypes which present women as 
weak, consider gender roles to be the status quo. In her way, Weldon 
does not criticize gender roles by presenting extremely powerful 
women; rather she tries to construct characters with which readers will 
empathize and create a connexion. The novel follows the three 
protagonists through various stages of their lives. Weldon employs 
deconstruction by allowing her characters to interact in normal ways, 
not just by creating a female protagonist who breaks all the patterns, but 
by presenting ordinary characters, who make their own choices, proving 
that they are fighting for their rights. Weldon’s “third-person 
surrogates” do not provide any comment or instruction regarding their 
dreams, their ideals, or their actions, leaving the readers understand 
what they will (Wilde 1988: 409). As such, adhering to the aesthetic 
philosophy by considering that art should serve no higher moral 
purpose, Fay Weldon does not try to teach a lesson via the story she 
tells, choosing to present true life instead, through the imperfect 
relationships which get established between women, in her own 
‘fayminist’ way. Weldon’s ideas of feminism are also found in her novel, 
Female Friends. In her own way, Fay Weldon presents realistic characters 
which seem to be the embodiment of real women, women with 
problems, women who do not wish to have a successful career, rather 
they would choose to focus on motherhood, women who do not want to 
repeat their mothers’ mistakes. This is Weldon’s representation of 
‘fayminism’, and it is to be found in the story of Chloe and her friends.  
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Abstract 
Contemporary literature seems to have reconciled the idea that everything valuable has 
already been said and done and, as such, has wilfully inscribed itself in a never-ending 
cycle of narratives about narratives, in a process of recycling and updating the past, 
which some love to name postmodernist. What is left at stake is simply the consumerist 
need to produce an oxymoronic ‘original copy’: to launch that piece of literature unseen 
and unheard of before on a crowded book market. A recipe for success seems to be the 
ability to combine the novelty of the architectural design – the formal innovation – with 
the thematisation of the present. It is precisely what the young Welsh novelist and 
scriptwriter, David Llewellyn, achieves with his debut novel, Eleven. In an attempt to 
translate the old into the new, Eleven is constructed following the design of the early 
modern epistolary novels, yet making use of a contemporary mode of writing: the e-
mail. Thematically, it is an exploration of patterns of individual thinking shaped by the 
media, against the background of an event with global consequences, which is, 
nevertheless, viewed from afar, without the inherent trauma so visible in American 
post-9/11 fiction. The present paper aims at analysing the construction of the novel, 
including the linguistic transformations it employs, and at accounting for the identitary 
revolt that transpires from the e-mails exchanged between various character-narrators 
on an apparently ordinary day: September 11, 2001. 
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sphere. Starting from the assumption that literature is – more than ever – 
communication, and that Orwell’s assertion that “anyone sensitive 
enough to be touched by the zeitgeist is also involved in politics” (2009: 
129) fully applies to the twenty-first century historical and political 
context, the respective undertaking brings together political, journalistic, 
and literary texts which make use of the interplay of reality and fiction – 
a territory of literature, in the traditional sense – in order to construct 
truths about events which the target audience has actually witnessed 
first-hand.  

 A fairly representative, yet unexplored piece of this new type of 
intermedial literature is David Llewellyn’s Eleven (2006), a novel which 
requires a closer look into its architectural design, as it is an unexpected 
blending of the new and the technological in a very old and traditional 
mode of writing: the epistolary. Thus, the first part of the paper sets out 
to formulate a hypothesis concerning the psychological drive towards 
the appreciation of this literary mode and to overview the transition of 
the letter in fiction: from its initial mimetic role to that of a signal for 
misrepresentation and the unreliability of the written word, in the more 
recent years. The second part of the paper, which focuses on the novel, 
attempts to contextualise it from two perspectives: on the one hand, as a 
marketable product which has overcome that ‘anxiety of influence’ and 
has adopted freely modes of writing proven successful in the 
yesteryears; on the other hand, as a product of the present-day history, 
with political and identitary implications for the individuals.  

 
Forethoughts on representation and prying  
Although obsolete, the epistolary mode seems to have preserved 
something of the past glory from the early days of novel writing until 
today - due to its polyphonic nature and its creditability. Beyond the 
continual evolution of forms and literary devices which have re-
designed both structures and approaches to novel writing (over and 
over again along the years), it seems that the contemporary readers still 
find the Aristotelian concept of mimesis appealing.  

Readers should understand that literature is representation, not 
reality; however, they might still feel an urge to pry into other people’s 
lives, even when fully aware that these ‘people’ are mirror images of 
themselves. A few devices are able to render this inherently human 
indiscretion more plausibly than others: it may be rewarding for the 
reader to acquire omniscience together with the narrator, to accompany 
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him or her alongside a theatrical-like experience in which, from a 
vantage point, ‘the lives and opinions’ of the characters may be observed 
in their smallest details. Furthermore, it may be worthwhile to catch a 
glimpse into one character’s overall ‘consciousness’ or stream of 
thoughts at a given moment, but it is hardly credible that one is actually 
able to reach this point of understanding of the human mind. And there 
is this third form of interference with someone else’s thoughts and 
actions, one that seems the most credible and creditable at the same 
time, and that has inspired the pacte de lecture (or, in Leech’s words 
(2007: 222), “the secret communion between author and reader”) for a 
large category of literary texts related to the (auto)biographical domain: 
the monological diaries and memoirs, on the one hand, and the 
dialogical epistles, on the other. One can actually get a hold of someone 
else’s diary or letter and find in it the other’s most intimate thoughts, 
most secret actions. The inquisitiveness of the human mind is thus fed in 
a manner that hints at verisimilitude: writing is material – despite 
Raymond Williams’s claim that “there is no Hamlet, no Karamazov 
Brothers, and no Wuthering Heights, in the sense that there is a particular 
great painting” (2005: 49). It is a material practice that leaves real traces 
which can be made available for others to pry into them.  
 
A very short history of the epistolary novel 
This ‘voyeurism’ may be one of the explanations for the success of the 
epistolary novel along the centuries. A description of the genre is not 
one of the aims of the present undertaking. In brief, this literary form 
entered the world of English literature as early as the end of the 
seventeenth century, with Aphra Ben’s Love Letters between a Nobleman 
and His Sisters (1684-1687), but ‘the rise of the [epistolary] novel’ took 
place in the next century, with Samuel Richardson’s moralising novels 
Pamela (1740) and Clarissa (1749). However, the influence on the 
contemporary epistolary mode of writing should be sought much later, 
at the beginning of the twentieth century.  

Among the novelists who made use of this technique in the first 
half of the twentieth century, E.M. Forster (Howards End), Virginia Woolf 
(Jacob’s Room) and James Joyce (Ulysses) should be mentioned. Yet, in 
their cases, the epistolary mode is not extended to the entire novel, 
letters being incorporated into the narrative with an aim at exposing 
subjectivity and misrepresentation of the written word. James Joyce may 
be the influence ‘responsible’ for the proliferation of the epistolary as a 
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form of mise en abyme in postmodern literature. A thesis on the epistolary 
form in the twentieth century argues that postmodern authors “continue 
Joyce’s treatment of the epistolary form, investigating the way in which 
language complicates representations of the subjective experience and 
exploring the letter’s relationship to different states of being” 
(Gubernatis 2007: 170). It is further argued that postmodernist 
milestones, like Possession (A.S. Byatt) or Atonement (Ian McEwan), 
employ the epistolary technique in order to challenge this subjectivity 
and to create alternative story-worlds that “fracture the coherence of 
those novels” (225).  

Twenty-first century literature profits from technological 
advance and multimodality to reinstate the epistolary novel in forms 
and shapes familiar to the new readers: e-mails, forums, blogs, Twitter, 
SMS, mobile applications, etc. Though reluctantly, literati make the 
acquaintance of new forms of fiction, which are termed, accordingly, 
with equally new words, as it is the case of Twiction – denoting a novel 
published entirely in 140-word ‘instalments’ on Twitter [1], or this e-
pistolary, which follows the word-formation with the prefix e- (from 
electronic) attached to fully-formed words like mail or commerce. Of 
course, this term, which has started to be acknowledged by some slang 
dictionaries, despite its ill-formed nature, is meant to denote that kind of 
epistolary novels written not in the traditional pen-and-paper manner, 
but in the form of e-mails exchanged between their character-narrators. 
A good case in point is David Llewellyn’s 2007 debut novel, Eleven, 
which will be analysed in the following sections. 

 
Textual designs between the old and the new 
Following the attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, 
the literary stage welcomes a new category, which rapidly gains adepts 
from the highest ranks of the contemporary writers and which manifests 
plentifully in the English-speaking space. Soon, this new literary 
product of the international political context is given a name – post-9/11 
fiction – which comprises novels, short-stories and drama connected by 
their being temporally placed during or immediately after the respective 
event. Either explicitly political, expressing viewpoints on the attacks 
through techniques which borrow directly from the mass-media, or 
focusing on identitary crises generated by trauma, these writings – some 
of them, products of very resonant names of contemporary literature, 
like John Updike, Don De Lillo, Philip Roth, Ian McEwan, Martin Amis, 
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etc. bear the burden of having to reinvent the already invented ‘wheel’, 
to update past writing techniques so as to suit the present-day tastes 
and, more than anything else, to sell. One should not forget that the 
world has entered the post-industrial era, a time when selling is 
everything and everything is for sale. Moreover, the book and the more 
interactive media have been competing for supremacy for some time, 
and the former does not seem at all in pole position.  

Naturally, in such a consumerist context, when even the great 
favourites of the grand literary prizes make one-century-long steps 
behind, back to the Experimentalists (trying to write themselves and 
their surrounding reality in a manner equally unusual and linguistically-
challenging with that employed by their forerunners), it gets even 
harder for young novelists and playwrights to produce an original piece 
of writing. Thus, in turn, they look back (in resignation) and replicate 
over and over again Burroughs, Kerouac and other beatniks, or le 
nouveau roman, or Joyce… or whoever may still keep the reader’s 
attention vivid through imaginative techniques which do not necessarily 
presuppose plots, actions, temporal order, beginnings, endings, 
typologies of characters, ‘literary language’ [2] and anything else which 
a ‘traditional’ novel might make use of in order to recreate, imitate or 
reflect realities. The difference often lies in political engagement, as 
many twenty-first century novelists have been transformed into war-
journalists by the turn of events on the stage of international politics – 
which is not to say that they are all new Hemingways, but that they 
have developed a form of counteraction to media feeds which impart 
information into the public sphere. In other words, behind textual 
innovation and intricacies lies a need for communication and reality (or 
actuality, or factuality). 

Such is the case of Eleven, the debut novel of a young Welsh 
novelist, David Llewellyn, who introduces his “dear, dirty”…Cardiff [3] 
without having his characters look through the window at least once, 
but making them look in what has become for some time the window to 
the world – the computer screen. Formally, the novel is constructed 
exclusively on an epistolary pattern, following the trend established 
back in the eighteenth century: a central character-narrator, Martin 
Davies, corporate accountant and would-be writer living and working in 
Cardiff, exchanges thoughts and ideas with various other character-
narrators who take the floor in turn, to express their perspectives. 
However, as writing letters has become obsolete and has been replaced 
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with faster variants of communication, the letters that make up Eleven 
are electronic – e-mails that come and go at a fast pace, sometimes even 
simultaneously, assailing the reader with various opinions, which are, 
more often than not, influenced by external factors, of which the media 
is the most important. 

The layout – together with the cover artwork of the book, which 
presents two stylised towers with many windows – a double allusion to 
corporate buildings in general and to World Trade Center in particular – 
is an important paratextual element, introducing the correspondence 
exchanged by the characters in the complete form in which an e-mail is 
customarily transmitted. It is not just the body of e-mail that is relevant 
for the textual analysis, but also the header, which provides information 
about sender, receiver, time of transmission, and subject of the 
conversation. It is this layout what creates the image of a disorganised 
inbox – as all the mails are either sent from or to the mail address of the 
main character. Once accessed, the messages seem to have been either 
printed on paper or ‘print-screened’ (a function available on most 
operating systems which provides a ‘snapshot’ of the content displayed 
on the computer screen): 

 
FROM:            Martin Davies 
(Mailto: martin.davies@quantumfinance.co.uk) 
TO:  lloydt@callotech.co.uk 
SENT:  08:51, Tuesday September 11, 2001 
SUBJECT Morning!!!  
(Llewellyn 2006: 9) 
 

Apart from providing such information which would be hard to grasp 
from the texts of the messages, which do not observe the standard rules 
of drafting a traditional letter, these print screens add to the construction 
of the illusion of authenticity required by the epistolary novels in order 
to create those alternative worlds in which readers can take a squint.  

At the linguistic level, Llewellyn’s Eleven may prove puzzling here 
and there, as it is an exploration of the “newspeak” of the twenty-first 
century, the language of the internet, which wilfully disregards all the 
norms of spelling with the justification of always being in a hurry. Thus, 
the discourse is constructed on a combination of slang and exaggeratedly 
formal language in the e-mails sent by the company’s staff, used even in 
circumstances which would not require it. It is the case of: “it has come to 
the attention of building supervisors that people are not putting out their 
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cigarettes in the designated ashtrays in the smoking area” (2006: 70).  It 
has come to the attention of is a set-phrase used in official communications 
in view of announcing infringements of various rules and regulations. 
Another example of formal language meant to disrupt the flow of the text 
is: “Congratulations to Lisa Gough on getting her Stage 3 Mandate. This is 
a reflection of the hard work of Lisa and her mentor, Simon” (113) – which 
is sent at 15:52, amidst the general confusion and contradictory e-mails 
about the attacks in America and which functions as a reminder that 
corporations represent small worlds which do not pay attention to 
whatever may happen outside of them.   

Nonetheless, such instances are rare in the novel. They are often 
replied to with a “Fuck off” (43) or with a “fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck 
fudjkflas; dfdljkgfal” (17) which are never sent, but saved in drafts. These 
drafts function as asides, revealing to the reader what remains unsaid in 
the written dialogues between the characters. However, access is 
granted only to the personal thoughts of Martin Davies, although his 
focalisation of the external events is filtered through the information 
present in the e-mails he receives from other characters. 

 A large part of the text is made of abbreviations usually 
employed in conversations on chats and SMSs - “the kids r back in skool” 
(9); alternate spelling with symbols used instead of letters -“f*king 
ba$tards” (12), “bull$hit” (23); or spellings imitating various accents - 
“these laydeez” (13), “this girl is da bomb” (19). All these seem to point to 
the degradation of the English language in the internet era, but this is 
only a convenient variant of looking at things, from a purist, 
philologist’s perspective. What is, in fact, more interesting here is the 
fact that this ‘inconceivable’ language usage has entered the ‘sacrosanct’ 
territory of literature, replacing those beautiful words which were said to 
constitute its core. This may lead to a parallel between “Culture and 
culture”: whereas the former is, in Arnoldian acceptance, “the best that 
has been thought and said” (Matthew Arnold in Gallagher 1995: 309), 
more recently understood as “high culture”, the latter is confined to the 
areas of “low culture”, “subculture” or “counterculture”. Along these 
lines, the cultural theorist Stuart Hall’s view that the youth resort to a re-
signification of themselves by “combining things borrowed from a 
system of meanings into a different code, generated by subculture itself 
and through subcultural use” (2006: 43) in order to resist society through 
a ritualization of practices, may be a key to understanding the language 
in Eleven. Though not specifically defined as belonging to a subculture, 
the characters in the novel are concomitantly part of the corporate ‘in-
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group’ and a subgroup which aims at fighting its constraints and 
permanent surveillance.  

The use of the phrases containing the word “fuck” – with 
extremely high occurrence rate in the novel – points precisely towards 
that resistance through rituals which Hall claims to have characterised the 
British youth since World War II and which has accentuated with the 
expansion of the means of communication, contaminating all the social 
strata. To put it otherwise – argot is no longer the slang or jargon 
peculiar to “a particular group of people” (Longman Dictionary, 2008: 
65), but a form of resistance to societal and linguistic norms accessible to 
all social categories. In the context of literature regarded as subversive 
social practice, non-abiding by the norms imposed by social constraints, 
the usage of non-standard English also takes the form of resistance, to 
the traditional literary conventions, this time. As such, one may assert 
that David Llewellyn’s Eleven breaks with the tradition of the epistolary 
novel whilst also following its principles by relying on its voyeuristic 
appeal. The messages get to be read by prying readers, but also by the 
corporate Big Brother known as “System Administrator”: 

  
FROM:  System Administrator 
TO:  Martin Davies 
SENT:  16:40, Tuesday September 11, 2001 
SUBJECT: Email Misuse 
 

The following email has been blocked due to its content: 
 

TO:  SAFINA AZIZ 
SUBJECT: RE: Home Time 
 

You should be aware of the very strict company policy regarding email 
misuse. This issue will be forwarded to your department manager 
(Llewellyn, 2006: 127). 

 
Therefore, the non-standard language used in Eleven functions as a 
statement which points in three directions: firstly, it mocks the literary 
tradition which the novel replicates and the elegant construction of the 
literary language; secondly, it unwinds as a form of resistance to societal 
(here including corporate) norms; and thirdly, it addresses serious 
contemporary issues from the perspective of the public sphere, closely 
reproducing its new linguistic habits acquired as a result of the exposure 
to “the new media”. 
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9/11 between media representation and communication in the public 
sphere 
Moving on from form to content, one should note that the novel seems 
to reveal its theme starting with the title, which, although incomplete, 
represents the day of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center. 
Perhaps making use of one of the complete phrases - nine-eleven or 
September-Eleven (as they have entered the collective mind-set with the 
large support of the media), would have displaced the focus from the 
individuals and their reaction to the event, which does not seem to be 
one of Llewellyn’s aims. As a matter of fact, Eleven seems sooner a novel 
about an everyman’s going through an era of globalization, corporations 
and, incidentally, terrorist attacks in another part of the world and their 
media coverage, than a novel about the aforementioned attacks.  

9/11 sets out just as a temporal milepost in Eleven, as an 
apparently ordinary day. It is unavoidably brought to the foreground by 
its becoming an “extreme phenomenon” which has disrupted “the whole 
play of history and power”, as French theorist and philosopher Jean 
Baudrillard puts it (2003: 4) and which has been, up to date, the most 
“mediatised” event of the twenty-first century. The term between 
inverted commas refers, according to the 2006 book Key Concepts in 
Political Communication, to a theory which holds that it is the media which 
shapes the discourse of political communication and makes it available to 
the public sphere: “largely the public sphere is informed by the media, 
thus information is mediatised as all coverage can suffer from the media 
outlet’s attendant bias and framing and must be located within media 
agendas” (Lilleker 2006: 118). Whilst also acknowledging the obvious, 
(that the fall of the two towers has had immense media coverage, being 
transferred from the reality to the domain of media representation), the 
view adopted further is that the perception of the public sphere on the 
day of the attacks on the WTC was not only informed, but formed by the 
news channels broadcasting live from Ground Zero (primarily, the 
American channels NBC, CBS, CNN, ABC and Fox News).  

As the public sphere has been defined as “a network for 
communicating information and points of view” characterised by “open, 
permeable and shifting horizons” (Habermas 1996: 360) and not by a 
specific social order, this concept also applies to virtual ‘agorae’ using 
information-communication technology (ICT), which, in Lilleker’s view, 
“allow for a greater community to exist, exchanging ideas and breaking 
down social, historical, cultural and political barriers” (2006: 205). Thus, it 
becomes fairly convenient to define the group of character-narrators in 
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Eleven as participants in the public sphere debate stemming from the 
contradictory rumours about the attacks on the other side of the Atlantic. 

In the middle of the sterile conversations about past 
relationships, future aspirations (Martin Davies would like to relocate to 
London, as Cardiff does not provide the appropriate setting for his 
development as a writer), gossips, wedding invitations and the 
occasional communications from the company stuff, at 14:06 comes the 
first mail – sent by Dan Jones, whose institutional address is @mcpl-
media.co.uk – a direct hint at the role of the media: “Tell me you are near 
a television” (Llewellyn 2006: 73). The first plane, American Airlines 
Flight 11, hijacked by Muhammad Atta, hit the North Tower of the 
World Trade Center at 08:46:40 (EDT) - 13:46 BST in Cardiff. CNN was 
the first television to break the news at 08: 48, quickly followed by the 
rest of the American televisions. BBC News World announces shortly 
after, around 14:00 (local time), that “a plane seems to have crashed into 
the World Trade Center” (Archive.org V08517-32, 00:23:41). The 
journalist passes the news via e-mail to Martin Davis: “There are planes 
crashing into America” (Llewellyn 2006: 74). At the latter’s disbelief, 
Dan Jones refers him to a news website; nevertheless, Martin Davies 
never accesses such a source, continuing to rely on information provided 
by his friends via e-mail. It is unclear why, but there is a possibility for 
the access to external websites to have been restricted, a practice fairly 
common in the corporate world. The language employed here is as 
ridden with non-standard phrases as it is in the entire novel: 

 
I’m not joking, MD. Two f**king planes have gone into the twin towers. 
One crashed about twenty minutes ago, so there was a newsflash on 
BBC News 24… Well, you know what I mean. Not a newsflash exactly 
because it’s a news channel. Just a flash, I suppose. And as they were 
showing the fire coming out of the tower, another plane came and went 
SMACK right into the other tower. Un-f**king-believable (75). 

 
The reference to television as provider of news will be later dismissed by 
another character, which makes the observation that the audience is 
shown the same images, without being offered any new details. It is 
obvious that the people to whom televisions address are forced to rely 
on the information they receive from the telly, but they are aware of the 
manipulation to which they are exposed. The following quote comprises 
the most direct and powerful critique addressed to the media in the 
entire novel: 
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It’s typical. F**king news channels – they just show the same footage 
over and over again. Smoke coming out of the towers. Someone 
jumping off one of the towers. The second plane crashing into the 
tower. Three clips, that’s all BBC, ITV, or f**king CNN have got. Fox 
News have one more bit of footage – A group of people on the ground 
screaming as the second plane crashes into the tower. They’re all sitting 
at tables outside Starbucks sipping their mochas and looking at the sky. 
What the f**k is the world coming to? (85) 

 
Yet another critique to media channels is forwarded in relation to the 
sentence emphasised above. Reference is made to a shocking image that 
arrested the eyes of the entire planet, a man falling off the tower – which 
was also immortalized by a famous photograph made by the Associated 
Press photographer Richard Drew. The photograph, known as “Falling 
Man” [4], was published by The New York Times on September 12, then 
by thousands of papers around the world, to the entire world’s awe and 
indignation at the insensitivity of the press. It is exactly this reaction 
which Eleven reveals through the lines of another character, Lisa Cullis, 
who is much less acquainted with the ways of the news: 
 

Martin…you’re a media type person, or at least you want to be. […] Are 
they allowed to show people jumping off a burning building, even on 
the news, because that’s what they’re showing, and if I wasn’t coked up 
to the eyeballs, it would probably be too much. I mean, these people are 
thousands of feet in the air. […] It’s all mildly perturbing (83). 

 
What is more than mildly perturbing is this very remark – the event 
which some of the Welsh characters acknowledge as “going to be big”, 
which others start discussing in terms of “who is behind this truly awful 
attack?” (90), and which determines flights cancellations all over the 
world, the evacuation of the City (in London) and many other security 
measures, is regarded almost indifferently in Cardiff. It is just “mildly 
perturbing” that “there’s been a plane crash or something” (83). At Dan 
Jones’s question regarding the reactions in Cardiff, Martin Davies 
responds: “nothing happens; none of the managers have ever mentioned 
it. It’s like it isn’t happening at all. In fact, I’m not entirely sure it is” (91). 
What “they’re saying” (88, 99, 103, 106) (they denoting the media) is of 
little importance, since it is viewed from afar, without trauma, as if the 
characters were watching a feature film. In fact, there is also a cultural 
reference to the horror classic Dawn of the Dead (90), which points to the 
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transformation of the event in a media simulacrum. What is going on in 
New York (and later, Washington, with the attack on the Pentagon) is 
not REAL, since it is just on television and not “in this building”, where 
“nothing happens - not time, not death: nothing” (92). Evidence of the 
reduced level of shock is also the fact that the e-mails return to their 
usual topics shortly after the fall of the two towers. By the end of the 
workday, only Martin Davis seems to have preserved the awareness of 
the event they all witnessed that day:  
 

I haven’t seen the TV today, but it sounds as if the world’s ending, 
crashing into a chasm of our making. Times like this make clear the 
order of things, and if civilisation is about to dismantle itself 
backwards, we’re the first up lined up for extinction. Why do you think 
those planes flew into office buildings? (130) 

 
The bitter last e-mail sent by Martin Davies to his entire list of contacts 
emphasises the lack of importance of the corporate workers in the game 
of history, their role as mere pawns of a collapsing civilisation subjected 
to predetermination. It points one more time to the frustrated existences 
which do not resemble the lives presented by sitcoms and adverts. 
Identity has already been annulled by the nature of the job. It is high 
time history erased the remains of the self completely. 
 
Final remarks   
To sum up, Eleven is not a novel about 9/11, after all, but a novel about 
identity caught in the course of history. Eleven is an epistolary novel 
because communication nowadays is most often reduced to a few lines 
thrown into an e-mail. It is an epistolary novel written in non-standard 
language because it attempts to re-create, as realistically as possible, the 
thoughts of those who can understand only through the media the 
importance of a day which was to have such an impact on the present-
day history. It is a novel about reactions and understandings of a global 
phenomenon, and, in the end, it is a novel about solitude, about 
insignificant and disposable identities at the scale of the world’s history. 
 
Notes 
[1] According to Reuters (2009), besides publishing new novels, there is an interest in 
‘tweeting’ full chapters of Joyce’s Ulysses. 
[2] This is a paradoxical aspect: the readers of the so-called realist novels of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries used to expect a certain elegant weaving of beaux 
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mots from a literary text which they wanted, at the same time, to mirror life as accurately 
as possible.  
[3] For the sake of conformity, the original syntagm is “dear, dirty Dublin” – James 
Joyce, Ulysses (2010: 129). 
[4] It is the photograph which inspired American novelist Don De Lillo in writing the 
novel of the same title. A high-resolution image is available on this web page: 
http://www.esquire.com/cm/esquire/images/6q/the-falling-man-esq-lg.jpg  
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Abstract 
Following the Second World War, Japan plunged into a deep identity crisis. This was 
due partly to the shock of being defeated in the war, but mostly to the inability to cope 
with the downfall of the Emperor, the Father of the nation, the direct descendant of the 
Sun goddess, who had failed to protect them. Kazuo Ishiguro’s first two novels, which 
are set in post-war Japan, bring forth this issue through the description of a belittled 
father figure, undergoing an identity crisis, trying to re-establish his authority, but 
confessing his faults and accepting his condition. The aim of this paper is to identify the 
similarities between the fall of the father figure and that of the leader of the Japanese 
nation in both Kazuo Ishiguro’s novels, as well as the differences between the 
consequences this has had in life and in fiction. 
 
Key words: father-figure, identity crisis, Japanese culture, Kazuo Ishiguro, fiction. 

Motto:  
‘‘Who controls the past,’’ ran the Party slogan, ‘‘controls the future: 
who controls the present controls the past.’’ And yet the past, though 
of its nature alterable, never had been altered. Whatever was true now 
was true from everlasting to everlasting. …All that was needed was an 
unending series of victories over your own memory.  

George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four (1992: 27) 
 

 
1. Overview 
This paper is an integral part of the attempt to explain how Kazuo 
Ishiguro’s prose has been contaminated by both the Japanese style of 
writing derived from the traditional upbringing his parents gave him, 
and by the grid of Western thought acquired throughout his years 
within the British educational system.  

It is therefore relevant to include details from all the layers of the 
intricate societies described in Kazuo Ishiguro’s narratives. For this 
purpose, this paper will concentrate on illustrating the historical details 
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which contributed to the creation of one of the most important social -
shaping mechanisms throughout the history of Japan: the myth 
surrounding the Emperor-Father.   

On more than one occasion, Ishiguro has made a point of 
vehemently denying his knowledge of the Japanese – language, culture, 
art or customs. However, for the reader familiar with this culture, it is 
absolutely transparent that his denial is futile. Not only does he possess 
a great ability to describe in minute detail the social dynamic within the 
Japanese family, or even certain cities, but his prose abounds in subtle 
references to aspects of the Japanese culture ranging from history, art, 
literature to traditional customs. 

Ishiguro’s first two novels A Pale View of Hills and, An Artist of the 
Floating World are set in Japan during a period of great distress for the 
Japanese, the period immediately following the end of the Second World 
War. Although he had never been to Japan as an adult before he wrote A 
Pale View of Hills and An Artist of the Floating World, Kazuo Ishiguro 
manages to capture the general confusion characterising the period 
following the end of The Second World War, condensing it to the level 
of the nucleus of the Japanese household. By focusing on the 
microscopic problems of the individual, the macroscopic ones of a 
disoriented society become apparent as well. This imaginary Japan that 
reveals the real problems that people had in those times can only lead to 
the conclusion that the narrative of the two novels is guided by an 
intimate knowledge of the culture described. 

This paper will therefore focus on identifying the allusions made 
to what has been considered as one of the greatest problems for the 
Japanese during that period, namely the debunking of the myth of the 
Father of the nation, and on correlating them to what actually happened 
in Japan at that time, as part of the undertaking of proving Kazuo 
Ishiguro’s familiarity with the Japanese culture.  

To this ends, it seems important to depict the historical context 
portrayed in which the two novels is set, as well as the mental patterns 
centred on the emperor’s persona which were about to be shattered in 
order to create a reference point for the allusions to the descent of the 
embedded father figures. Added will be references to how the Japanese 
society is constructed on the metaphor of the parent-child relationship. 

2. The rise of the imperial court 
The myth that surrounds the Mikado of Japan started in the 8th century 
after the capital moved to Nara.   
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With the establishment of the capital at Nara, the old system by which 
every Mikado built himself a new palace in a fresh locality was 
discontinued. This was not only in itself an important progressive 
measure, but it was an evidence of the advance in civilisation which had 
been made during the previous two centuries (Aston 1907: 17). 
 

Following a Chinese political model, the power of the Mikado grew with 
every new measure or reform. Not only politics and economy flourished 
during those times but also religion or the arts.  

 
Of even greater importance was the advance in the art of architecture. 
This was intimately associated with Buddhism, a cult which demanded 
stately temples and pagodas for its due exercise. The increased authority 
of the court also required edifices more befitting its dignity and more in 
consonance with its gorgeous costumes and ceremonial adopted from 
China than the old one-reign palaces (Aston 1907: 18). 
 

The newly gained power, the fantastic elegance of the court and its awe-
inspiring costumes which could layer up to 20 kimonos worn at a time, 
each one longer than the previous, together with the introduction of the 
new administrative edifices imposed throughout Japan, a measure never 
encountered before, brought about a need to justify all this extravagance 
to the lower classes and to the world. To this purpose, the Mikado 
commanded that a chronicle of the birth of Japan be written, which 
would explain his superiority. In this manner, “the first written book 
which has come down to us in Japanese, or indeed in any Turanian 
tongue” (Aston 1907: 18) was created.  
Roughly translated as Records of Ancient Matters, the Kojiki begins with 
the creation of the world and, naturally, of the islands of Japan as well. It 
also includes details on how many of the Shinto deities, the gods of the 
official religion in Japan, were conceived, what part of nature they 
governed or how they died. Thus, everything in creation is explained, 
from the existence of their gods to the foundation of the Japanese nation. 
Last but not least it proves an interest even in how poetry was invented 
and why it should be as respected as always.  

The chronicle is a mixture of legend and fact, beginning with 
myth and then turning to real history. Despite starting with a series of 
legends which follow the adventures of the most important Shinto gods, 
there is a transition  to reality at a certain moment, when after a long 
period of reigning in the skies, the Sun-Goddess, Amaterasu, sends one 
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of her grandsons to earth. He decides that he should remain here and 
becomes the first emperor of Japan, the great-grandfather of the ruling 
emperor at the time the Kojiki was written. From this tale, it becomes 
clear why the Mikado should be held in such esteem, why he should be 
entitled to command any way he might choose, and why every wish he 
might have has to be respected: he is the direct descendant of 
Amaterasu, the Sun goddess. As a leading figure among the Shinto 
gods, Amaterasu, who is the sun itself, is the very essence of the 
Japanese people. She is the reason why there is an image of the sun on 
the national banner, and why Japan is the country of the rising sun. It 
would only be fair therefore that the Mikado, as the grandson of the sun, 
be allowed any desired amount of power (see Nakane 1973). 

The divine status of the emperor became more and more credible 
throughout the ages. For a commoner, it would have been absolutely 
impossible to actually see the ruler. In the Heian period (794-1192) the 
military officials became more and more influential, until, finally, in 
1192 Minamoto Yoritomo convinced the emperor to appoint him as 
shogun, the leader of the military cast, thus seizing power from the 
emperor and beginning a period of roughly 700 years of samurai reign. 
The sovereignty of the shoguns, however, only increased the image of 
the emperor as being a supreme, celestial being, barely even human; 
throughout this period the emperor was kept only as a symbol, locked 
away in the imperial court within the Kyoto palace (see Mason, Caiger 
1997).  

At the beginning of the 20th century, after the last shogun returned 
the power to the emperor of the time, a modernization swept Japan and 
brought about a rise in the standard of living. This ‘revolution’ was led 
by the emperor himself, who caused a roar by dressing in western-style 
military attire and taking pictures of himself and his family. Despite this, 
the twelve centuries during which all the leaders of Japan had been 
associated with gods, had taken their toll, and people could not be easily 
convinced of the human nature of their leader.  

Soon though, Japan’s wars with China, Burma, The Solomon 
Islands, New Guinea and Sumatra, along with the entry in The Second 
World War, brought about the need for propaganda. The divine aspect 
of the emperor’s persona fit perfectly the task and, as such, the imperial 
institution became a central part of the war campaign. The emperor 
became the Father of the nation, and the Japanese people were his 
children (see Nozaki 2008). 
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3. The Fall of the Father 
By the end of The Second World War though, it became quite clear that 
Japan was not on the winning side and, after the bombing that killed 
more than 70,000 people in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, there was a radio 
broadcast of a recording of the emperor’s voice, in which capitulation 
was announced.  

 
Despite the best that has been done by everyone – the gallant fighting of 
the military and naval forces, the diligence and assiduity of Our 
servants of the State, and the devoted service of Our one hundred 
million people – the war situation has developed not necessarily to 
Japan's advantage, while the general trends of the world have all turned 
against her interest. Moreover, the enemy has begun to employ a new 
and most cruel bomb, the power of which to do damage is, indeed, 
incalculable, taking the toll of many innocent lives. Should We continue 
to fight, not only would it result in an ultimate collapse and obliteration 
of the Japanese nation, but also it would lead to the total extinction of 
human civilization. Such being the case, how are We to save the 
millions of Our subjects, or to atone Ourselves before the hallowed 
spirits of Our Imperial Ancestors? This is the reason why We have 
ordered the acceptance of the provisions of the Joint Declaration of the 
Powers. […] The hardships and sufferings to which Our nation is to be 
subjected hereafter will be certainly great. We are keenly aware of the 
inmost feelings of all of you, Our subjects. However, it is according to 
the dictates of time and fate that We have resolved to pave the way for 
a grand peace for all the generations to come by enduring the 
unendurable and suffering what is insufferable. 

(Emperor Hirohito’s Jewel Voice Broadcast, August 15th, 1945) 
 

Following this announcement, the entire nation went in shock. Reports 
of the time relate that the majority of people silently retreated into their 
homes and businesses to absorb the news and to decide what was to be 
done from that moment onward.  

The confusion of the people was owed partly to the fact that the 
emperor had been heard by everybody, which was certainly 
inappropriate, but also to the ambiguity of the speech, that left the 
people disoriented because they did not understand what had 
happened. As resulting from the emperor’s discourse above, there is no 
mention of Japan’s capitulation, so the first question raised would be 
whether they had actually lost the war. Other questions on everyone’s 
lips were: If Japan had, indeed, come out on the losing side, how was 
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that possible? Were they not the people of the sun? What would happen 
to the new world order in which the descendants of the sun were 
promised they would take their rightful place, one they had all been 
sacrificing themselves for? Why did their Father not protect them and 
their land, which was invaded by alien nations – a reality unheard of in 
the entire history of Japan? The answers to these questions were 
nowhere to be found. The emperor did not hear his children; he had 
been kneeled by the American forces and had adopted a treatment of 
silence. This absence of a strong father-figure is extensively felt in Kazuo 
Ishiguro’s first two Japanese novels which are set in Japan.  

 
4. A Pale View of Hills 
In A Pale View of Hills the protagonist remembers a time when she was 
living in Nagasaki, after the end of The Second World War, during her 
pregnancy with her first daughter. While the main focus of the analepsis 
falls on the friendship that the narrator develops that summer with 
another woman, who is presumed to be a doppelganger of the main 
character, other social interactions are also interwoven.  

Over the same period of time, the protagonist’s father-in-law, 
Ogata, was visiting her and her husband in their home. The elderly man 
is described as someone who had once been an important and respected 
teacher and who was now retired. He is traditional, very polite and 
understanding, but there is one concern that torments him. A former 
student had written an article on the education reform in a magazine 
and had smeared the name of his former educator by giving him as an 
example of how not to teach.  

His downfall becomes a generality; the older male generation feel 
redundant and cannot reconcile with the new ways. In an outburst to his 
son, Ogata uses as an example the reform in education as a symbol for 
all that has been transformed in order to embrace a new way: “Take 
what happened in my profession, for instance. - Here was a system we’d 
nurtured and cherished for years. The Americans came and stripped it, 
tore it down without a thought” (Ishiguro 1990: 36). It is quite clear from 
this how a shift in the general public opinion transformed what had 
been an exemplary mentor into an outdated senior who has nothing to 
be proud of regarding his entire career. “I devoted my life to the 
teaching of the young”, Ogata says bitterly “And then I watched the 
Americans tear it all down” (Ishiguro 1990: 36). 

Moreover, his son, Etsuko’s husband, is greatly disrespectful 
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towards him, never paying attention to what he says, and generally 
ignoring his entire person. Ogata is lacks the authority a father figure, 
especially a Japanese one, should have, just as the Father of the nation 
had lost his, too. He is always confused in some way, about the world 
which he no longer fits in, but also about the attitude that his son has 
adopted towards him. Throughout the text, the only concern Jiro has is 
his job. He intends to be polite to his father, but manages to be the exact 
opposite. Every conversation they have seems to be unilateral due to 
Jiro’s lack of interest in whatever his father says; all he seems to be doing 
is agree constantly with his interlocutor, just so that the drudgery could 
be over. Unable to relate in any way to his son, the father desperately 
tries to finish a game of chess which Jiro was not very eager to play in 
the first place.  

The final betrayal, though, comes when the son confesses that he 
actually agrees with the negative review of his former mate and that 
some things are bound to change in order to develop. It comes as such a 
blow to Ogata that he does not even know how to react, while his son 
just excuses himself saying it was late: 

 
Jiro wished his father a good night’s sleep and left the room. For a few 
seconds, Ogata-San gazed at the door through which Jiro had 
disappeared as if he expected his son to return at any moment. Then he 
turned to me with a troubled look. (Ishiguro 1990: 37) 
 

Not even when the old man tries to confront the student that denigrated 
him, does he get an apology. On the contrary, he is bluntly told that, 
despite all his good intentions, his efforts had been misguided, and that 
he and his colleagues had led the youth of Japan down a dark road and 
on to the dimmest moment in the entire history of the nation.  
 
4. An Artist of the Floating World 
The corroded image of the father figure is even more transparent in An 
Artist of the Floating World since the viewpoint is shifted to that of a 
retired painter. From the very beginning, Masuji, the narrator, is 
depicted as an old widower who lives with his nagging younger 
daughter. The fall in social status that Masuji has had to face is greater 
also. Due to the fact that during the war he had painted posters for the 
propaganda and had turned in one of his students (who opposed his 
mentor’s practice), Masuji is now cast out to the outer limit of society.  
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Old acquaintances avoided him, and even his daughter’s 
engagement is broken because of his past mistakes. On the verge of a 
new wedding opportunity, Masuji has to face his demons and own up to 
his past choices, regardless of how uninspired they had been. Again, the 
father of an important household faces loss of his authority over his 
daughters, who constantly pester him into doing different things in 
ways that he is not comfortable with.  

When Setsuko, the eldest daughter, visits the family home, 
Noriko, the youngest, rudely explains their father’s new habits and 
attitude:  

 
‘Father takes a lot of looking after now he’s retired. Noriko went on, 

with a mischievous grin. ‘You’ve got to keep him occupied or he starts to 
mope.’ […] 

 ‘Setsuko probably has no idea of what you’re like these days, Father. 
She only remembers you from when you were a tyrant and ordered us all 
around. You’re much more gentle these days, isn’t that so?’ 

I gave a laugh to show Setsuko this was all in good humour, but my 
elder daughter continued to look uncomfortable. Noriko turned back to 
her sister and added: 

‘You don’t seem to believe me, Setsuko. Father’s very different now. 
There’s no need to be afraid of him anymore. He’s much more gentle and 
domesticated.’ (Ishiguro 1989: 6) 

 
The way in which this patriarch is belittled in the words of his own 
daughter becomes representative of the entire nation’s attitude towards 
the elders during those revolutionary times in Japan. They had lost all 
influence, authority, or respect from the younger generations due to 
their questionable actions during the war, and the only option left 
available to them in order not to become pariahs is to admit their 
mistakes and ask forgiveness from their descendants. 

A painful encounter for the protagonist is with one of his former 
students, whom he had stepped in for and aided on more than one 
occasion, and who is now insisting that Masuji go to clarify to his 
employers how they have not shared the same opinions. He is so 
desperately trying to deny his involvement with Masuji that he clings to 
a memory of a minor disagreement that they had had. 

 
‘Forgive me, Sensei, but as it happens, the matter has come to have some 
significance. The committee is obliged to be reassured of certain things. 
After all, there are the American authorities to satisfy...‘ Shintaro trailed 
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off nervously. Then he said: ‘I beg you, Sensei, to try and recall that little 
disagreement. Grateful as I was — and still remain — for the wealth of 
things I learnt under your supervision, I did not always, in fact, concur 
with your view.’ (Ishiguro 1989: 64) 
 

When Masuji finally admits to his mistakes, he does so with reluctance 
and only at the last possible moment, when it appears quite clearly that 
the promise of an engagement for his younger daughter is yet again 
threatened by his career.  

 
‘My paintings. My teachings. As you see, Dr Saito, I admit this quite 
readily. All I can say is that at the time I acted in good faith. I believed in 
all sincerity I was achieving good for my fellow countrymen. But as you 
see, I am not now afraid to admit I was mistaken.’ (Ishiguro 1989: 78) 
 

Despite previous hostility, though, as soon as he admits that he had 
been wrong and seals the engagement, he is forgiven by the family of his 
soon-to-be son-in-law, just as the Japanese nation forgave its leader and 
started focusing on restoring the glory of the children of the sun. 

 
‘Suichi has just that same feeling. He has expressed on a number of 
occasions recently his opinion that after four years of confusion, our 
country has finally set its sights on the future. ‘Although my daughter 
had addressed this remark to Taro, I had the distinct impression it had 
been made for my benefit (Ishiguro 1989: 115). 
 

 
5. Conclusions 
As it was detailed above, Kazuo Ishiguro’s prose has a keen resemblance 
to history. Still, however mimetic of life fiction may be, similarities 
inevitably reach an end. In A Pale View of Hills the fathers in the 
narrative surrender in their attempts to integrate and gain acceptance in 
the new world order, and retreat in their solitary homes, while still 
yearning approval from their children, or they simply vanish without 
any further explanation. In an alternate dénouement, the patriarch in An 
Artist of the Floating World achieves absolution, after hesitantly admitting 
that he might have committed errors in judgement during his war-time 
propaganda days, and expressing regret towards his past 
thoughtlessness, thus salvaging his status, hinting at a happy ‘forever-
after’ ending.  
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 Neither of the options offered in the two novels correspond to 
what actually occurred in Japan after the confusion which followed the 
end of the war. Facts show that, subsequent to their defeat in the war, 
Japan set its goal on a complete recovery, but overachieved and 
transformed into one of the richest, most technically-advanced, 
sophisticated countries in the world. However, the harsh reality is that 
despite still admiring their Father, the emperor, the loyalties of the 
masses shifted towards a new leader, the company, for the sake of which 
no compromises were made, the overwhelming majority of people 
sacrificing themselves and their families in the process. This, in turn, 
materialised into dysfunctional families with children and mothers 
suffering from either depression, or psychopathic tendencies, and 
fathers never managing to integrate into their own families due to the 
enormous amount of time spent at their companies. (see Nathan 2004) 

One may think that, despite the tragedies of family-life, economy 
would, at least, be high. However, this is not the case, Japan having been 
struggling with recession ever since the early 90s. To sum it up, while 
the resemblances of Ishiguro’s prose to reality may offer an insight of a 
troubled period in Japanese history, it is the differences between the 
resolutions of the novels, be them grim or blissful, and physical life, that 
catch the attention of the reader familiar with Japanese culture. Whether 
it was intended as an alternative to reality, or as a mode of taunting the 
savvy reader, this artifice manages to elicit reflections. 
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Abstract 
Writing has always been, inter alia, an effective means of manipulation or, at least, of 
forming opinions. Travel writing is one form of writing by means of which authors 
relate their impressions about places and people they visited, about societies and 
cultures they encountered; some of them, if not all, also create certain images and strong 
opinions in the minds of the readers about the things they read of, all the more so if the 
readers have never had the chance to visit the places themselves. We are all, therefore, 
subject to influence, we are the product of what we read and, generally, of the things 
and ways we are taught.  

The present article will try to explore Aldous Huxley’s travel writing in order 
to understand how much of it is fiction, and how much are the writer’s real subjective 
impressions and opinions, on the one hand; and, on the other hand, the fiction part will 
be scrutinized in order to identify clichés, i.e. ’the rhetorical figures one keeps 
encountering in [...] descriptions of the ‘’mysterious East’’, as well as the stereotypes 
about the African (or Indian or Irish or Jamaican or Chinese) mind’, as Edward Said 
(1994: xi) so rightfully puts it. At the same time, one is to be aware of the fact that, even 
if Huxley’s travel writing is, to some extent, subject to such stereotyped thinking, he 
nevertheless alters to some degree both this typical thinking and the reality itself 
through his subjective perceptions (which continuously modified themselves all along 
his life and career) - a reason why his travel writing is congenially different from one 
stage to another.  

 
Key words: travelogues, stereotype, culture, authority/power, imperialism 
 
Introduction  
Travelling has always been one of humankind’s top interests – as a 
necessity or/and pleasure. And telling about their travelling has always 
come as an attachment, as a natural follow-up. This paper sets out to 
explore Aldous Huxley’s travel essays, since they form the main focus of 
our interest in the East and West encounters discernible in his works. 
His travel writings are relevant to this kind of encounters because most 
of his journeys took place in the East, which is indicative of the fact that 
he had a great interest in it. What is of interest for us is the follow-up of 
his travelling experiences. Firstly, it is important to establish what 
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precisely travel essays are, since we need to discern how much fact and 
how much fiction exist in them in order to decide whether they are a 
reliable source of representation of the things they account for or not. To 
this end, a number of suggestions will be further considered. 
 
Between fact and fiction 
From a literary point of view, writing about travelling is part of any 
literature. In addition, it has enormous significance, since it is through this 
type of writing that people get to find out about unknown places and 
people, about new discoveries and new experiences. It has been argued 
that travel writing is fore and foremost a rendering of the facts of the 
travel, which is inevitably accompanied by the impressions of the author 
on what happened during his experience. Whether, indeed, travel writing 
is based only on facts or not is still an open discussion and in this paper 
we would like to approach this issue from the following points of view: 
one is Tzvetan Todorov’s structuralist perspective, and the other is 
Jacques Derrida’s. Using Todorov’s idea of ‘general poetics’ (those widely 
recognised rules and norms that we understand to be generic) we may 
identify “coherent generic criteria of travel writing, and illustrate how 
those rules and regulations operate in a particular text” (Lisle 2006: 36). 

For example, one of the manners in which travel writers 
authorise their texts by means of facts is to ensure the readers that they 
have actually been there and seen that with their own eyes. In “Primitive 
Minds” Huxley adds a comment in parentheses which is meant to this 
exact purpose – to ensure factual authorisation to his text: “He can never 
be more than a time-tourist, looking on from outside at a spectacle 
which, however curious and beautiful (and, having just come down 
from Guatemala highlands, I can vouch for its strangeness and beauty), 
remains essentially alien.”(2002: III, 360). Not only that he himself was 
there, but also the fact that the experience is fresh (he just came) is meant 
to reinforce the fact that his impressions may under no circumstance be 
compromised.   

Another element that is part of the logistics of factual 
authorisation of travel writing is the one through which the information 
comes from a native. In this way the reader is reassured that he is given 
first-hand data, uncompromised by a non-native’s ignorance, 
misunderstanding or wrong interpretation. In “Tibet”, Huxley makes 
use of a native who is also supposed to be a well-knower of the state of 
affairs in the area: “My informant about Tibetan civilization is a certain 
Japanese monk of the name of Kawaguchim who spent three years in 
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Tibet at the beginning of the present century” (2002: I, 419). A lot of 
other details follow on this monk and his experience which are intended, 
obviously, to throw a good light on him, imposing him to the readers as 
an authority: 

 
His account of the experience has been translated into English, and 
published, with the title Three Years in Tibet, by the Theosophical 
Society. It is one of the great travel books of the world, and, so far as I 
am aware, the most interesting book on Tibet that exists. Kawaguchi 
enjoyed opportunities in Tibet which no European traveller could 
possibly have had. He attended the University of Lhasa, he enjoyed the 
acquaintance of the Dalai Lama himself [...]. He knew his Tibet 
intimately; [...] (Huxley 2002: I, 419). 
 

This account goes on and on for over another page and at the end of 
reading it is, indeed, impossible not to look up to this monk and not to 
trust every word he utters. These kinds of methods through which a 
travel writer authorises his work are completed by an extremely rich 
range of details regarding the place and people they are supposed to 
have visited. This is also meant to create as vivid a tableau vivant as 
possible in order to make the account attractive to the public. To the 
same purpose it is highly probable that the writer also embellishes 
things with his imagination (and he thus invents things), as well as 
altering the account by means of methods specific to the fictional 
writing. If it were not so, we would probably read only guidebooks and 
historical recordings. Travel writers are aware of the fact that “the 
audience wants to have it both ways - it wants to have adventures in 
faraway lands, but ‘at the same time wants to feel itself within a world 
declared real by such up-to-date studies as political science, sociology, 
anthropology, economics and contemporary history” (Lisle 2006: 38). 
Consequently, inscribing travel writings in a certain genre and 
attempting to circumscribe its characteristics within sharp contours 
seem a rather unprofitable affair. And, to our peace of mind, we can 
remember Derrida’s standpoint vis-a-vis genres. “Every text participates 
in one or several genres, there is no genreless text; there is always a 
genre and genres, yet such participation never amounts to belonging”. 
For Derrida, the principle of contamination requires only participation 
in a discursive economy but never membership. “Although genres work 
to organise texts, they also resist their own self-identification as a genre 
during the process of organisation.” In his view, a genre should not be 
understood as a law or a limit, but rather as a ‘floodgate’ (2013: 14). 
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Modernism – the shift from inside out 
So much now for the dilemma of the category of travel writings. What 
we are more interested in is that, no matter how much fact or fiction 
Huxley put in his travel essays, the core is that he did write them with a 
purpose. And it is this intention that stirs our curiosity. For the 
beginning, we should bear in mind that Huxley belongs to the era of 
modernism – that is a time when a crucial switch happened: the 
attention turns completely from the outside to the inside. Records of this 
shift may be found in many diverse fields, from psychology and biology 
to literature and science. This change is felt also in travel writing – 
writers are themselves more attracted to rendering their own 
impressions and feelings as these were unleashed by the experience of 
travelling rather than to just telling the story of the adventure. 
Moreover, this alteration brought about with it another one, as well, 
which was beautifully expressed by Lisle Debbie: “social and 
psychological issues are more important than facts about places and 
events. [...] It is as if travel writers have recognised that what readers 
really want is a gripping tale full of instinctive and often “taboo” 
judgements about other places and people” (2006: 46). 

This turn to the self and to the others, at the same time, is 
indicative of an extremely important stage in the evolution of 
humankind which coincides and, we dare say, is in fact triggered by, the 
beginning of globalisation. The fact that people start to be able to have 
quite easy access to other places and people has a tremendous impact on 
their curiosity and their opening to others. This opening is translated by 
their interest in knowing others, in exploring others, in comprehending 
others. In this respect, we share the same feeling as Todorov, who 
sensibly remarks that: 

 
…travelogues are politically important because they provoke self- 
reflexivity: they force us to ask questions about difference, questions 
about our own encounters with otherness and, ultimately, questions 
about ourselves and our identities in relation to difference. His hope is 
that travel writers can ‘discover other men and women whose vision of 
the world is different, even if only slightly, from theirs. This, in turn, 
could change them and lead them to be a little more just (1995: 66). 
 

Imperialism in travel writings 
Unfortunately, this curiosity is also connected to another state of affairs. 
The era we are talking about is the one of the great expansion of the 
West to territories outside West. The era of modernism is also the era of 
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colonialism and imperialism, of the great projects of conquest and 
exploration, on the one hand, but of exploitation and aggressiveness, on 
the other hand, as well. Therefore, we again find Todorov´s reasoning 
on journey narratives sensible; in his opinion, this is underlined by a 
convergence with otherness; at the same time, we must understand the 
newly modified process taking place within the writer – between his 
interior and exterior – as being part of the global spectrum of 
transcultural relations. And when adding the new politics of 
colonialism, it turns out that Todorov was correct when insinuating that 
travel writing is related to a colonial history. „In order to ensure the 
tension necessary to the travel narrative, the specific position of the 
colonizer is required: curious about the other, and secure in his own 
superiority” (Todorov 1995: 69). 

This idea of difference and superiority leads us to the next level 
of our analysis. Since the self becomes aware of itself only through 
encounters with otherness and since Western travel writing cannot 
escape its colonial characteristic, we have to question what is it that 
keeps the situation unaltered. The reason is to be found partly in what 
Mary Louise Pratt calls the “imperial order”. She explains that this order 
was given to the Europeans by the travel books that they themselves 
wrote about the non-European world, offering to their audience “a sense 
of ownership, entitlement and familiarity with respect to the distant 
parts of the world that were being explored, invaded, invested in, and 
colonized” (2008: 3). Furthermore, as Lisle Debbie (2006: 73) argues 
following Edward Said, “the logic of identity/difference operated 
through the more general coding of East and West,” which made it 
possible for the travel writer to be “constructed as the typical Western 
scholar, adventurer and explorer”, and all others to be “constructed as 
variously uncivilised, dangerous, mysterious, untrustworthy and so on”. 
The existence of this “moral disengagement” which allowed travel 
writers to classify the people and places they encountered during their 
journeys is motivated by the existence of an a priori assumed Oriental 
secondariness. Besides, it is also the spirit of the modern era that adds a 
stronger shade of detachment and Huxley is fully aware of it:  

 
The men of earlier cultures were tactually aware of external reality. 
Their relations with it were, so ta say, marital; the world was their wife, 
and a wife is the full enjoyment of her conjugal rights. Whereas the 
moderns are voyeurs. A squint through the binoculars and then 
goodbye (2002: III, 535) 
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At first sight, we may be easily induced the impression that Huxley 
himself may be one of the “beneficiaries” of this mentality, when we 
read such comments like “Frankly, try how I may, I cannot very much 
like primitive people. They make me feel uncomfortable. ‘La betise n’est 
pas mon fort’” (2002: III, 513 

All through his travel essays, and also on different and numerous 
occasions in his novels, he is very critical about Indians, whom he 
considers underdeveloped, and he does not hesitate in expressing his 
most profound disgust with their dirty and barbarian conditions of living.  

In “Srinagar”, part of India and Burma, he renders in detail the 
extremely disgusting manner in which people use water:  

 
The Kashmiris are proverbial throughout India for the filthiness of their 
habits. Wherever a choice is offered them between cleanliness and dirt, 
they will infallibly choose the latter. They have a genius for filthiness 
(2002: II, 423).  
 

He then gives details about the fact that there is a tap through which 
pure filtered water from the mountains came and was collected in a 
reservoir. And continues:  

 
The fresh water ran sparkling from the tap; but their instinct was to take 
only the standing fluid in the uncovered tank. [...] looking out in the 
morning, we could see our sweeper crouching on the brink to perform 
his ablutions. First he washed his hands, then his feet, then his face; 
after that he thoroughly rinsed his mouth, gargled, and spat into the 
tank. Then he douched his nose. And when that was finished, he 
scooped some water in his hands and took a drink. A yard away was 
the tap. He preferred the tastier water from the tank (II, 423). 
 

The vivid details and storytelling have the tremendous power to make 
us believe every word we read and to believe that Huxley’s impressions 
are first-hand and absolutely correct. Moreover, in the above paragraph 
he actually recounts facts, pure facts and we thus find no reason not to 
believe them. But as much as we would like to imagine that travel essays 
are full of fiction, too, we still find it difficult to think that these accounts 
are just fiction. This is why we find it adequate to consider these 
accounts first-hand and rendering reality, but at the same time to look 
for a reason why the author would render them in this way. To this 
purpose, we had better pay more attention to Edward Said who 
identifies that “authors are [...] very much in the history of their 
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societies, shaping and shaped by that history and their social experience 
in different measure” (1994: xxii). 

At the same time, it would be sensible of us to remember that 
Huxley lived in the heyday of the imperial era and therefore his writings 
bear the marks of this phenomenon. We also take into consideration the 
fact that Said might be right when arguing that he is of the opinion that:  

 
All the energies poured into critical theory, into novel and demystifying 
theoretical praxes like the new historicism and deconstruction and 
Marxism have avoided the major, I would say determining, political 
horizon of modern Western culture, namely imperialism (1994: 60), 
 

and also that although “in much recent theory the problem of 
representation is deemed to be central, yet rarely is it put in its full 
political context, a context that is primarily imperial” (1994: 56). 

It is clear now that taking imperialism into consideration, 
especially when analysing texts written during that period, is of 
paramount importance. Over and over again, Huxley behaves like an 
imperialist and refers to the Easterners as to the subject ones, the 
secondary ones, the subordinates with “their humiliating and gravely 
ludicrous relations with the English”, even when it is about “some 
Rajput descendant of the Sun going out of his way to be agreeable to the 
official who, though poor, insignificant, of no breeding, is in reality his 
master” (2002, II, 487). 

In this respect, Huxley may have hardly escaped the strong 
influence of the policy of empire, as “the empire functions for much of 
the European nineteenth century as a codified, if only marginally visible, 
presence in fiction” (Said 1994: 63). Even though not stated clearly, it 
goes without saying that the empire is the authority. Its presence is 
confirmed by reality in the colonies, for example by such “curious 
unwritten law which decrees that European women shall dance in 
public with no Indian below the rank of Raja” (Huxley 2002, II, 488).  

Said (1977: 3) also asserts that: 
 
So authoritative a position did Orientalism have that I believe no one 
writing, thinking, or acting on the Orient could do so without taking 
account of the limitations on thought and action imposed by 
Orientalism. In brief, because of Orientalism “the Orient” was not (and 
is not) a free subject of thought or action. 
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In consequence, probably everything we read about the Orient is subject 
to this authority. And indeed, Huxley’s writings abound in remarks that 
emphasize the power that this authority gave to the Westerners.  

 
Talking with Europeans who live and work in the East, I find that, if 
they love the East (which they mostly do), it is always for the same 
reason. In the East, they say, a man is somebody; he has authority and is 
looked up to; he knows all the people who matter and is known. At 
home, he is lost in the crowd, he does not count, he is nobody. Life in 
the East satisfies the profoundest and most powerful of all instincts – 
that of self-assertion. [...] he has slavish servants to order about, dark-
skinned subordinates to whom it is right and proper to be rude. Three 
hundred and twenty million Indians surround him; he feels 
incomparably superior to them [...] (2002: III, 488). 
 

The domination over the colonies turns out to be extremely efficacious since 
the subject peoples have got the habit of reacting so promptly with servitude 
and recognition of the authority of the Europeans: “Our race allied us to the 
authorities; in this country a white skin is almost an official uniform” 
(Huxley 2002: III, 537). And besides the efficiency of the system that rules 
them, it is the subject peoples who reinforce the Europeans’ power:  

 
I remember so many other pregnant trifles. The pathetic gratitude of a 
young man in an out-of-the-way place, to whom we had been ordinarily 
civil, and his reluctance to eat a meal with us, for fear that he should eat it 
in an un-European fashion and so eternally disgrace himself in our eyes. 
The extraordinarily hearty, back-slapping manner of certain educated 
Indians who have not yet learned to take for granted their equality with 
the ruling Europeans and are forever anxious loudly to assert it. The 
dreadfully embarrassing cringing of others (II, 488). 
 

These attitudes, the humble one from the part of the Indians, on the one 
hand, and the pretentious one from the part of the Europeans, on the 
other hand, go together for centuries.  

 
… driving out of Bombay along one of these populous highways, I felt 
(but more acutely) that amazement [...] at my own safety and comfort, 
at the security of my privileges, at the unthinking and almost 
unresentful acceptance by millions of my less fortunate fellow-beings of 
my claim to be educated, leisured, comparatively wealthy. [...] our 
pretensions [...] are still higher in India than in Europe [...] (II, 413). 
 

Later on he refers to the Arabs who once ruled Sicily as “anything but 
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trespassers on that classical ground” and he admits that he felt “quite 
indignant” because “it was asking too much” of him to be expected to 
look upon Sicily as a piece of “unredeemed Arabia.” (II, 415). 

Examples of commentaries in which “we” is ostentatiously used 
in opposition with “they” are also very frequent:  

 
We, who were brought up on open windows, clean shirts, hot baths, 
and sanitary plumbing, find it hard to tolerate twice-breathed air and 
all the odours which crowded humanity naturally exhales. Our physical 
education has been such that the majority of our fellow-beings, 
particularly those less fortunately circumstanced than ourselves, seem 
to us slightly or even extremely disgusting (II, 431) 
 

So much emphasis is put on the inferior condition of the non-Europeans 
that we feel almost ashamed by so much arrogance and intolerance: 

 
To the Westerner all Indians seem old men of Thermopylae. In the 
ordinary affairs of life I am a bit of a Thermopylean myself. But even I 
am puzzled, disquieted, and rather exasperated by the Indians. To a 
thoroughly neat-minded and efficient man, with a taste for tidiness and 
strong views about respectability and the keeping up of appearances, 
Indians must be literally maddening. [...]They fail „to do anything 
properly”. He is struck by their “extraordinary “sloppiness” and 
inefficiency of the symbolical performances. The sublime is constantly 
alternated with the ridiculous and trivial, and the most monstrous 
incongruities are freely mingled (II, 464). 
 

But we may be able to understand such stances of aggressiveness if we 
understand the influence of Orientalism. In Edward Said’s words, 
“Orientalism is a style of thought based upon an ontological and 
epistemological distinction made between ’the Orient’ and (most of the 
time) ‘the Occident’” (1977: 3). “It is in relation to their opposites that 
things have significance for us,” (2002: II, 464), Huxley himself argues in 
an essay, and this seems to come as a reinforcement of the theory which 
says that the self (the Occident’s in this case) comes to construct or 
identify itself (in opposition to the Orient’s). That the process of self- and 
cultural construction is based upon binaries may be exemplified by 
Cawnpore, part of the essay India and Burma in volume 2 of Complete Essays, 
which is the best example that comes in handy as relevant for the two-
sided constructions of the mentality common at that time and the writings 
that stand as relevant for such thinking, as it is structured plainly in two 
distinct paragraphs in which Huxley speaks punctually about the two 
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worlds in juxtaposition – our world with our mentality and their world 
with their mentality. The first part begins like this: “In the West we 
admire [...],” and the second like this: “In India things are different.” 

In Hulme’s and Youngs’s opinion, Edward Said’s ‘Orientalism’ 
has come to represent: 

 
the single most influential paradigm in studies of travel writing and of 
colonial cross-cultural exchanges. Orientalism is an academic tradition, a 
style and, most importantly, a way of ‘making sense’ of the Middle East 
that draws on a binary epistemology and an imaginary geography that 
divides the world into two unequal and hierarchically positioned parts: 
the West and the East, the Occident and the Orient, Christianity and 
Islam, rationalism and its absence, progress and stagnation (2002: 107). 
 

We, therefore, may excuse Huxley for his attacks, as it is also needless to 
say that he, like all other writers contemporary with him, wrote “with an 
exclusively Western audience in mind”. But admitting this actually 
reinforces the accusation – he speaks so disparagingly about people in 
absence that we cannot help but blame him of malevolence and even 
rudeness. For example, since he made it clear that Indians’ odours disgust 
him completely, we become convinced of the other consequences of this 
disgust after we read his argument on this topic in another essay:  

 
Physical stink is a symbol, almost a symptom, of intellectual and moral 
inferiority. All the members of a certain group stink physically. 
Therefore, they are intellectually and morally vile, inferior, and, as such, 
unfit to be treated as equals (2002: V, 330).  

What we inevitably infer is that he also considers the Indians an inferior 
race, just as good to be treated as inferiors. Moreover,  

 
‘Orientalism’ denotes a discourse of power that is always and 
inescapably systematic, repetitive, and unchanging. It perpetuates 
stereotypes of the Middle East and Middle-Eastern people that, Said 
and others have argued, hardly changed over a millennium. [...] Real 
Orientals are denied humanity, history, and the authority to speak 
about and represent themselves, an authority which Orientalist travel 
writing reserves for occidentals (Hulme and Youngs 2002: 107). 
 

It becomes quite clear now that Huxley seems to be one of the 
beneficiaries and users of this discourse, and his Indian essays speak it 
loud: “Indian servants are scarcely more than pieces of furniture. They 
have obliterated themselves, and nothing remains in your presence but a 
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kind of abstract and un-individualized efficiency – or inefficiency, as the 
case may be” (Huxley 2002: II, 515). “These [stereotypes] include the 
image of the oriental despot, the corrupt prophet Muhammad, the 
religiously fanatic Muslim, the lascivious oriental female, and the 
somewhat different image of the noble Arab nomad studied in this 
chapter” (Hulme and Youngs 2002: 107). About Arabs, Huxley says:  

 
They have relapsed – all except those who are educated according to 
Western methods – into pre-scientific fatalism, with its attendant 
incuriosity and apathy. They are the “dull inquirers who, demanding 
an account of the phenomena of a watch, rest satisfied with being told 
that it is an engine made by a watchmaker.” The result of their 
satisfaction with this extremely unsatisfactory answer is that their 
villages look like the ruins of villages, that the blow-flies sit 
undisturbedly feeding on the eyelids of those whom Allah has 
predestined to blindness, that half their babies die, and that, politically, 
they are not their own masters  (2002: IV, 419). 
 

However, as much as we would like to presume that Huxley is under 
the influence of such stereotyped thinking justified by the superiority 
conferred by the imperialistic policy of the time and Orientalism, we still 
cannot and do not want to imagine that he could exaggerate so much as 
to create such a degree of disgusting characters and actions exclusively 
because of this influence or completely out of his imagination. In 
support of this argument we find it useful to remark that even Edward 
Said, as a great critic of the Westerners who misrepresent the Orient, 
said that “none of this Orient is merely imaginative” (1977: 2). 

We argue that, in spite of all influence of Orientalism, in spite of 
all fiction that is supposed to be inherent to travel writing, Huxley 
makes a correct point as to the non-European parts of the world that he 
visited – places and people alike. We argue that what may be interpreted 
as an influence of Orientalism (whose definition in this context is that it 
means a stereotyped system of thought based on misconceptions about 
the East created by the West in order to support the latter’s policy of 
domination) is in fact merely Huxley’s personal taste. That this taste is 
moulded by or within the framework of a system, it is true. But it is just 
that this system is not the Orientalist one since we consider that Huxley 
possesses enough qualities that make him be above such a malevolent 
system. We refer to his intelligence, to his humanistic spirit, to his 
orientations towards pacifism, to his craving for a harmonious 
philosophy of life. For example, if we are to find out what he thinks 
about systems of thinking – say, Orientalism – he is of the opinion that:  
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[t]he real, the instinctive motives behind the activities of Right Thinkers 
(for little or nothing is done in this world for purely intellectual reasons 
and only an instinctive source can provide the energy required for 
vigorous action) are fear, envy, and self-assertiveness – fear of the 
unfamiliar and of that which violates the implicitly accepted taboos, 
envy of those who amuse themselves by doing things which the Right 
Thinkers have been brought up to consider immoral, and self-assertive, 
tyrannical desire to compel all men to conform to their own standards 
of belief and conduct. [...] Few human beings are prepared to admit in 
public the real motives which animate them. Few indeed will admit 
these motives to themselves. We rationalize our non-logical, instinctive 
actions; we invent reasons for whatever we do, however manifestly 
irrational (2002: II, 82).  
 

and that, “Whatever is, is right. Becoming familiar, a dogma 
automatically becomes right” (II, 162). 

If we are to refer to Orientalism as an institution, Huxley’s 
remark may be clarifying:  

 
Our own institutions and habits seem to us to possess a peculiar 
reasonableness conspicuously absent from those of people belonging to 
other cultures. But that is due not so much to the intrinsic qualities of 
the institutions themselves as to the weakness of minds for which the 
familiar is inevitable and the indigenous the sacred and right (III: 419). 

Moreover, referring to sociologists, who are supposed to criticize and 
improve the existing social organizations, Huxley reproaches them that 
“they accept things as they are, but too uncritically; for along with the 
existing social institutions they accept that conception of human nature 
which the institutions imply” (II, 145) 

Whether the institution of Orientalism, say, influenced him or 
not, or, to what extent, it is really hard to say. On the one hand, he gives 
reference about the East on a quite professional-like tone:  

 
The East. The common associations of this word in western minds are 
as follows: gorgeousness, mystery, wealth, wisdom. In point of fact, 
oriental life, so far from being gorgeous is mostly drab and uniform. It 
is mysterious only to those who do not know the languages of the 
natives and are not familiar with their customs. When you know him 
and make allowances for his upbringing, the Oriental proves to be 
exactly like the Westerner – just a man, good, bad, stupid or intelligent, 
first-rate or tenth-rate, as the case may be. [...] As for the wisdom of the 
East – it is patchy, curate’s–egg sort of wisdom. Orientals are often 
wiser than we are, inasmuch as they do not wear themselves out in 
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completely futile and aimless activity for activity’s sake. They do not 
waste their lives piling up an unnecessary amount of money which they 
will never have the leisure to spend, nor sufficient knowledge of the art 
of living to spend well. But they are surely unwise in their complacent 
toleration of dirt, disease and remediable misery. [...] For many 
Westerners the word “East” brings with it emotions of uplift and 
religiosity, coupled with a hope, a vague belief that the solution of all 
our problems is implicit in it (II, 61).  
 

On the other hand, his travel writings bear a more personal touch. This 
is why his own perception on India, for instance, is not to be ascribed 
altogether to Orientalism’s influence, but rather to his own personal 
reaction to the conditions offered there. As a matter of fact, he explains:  

 
To tell the truth, I am glad to be leaving India. [...] I have seen many 
delightful and interesting things, much beauty, much that is strange, 
much that is grotesque and comical. But all the same I am glad to be 
going away. The reasons are purely selfish. What the eye does not see, 
the heart does not grieve over. It is because I do not desire to grieve that I 
am glad to be going. For India is depressing as no other country I have 
ever known. One breathes in it not air but dust and hopelessness. The 
present is unsatisfactory, the future dubious and menacing. The forces of 
the West have been in occupation for upwards of a century and a half. 
And yet five generations of peace and settled government have made the 
country, as a whole, no more prosperous than it was in the days of 
anarchy; according to some authorities, such as Digby, they have made it 
much poorer. Millions, at any rate, are still admittedly without enough to 
eat, all their lives. Custom and ancient superstition are still almost as 
strong as they ever were, and after a century and a half of Western 
government, nine Indians out of ten cannot read or write, and the tenth, 
who can, detests the European who taught him II, 497). 
 

If this is the state of affairs regarding his impressions on the East, there is 
nothing to blame, since there are a number of reasons why things should 
be left as they are. One aspect that should be taken into consideration 
when judging people’s reactions is the one dealing with truth (what 
truth is and what is actually true about one thing or another).  

 
To talk about truth as a relationship between human notions and things in 
themselves is an absurdity. Truth is internal. One psychological fact is as 
good as another. [...] The only facts of which we have direct knowledge are 
psychological facts. [...] Our views about the significance or meaningless of 
life will finally depend upon the events of our own personal existences and 
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on the way our temperaments react to these events. [...] and each, so far as 
he himself is concerned, is right (II, 301-306). 
 

Furthermore, not only does the truth of a specific situation depend on 
the individual reaction, but even when large corpuses of events and 
phenomena are considered, such as comparisons between the 
civilizations of Greece and China, evaluations are difficult to make: 

 
For measurements cannot be made without rulers [...] The difficulty of 
measuring and comparing civilizations consists in the fact that we have 
no rulers and no scales in terms of which to make our measurements. 
Or rather, we have no single ruler, no one scale; we are embarrassed by 
an almost indefinite wealth of possible measuring rods, by a multitude 
of vague and incommensurable scales. This is inevitable. For though 
“civilization” is a single word, the phenomena it connotes are very 
numerous and belong to a great variety of material and spiritual 
categories (II, 103). 
 

All the more are we incapable of evaluating and understanding others, 
the more different we are from them. Huxley is not a naive who 
imagines that equality really exists; on the contrary, he asserts that: 

 
To me, at any rate, it seems in the highest degree unlikely that mankind will 
ever feel itself intimately and livingly one. The differences of race and place 
are too enormous. There is such a thing as absolute alienness – an absolute 
alienness which no amount of Esperanto and international government, of 
movies and thousand-miles-an-hour aeroplanes and standardized 
education will ever, it seems to me, completely abolish (II, 312). 
 

He is also aware of the limits of the human mind, the source of people’s 
incapability for empathy: 

 
The inadequacy of man’s imagination and his immense capacity for 
ignorance are notorious. We act habitually without knowing what the 
more distant results of our actions are likely to be – without even caring 
to know. And our ability to imagine how other people think and feel, or 
how we ourselves should think and feel in some hypothetical situation, 
is strictly limited (III, 468). 
 

Elsewhere, he tries to explain why people treat others badly: 
 
Evil may be defined as the refusal on the part of the evil doer to regard 
other men and women as persons. We do evil when we treat others as 
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though they were not persons, like ourselves, but as though they were 
things. Cruelty, lust, rapacity, domineeringness – analyse any one of 
these deadly sins; you will always find that its essence consists in this: 
the treating of a person as though he were wholly or partly a thing. 
Judge them by this standard, and you must conclude that there is an 
element of it even in certain charitable organizations (III, 418). 
 

Bottom line, people will always have this difficulty, by default, we may 
add, to understand and sympathize with others different from 
themselves: “To understand sympathetically, with one’s whole being, 
the state of mind of someone radically unlike oneself is very difficult – 
is, so far as I am concerned, impossible” (II, 172-3). From his standpoint, 
this is the main and strongest reason for wrong-doing, low opinions and 
bad treatment. “All other people’s prejudices are either idiotic or 
immoral,” he maintains, “and their habits are generally disgusting. We 
are all other people to somebody. [...] Travel is valuable because it 
impresses on the mind of the traveller (that is, if he is willing to let 
himself impressed) the second half of the Great Truth stated above. “We 
are all other people to somebody” (II, 72). 

This is why Huxley remains rather pessimistic about the future 
of the relations between people and peoples:  

 
The conclusion of all this is that we must not be too easily optimistic 
about the approaching millennium of international good will. That 
temperamental differences and dislikes should lead to warfare is 
deplorable; but, so long as actual slaughter can be prevented, it may be 
that such differences and dislikes are desirable and good. The world 
would indeed be a dismal place if everybody were like everybody else 
and humanity were one vast mutual admiration society (II, 102). 
 

The solution he finds appropriate in order to settle things down or 
prevent them altogether is stated in the following terms:  

 
If two nations wish to remain at peace, the best thing they can do is not 
to strike up an acquaintance but to remain, if possible, in total 
ignorance of one another’s existence. [...] In the days of good Queen 
Bess, England had no trouble with India for the good reason that 
Indians and Englishmen were absolute strangers to one another, they 
have made an intimate acquaintance since, with the result that the 
Indians dislike the English and the English are bothered to death by the 
Indians. It is the same with China (II, 99). 
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The explanation comes in just a few lines later, reinforcing the ideas 
exposed so far on the difference and the impossibility of empathy 
inherent in the human nature, due to this natural difference among 
people and peoples: 

 
Believers in tout savoir c’est tout pardoner will object that these 
misunderstandings between peoples are due to insufficient reciprocal 
knowledge. They are right in theory. If Englishmen knew the Indians so 
completely that they could feel exactly as Indians feel, they would 
identify themselves with the Indian cause, would give the country 
instant independence, and decline to sell another yard of Lancashire 
cotton on Indian soil. But the Englishman, if he has been born and 
brought up outside India, cannot in the nature of things know the 
Indians completely and cannot identify himself with them. That is why 
he continues to govern, and sell his cotton (II, 100). 
 

In spite of his dim expectations, he still finds a positive side of the issue 
and puts it forward in his characteristically satirical manner:  

It is an absurd state of affairs. But I am glad it exists. How dull world 
would be, if uniformity were complete, if everyone perfectly 
understood everyone else and there were no mistakes, no injustices, no 
arguments at cross purposes! The fact that every nation is foreign to 
every other is one of the principal guarantees that humanity will never 
die of boredom. May the work of Babel never be undone! (II. 127). 
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Examining Authors, Discourse and Characters 
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Abstract 
The contemporary debate on the Canon and on how writers, texts and readers are 
influenced by its alleged centrality and exclusiveness is enlarged with a discussion on 
intertextuality as processed at the level of three novels: Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean 
Rhys, The Golden Notebook by Doris Lessing and Possession by Antonia Susan 
Byatt. By studying the intertextual references within and outside these novels, the 
present paper aims at revealing the perspectives their authors share (or not) regarding 
canonical writings, concepts or techniques. The focus is placed on a comparative and 
contrastive analysis of the corpus in question with regard to Bakhtin’s introductory 
terminology on intertextuality, which at some points overlaps the views of other critics 
on the same matter.  

Key words: dialogism, polyphony, heteroglossia, intertextuality 
 

The idea of intertextuality mainly derives from the concepts developed 
by Mikhail Bakhtin in two of his very influential works, The Dialogic 
Imagination: Four Essays (1982) and Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics (1984). 
The former is basically a study of the novel with emphasis on novelistic 
discourse and its inner dialogism, while the latter studies Dostoevsky’s 
literary creations from the viewpoint of the polyphonic novel.  

The core of Bakhtin’s ideology is the assumption that all 
utterances are dialogic, occurring in specific social situations as 
responses to previous utterances. With respect to the novel, the 
multiplicity of social voices, together with the links and relationships 
established between them, define the concept of heteroglossia which 
manifests itself through the authorial speech, the insertion of other 
genres, the speech of the narrators or of the characters, manifesting as an 
“encyclopaedia of all strata and forms of literary language” (Bakhtin 
1982: 301). Additionally, heteroglossia is defined as “another’s speech in 
another’s language, serving to express authorial intentions but in a 
refracted way. Such speech constitutes a special type of double-voiced 
discourse. It serves two speakers at the same time and expresses 
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simultaneously two different intentions” (Bakhtin 1982: 324). This aspect 
is one of the main characteristics of the polyphonic novel which is 
“constructed not as the whole of a single consciousness, absorbing other 
consciousnesses as objects into itself, but as a whole formed by the 
interaction of several consciousnesses” (1984: 18). Though Bakhtin does 
not really concentrate on intertextuality, he provides, nonetheless, the 
internal scaffolding of the text onto which intertextual relationships may 
be built.  
 
Dialogic utterances 
So as to better understand the intertextuality underlining the three 
novels under discussion, the analysis will begin by uncovering the 
dialogic relationships between authors and their characters as outlined 
in Bakhtin’s work. The critic argues that the language of each character 
does not only represent a point of view but it is an object of 
representation itself (1982: 49) so that one should not refer to language 
only but to images of language associated to each character and to 
particular social, historical and cultural contexts. The latter are linked to 
the concept of the chronotope defined by Bakhtin as “a mutual 
interaction between the world represented in the work and the world 
outside the work” (1982: 255). 

A large variety of styles and typologies regarding the images of 
languages is to be found in the novelistic discourse of Wide Sargasso 
Sea, which is set in a nineteenth century British Colony (Jamaica). This 
specific chronotope leads to a mix of characters (consisting of English 
colonisers, Creoles and native population) and to an overall tense 
atmosphere, illustrated through the characters’ particularities of 
language (but not only). For instance, Antoinette, though a Creole, 
speaks standard British English so that, at a linguistic level, there is no 
difference between her and the pure British characters. This is not true of 
the Jamaican Patois which characterises every native character in the 
novel: “Poison you? But look me trouble, the man crazy! She come to me 
and ask me for something to make you love her again and tell her no I 
don’t meddle in that for béké. I tell her it’s foolishness” (Rhys 2000: 99 
[1]). The clash between the Creoles and the English is seemingly silent, 
while the conflict between the Creole and the African population is 
directly expressed in their speech. Filtering this situation through 
Bakhtin’s inherent dialogism, one may say that the balance between the 
covert and the overt cultural clash reveals the author’s intention of 
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foregrounding Antoinette’s hybridity: she may look and speak English, 
but she behaves differently; she may live in Jamaica, but she does not 
share its inhabitants’ culture and language.  

Thus, from within both cultures, Antoinette fights back and fills 
the void created by her displacement with her own style and language. 
A woman and a Creole, she is the perfect embodiment of feminist and 
postcolonialist views since “women’s lives within society, like the lives 
of colonial subjects, are inevitably fractured or divided. Seen as ‘other’, 
as mute, objectified and outside of discourse, the dominant male and 
dominant white culture, women subjects, along with colonial subjects, 
write within and yet against such an ‘othering’ process” (Allen 2000: 
160). Wide Sargasso Sea calls attention to the dominating male and British 
society which, at a first glance, seems to empower Antoinette, forever 
silencing her through her being renamed Bertha and eventually driven 
mad. Since these events are presented in the second part, which is 
narrated by her husband, the overall impression remains that of 
Antoinette as the obedient ‘other’, wholly controlled by her spouse. 
However, one has to remark the fact that Antoinette resumes her 
narrative role in the third part so that her husband’s account is framed 
by her words, which leads to a re-evaluation of power forces. What is 
more, at one point in Part Two, Antoinette intrudes in her husband’s 
story, from within which she narrates two episodes: the one where she 
asks Christophine to help her win back her husband’s love and the one 
describing the financial details of her arranged marriage. Though short, 
Antoinette’s interference explains important events in the novel, which 
invalidate her husband’s accusations of having been tricked into 
marriage and, later on, of having been poisoned by his wife. The fact 
that these essential moments are presented from Antoinette’s 
perspective subverts the unnamed husband’s domination, both as a 
narrator and as a man.  

More importantly, this re-balancing of forces also occurs with 
regard to the relationship between Jane Eyre and Wide Sargasso Sea which 
can be seen as an illustration of Edward Said’s thesis with regard to 
culture and imperialism. The theorist looks upon the British novel as an 
innate extension of the concept of imperialism, as one of the means to 
convey and re-affirm the values and importance of British Empire:  

 
[…] the novel, as a cultural artifact of bourgeois society, and 
imperialism are unthinkable without each other. Of all major literary 
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forms, the novel is the most recent, its emergence the most debatable, its 
occurrence the most Western, its normative pattern of social authority 
the most structured; imperialism and the novel fortified each other to 
such a degree that it is impossible, I would argue, to read one without 
in some way dealing with the other. (Said 1993: 84) 
 

While making a statement on the centrality and domination of British 
culture, Rhys is also undermining Brontë’s novel for the same reasons; 
Wide Sargasso Sea becomes Jane Eyre’s dialogic ‘other’, necessary to 
complete and re-organise the meaning of its forerunner. The paradox is 
that accepting the dialogic relationship between these two novels means 
that subversion works the other way too: if Jane Eyre is not complete 
without Wide Sargasso Sea, then neither is Wide Sargasso Sea without Jane 
Eyre. Moreover, accepting this idea implies that both novels are actually 
unfinished and open to further completions and further ‘others’.  

A similar pattern of language may be observed in The Golden 
Notebook, especially in the Black Notebook, where Anna recollects 
moments from Africa. The native characters speak English mixed with 
African words, so that the two worlds are instantaneously set apart: 
“You don’t want to leave, baas?” (Lessing 1999: 140 [2]). This difference, 
however, is not as highlighted as in Wide Sargasso Sea because it serves 
not so much to enhance the cultural clash as to provide characters from a 
particular diegetic level with a specific identity. This becomes of interest 
the moment when different characters from different diegetic levels 
share these identities. The most obvious is Anna, recurrent in all the 
notebooks and in the framing novel “Free Women” as well: there is 
Anna writing the notebooks, Anna from Anna’s memories, Anna from 
“Free Women”, Ella (who is modelled on Anna’s personality) and so on. 
Apart from behaviour, all these characters are connected by a certain 
word they all repeat, regardless of their name and diegetic level: “odd”; 
this appears more than fifty times in the novel, being typical of different 
characters. One could even state that what seem to be different stories 
are one and the same and what seem to be different characters are just as 
identical as the story they are acting in. This means that the form of the 
novel becomes more important than its content, while plot and 
characters are sent to the backstage as simple authorial strategies for an 
intricate and complicated mirror-game with different narrative patterns. 

If the explicit content of the novel becomes a pretext for its 
experimental form, then the latter becomes in its turn a pretext for 
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discussing post-structuralist and psychoanalytic issues. Dialogism 
works, thus, more at the level of the narrative than at that of the 
characters. As such, the fragmented form is a means of illustrating the 
split self of the speaking subject, divided in as many narrative voices as 
narrative levels. Antoinette’s attempt to unite and coordinate these 
multiple selves is rendered impossible in the final Golden Notebook, 
where chaos and the unconscious take over her universe. Accordingly, 
the narrative pattern is broken over and over again during Antoinette’s 
lapse into the unconscious, leading to her finally understanding that the 
unconscious is limitless and cannot be subjected to logical organisation. 
The randomness of events in the golden notebook deconstructs any 
order that might have been induced by the previous organisation of the 
novel in different and seemingly separate notebooks.  

As far as Possession is concerned, there are two diegetic levels, 
Victorian and contemporary, each with its own language particularities: 
metaphorically rich, sensuous, old-fashioned English on the one hand, 
and straightforward, abstract, sterile English on the other hand. What is 
striking in this case is the fact that each of these styles comes with a 
twist: certain topics and words chosen by the Victorian characters (in 
particular, Ash and LaMotte) betray a contemporary awareness of 
postmodernist theories while the academic concepts and terms 
contemporary characters use on a daily basis backfire in oblique 
authorial comments, either literary or social. As such, Ash’s and 
LaMotte’s letters, where they share ideas on the art of writing, on the 
power of imagination and on readers, become masked dissertations on 
contemporary literature in general; intertextuality is seen as “bringing to 
life, restoring in some sense to vitality, the whole vanished men of other 
times” (Byatt 1990: 158 [3]) or “like the restoration of old Frescoes with 
new colours” (169) and literary creations are described by: “Such Tales 
men tell and have told – they do not differ, save in emphasis, here and 
there” (160).  

Moreover, Roland’s and Maud’s vocabularies feature words and 
phrases such as “simulacrum” (210), “postmodern quotation” (211), 
“polymorphous perversity” (253) or “postmodernist mirror-game” 
which should suggest that they are highly prepared academics, whose 
clear understanding of the theories and concepts they are studying has 
led them to frequently use them in their daily language. However, on a 
second level, the choice of these words could be seen as directions 
towards the interpretation of the novel, being a means for the author to 
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get involved in the text of the novel “with almost no direct language of 
his own” (Bakhtin 1982: 47). To this end, the concept of the simulacrum 
invokes Baudrillard’s questioning representation and reality, which goes 
hand in hand with the fact that the events Maud and Roland are 
investigating are based on fake evidence; the postmodern quotation is 
exemplified by all the poems, diary entries and historic journals 
embedded in the novel, not to mention the fact that this expression is a 
very short definition of the concept of intertextuality; the polymorphous 
perversity makes a statement on the various forms and styles the novel 
adopts, while the postmodernist mirror-game becomes obvious in the 
regressive form of the novel’s many diegetic levels. Nevertheless, the 
use of these words also comments on contemporary academics’ empty 
and sometimes futile life; despite their being so well informed, their 
academic research remains a faulty endeavour, idea expressed in 
authorial intrusions such as the following: “international conferences on 
Victorian poetry, all of which took place in identical seminar rooms 
reached by car from identical hotels” (107). Dialogism favours, then, a 
discussion on the subverting role of the many authorial interventions 
hidden in-between the lines of this novel.  

 
Polyphonic overlapping   
While analysing Dostoevsky’s novels, Bakthin observed the “polyphony 
of fully valid voices” (1984: 6) which “from the viewpoint of a 
consistently monologic visualization and understanding of the 
represented world […] may seem a chaos” (8).  

This concept may be best illustrated in The Golden Notebook; 
even though Anna is desperately trying to organise her life material, 
fragmentariness and chaos remain the only features that can help one 
understand her manner of writing and of representing her inner and 
external world. The dialogism connecting Doris Lessing-the author to 
her characters underlines the polyphonic play at work within this novel, 
meaning that while the author’s intentions may be recognised 
underneath Anna’s words (the reference here is to Anna, the main 
narrator of the novel), Anna’s intentions and views may be traced in the 
rest of the narrators’ speech. Apart from this, however, polyphony, as 
outlined by Bakhtin, does not seem to work as such in this novel. Every 
narrative voice and perspective, though seemingly independent, is 
nothing more than one of Anna’s/ Lessing’s various and multiple facets. 
It follows that dialogism actually undermines Bakhtin’s view according 
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to which the main heroes are “not only objects of authorial discourse, 
but also subjects of their own directly signifying discourse” (1984: 7). 
Therefore, The Golden Notebook is a polyphonic novel to the extent to 
which the interpenetration of various narrative voices still occurs: an 
internal homodiegetic narrator in the notebooks – Anna Wulf, and 
several heterodiegetic narrators in “Free Women”, in “The Shadow of 
the Third” and in the short stories that appear within the novel. As far as 
the independence of these voices is concerned, one cannot argue in its 
favour because, at a closer look, Anna is to be found behind all other 
narrators: “Free Women” and “The Shadow of the Third”, for instance, 
are spin-offs of Anna’s notebooks. Moreover, even Saul’s short story is 
not as independent as proclaimed, since Saul only features in the final 
Golden Notebook and may very well be a figment of Anna’s 
imagination as she plunges into the depths of craziness and her 
unconscious.  
 This perspective is also strengthened by the narrative structure, 
where the intradiegetic narrator engenders multiple metadiegetic 
narrations reflected in the three nested novels. The moment it becomes 
obvious that Free Women is in fact born out of the experiences narrated in 
the notebooks, there is a shift of interpretation: Anna from the notebooks 
becomes the writer, while Anna in Free Women  the narrated character. 
Thus, the end of the novel means a return to its beginning, though with 
a new perspective on the narrative technique used. While the reader gets 
so entangled in deciphering who narrates whom, he/ she may easily 
forget the single consciousness that subsumes all these extra, intra and 
metadiegetic narrators: Doris Lessing. Though far from identifying the 
writer Doris Lessing with the character Anna Wulf, it should be 
remarked that what Lessing does is fictionalise and fragment her self 
with the aim of commenting on the subjectivity and fictionality of art.  

The same may be true regarding the other two novels, Wide 
Sargasso Sea and Possession. Though Rhys’ novel has three 
homodiegetic internal narrators (Antoinette, her husband, Grace Poole), 
each of whom with his/ her autonomous voice, the overall perspective 
is not necessarily that of not privileging one point of view over another 
but actually of giving force to one in particular, namely, Antoinette’s. 
Wide Sargasso Sea begins and ends with Antoinette acting as narrator 
and, what is more, she even interferes in Part Two, which is narrated by 
her unnamed husband: “I did not look up though I saw him at the 
window but rode on without thinking till I came to the rocks” (67). Thus, 
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the many rumours Antoinette’s husband hears about his wife’s family 
(which lead to him hating her) are easy to be recognised as rumours 
only by readers, since they have been previously introduced to 
Antoinette’s family and history in Part One. Even though she is driven 
to silence and oblivion towards the end of Part Two (being renamed 
Bertha and considered mad), Antoinette resumes her narrative role and 
power in the final part of the novel.  

In Possession, polyphony is again used differently than its initial 
definition posits, because it combines two third-person narrators (the 
first one appears in the contemporary plot, reluctant to share all 
information to his readership, having Roland as focaliser; the second 
one, a traditional omniscient narrator, features in the flashbacks to the 
Victorian plot) with homodiegetic narrators in the letters and journal 
entries inserted within the novel. As a result, the story is built through 
the combination of all these voices, whose independence and autonomy 
is better established than in the previous two novels. Since neither 
narrative voice seems to be favoured in Possession, Bakthin’s concept of 
polyphony appears to echo Roland Barthes’ questions at the beginning 
of his famous essay proclaiming the death of the author: “Who is 
speaking thus? Is it the hero of the story bent on remaining ignorant of 
the castrato hidden beneath the woman? Is it Balzac, the individual, 
furnished by his personal experience with a philosophy of Woman? Is it 
Balzac the author professing ‘literary’ ideas on femininity? Is it universal 
wisdom? Romantic psychology?” (in Mathews, Sibisan 2003: 397). 
Barthes goes on and claims that neither of these is the case, that “as soon 
as a fact is narrated [...] the voice loses its origin, the author goes into his 
own death, writing begins” (2003: 397).  

Nonetheless, this paper argues that meaning in a novel is to be 
found in the sum of all the voices identified by Barthes but in reversed 
order: the author as author and his literary beliefs, together with the 
author as individual and his life experiences are reflected in his/her 
choosing certain characters and certain contexts for these characters to 
act in. Accordingly, Byatt’s own academic background is mirrored in her 
academic characters, while her admiration of Victorian poetry and 
suspicion towards some postmodernist exaggerations is illustrated by 
the double plot and specific literary commentaries which, more often 
than not, appear as masked authorial intrusions: “All that was the plot of 
Romance. He was in a Romance, a vulgar and a high Romance 
simultaneously, a Romance was one of the systems that controlled him, 
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as the expectations of Romance control almost everyone in the Western 
world, for better or worse, at some point or another” (425). The last part 
of this quote, which turns from a particular subject to a general one 
(implied by the use of the indefinite pronoun), cannot be still regarded 
as being Roland’s since it obviously expands beyond the fictional 
borderlines of the novel. This is but one of the many instances where 
Roland is apparently the focaliser, but, in fact, the author steps in and 
takes advantage of this function to express personal views and 
perspectives.  

 
Heteroglossic worlds 
The dialogic structure of language and the polyphonic voices within 
these three novels represent the basis for the study of heteroglossia 
which illuminates the hybridization occurring at the level of discourse. 
This brings forward a discussion on authorial intentions refracted by the 
insertion of (non)artistic genres in the novels or by the parody issued 
through the dialogic nature of the narratological discourse or the 
characters’ speech.  

For instance, the letters introduced in Wide Sargasso Sea (mostly 
received by Antoinette’s husband either from his father or from 
Antoinette’s step brother, Daniel Cosway) enhance polyphony and 
uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the facts depicted in Part Two; the 
unnamed husband is turned into an unreliable narrator once he is 
flooded with different versions of the same story and he seems unable to 
choose or to realise which one is true (the reader has the same difficulty, 
which thus points to the author’s intentions of making a statement on 
the subjective character of history making and representation). The 
controversial relationship between fiction and reality is further stressed 
by the Patois words and incantations and by the English poems inserted 
in the novel, which depict the care given to the construction of the 
fictional world: “The white cockroach she buy young man / The white 
cockroach she marry” (63). Fictionality is brought into question when 
one makes the connection to Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre; thus, real as it may 
seem, every event presented in Wide Sargasso Sea is converted into a well 
thought out authorial plan. The play with Antoinette’s name does not 
only comment on Wide Sargasso Sea, but on Jane Eyre as well, a word 
being enough to resume the author’s perspective on both novels: 
“Marionette, Antoinette, Marionetta, Antoinetta” (99, my emphasis). The 
dialogic nature of the word “marionette” may lead to various 
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interpretations: women in the nineteenth century were at the mercy of 
men, characters in a novel are puppets coordinated by a god-like author, 
readers are easy to manipulate if they only pay attention to the obvious 
meaning of a word or image.  

Possession is similar to a mosaic as far as the styles and genres 
inserted in it are concerned. The most striking are the introductory 
poems of some chapters, poems which should add a touch of realism to 
the Victorian plot. However, they foreground the dialogic relationship 
between Randolph and LaMotte, on the one hand, and between Byatt-
the author and the real Victorian poets, on the other hand. Each of these 
poems serves to anticipate, to emphasise several aspects in the novel and 
to give continuity to the overlapping of the Victorian and the 
contemporary plot, picturing the author’s intrusions in the novel. One 
can observe the fact that heteroglossia is more developed at the level of 
the Victorian plot, reconstructed from all these narrative patterns, that, 
nevertheless, fail to give a thorough account of the events (these are 
rounded off by the two flashbacks where an omniscient narrator 
intervenes and completes the story). It is as if Byatt were trying to 
demonstrate the fact that regardless of the approach, history can never 
be fully accessed; one can only recreate it, but this does not guarantee 
truth or accuracy. The same goes for fiction: readers should always keep 
their options open because there can always be something more hidden 
in-between the lines. Though Byatt seems to argue against 
postmodernism by parodying critical overviews and academics, she 
uses metafiction and intertextuality to both acknowledge the merits of 
Victorian literature and to put into practice some of postmodernism’s 
critical perspectives: returning to history, to narrative, questioning the 
relationship between fiction, history and representation, emphasising 
the textuality of history.  

Finally, in The Golden Notebook, heteroglossia is found in the 
blending of two novels (“Free Women”, “The Shadow of the Third”), 
reviews, summaries and film scripts of another novel (“Frontiers of 
War”), diary entries, letters, short stories and newspaper cuttings. The 
fictional world presented in The Golden Notebook is an eclectic one, all the 
events are inter-connected and, even at the end of the novel, the reader 
remains baffled and confused. Even so, the variety of styles and 
multitude of perspectives all combine to present a unified idea of the 
difficulties of writing, of its purpose and objectives. Though Anna has 
different roles within the novel, her main one is that of a writer, so that 
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her crises are the author’s crises as well. Every regression in yet another 
diegetic level betrays the authorial tension behind that choice, the 
struggle to find a proper means to represent reality which is invoked by 
the attention to details, the minuteness with which the social atmosphere 
of War World II, communism and post-communism is recreated. Of 
course, the multi-layered plot and discourse foreground the fictionality 
of this very real universe and place the emphasis on the author’s 
problematic task of blending fiction and reality.  

 
Concluding lines  
In setting out to analyse the functioning of intertextuality in these three 
novels, the present paper has brought forward the perspectives their 
authors have on other texts, whether classical or not. Resulting from the 
analysis carried out with emphasis on dialogism, polyphony and 
heteroglossia is that Jean Rhys, Doris Lessing and Antonia Susan Byatt 
bring their contribution to the debate on the Canon both by 
experimenting and by obliquely commenting on the necessity to argue 
against or to reinforce the notion that the latter seems to be an exclusive 
and exclusivist literary Imposition.   
 
Notes 
[1] All future references to the novel Wide Sargasso Sea are made to the 2000 edition; 
consequently, only the page numbers are indicated as in-text references. 
[2] All future references to the novel The Golden Notebook are made to the 1999 edition; 
consequently, only the page numbers are indicated as in-text references. 
[3] All future references from to novel Possession are made to the 1990 edition; 
consequently, only the page numbers are indicated as in-text references. 
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Symbolic Codes of Communication in the Victorian 
Era: The Language of Flowers in John Fowles’s The 

French Lieutenant’s Woman 
 

Cristina PĂTRAŞCU∗ 
 
 

Abstract 
John Fowles’s love of nature is illustrated by the great variety of landscapes and flowers 
present everywhere throughout his fiction. His interest goes well beyond that of a mere 
admirer of flowers as it is proved by his knowledge of their names and species and by his 
great ability to describe and use them as symbols, as carriers of meaning. In all his six 
novels, Fowles makes extensive references to flowers and their symbolism and The 
French Lieutenant’s Woman is no exception in this sense. The present article aims to 
prove that the language of flowers as a form of symbolic communication was very much 
used in the Victorian era, which Fowles reconstructs minutely. At the same time, the 
close analysis of the text will reveal that the novelist uses flowers as a symbolic code of 
communication with his readers so as to disclose the hidden nature of his characters. 
The focus is placed on decoding the language of flowers, as there is no systematic 
approach to it in the critical writings on Fowles’s fiction. 
 
Key words: Victorian era, symbolic communication, language of flowers/ 

floriography. 

In The French Lieutenant’s Woman, Fowles’s neo-Victorian novel, the 
author uses flowers in the same way he uses nature in his fiction. If his 
landscapes are both real and symbolic, his flowers may also represent 
‘real’, decorative elements of the setting or they may be used as symbols 
that reveal the hidden meaning(s) of story and characters. At times, 
flowers are part of the natural scenery, and they are described in order 
to outline the richness and beauty of the vegetation growing on a field, 
on an alpine meadow or in the forest.  

In the novel, Fowles makes references to a wide variety of flowers 
to emphasize the Eden-like quality of the Undercliff. One of the most 
beautiful descriptions of flowers occurs when Charles is in search of his 
precious ammonites. 
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The ground about him was studded gold and pale yellow with 
celandines and primroses and banked by the bridal white of densely 
blossoming sloe; where jubilantly green-tipped elders shaded the 
mossy banks of the little brook he had drunk from were clusters of 
moschatel and woodsorrel, most delicate of English spring flowers. 
Higher up the slope he saw the white heads of anemones, and beyond 
them deep green drifts of bluebell leaves (1981: 62). 
 

In this luxurious garden bursting with flowers, which are the most 
delicate of English spring flowers, Charles will encounter Sarah. Thus, 
flowers are used to create a paradisiacal atmosphere and as background 
for the love story of the two protagonists. 
 As in many of his novels, in The French Lieutenant’s Woman, too, 
Fowles uses flowers not only to enhance his vision of nature, but also in 
more subtle and sophisticated ways. In reconstructing the Victorian 
world, the writer introduces, among other specific elements that create 
the impression of the ‘real’, the language of flowers. The Victorians 
loved plants and flowers and the great majority of plant introductions 
took place in the nineteenth century (Hillier 1988). It is a known fact that 
the Victorians resorted to flowers as a symbolic code of communication 
in a time when feelings would not be expressed in a direct manner. “The 
Victorian era was the great age of the flower garden and of all things 
horticultural, and so it is not surprising that flower symbolism became 
particularly elaborate at this time” (Kirkby, Diffenbaugh 2011: 4).  

Restrictive rules applied also to conversations in which certain 
topics were definitely avoided. As flowers allowed secret messages to be 
passed between speakers, the popularity of flowers increased rapidly 
and a great number of meanings were attached to them. The language of 
flowers, also known as floriography, thus came into being during the 
Victorian era, when a large number of dictionaries that explained the 
symbolism of flowers, plant and herbs was published. As Vanessa 
Diffenbaugh notes 

 
... every young lady wanted to be well-versed in the meanings of 
flowers. And though they didn’t spend hours coding secret bouquets, 
the Victorians did set great store by flowers and used them extensively 
in everyday life, much more so than today. Bouquets as love tokens 
were sent, carnation buttonholes were extremely popular and women 
wore flowers a great deal – in their hair, on their evening gowns, or 
tucked into a bodice. Flower symbolism was important and was 
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applied to all the major occasions in life: roses, violets and forget-me-
nots during courtship, orange blossoms at weddings... (Kirkby, 
Diffenbaugh 2011: 6). 
 

As it may be seen from the analysis, Fowles introduces in his novel 
many of the meanings associated with flowers that were popular in the 
Victorian era, but at the same time he assigns them other subtle and 
original meanings. It may be said that flowers become a symbolic, 
inventive and mysterious code of communication with the reader, who 
is invited to take an active part in the story by decoding the symbolism 
of flowers scattered throughout the book by a playful and ingenious 
writer. In this sense, Fowles uses the secret language of flowers as a 
means to reveal the true character’s nature. Many of Fowels’s 
protagonists are associated with flowers which become a sort of an 
emblem for each of them. In Fowles’s vision, Sarah is associated with the 
anemone, the violet and the primrose, whereas the other important 
feminine character in the novel, Ernestina, is linked to the jasmine and 
the violet. 

The first flower that is associated with Sarah is the anemone. The 
second encounter between Charles and Sarah, whose natural 
environment is the wood, takes place in the mysterious forest of the 
Undercliff, described as both an English Garden of Eden and as the site 
of pagan celebration (the feast of Midsummer Night). Charles’s ‘chance’ 
meeting with Sarah is somehow anticipated by the multitude of flowers 
he finds near the brook. He goes on through the trees, moving gradually 
to the west and he arrives to a little green plateau. “It opened out very 
agreeably, like a tiny alpine meadow. …Charles stood in the sunlight. 
Eyebright and birdsfoot starred the grass, and already vivid green 
clumps of marjoram reached up to bloom. Then he moved forward to 
the edge of the plateau. And there, below him, he saw a figure” (1981: 
64). On this ‘little natural balcony’ which was ‘some five feet beneath the 
level of the plateau’, Charles finds Sarah asleep, with anemones spread 
around her. 

 
At first he did not see who she was. He stood at a loss, looking at but 
not seeing the fine landscape the place commanded. The girl lay in the 
completed abandonment of deep sleep, on her back…. A scattered 
handful of anemones lay on the grass around her. There was something 
intensely tender and yet sexual in the way she lay… (64). 
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There is no doubt that the anemones around Sarah are meant to refer 
symbolically to her inner nature. In one of the earliest pastoral elegies, 
anemones grow from Aphrodite’s tears, as she weeps the death of 
Adonis, whereas in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the anemone grows from 
Adonis’s blood (Ferber 1999). Thus, the anemone is a symbol of beauty 
and of deep sorrow, even of mourning when associated with purple 
flowers. Fowles does not say if the anemones around Sarah were white 
or red, but reading again the passage on flowers two pages earlier, there 
a reference to “the white heads of the anemones” (62), may be found. 
The white anemone stands for Sarah’s innocence, but also for her wild, 
passionate nature by association with Aphrodite. The anemone also 
symbolizes Sarah’s condition of abandoned lover who suffers from and 
laments the departure of her ‘beloved’. Later in the novel, when Sarah 
tells Charles the story of her love affair with Varguennes, the French 
lieutenant, she chooses a secluded place to make her confession. The 
place is a little south-facing dell, described as ‘a kind of minute green 
amphitheatre” (145). Symbolic flowers, among which the violets, add a 
delicate note to the charming beauty of the place: “The banks of the dell 
were carpeted with primroses and violets, and the white stars of wild 
strawberry. Poised in the sky, cradled to the afternoon sun, it was 
charming, in all ways protected” (145). The violets and the flowers of 
wild strawberry clearly stand here for love, for passion, foretelling the 
direction in which their relationship will evolve. They also point to 
Charles’s view of Sarah as a wild creature, belonging to the green wood 
where she likes to walk, and to Charles’s repressed sexual desire for her. 
Further on, when Sarah continues to tell the story of her seduction and 
abandonment by the French lieutenant, she deliberately cuts her finger 
on a hawthorn branch. Thus, the hawthorn becomes a symbol for Sarah 
herself. In Celtic mythology, the hawthorn is a sacred tree and is linked 
with the Fairy Queen. Under early Christianity, the Fairy Queen was 
assimilated with the Queen of the May. Linking the symbolism of the 
hawthorn, whose thorns reveal hidden dangers, with that of the 
anemone and the violet, Fowles makes of Sarah a Queen of the May (like 
Alison and Rebecca), able to appear under many guises. Sarah is 
represented by Fowles as a sort of a fairy, a spirit of the wood and that is 
why he uses so many vegetal symbols to sustain this representation. 
Besides the hawthorn, there is also the anemone (mentioned earlier), 
among whose petals it is said that at evening the fairies go to sleep, 
whereas the violet may be used with the same symbolic value as in the A 
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Midsummer Night’s Dream where Oberon speaks of Titania sleeping on a 
bank where oxlips and ‘the nodding violet grows’ (II. I. 209-259). 

Fowles uses the violet as a symbol for Charles’s fiancée, Ernestina, 
as well. Ernestina seems to embody the quintessence of the Victorian 
woman. She has “exactly the right face for her age; that is small-chinned, 
oval, delicate as a violet. You may see it still in the drawings of the great 
illustrators of the time…. But there was a minute tilt at the corner of her 
eyelids, and a corresponding tilt at the corner of her lips – to extend the 
same comparison, as faint as the fragrance of February violets – …”(27). 
It seems rather unusual that Fowles uses the same symbol for such 
different women like Sarah and Ernestina. But the alert reader already 
knows that Fowles has a (wicked) pleasure to play with symbols. This is 
why it can only be inferred that his intention is to throw the two 
feminine characters into relief by highlighting the contrast between 
them. In his view, Ernestina is a ‘delicate’ violet, whereas Sarah is the 
wild violet, growing on the banks of the dells of the Undercliff. This 
interpretation may be supported only by turning to the text in order to 
compare Sarah’s and Ernestina’s descriptions. The effect of such a 
comparison is striking. Ernestina is said to have “the right face for her 
age’, whereas Sarah’s look does not correspond to the canon established 
by the Victorian era. Sarah’s ‘was not a pretty face like Ernestina’s” (13). 
Sarah has strong, dark eyebrows, and even though her face is 
completely feminine her ‘wide’ mouth suggests a “suppressed 
sensuality” (105). Unlike Ernestina’s pale skin, Sarah’s is very brown, 
“as if the girl cared more for health than a fashionably pale and languid-
cheeked complexion” (65). Moreover, the ‘faint fragrance of February 
violets’ which point to Ernestina’s youth, naivety and lack of experience, 
compare unfavourably with the violets, primroses and  wild 
strawberries (full of flavour) connected to Sarah, who is always 
presented as a more mature woman. The primroses and wild violets 
versus February violets antithesis metaphorically expresses another 
opposition, that between appearance and essence, stressing out how 
deceptive appearances may be. In this sense, the simplicity of Sarah’s 
outward look hides the great complexity of her personality, whereas 
Ernestina’s fashionable, highly adorned dress hides nothing beneath, 
but her shallowness, her frivolity. The symbolism of the primroses is 
made very clear when the narrator compares Sarah with it: Sarah 
“seemed totally indifferent to fashion; and survived in spite of it, just as 
the simple primroses at Charles’s feet survived all the competition of 
exotic conservatory plants“(146).  
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Here, the narrator clearly alludes to the exotic stephanotis growing 
in the conservatory of Ernestina’s house where Charles’s marriage 
proposal will take place. The stephanotis is used because it was an exotic 
flower loved by Victorians, but also for its symbolic meanings that 
attaches it with marriage.  

In this way, Fowles sets the two women in sharp contrast through 
the symbolism of flowers and makes oblique references to their 
personality. According to a nineteenth-century custom, gentlemen asked 
their betrotheds in marriage in the conservatory. It is also known that in 
the Victorian era, stephanotis was considered a symbol of happiness in 
marriage. Fowles takes care to set the scene in the proper place and has 
Charles asking for Ernestina’s hand in the conservatory, where the 
powerful scent of the stephanotis embalms the air.  

 
Charles opened the white doors to it [the conservatory] and stood in 
the waft of the hot, fragrant air. He had to search for Ernestina, but 
at last he found her in one of the farthest corners, half-screened 
behind a bower of stephanotis. … She held a pair of silver scissors, 
and was pretending to snip off the dead blossoms of the heavily 
scented plant (75).  
 

The difference between the two scenes is as remarkable as the contrast 
between the simple primroses on the hill and the opulent stephanotis in 
the conservatory. These two sequences are set in opposition by the 
metaphoric use of flowers which casts light on the events to come: 
Charles feels more and more attracted to Sarah and finally decides to 
break his engagement with Ernestina. 

However, Ernestina’s symbolic association with the February 
violets alludes obliquely to her repressed sexuality and is intended to 
question ironically the Victorian belief according to which women were 
not able to feel sexual desire. Victorians considered sexuality a taboo and 
held an idealised view of love, even of physical love. Fowles largely 
comments upon this issue in Chapter Thirty-five where he exposes 
Victorian mentality that proclaimed “the sanctity of marriage (and 
chastity before marriage)” (231) and made of sex “the business of 
sublimation” (232). The novelist also alludes to this mentality when he 
says that: “Charles was like many Victorian men. He could not really 
believe that any woman of refined sensibilities could enjoy being the 
receptacle for male lust” (307). He seemingly wants to undercut this 
Victorian notion and to prove how naïve such a belief was. This is evident 
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in the way he portrays Sarah who, despite being a virgin, manipulates 
Charles into making love with her at Exeter. Moreover, Fowles shows that 
even the delicate Ernestina can have ’wicked‘ thoughts. In her bedroom, 
Ernestina admires herself in the mirror, only in her chemise and petticoats 
(scandal of scandals!), and unlooses her hair. She imagines “herself for a 
truly sinful moment as someone wicked – a dancer, an actress” (30) and 
then, for a very brief moment, she has a sexual thought that she strives to 
banish from her mind, telling to herself “I must not”. Afterwards, 
Ernestina takes her diary out of a drawer, unlocks it and there, among the 
pages of the book, she finds a sprig of jasmine. ‘Then she turned to the 
front of the book, or nearly to the front, because the book had been a 
Christmas present. Some fifteen pages in, pages of close handwriting, 
there came a blank, upon which she had pressed a sprig of jasmine. She 
stared at it a moment, then bent to smell it” (31). 

The jasmine that Ernestina keeps in her diary is symbolically 
significant. The reference to the sprig of jasmine comes immediately 
after the reference to her ‘sinful thoughts’ and, like the February violets, 
is symbolic of her effort to repress her id, obliquely referred to in an 
ironic narratorial comment: ”But though one may keep the wolves from 
one’s door, they still howl out there in the darkness”’ (30). After ‘having 
quelled the wolves’, Ernestina smells the jasmine a gesture that may be 
interpreted as her temptation to yield to her inner sexual drives. As the 
jasmine is also a symbol of attachment, elegance and modesty, and in 
Japan it stands for the sort of amiability that attracts wealth, the flower 
becomes a metaphor of her relationship with Charles in the novel.  
 The symbolism of flowers in Fowles’s fiction has been more often 
than not discarded by critics (who seem to find it unimportant). With the 
exception of the symbolism of the Rose and of the Lily, commented 
upon by several critics, other flowers in Fowles’s novels are completely 
overlooked. The main reason for analysing the symbolism of flowers is 
its consistent and sophisticated use in all his six novels and the manner 
in which this particular kind of symbolism is interconnected with other 
layers of symbolism deriving from Celtic and Greek mythology and 
from Jungian psychology. 

Including in his novels one of the most prolific sources of 
symbolism in the whole artistic world, Fowles places himself in a long 
literary tradition. Like Keats, who makes of Narcissus his own emblem, 
or like Shakespeare, who assigns many symbolic meanings to flowers in 
his writings (Hamlet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Romeo and Juliet), to 
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name but a few, Fowles also plays with the symbolism of flowers to 
enrich the significance of his fiction and lures the reader into ‘learning’ 
their meaningful language.  
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On ‘The Hidden Rules of English Behaviour’ 
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Abstract 
National identity, trapped within stereotypes and communicated via representations, 
holds secrets which are at once appealing and challenging. An insider’s perspective on 
its inner core is more than welcome therefore. A perfect example in this respect is Kate 
Fox’s Watching the English. The Hidden Rules of English Behaviour (2005), 
reviewed here to deconstruct a series of misconceptions about Englishness. 
 
Keywords: identity, stereotype, culture, nation, Englishness 
 
1. Stereotyping national identity 
National identity is generally trapped within oversimplified, 
stereotypical formulations/representations which foreground self and 
other in essentialist, reductionist ways, carry obvious traces of 
apparently random prejudice, have the potential of inducing, at best, 
cultural misunderstanding and, at worst, intercultural dissent. 

The Germans, for instance, are associated with craftsmanship, the 
Italians with music, the French with cuisine, the Spanish with dancing, the 
Romanians with hospitality, perhaps, and so on. As for the English, the 
set of cultural stereotypes which define them range from punctuality to 
five o’clock tea. All these are labels generally attached by outsiders and 
circulated world-wide. The enigmas of individual ‘nesses’, however, come 
to the surface and acquire meaning via insiders’ views on things.  

Some, like George Orwell, for instance, stress its individuality, 
with special emphasis on continuity, history, time and heritage – 
whereby one identifies with the community and the nation’s evolution 
like one who looks at a photo of himself as a child and gathers that (s)he 
has nothing and everything in common with the image: 

 
English culture [is] as individual as that of Spain. It is somehow bound up 
with solid breakfasts and gloomy Sundays, smoky towns and winding 
roads, green fields and red pillar-boxes. It has a flavour of its own. 
Moreover it is continuous, it stretches into the future and the past, there is 
something in it that persists, as in a living creature (in Kermode 1973: 2142). 
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Some others, like Julian Barnes, use fictional characters (Sir Jack Pitman, 
the businessman, in this particular case) to open the discussion on 
marketing, for a profit, the stereotypes already constructed, while also 
playing on yet another, implied stereotype: the condescending attitude 
of the English.  

 
England is a nation of great age, great history, great accumulated 
wisdom. Social and cultural history – stacks of it, reams of it – 
eminently marketable. […] Shakespeare, Queen Victoria, Industrial 
Revolution, gardening, that sort of thing. We are already what others 
may hope to become. We are the new pioneers. We must sell our past to 
other nations as their future (1998: 39-40). 
 

The stereotypes resuming Englishness from within include not only “The 
Royal Family, Big Ben, The White Cliffs of Dover, Manchester United, 
BBC, West End, Beefeaters, London taxis, pubs, cricket”… but also “warm 
beer, whingeing, bad teeth and not washing” (Barnes 1998: 83-85). Under 
the cover of declared or assumed fictionality, whether investigated by 
serious specialised analyses or subject to ironical self-descriptions, they 
address diverse audiences and serve a twofold purpose: of challenging 
their very formation and of avenging the outsider.  
 
2. Under focus: Watching the English. The Hidden Rules of English 

Behaviour 
Kate Fox’s Watching the English. The Hidden Rules of English Behaviour 
(2005) is a subversive book of anthropology – cum – social novel which 
plays with expectations, reveals some of the well-kept secrets of 
Englishness, attempting to arrange them neatly into a cultural 
‘grammar’ and thus to make sense of the mix of disparate peculiarities 
associated to this insular nation.    

It is structured into two parts, which place under the lens the 
best of the English worst. Part one, Conversation codes, develops on 
customs and rituals related to the weather, grooming-talk, humour 
rules, linguistic class codes, emerging talk-rules (the mobile phone) and 
pub-talk. Its most appealing section is dedicated to humour rules; here, 
emerging as laughable are the English themselves: 

 
The understatement rule means that a debilitating and painful chronic 
illness must be described as ‘a bit of a nuisance’; a truly horrific 
experience is ‘well, not exactly what I would have chosen’; a sight of 
breathtaking beauty is ‘quite pretty’; an outstanding performance or 
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achievement is ‘not bad’; an act of abominable cruelty is ‘not very 
friendly’, and an unforgivably stupid misjudgement is ‘not very clever’; 
the Antarctic is ‘rather cold’ and the Sahara ‘a bit too hot for my taste’; 
and any exceptionally delightful object, person or event, which in other 
cultures would warrant streams of superlatives, is pretty much covered 
by ‘nice’, or, if we wish to express more ardent approval, ‘very nice’. (67) 
 

Part two, Behaviour codes, looks into home rules, rules of the road, work 
to rule, rules of play, dress codes, food rules, rules of sex and rites of 
passage. In so doing, it gives an account of the culture and civilisation 
aspects which shed light on the complicated inner workings of English 
society in general and on the forces of inertia that propel each individual 
in particular, as quintessentially portrayed in the excerpt below: 

 
We seem to be congenially incapable of being frank, clear or assertive. 
We are always oblique, always playing some complex, convoluted 
game. When we are not doing things backwards (saying the opposite of 
what we mean, not introducing ourselves until the end of an encounter, 
saying sorry when someone bumps into us), we are doing them 
sideways (addressing our indignant mutterings about queue-jumpers to 
other queuers). Every social situation is fraught with ambiguity, 
complication, hidden meanings, passive-aggression and paranoid 
confusion. We seem perversely determined to make everything as 
difficult as possible for ourselves. (173) 
 

The overall diagram offered by Kate Fox to end her presentation holds 
at its centre the playful, self-deprecating coined term ‘dis-ease’, which 
sums up the sociological research, the narrative endeavour, the spirit of 
the language and the characteristics of the people.  
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The few positive traits arrived at and included in the diagram are 
grouped under ‘values’, to be read as ‘goals’ or ‘aspirations’– pertaining 
to the future, always envisaged, never attained. The ‘outlooks’ 
practically foreground the basic flaws at the heart of Englishness: doubt, 
incertitude, need for hard evidence (in empiricism); negativity, 
pessimism, gloominess (in eeyorishness) and the sense of hierarchy, 
acceptance of power structures (in class-consciousness). As for what 
appears under ‘reflexes’, no credit seems to be given to or, indeed, no 
blame appears to be cast on the English for their natural, inherited 
humour, modesty and hypocrisy.  

The ratio between the pluses and the minuses (they, too, 
artificially constructed and forcefully imposed) which emerges from this 
careful weighing of the national identity mass indicates imperfection, 
hence qualifies as perfectly normal. Actually, both the findings and the 
process presupposed by the investigation carried out are honest, 
pleasant, intelligible and down to earth, holding up a mirror which 
reflects the business of everyday life, whose meanders and conundrums 
are easily recognisable by all, despite the localised distortions and 
deviations brought forth.   

 
3. Concluding lines 
Kate Fox’s Watching the English. The Hidden Rules of English Behaviour 
takes the reader on an incursion within the entanglements of the 
formation and transmission of cultural stereotypes which outline 
English identity. The neuralgic, yet highly significant intracultural and 
intercultural clashes signalled and dealt with humorously are the long 
awaited missing pieces in the jigsaw puzzle of Englishness assembled.  
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Vivisection au ralenti: Don DeLillo’s Point Omega 
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Abstract  
Reading a Don DeLillo is like walking on glass, that is, you need hold your breath so 
that nothing could deter you from focusing on the mission, if you want to keep safe and 
mostly sound. The writer’s latest novel, Point Omega (2010), is no exception in that 
its author engages once more in the exercise of stripping away all surfaces so as to let us 
see into the terror of what he calls “makeshift reality”—his characters’ and ours. The 
claims I advance and substantiate in the essay, refer to (1) how a fluid chronology 
sustained by framing devices adds to the understanding of the construct of a novel/film 
in progress; (2) how the shifting narrative perspective ensures a vivisectionist’s look 
into the body of life/death/world. Don DeLillo’s novel is another terrifying X-ray of 
war/life/death as agonizing nothingness which literature in its ‘late-phase’ is meant to 
cure. 
 
Keywords: narrative perspective; film studies; ethics of literature; aesthetics of 

incompletion 
 
Don DeLillo’s stand: “silence, exile, cunning, and so on”  
The three fetish words above describe Don DeLillo’s relationship to his 
readers, in the few interviews with journalists. The writer’s constant 
inquiry into the myths, phobias and obsessions of contemporary 
American culture justifies his posture of a recluse social satirist, a 
novelist of ideas, and a cultural critic. In DeLillo’s fiction, the details of 
daily life are at once the effect of our institutionalized society and the 
cause of mysterious plotting.  

Fundamental to DeLillo’s work is the idea that America (and we 
should say Europe too) is a locus of a culture so saturated with media-
produced images and jargon that the distinction between the real and 
the imaginary has been lost. Everything in American life seems to 
possess a dangerous potential of being turned into a media spectacle, 
having as result the emotional and moral estrangement of people from 
their own lives. Technologically produced images of people endanger 
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the authenticity of self, thus forcing a new rethinking of the old 
opposition between the ‘individual’ and ‘society’. The term ‘individual’ 
becomes more and more an abstraction in the context in which media 
images, corporate-produced jargon and computer simulations have 
come to constitute fundamental elements of the psyche. The immediate 
consequence is that DeLillo’s work, as his fellow writers’, is permeated 
with irony and a fascination with secrecy and conspiracy (a most 
persistent obsession of the Americans). Still, he seems to admit that 
understanding of the self and history can be gained only through the 
mass cultural medium in which we grow. 

Very much like in Pynchon’s world of representation, DeLillo’s 
novels are infused with a constant current of paranoia inasmuch as his 
characters sense that ‘nameless energies’ and ‘deeper levels’ may be 
determining the course of events, and they are no longer able to tell the 
difference between whether they are ‘outside’ or ‘inside’ one’s culture, 
whether they are projected images enclosed in the camera’s eye or living 
creatures.  

The difficulty of living in these meta-times comes, ironically 
enough, from the inadequacy between desire and expectation, which 
brings along disconnectedness, communication without communication. 
If in Falling Man (2007), DeLillo manages an iconic representation of the 
apocalyptic trauma after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, which makes people 
sense the w/hole of existence, in Point Omega (2010), the writer, again 
iconically, prefigures the vanishing out of existence of humanity.  
 
Don DeLillo’s Point Omega: “an intense form of thought” in a 
“triptych” 
In a chat with journalist Robert McCrum (The Observer, 2010), DeLillo 
calls Point Omega “a triptych” whose prologue and unresolved epilogue 
take place in MoMA (New York’s Museum of Modern Art). In the same 
interview, DeLillo names the novel, “an incentive to deeper thinking,” 
and writing, “an intense form of thought”. My subsequent claim is that 
DeLillo’s triptych can generate an intense form of thought in the way the 
writer plays with narrative and space perspectives in the three panels he 
deploys in his novella.  

The storyline of the novella is endemically condensed in time 
and, ultimately, in space too: “2006 Late summer/ Early fall”. In the first 
panel of the triptych (“Anonymity”), we are shown into a dark room of 
The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), wherefrom an unnamed narrator, 
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“the man at the wall” (p. 4), closely describes his experience of watching 
“24 Hour Psycho,” a video work, which slows down, on a free-standing 
screen in the middle of a room, every frame of Hitchcock’s thriller into a 
24-hour cycle. The central piece of the triptych is mainly located in the 
California desert, where Jim Finley, a film producer, joins Richard Elster, 
an Iraqi war planner, whom he hopes to talk into making a single take 
film as memory and documentary history. The arrival of Elster’s 
daughter, Jessica, and her mysterious disappearance shortly after, calls 
into question the plausibility of any human project/relationship. The 
third panel of the triptych (“Anonymity 2”), symmetrically enclosing the 
novel, resumes the encounter with Douglas Gordon’s art installation in 
MoMA as perceived and performed by the anonymous narrator: 
“standing man participates” (p. 128). 

Don DeLillo, at the end of the novel, acknowledges indebtedness 
to Douglas Gordon’s videowork 24 Hour Psycho, first screened in 1993 in 
Glasgow and Berlin, and installed at the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York in the summer of 2006. He genuinely admits being hooked by this 
art installation when he tells McCrum (2010): “Time and death. It's the 
ultimate vision of an artist at the end of everything. It's just what’s there. 
It was not something I planned to do.” What DeLillo did plan is the 
game of reflecting mirrors wherein the simple plot reverberates in a 
myriad of abysmal nuances, questions, and possible answers. The 
careful narrative planning allows what Lasdun calls (2010), an “object 
lesson” in the methods of late-phase literature, wherein a “stonier art of 
suggestion and juxtaposition” replaces a luxurious display of 
imagination. Or, in DeLillo’s own words: “The less there was to see, the 
harder he looked, the more he saw” (2010: 6). 

 The “he,” in the above sentence, is the “man standing against the 
north wall, barely visible” who will be frantically watching Gorgon’s 
Psycho, slowed down to a 24-hour running time, for six days on end. Just 
like him, the reader is invited, from the first panel of the triptych, to 
“engage… at a depth beyond the usual assumptions, the things he 
supposes and presumes and takes for granted” (p. 8). DeLillo, “a man of 
frightening perception” himself—Joyce Carol Oates’s words (quoted in 
McCrum, 2010)—, by watching the watcher of Hitchcock’s slowed down 
movie, in the first panel of the triptych, directs the nature of reading he 
demands for his novel: “The film’s [novel’s] merciless pacing had no 
meaning without a corresponding watchfulness, the individual whose 
absolute alertness did not betray what was demanded” (p. 6). DeLillo’s 
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individual is suspected of “seeing too much,” although “it was 
impossible to see too much” (p. 6), as the whole point was “[t]o see 
what’s here, finally to look and to know you’re looking, to feel time 
passing, to be alive to what is happening in the smallest registers of 
motion” (p. 7). Later on, in the main panel story, the same idea of 
deliberate watchfulness is present in Jessica’s telling of her experience 
with an elderly couple, when “she realized that she’d become part of the 
ritual, one watching the other watch the other” (p. 88). 

Jessica’s repudiated ritual is in fact what DeLillo has been 
practising all along the narrative involutions displayed in the three 
panels. By help of free indirect speech, we connect to the characters’ 
musings on time, death, life, dread, disappearance, final disintegration 
(point omega) in an intertwined manner that necessitates and “depends 
on” “total concentration” from the part of the (re)reader. The (re)reader 
too is absorbed into the novel’s scheme in the same way the unnamed 
watcher/narrator is absorbed into the film’s scheme; s/he becomes a 
presence by default whose role is seeing without being seen or better, 
without knowing being seen. An illustration of this idea with in-depth 
effect for the filigree construction of the novel is achieved in the first 
panel when the unnamed narrator describes “two men enter, the older 
man using a cane and wearing a suit that looked traveled in, his long 
white hair braided at the nape, professor emeritus perhaps, film scholar 
perhaps, and the younger man in a casual shirt, jeans and running shoes, 
the assistant professor, lean, a little nervous” (p. 9). The descriptive 
moment is concluded: “Everybody was watching something. He was 
watching the two men, they were watching the screen, Anthony Perkins 
at his peephole was watching Janet Leigh undress” (p. 10). The two 
observed but unobserving presences will later show to be Richard Elster, 
the aging neo-con intellectual, an Iraqi war councilor for the Bush 
administration, and Finley, a Deadbeat Films producer, and “confidant 
by default, the young man entrusted with the details of his makeshift 
reality” (p. 63)—the two pivotal characters from the central panel of the 
triptych. In one of the few conversations with Jessica, Elster’s daughter, 
Finley, drops in the subject of the visit to MoMA, with her father; the 
details are very important: “We were there and gone, ten minutes, he 
fled and I followed. Didn’t talk to me all the way down six flights. He 
was using a cane then. Slow journey down, escalators, crowds, corridors, 
finally stairs. Not a word” (p. 60; italics mine). The precipitated flight 
noticed by the anonymous narrator too, explains in the way Richard 
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Elster perceived the experience of watching 24 Hour Psycho, this 
“conceptual art piece” (p. 59), as reported by his daughter: “He told me 
it was like watching the universe die a period of about seven billion 
years”; “He said it was like the contraction of the universe” (p. 59); ‘“The 
heat death of the universe,” she said’ (p. 60).  

Equally troubling, in hindsight, proves to be the anonymous 
narrator’s musing about his wish for “a woman to arrive, a woman alone, 
someone he might talk to, here at the wall, in whispers, sparingly of 
course, or later, somewhere, trading ideas and impressions, what they’d 
seen and how they felt about it. Wasn’t that it?” He even imagines her 
looks: “a serious person, soft-spoken, wearing a pale summer dress” (p. 
18). Unwarrantedly, from the main story, we learn that Jessica went to the 
Museum the next day after her talk with her father, and spent half an 
hour there: “I stayed a while. Because even when something happens, 
you’re waiting for it to happen” (p. 60). But it is not until the third panel 
of the triptych that we fully understand the projective potential of the 
anonymous narrator’s imagining in the first panel: “This woman, the one 
next to him, as he regarded her, was a shadow unfolding from the wall,” 
(p. 141) with no name or concrete identity for him, but for the reader, 
already enshrined in grieving contour: “Other times she seemed 
deadened to anything that might bring response. Her look had an 
abridged quality, it wasn’t reaching the wall or window. I [Finley] found 
it disturbing to watch her, knowing that she didn’t feel watched. Where 
was she? She wasn’t lost in thought or memory, wasn’t gauging the 
course of next hour or minute. She was missing, fixed tightly within” (p. 
76). This “abridged” apparition, “imaginary to herself” (p. 89),  will soon 
disappear for good as if she had never existed, leaving behind “lost times 
and places, the true life, over and over” (p. 110). The activity of watching, 
so intently performed by the anonymous narrator, raises questions on 
identity, self, relatedness to others and one’s mother; the latter 
connection—mother-son relationship—bears multiple significance at the 
level of a text framed by Hitchcock’s Psycho, wherein the killer, Norman 
Bates, deviantly relates to his mother, whom he both adores and detests. 
“Nobody was watching him. This was the ideal world as he might have 
drawn in his mind. He had no idea what he looked like to others. He 
wasn’t sure what he looked like to himself. He looked like what his mother 
saw when she looked at him. But his mother had passed on. This raised a 
question for advanced students. What was left of him for others to see?” 
(p. 10; italics mine) 
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The advanced students/readers can certainly read into a 
troubled self, the quarry of his own obsessions, questionings, and 
doubts, brought forth by the experimental art installation. “Such second 
thoughts go on and on and the situation intensified the process, being 
here, watching and thinking for hours, standing and watching, thinking 
into the film, into himself. Or was the film thinking into him, spilling 
through him like some kind of runaway brain fluid?” (pp. 138-9) The 
anonymous watcher’s “complete immersion” into the experience of 
watching means in fact “deeper involvement of eye and mind”; it means 
“sharing consciousness with him” (p. 146); it means rememorizing “his 
own mother, how could it not, before she passed on, two of them 
contained in a small flat being consumed by rising towers” (pp. 147-8). 
The final image we get of the anonymous watcher is the image of pure 
grief, benumbed life akin to madness or inertia: his, the film’s character, 
Norman Bates, ours: “Sometimes a wind comes before the rain and 
sends birds sailing past the window, spirit birds that ride the night, 
stranger than dreams” (p. 148). 

Therefore, the detailed description of watching Gordon’s art 
installation in the first and third panels works as trigger-thoughts 
anticipating and resuming the worst of human existence, when it gets 
personal:  

 
I thought of his remarks about matter and being, those long nights on 
the deck, half smashed, he and I, transcendence, paroxysm, the end of 
human consciousness. It seemed so much dead echo now. Point omega. 
A million years away. The omega point has narrowed, here and now, to 
the point of a knife as it enters a body. All the man’s grand themes 
funneled down to local grief, one body, out there somewhere, or not (p. 
124). 
 

The grand themes—time, extinction, “rendition,” paroxysm, Teilhard de 
Chardin’s “point omega,” filmmaking/watching, war waging—Finley 
discards now, have given way to those “whispered at the margins” (p. 
90): a father’s love for his “otherworldly” (p. 47) daughter, who has 
simply vanished, “[p]assing into air” (p.101), but “[s]he kept appearing 
in some inner field of vision, indistinct, like something I’d forgotten to 
say or do” (p. 96). The central panel of the triptych, in about one 
hundred pages divided in four sections, describes then what the art 
installation iconically shows us: “the depths that were possible in the 
slowing of motion, the things to see, the depths of things so easy to miss 
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in the shallow habit of seeing” (pp. 16-7), and we should add, in the 
shallow habit of living. And those things relate to our innermost being 
which we hide from ourselves lest we should be diverted from the 
grand lies of existence: “Human perception is a saga of created reality” 
(p. 36). It is not until Jessica disappears, that Elster, her father, changes 
from a man who used to think on a cosmic scale (p. 59), “a man who 
might [not] make space for even the gentlest correction” (p. 28), a war 
councilor for whom war should be “a haiku war”—“a war in three lines. 
[…] a set of ideas linked to transient things” (p. 37)—, to a man, 
“inconsolably human” (p. 121), whose gaze is fixed now not on objects 
but thoughts (p. 112), who “was beginning to resemble an x-ray, all eye 
sockets and teeth” (p. 120), a man “beyond memory and its skein of 
regret, a man drawn to sparest outline, weightless” (p. 122).  Jim Finley 
too turns from a man, about whom his wife said, “Film, film, film. If you 
were any more intense, you’d be a black hole. A singularity. […] “No 
light escapes” (p. 34) to a man who had forgotten about the film: “I 
remembered the film. Here it is again, man and wall, face and eyes, but 
not another talking head” (p. 124). The two characters were indeed 
“coming out of an empty sky. One man past knowing. The other 
knowing only that he would carry something with him from this day on, 
a stillness, a distance […]” (p. 125). Therefore, grief is personal, sorrow is 
abstract. Grief gives rise to mystery, which has its truth, while sorrow 
gives rise to statistics.  

DeLillo’s aesthetics of incompletion is nevertheless an aesthetics 
of inquiry into how we are making sense of our “makeshift reality,” we 
are piecing together what has been left out. ‘”There’s almost some law of 
mathematics or physics that we haven’t quite hit upon, where the mind 
transcends all direction inward. The omega point,” he said. “Whatever 
the intended meaning of this term, if it has a meaning, if it’s not a case of 
language that’s struggling toward some idea outside experience”’ (p. 
91).  
 
Concluding remarks 
DeLillo, through his almost ‘realistic’ scenarios certainly manages to 
enact the coming-into-being of collective human thought/panic/ 
exhaustion. “When I work,” DeLillo tells us, “I’m just translating the 
world around me in what seems to be straightforward terms. For my 
readers, this is sometimes a vision that's not familiar. But I'm not trying 
to manipulate reality. This is just what I see and hear” (in McCrum, 
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2010). This “poet of entropy,” as John Banville describes DeLillo, has set 
up in Point Omega, another tightly wound machine, which is gradually 
running down, like a time bomb, in the mind of the reader. 
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Abstract 
Connecting back with an already well-established tradition of scholarly explorations of 
images of Romanianness, as emerging from (non)fictional representations of cross-
cultural, Anglo-Romanian encounters, the present paper focuses on one of the most 
recent textual productions foregrounding an English traveller’s gaze on his Romanian 
hosts, namely Mike Ormsby’s collection of short stories Never Mind the Balkans, 
Here’s Romania (2008). Applying an imagological grid to it, the paper aims at 
providing evidence in defence of the idea that, at least after 1989, the English observers’ 
attitudes towards and, implicitly, textual mirroring of Romania have undergone 
significant changes. In doing that, it reflects upon the ‘game’ of auto- and hetero-images 
at the heart of the narrative discourse as meant to point to both an awareness of cultural 
differences and the need to overcome cultural biases in one’s mind with a view to 
successful intercultural communication in the context of globalisation-driven societal 
transformations.  
 
Keywords: travel writing, imagology, cultural anthropology, Romanianness, 

stereotype.  

Introduction 
Though speaking of a Romanian ‘school of imagology’ may seem 
somewhat far-fetched, it is undeniable that, especially over the last two 
decades, interest in the study of textual representations of identity 
construction and cultural differences influenced by (more or less 
successful) intercultural communication within and across Romanian 
borders has increased, determining more and more Romanian scholars 
to make use of the conceptual tools provided by imagology, now a fully-
fledged interdisciplinary research field, for the investigation of a wide 
range of texts. The lack of Romanian contributions to further 
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(re)shaping, theoretically, imagological analysis grids has been, 
nonetheless, made up for by the issuing of numerous studies in applied 
imagology dwelling on representations of Romanianness as seen in the 
foreign other’s ‘mirror’ and/or as defined by multicultural interactions 
[1]. Some of the most noteworthy of these studies focus on texts that 
foreground Anglo-Romanian encounters and they seek to cast light on 
various discursively constructed images of Englishness and 
Romanianness as intrinsically related to and determined by various 
factors characterising the context of both text production and text 
reception.  

The present paper aims at taking further the tradition established 
by this particular trend in imagological studies: it sets out to examine the 
account of an Englishman’s ‘adventures’ in post-communist Romania – 
Mike Ormsby’s Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania (2008) – in order 
to highlight the dynamics of discursively-constructed images of the 
English observer (self-images or auto-images) and the Romanian 
observed other (hetero-images), in full awareness of their subjective, 
intertextual nature but also of their being “properties of their context” 
(Leerssen n.d.), therefore deeply anchored in recent transformations 
influencing political and social realities, attitudes and behaviours in a 
Romanian society that is still seeking the ‘right path to follow’ after the 
1989 change of regime.    
 
What’s in an Image? 
Even if their origins are traceable as far back as the eighteenth and the 
nineteenth centuries (Leerssen 2007: 17-20), image studies – in the frame 
of which ‘image’ is understood not as a mere instrument of visual 
communication but as “the mental or discursive representation or 
reputation of a person, group, ethnicity or ‘nation’” (Leerssen 2007: 342) – 
have gradually emerged throughout the twentieth century, not without 
being, at times, more or less virulently attacked [2], but ultimately 
managing to demonstrate the validity of a comprehensive, composite type 
of analysis in which the methods and concerns of literary studies (to be 
more specific, comparative literary studies), cultural studies and 
anthropology blend. The latter half of the twentieth century, in particular, 
witnessed the rise of different European ‘schools’ of imagology whose 
leading figures are Hugo Dyserinck (at the University of Aachen), Daniel-
Henri Pageaux (at the Paris-Sorbonne University) and Joep Leerssen (at 
the University of Amsterdam). Their models of imagological investigation 
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(two of which – Pageaux’s and Leerssen’s – are obviously influenced by 
Structuralism) share the premise that the object of imagological research is 
not empirical reality but a set of textual tropes, subjective representations 
of national and/or cultural differences articulated in and disseminated 
primarily by literary texts (though recent research has proven that 
imagology may be successfully applied to other forms of “imaginated 
discourse” such as film or some genres of journalism – Leerssen 2007: 26-
28), in certain historical and cultural contexts. In other words, their 
strength lies in their drawing on the complementarity of auto-images and 
hetero-images (whether stereotypical or not) as discursive constructs 
which, moreover, better reveal their complexity when contextualised, 
perceived as links in a literary tradition as well as markers of social and 
cultural dynamics triggered by intercultural contacts/ cross-cultural 
encounters within a certain spatial and temporal frame.  
 In addition, it is worth mentioning that, while the imagological 
grids of Dyserinck, Pageaux and Leerssen are reminiscent mostly of 
developments in literary and cultural studies related to concerns about 
identity and alterity, an equally valuable contribution to enlarging the 
‘umbrella’ of imagology has come from social psychology and cultural 
anthropology, hence from the examination of the force lines underlying 
national and organisational cultures with an aim at accounting for “the 
how and the why of a certain representation of the foreign other” 
(Gavriliu 2002: 6). Due mention must be made, in this respect, of Geert 
Hofstede’s analytical model, which has developed over the years to 
include, next to the four cultural dimensions initially identified by the 
Dutch scholar, i.e., power distance, collectivism/individualism, 
femininity/masculinity and uncertainty avoidance, further distinctions 
based on “the choice between future and present virtue” and the 
“attitude towards time and traditions” (long-term orientation/short-
term orientation) (Hofstede, Pedersen, Hofstede 2002: 39), as well as on 
“indulgence/restraint” (Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov 2010). Of course, 
Hofstede’s theory has been subject to criticism, yet its conceptual 
patterns may turn out useful for the better understanding of the 
mechanisms behind one’s cultural biases and, implicitly, of the 
subjective textual representations of the other that one observer of a 
foreign culture may put forth in various types of discourses. That is 
precisely the reason why Hofstede’s cultural dimensions model has been 
integrated in the imagological grid applied for the analysis of Mike 
Ormsby’s text in the next subsections.   
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Tropes of Romanianness in British Writers’ Texts – a Diachronic 
Perspective 
One of the points that should be made about Joep Leerssen’s 
imagological theory is that it articulates more clearly than those of his 
predecessors, Dyserinck and Pageaux, the importance of the intertextual 
nature of self/other representations at the discursive level. Therefore, 
part of the imagological exploration of any text that reflects upon cross-
cultural interaction should be dedicated to identifying the tradition to 
which it belongs, laying stress on the principles of appreciation/ 
depreciation that underlie images of otherness as textual tropes 
(Leerssen 2007: 28). In this particular case, that implies reconsidering 
representational practices in discourses on Romania prior to the last 
decade of the twentieth century.  

Especially when it comes to texts produced in the eighteenth and 
the nineteenth centuries, such an endeavour may benefit from the 
impressive amount of work carried out by Romanian imagologists 
interested in Anglo-Romanian intercultural interactions. Their analyses 
seem to converge toward the conclusion that, as Pia Brânzeu points out 
in one of her most recent imagological studies, these accounts relied 
extensively on negative stereotypes of Romanianness, emphasising 
Romanians’ inferiority and the serious discrepancy between Eastern 
Europe, Romania included, and Western Europe.  

 
Whether diplomats, merchants, or simple tourists, such eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century travellers as Lady Elizabeth Craven (A Journey through 
the Crimea to Constantinople), Adam Neale (Travels through Some Parts of 
Germany, Poland, Moldavia and Turkey), William MacMichael (A Journey 
from Moscow to Constantinople in the Years 1817, 1818), William Wilkinson 
(An Account of the Principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia), Patrick O’Brien 
(Journal of a Residence in the Danubian Principalities in the Autumn & Winter 
of 1853), and J. W. Ozanne (Three Years in Romania) avoided going beyond 
a superficial contact with the local population and preferred to 
perpetuate what Karl Heitman calls “imagological clichés”: the 
lamentable economic situation was due to foreign domination and local 
indifference; the aristocracy was, in spite of its French education, too 
immoral to be interested in the progress of the principalities; both men 
and women were very religious, but too easily involved in love affairs; 
the hospitality of both the aristocracy and the simple people was 
proverbial and had a long tradition; and the landscape was invitingly 
romantic, in spite of the terrible roads (Brânzeu 2010: 550).     
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The sense of superiority of the English/British travellers to the Balkans 
and, therefore, to countries like Romania, which stretched at ‘the edge of 
Europe’, caused them to project in their texts a stereotype-ridden image 
of their hosts echoing orientalist discourses centred on the relationship 
between the colonisers and the colonised (though Romania was not a 
colony of the British empire).  

Following the evolution of images of Romania in twentieth-
century British texts, Pia Brânzeu remarks that, as suggested in fictional 
writings like Olivia Manning’s Balkan Trilogy, in the early decades of the 
twentieth century, the representation of Romania as an exotic, yet 
underdeveloped, ‘barbarous’ country populated by uncreative and 
morally dubious people endured, indeed, yet it was counterbalanced by 
positive images of Romanianness (praising the hospitality, the wit and 
humour of the Romanian people), which contributed to “deconstruct[ing] 
the myth of the primitive periphery” (Brânzeu 2010: 551).   

In the post-World War II historical and ideological context, the 
clusters of textual tropes dominating representations of Romania in the 
English/British (non)fictional ‘mirror’ unavoidably incorporated images 
related to the consequences of the totalitarian communist regime of 
Nicolae Ceauşescu on the Romanian economy, societal structures and 
culture. More often than not, they served to sustain the same ‘old’ 
conclusion: that the “inhuman, decayed East” was no match for the 
“liberal and democratic West (i.e. Britain)” (Brânzeu 2010: 551).  

However, British travel literature and fiction produced after the fall 
of the communist regime have revealed significant changes in the British 
observers’ attitudes towards the Romanian other. Pia Brânzeu finds in the 
works of Paul Bailey, Georgina Harding, Alan Brownjohn, Hugo Hamilton 
or Dervla Murphy an eagerness “to transcend the clichés of colonialism”, to 
consider Romanians’ otherness less threatening and to embark, more open-
mindedly, on a quest for self-knowledge as well as for knowledge about a 
different culture (2010: 553). It is in the light of this major change in British 
writers’ attitudes towards the other – that Pia Brânzeu circumscribes to “a 
larger post-colonial trend” (2010: 553) – that the emergence, in Mike 
Ormsby’s Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania, of fresh combinations of 
positive and negative images of Romania, mostly aimed at deconstructing 
‘old’ stereotypes of Romanianness, yet occasionally still reviving them, 
more or less explicitly, or hinting at the ‘birth’ of new ones, will be further 
considered.   
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Mike Ormsby’s Text in Context  
The relationship between text and context is of utmost importance for 
imagologists as they embark upon the process of decoding textual 
representations of self and other. Even when the imagological grid does not 
explicitly foreground it, it is always implied in the way in which the 
exploration of the meanings of the text in focus is carried out, systematically 
going back to historical and ideological frames, anthropological 
information and intertextual connections. For instance, though there is no 
literal reference to ‘context’ in Daniel-Henri Pageaux’s presentation of his 
model of imagological analysis in La Littérature générale et comparée (1994), 
the emphasis that the imagologist places on “the ideological and political 
conditioning of the ‘image’” (Kapor 2011: 405), his awareness of the fact that 
“at a given historical moment and in a given culture, it is not possible to say 
or to write anything about the Other” (Pageaux qtd. in Kapor 2011: 403), as 
well as his interest in images as an expression of the dialogue between 
literary traditions and texts point to the inherent need to move, in the 
process of analysis, from the micro – linguistic – level to the macro-level of 
the context in which the text is encoded and decoded.  

Again, Joep Leerssen has the merit of putting forward a more 
systematic consideration of the relationship text – context in imagological 
terms. Not only must images be connected to the tradition of “a given 
national representation as trope”, but they must also be: “contextualized 
within the text of [their] occurrence” (taking into account the text type, the 
genre conventions at work as well as the status, prominence and function 
of the identified national tropes within those parameters); subject to 
“historical contextualization”; and, last but not least, commented upon 
from the perspective of the reception of the text (identifying the target 
audience and the impact of the text on it) (Leerssen 2007: 28).  

Therefore, if conducting a survey of tropes of Romanianness 
present in (non)fictional texts produced, from (at least) the eighteenth 
century to the present day, by British writers, may help establish the 
intertext of certain representations of Romania in relation to which Mike 
Ormsby’s images of the Romanian other should be considered, for the 
full contextualization of Ormsby’s text, further steps must be taken.  

One of them is identifying the genre that Mike Ormsby’s Never 
Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania is illustrative for. Recording the author’s 
experiences as a traveller within and, occasionally, across the Romanian 
borders, the text may be easily labelled as a travel book. The disclaimer 
below the bio note that opens the book seems to confirm it: “These stories 
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are based on fact. Spooky but true.” (Ormsby 2008: 2) Indeed, Mike 
Ormsby’s book is hardly a traditional travel journal or diary: it is 
structured into 57 short stories in which the boundary between fact and 
fiction is definitely blurred. Despite the disclaimer’s insisting on the 
accuracy of the information provided by the English observer (otherwise 
expected from a former BBC reporter and trainer of journalists at BBC 
School in Bucharest), the book impresses less by its reportage dimension 
and more by the skilfully-crafted story-telling. Seeking to present the 
information in an enjoyable manner, the writer opts for various literary 
devices, chief among which the dominance of showing over telling, in 
order to reconstruct his encounters with Romanians in a vivid, sometimes 
intriguing, sometimes amusing manner. For all its unusual structure for a 
travelogue, Mike Ormsby’s Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania fits 
perfectly into the definition given to travel writing as a genre: offering, as 
Paul Fussell puts it, “a ‘creative’ mediation between fact and fiction” (qtd. 
in Thompson 2011: 30), it is definitely “a constructed, crafted artefact, 
which should never be read naively as just a transparent window on the 
world” (Thompson 2011: 30).    

Given that Mike Ormsby, the journalist and freelance writer, 
assumes in Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania the two, potentially 
conflicting, roles of a reporter and a story-teller (see Thompson 2011: 27), 
the text may, at the same time, be ascribed to the genre of creative 
nonfiction. Lately in vogue, this genre has been given numerous names: 
‘literary journalism’, ‘new journalism’, ‘literary/dramatic nonfiction’, ‘new 
nonfiction’, ‘literature of fact’, ‘literature of reality’ (Rees Cheney 2001: 1), 
‘docufiction’ (Brânzeu 2010: 553), etc. Aimed at teaching and, 
simultaneously, entertaining the reader, creative nonfiction – irrespective of 
the form it takes (travel writing included) – must abide by what Lee 
Gutkind calls a “cardinal rule” that “cannot be violated”: “You cannot 
make this stuff up!” (Creative Nonfiction. True Stories, Well Told. Online 
magazine 2012). In this light, Mike Ormsby’s above mentioned disclaimer 
actually functions as “an artistic statement” meant to establish “a bond of 
trust” between him and his readers (Miller and Paola 2005: ix): his is a 
hybrid text that, in terms of Lee Gutkind’s “five Rs” (qtd. in Miller and 
Paola 2005: x), combines the meticulous reporter’s ‘Research’ on facts with 
imagination and ‘Reflection’ on personal experiences and the world, in 
order to convey, through ‘ ’Riting’ that is heavily shaped by the use of 
various literary devices, a truth - the writer’s truth - about ‘Real Life’, to be 
benefitted from through ‘Reading’. 
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As a matter of fact, the categorisation of Never Mind the Balkans, 
Here’s Romania as creative nonfiction is sustained not only by the 
disclaimer, but by the major characteristics of the text which fit into the 
pattern described by Barbara Lounsberry in The Art of Fact (1990). First of 
all, it tackles what the critic calls “documentable subject matter chosen from 
the real world as opposed to ‘invented’ from the writer’s mind” (1990: xiii). 
Through “historical contextualization” (Leerssen 2007: 28), this is revealed 
to be related to the process of transition from communism to capitalism in 
post-1989 Romania, which brought about radical changes in the country’s 
economy, social and political structures, as well as in the Romanians’ 
cultural practices, sense of identity and attitudes towards the others, against 
the background of which massive emigration (characterised by the constant 
modification of emigration trends) and the endeavours to meet the 
conditions for joining the Schengen Area and the European Union must be 
particularly considered.  

Secondly, the text is the result of Mike Ormsby’s “exhaustive 
research” (Lounsberry 1990: xiii-xiv), carried out throughout more than a 
decade – from 1994, when he first visited Romania as a BBC reporter, to 
2007, the moment of Romania’s accession to the EU, when he had already 
been a resident in Romania for years – which allowed him “novel 
perspectives” (Lounsberry 1990: xiii-xiv) on Romanians at home and 
abroad and helped him construct convincing images of Romanianness. 
That Mike Ormsby definitely managed to lend his narratives credibility is 
confirmed by several reviewers of his book for various Romanian 
newspapers or (online) magazines: they praise the “high degree of 
professionalism” characterising his presentation of “the facts as they are” 
(Expatromania.ro qtd. in Ormsby n.d.) and his subtle knowledge of the 
slightest nuances of everyday life in post-communist Romania (Bittel 
2008), remark that he “sees Romania very clearly”(Spineanu qtd. in 
Ormsby n.d.) and definitely recognise in his book “a mirror, made in 
England” of Romania (Mititelu qtd. in Ormsby n.d.), “neither a façade, 
nor caricature, but reality – today’s Romania” (Bittel 2008).  

Thirdly, Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania abounds in scenes; 
that is another characteristic which Lounsberry presents as crucial in 
defining creative nonfiction. Taking distance from the guide book 
structure, which lays particular stress on places that tourists should know 
about and visit, Mike Ormsby’s text demonstrates interest, above all, in 
the people he meets and/or is told about. It is true that the book contains 
several descriptive passages focusing, at one extreme, on the wild natural 
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landscape, of a dazzling beauty, almost “too good to be true” (Ormsby 
2008: 217), of the majestic Carpathians and of the hills in Transylvania 
(especially in the neighbourhood of Sibiu), and, at the other extreme, on 
heavy and loud traffic or puzzling urban landscapes, mainly from 
Bucharest – which is the setting of about two thirds of the short stories in 
the collection, a mixture of cultural and historical buildings, old churches 
and parks, fancy hotels and sports bars, government and public 
administration buildings, but also “crusty apartment blocks” (Ormsby 
2008: 162) or “dilapidated villas” and rough land patches (Ormsby 2008: 
175). However, the role of such descriptions is rather that of providing a 
background for interactions with people (whether in Bucharest or other 
Romanian cities/towns, in the countryside or on different locations 
abroad): the impressive gallery of vignettes that the book consists of relies 
extensively on the narrating I’s vividly reconstructing the encounters with 
more or less friendly figures of (un)named Romanian others, showing the 
latter in action and giving them voices to speak for themselves, thus, 
favouring dialogue over summarising narration.  

Actually, this third characteristic should be seen in direct relation 
– if not subordinated – to the fourth and final essential feature of 
creative nonfiction in Lounsberry’s terms, namely “fine writing: a 
literary prose style” (1990: xv). Apart from using scenes, writers of good 
creative nonfiction are expected to write dramatically, compress 
information, combine various means of characterisation in order to 
develop character portraits, etc. (see Rees Cheney 2001: 2). Mike Ormsby 
does all these things and even more. As various reviewers of his book 
remark, one particular feature of Ormsby’s style that arrests the readers’ 
attention and makes them read through the text, whether they like or 
dislike the message it conveys, is humour: his contemplation of the 
incongruities of life in post-communist Romania is, more often than not, 
characterised by “subtle irony” (Craiu and Expatromania.ro qtd. in 
Ormsby n.d.); he “write[s] humour out of [his] bad experiences” (see 
Miller and Paola 2005: 101); he seduces by his, typically British, use of 
understatement and repeatedly surprises the readers by ending his 
stories on a funny note (Stere 2008 qtd. in Ormsby n.d.). That is the 
reason why he has even been referred to as “a British Caragiale” (Ion 
qtd. in Ormsby 2008: 1 and Ormsby n.d.).  

Moreover, there are other aspects that lend a particularly 
personal touch to the way Mike Ormsby crafts his travel experiences into 
travel text (see Thompson 2011: 27) and that point to a wider range of 
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forms of intertextuality at work in Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s 
Romania. To be more specific, Mike Ormsby’s working for several years 
as a professional musician (1983-1990) and a script writer (2000-2007) 
(Ormsby n.d.) is likely to have influenced his conception of various 
components of the book.  

On the one hand, the organisation of his collection of 57 short 
stories might remind one of a combination of episodic series and serial 
narratives, characteristic of television film series patterns. Episodic series 
are basically defined by the fact that “each episode is relatively 
independent – characters, settings and relationships carry over across 
episodes, but the plots stand on their own, requiring little need for 
consistent viewing or knowledge of diegetic history to comprehend the 
narrative” (Mittell 2007: 163). Serial narration, though, relies on 
“continuing story lines traversing multiple episodes, with an ongoing 
diegesis that demands viewers to construct an overarching storyworld 
using information gathered from their full history of viewing” (Mittell 
2007: 164). Mike Ormsby’s Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania displays 
a typically episodic series structure, with most of the short stories 
presenting consistent narratives, with self-contained plots, that can be 
read separately and in any order the reader prefers. Nevertheless, one 
may also identify “multiple-episode plotlines” (Mittell 2007: 165) making 
up narratives arcs that run across the ‘series’. Two such notable examples 
are the two-episode narrative arc developing on the story of Tanti Aneta, 
Lumi’s aunt from Brăila, her ill husband Gheorghe and her manipulative 
and greedy brother-in-law Virgil (“Brotherly Love” and “Peace”), and the 
three-episode narrative arc detailing the adventures of Mike and his 
Romanian friends from Sibiu, George, Alina and their eight-year old 
daughter Catrinel, on a hike to a glacial lake at Cindrel (“Sacrifice”, “Too 
Good to Be True”, “People from Bucharest”).  

On the other hand, the very title of the book may acquire 
different connotations if seen in the light of Mike Ormsby’s interest in 
rock music. It seems to be moulded on the title of a very controversial 
punk rock album of the famous British band Sex Pistols, i.e., Never Mind 
the Bollocks, Here’s Sex Pistols. Recorded and released in 1977, at a time 
when the contrast between the working classes, on the one hand, and 
the aristocracy and monarchy, on the other, increased dramatically, the 
album was regarded as the musical manifesto of a young and angry 
generation, “perfectly articulat[ing] the frustration, rage and 
dissatisfaction of the British working class with the establishment” and 
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violently attacking “pretentious affectation and the very foundations of 
British society” (Huey n.d.). The title of the album – a phrase deemed 
obscene, actually “a working-class expression [for] ‘stop talking 
rubbish’” (Wikipedia 2014) – was not only intended to appeal to the 
young listeners but also to symbolically hint at the rebellious statements 
at the heart of the band’s songs. Mike Ormsby’s play on the title of the 
Sex Pistols’ album is undeniably intriguing. It might have been dictated, 
on the one hand, by the similarities between the 1977 British society and 
the post-1989 Romanian society, both class-ridden and divided, torn by 
increasingly greater differences between the old and the young 
generations, between the rich and the poor, and, on the other hand, by 
the writer’s intention of using a humorous pun to question Western 
stereotyping of the Balkans, in general, and Romania, in particular. This 
might be Mike Ormsby’s form of subtle protest against the revival of old 
Western stereotypes of the Balkans as a ‘powder keg’ of Europe, a facile 
substitute for the Orient itself (Todorova 2000), “a European periphery 
(sometimes called a ‘Savage Europe’) which threatens the entire 
continent with its endless mutual conflicts” (Simić 2013: 114), and the re-
emergence, against their background, of prejudice against Romania, as 
part of the Balkans, perceived as a place of crime, corruption and a 
source of migrants ready to invade the ‘civilised West’. After all, the 
book subtly invites the readers to open-mindedly gaze on the 
multicultural Romanian society in order to discover, guided by the 
‘idiosyncratic voice’ of the narrating I, a greater truth: that, as a Sternean 
character put it, “Le POUR et le CONTRE se trouvent en chaque nation; 
there is a balance […] of good and bad everywhere” (Sterne 2001: 59).  
 
Auto-images and Hetero-images in Mike Ormsby’s Text 
Referring to the ‘basic pillars’ of successful intercultural communication, 
Geert Hofstede emphasises the importance of the ‘triad’ of awareness – 
knowledge – skills for the potential participants in cross-cultural 
encounters (2002: 18-19). To particularise for a traveller setting out for a 
foreign cultural space, that implies that (s)he should be, first of all, 
aware of the differences between the base and the observed cultures, as 
well as of the dangers of (mis)judging the latter in the rigid terms of the 
stereotypical representations of the other, as perpetuated by certain 
mental software patterns specific to the group that (s)he belongs to. Such 
awareness may be strengthened by the traveller’s willingness to acquire 
– prior to and during the journey – knowledge of the observed culture 
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and its underlying force lines. That may help the traveller overcome 
more easily, especially if a long stay abroad is intended, the ‘barriers’ 
raised by: language differences; the unavoidable tendency – that seems 
inherent to human nature – of fitting the others into preconceived, 
generalisation-ridden representations based on previous experience 
and/or her/his own cultural bias; and, last but not least, the level of 
stress caused by the contact with a new, different environment where 
the hosts’ reactions can be but guessed, not fully anticipated. Ultimately, 
when put into practice, the knowledge acquired of the foreign other’s 
culture and mental programming may allow the traveller to develop the 
skills that (s)he needs in order to adapt to various situations of 
intercultural communication.  
 Mike Ormsby’s fictional projection at the level of the narrative 
discourse, i.e., the narrating I whose voice shapes the representations of 
self and other in Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania, does not 
provide the reader with details about how much (theoretical) knowledge 
of Romanian culture and Romanianness he had prior to his arrival in 
Bucharest in 1994. What it does hint at, though, is the belief in the 
principle according to which “travel broadens the mind” (Ormsby 2008: 
254); that may be interpreted as a proof of his awareness of the cultural 
differences between his home (Britain) and the target culture (in this 
case, Romania), as well as of his personal conviction that, by travelling 
and interacting with the other, he may acquire more knowledge of and 
skills to communicate with, or even to adapt to, the new cultural 
environment. While travelling abroad, Mike Ormsby’s greatest hope 
seems to be that of freeing his mind of the coloniser’s sense of 
superiority, considered until not long ago a defining feature of 
Englishness, and not remaining deaf and blind to the relativity of 
cultural values and patterns of thinking and behaving. His narrating I 
makes it clear that he is aware of the mechanisms underlying (especially 
negative) stereotype construction. Ideology and previous personal 
experiences may make one prone to abusive generalisation (“they’re all 
the same.” – Ormsby 2008: 155), as shown, for instance, in the short story 
entitled “Free”, which implicitly warns against the tendency to embrace 
negative stereotypes of otherness in the Romanian society and against 
the ensuing danger of discrimination, affecting Roma people. In 
addition, in the short story “Three Beers”, the conversation with a 
Romanian professional soldier who was sent on various missions in Iraq 
and Africa highlights the importance of the traveller’s attitude to 
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otherness – which could vacillate between the extremes of xenophobia 
and xenophilia (Leerssen n.d.) – and of the impact of its change under 
the influence of the cross-cultural encounters experienced in a foreign 
cultural space. It is the perfect context for the narrating I to put forward 
the confession that he was once in danger of becoming xenophobic and 
had to leave the host country (definitely not Romania) to prevent that 
from happening: “… by the time I left, I knew I’d stayed too long. 
Something was changing inside me, and I didn’t like it.” (Ormsby 2008: 
259) So, one should read between the lines that, in the aftermath of such 
an episode, avoiding the trap of negative thinking about the other and 
being open to cultural diversity and intercultural communication have 
become the leading principles by which the English traveller decides to 
act whenever coming in contact with a foreign culture.    
 As a matter of fact, it is not easy to cope with cultural differences 
even when being aware of them. Therefore, many of the short stories 
actually trace back the different stages of culture shock (honeymoon/ 
euphoria; disorientation; irritability and hostility; adjustment and 
integration; biculturality - Hofstede, Pedersen, Hofstede 2002: 20-23) that 
the English traveller-observer goes through while living among 
Romanians. Consequently, in order to understand their succession, one 
should try, first, to reconstruct the temporal frame of the narrative 
discourse.  

The 57 short stories are not arranged chronologically, as expected 
in the case of a traditional travel journal or diary, and that is another proof 
of Mike Ormsby’s using literary techniques to creatively shape his travel 
text. In fact, relatively few short stories provide concrete details about the 
time when the events narrated about happened. Nevertheless, it is 
important to notice that they are numerous enough as to avoid creating 
the effect of timelessness, of the action being projected in what Pageaux 
calls mythical time (2000: 92), which may be associated with a tendency 
towards stereotyping. The events experienced by the English traveller in 
Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania are set in an explicitly historical 
frame that can be retraced by putting together the temporal markers 
indicated in short stories like: “Not So Lucky” (which juxtaposes images 
of Gara de Nord in Bucharest, in 1994 and 2007); “Why Not?” (that dwells 
on the growth of the friendship between Mike Ormsby and the members 
of the Romanian rock band Why Not?, after their first meeting at a rock 
festival in Craiova in 1995); “Democracy” (which details on “the block 
meeting for 2007” that Mike and his neighbours are invited to attend); 
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“Welcome to the EU” (a presentation of the way a Romanian family 
celebrated, on December 31, 2006, the New Year’s Eve and Romania’s 
becoming an EU member state); “Buried” (bringing forth, among other 
things, Mike’s memories of his first days in Romania in 1994); or “Three 
Beers” (with its reference to Vasile’s participation in the Iraq war, which 
implies that the story time must be set sometime after 2003) [3]. It results 
that the period throughout which various stages of culture shock are 
experienced by the English traveller to Romania is 1994-2007. 

The references in Mike Ormsby’s text to his interactions with 
Romanians in 1994-1995 are rather scarce. Yet, they allow to the readers 
to discover an English traveller experiencing a mixture of euphoria and 
disorientation. For example, in “Why Not?”, he is very excited to 
discover how talented Romanian rock musicians are and, as an artistic 
manager of the band Why Not?, he has the chance to meet “the veteran 
Romanian rocker, Adrian Ordeanu” (Ormsby 2008: 76). In “Not So 
Lucky”, he is surprised to find out the ‘hard way’ that good intentions 
(warning a gullible American tourist that he should not exchange money 
at the station) are not always rewarded, quite the contrary (he is 
punched in the jaw and threatened by the Romanian dealers with being 
stabbed if he interferes again).  

Obviously, most of the short stories, even when not explicitly 
related to a specific moment in the interval 1994-2007, draw the readers’ 
attention to the slow process of adjustment to and integration in the 
Romanian environment. The variety of the situations that the English 
observer must learn to handle and of the characters that he interacts with 
offers to him plenty of opportunities to acquire better knowledge of the 
Romanian culture and to develop skills to communicate with his hosts. He 
appreciates Romanian hospitality and enjoys Romanian food (“Bubbles”, 
“Someone in the Village”, “Three Beers”). He is very happy to discover 
Romanian arts, whether literature (Mihai Eminescu and his translator into 
English, Corneliu M. Popescu, in “Buried”, or Caragiale and his stories 
featuring Mitică in “Sunday Best”), music (Adrian Ordeanu and the Why 
Not? rock band in “Why Not?”, or opera performances in 
“offoce@operanb.ro” and “Faith, Hope and Chablis”), ballet (“Fairy Tale”), 
or painting (“Faith, Hope and Chablis”, “Sunday Best”). He is a keen 
observer of and participant in old Romanian rites (baptism in “Faith, Hope 
and Chablis”, funerals in “Why?” and “Peace”) as well as ‘new’ customs of 
the fancy urban circles (going to night clubs in “Summer of Love”, 
watching football with friends in sports bars in “Şpagă” and “The Result”).  
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Still, the degree to which he manages to accept other cultural 
differences is directly influenced by his Englishness, that, no matter how 
open-minded, he cannot ignore. Set within a spatial frame organised along 
such binary patterns of (supranational) characterisation (Leerssen 2007: 29) 
as West (Western Europe, in general, and Britain, in particular)/East 
(Romania), at the macro-level, and centre (Bucharest)/periphery (other 
Romanian towns like Sibiu, Brăila, Ploieşti, Buzău, Craiova, Constanţa, 
even Tuşnad) and town/countryside, at the micro-level, some of the scenes 
presenting the English traveller’s encounters with (un)named Romanian 
characters provide evidence of the fact that, although he is trying to take 
distance of old clichés of Romanianness, he is still tributary to them, hence 
the persistence of a certain sense of inadequacy. Romanian products are 
inferior in quality to English ones, especially when it comes to tea (his 
mother has to send him some from England, in “When We Get 
Organised”). Natural landscapes are exquisite, yet too wild and threatening 
(the hikers’ lives may be endangered by wolves, bears, striking lighting but 
also by the fierce dogs of the shepherds, in “Too Good to Be True”). Though 
significant developments may be perceived in Bucharest and other major 
cities (like Sibiu), part of Romania – the smaller towns and the countryside 
– is still perceived as populated by primitive, superstitious people 
(“Why?”). Service providers are lazy and indifferent to their work (like the 
clerks at the post office in “When We Get Organised” or the employees of 
Cinema Z in “Labyrinth”). An aura of criminality and/or corruption 
continues to spoil the image of Romania and the narrating I records the 
victimisation of Western new-comers (himself included), on the one hand, 
by criminal groups like that of the currency dealers at Gara de Nord in 1994 
(”Not So Lucky”), the dishonest taxi drivers at Gara de Nord, the Henri 
Coandă and Băneasa Airports and not only (“Not So Lucky”, “Domnul!”, 
“Travel Broadens the Mind”), or the Roma kids robbing “unsuspecting 
strangers” (Ormsby 2008: 177) in the neighbourhood of the Parliament 
building (“Happy Holidays”), and, on the other hand, by unscrupulous 
employees (e.g. the manager of the sports bar at Costalot Hotel in 
Bucharest, in “Şpagă”). Last but not least, probably the clearest evidence of 
the unsurpassable breach between Western/British and Eastern/Romanian 
mentalities is the alien observer’s dislike, often barely disguised, in a 
typically English style, behind the mask of irony, of the total disregard for 
laws and rules in the post-1989 Romanian society, whether it comes to 
speed driving (e.g. “Europeans Are Stupid”, “Chivas Life”, “Latin Driver”), 
noise pollution (“Tranquillity”) or, simply, to standing in the queue at an 
airport gate (“Travel Broadens the Mind”).  
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It is worth noticing, however, that, for all the difficulties 
encountered in various situations when the traveller feels ‘the burden’ of 
cultural differences, irritability and hostility are never given free vent. For, 
unlike other foreign traveller figures in his book that remain stuck in 
negative stereotyping and severe differentiation from the Romanian 
culture, e.g. the French Marie-Paule and Philippe in “Faith, Hope and 
Chablis”, Mike Ormsby belongs to the category of travellers who are 
willing to come to terms with cultural differences, accept (even if they do 
not like) the coexistence of bad and good things in every culture and, 
hence, learn to live under the conditions specific to the target culture. One 
may go even as far as saying that this particular English traveller reaches 
the stage of biculturality, remaining attached to the English – source – 
culture and learning the ability to understand Romanians by their own 
standards. Yet, he does not identify with the Romanian culture to the 
point of becoming native. That seems to be confirmed by the narrating I’s 
use of the term ‘home’ in relation to Romania. The short story “People 
from Bucharest” opens with what appears to be the statement of an alien 
transformed into a native Romanian at the end of a successfully 
completed process of acculturation: “I have wanted to walk these peaks 
and valleys since my first visit to Romania in 1994. The land I stumbled on 
by accident. The land I now call home” (Ormsby 2008: 232). A few pages 
further, though, a shred of uncertainty surfaces in the discourse about 
Romania as the ‘home’: “Travel broadens the mind but it’s always good to 
be home, if that’s where I am” (Ormsby 2008: 254). The traveller may feel 
comfortable with both the English and the Romanian cultures, but the 
latter has not come to ‘usurp’ the former’s position as Home. 

As, undeniably, the success or the failure of the acculturation 
process largely depends on the traveller’s scrutinising various facets of the 
host culture, in order to fully understand the abovementioned 
succession/juxtaposition of culture shock manifestations in Never Mind 
the Balkans, Here’s Romania, one must equally focus on the details that the 
narrating I accumulates at the level of the narrative discourse while 
catching, throughout his encounters with Romanians in a wide range of 
circumstances and locations, glimpses of the societal changes in Romania 
after the fall of the communist regime. Hofstede’s model for the analysis 
of cultural dimensions may turn out useful at this point in identifying the 
main force lines of post-1989 Romania’s profile, as perceived through the 
English traveller’s gaze.   

Most obviously, particular interest is taken in the evolution of 
power and identity-related issues in the process of Romania’s transition 
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from communism to capitalism. As a matter of fact, one cannot fail to 
remark that, from the very first short story (“Jogging Is Good for You”), 
the narrating I subtly points to democracy being the keyword of the text. 
Much of the process of observation of the Romanian host culture is then 
aimed at seeing to what extent steps have been taken away from the 
typically large-power distance system of the communist regime (that is 
actually considered the source of many ‘evils’ that the post-1989 society 
must overcome) and how the small-power distance, more democratic 
pattern has been implemented. So, contemplating apparently 
unimportant aspects of daily life in Bucharest, like speed driving, 
excessive noise, the drivers’ lack of respect for passers-by (joggers 
included) or the race for a better place in traffic, the narrating I subtly 
advances an idea that the whole structure of the travel text subsequently 
endeavours to defend: that post-1989 Romania has undergone an 
incomplete process of democratisation.  

 
Running alongside the Senate, I’m somewhat surprised to find three cars 
driving straight at me, down the wide pavement. Presumably they don’t 
want to queue in the traffic, on the street nearby, like everyone else. I yell 
at them and wave my arms, hoping they’ll slow down. 
  They brake, perhaps thinking I’m a traffic cop in my lime green 
top. As I past edge, between the crawling cars and the Parliament wall, I 
notice the last one has DEP plates. That means the driver is a Deputy, a 
Romanian MP; probably heading home after a hard day’s democracy. 
 There are still a few miles to go. (Ormsby 2008: 15) 
 

This particular situation may be read as heavy with metaphorical 
connotations. In their light, Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania, as a 
piece of creative non-fiction endowed with an educational function, 
appears as Mike Ormsby’s ‘yell’ at the Romanian readers (for they seem 
to be, above all, the target audience of the book) meant to draw their 
attention on the fact that ‘jogging’, i.e., moving ahead towards a different 
type of societal structure like democracy, is good, but that the process of 
implementation of this kind of structure must be based on the thorough 
assimilation of the fundamental mechanisms of democracy (that, as the 
exponent of a Western society with a long tradition in the practice of 
democracy he is very familiar with). In their ‘rush’ to enjoy the freedoms 
granted by a small-power distance system, Romanians have grown 
excessively ‘independent’ and have misused the principle of ‘equal rights 
for all’ to the point of cultivating mainly their rights and minimising their 
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responsibilities to their in-group/out-group fellows. That is why they still 
have “a few miles to go” to fully comprehend the essence of democracy.  
 In fact, the process of transition from a predominantly large-power 
distance to a predominantly small-power distance system in Romania is 
significantly slowed down, in the years immediately following the change 
of political regime, by the survival of power, status and privilege-ridden 
structures, functioning by the principle ‘might is right’ (Hofstede, 
Pedersen, Hofstede 2002: 36, 98-99 and Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov 2010: 
53-88). State officials and VIPs are arrogant, thinking themselves better 
than the rest (“Jogging Is Good for You”, “Bubbles”, “Domnul!”, 
“Romania Has Cancer”). Customs officers are corrupt (“Good Cop, Bad 
Cop”) and corruption seems to spread like a disease at various levels of 
the social hierarchy affecting even bar managers (“Şpagă”), dealers in the 
flower-selling business (“Peace”) and priests (“Peace”). Severe divisions 
oppose the dominant centre (Bucharest) to the periphery (“Transylvania 
was not considered very hip in those days [in 1995]. The real action was 
down here in the sophisticated South.” – Ormsby 2008: 77), and power, 
wealth and status go together, causing the Romanian society to be 
profoundly class-ridden (“The Result”, “Romania Has Cancer”). 
Theoretically, important steps have been made towards the successful 
‘importation’ of the small-power distance kind of societal pattern 
favoured by many Western countries. In practice, the radically different 
nature of the Romanian society, characterised by large-power distance 
relationships inherited from the former communist regime, has made the 
results of this process of democratisation rather doubtful. Actually, in 
Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania, the best example of a hybrid kind 
of structure in which the large-power distance features contaminate the 
small-power distance ones, a metonymic, small-scale representation of the 
Romanian society, is the community of block residents that the English 
traveller is integrated in, after settling in Bucharest. The interactions with 
the block residents of the block administration representatives, chief 
among which Mr. Vlaicu, the administrator, are focused on in four short 
stories: “The President Wants to Meet You”, “Democracy”, “Right and 
Wrong” and “Cooperation”. The second, in particular, makes very clear 
the division between the leading group of “petty officials” made up of the 
President, the Vice President and the administrator (Mr. Vlaicu), “faceless, 
eternally re-elected Committee members and, then, the regular people, 
ordinary residents [both Romanian and foreign], who put forth 
suggestions and ideas for improvement that are, almost overwhelmingly, 
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ignored” (Kelleher qtd. in Ormsby n.d.). Making use of satire, this short 
story points to the flaws of the newly founded Romanian democracy and 
“manages to condense a good deal of political criticism into a very small 
word count” (Kelleher qtd. in Ormsby n.d.).                      
 Considering the connection between power distance and 
collectivism as major cultural dimensions, Geert Hofstede remarks that 
statistics seem to suggest that “the two dimensions tend to be negatively 
correlated: large-power distance countries are also likely to be more 
collectivist, and small-power distance countries to be more individualist” 
(2010: 102-103). Of course, he does not exclude exceptions. Post-
communist Romania, as seen by the English observer, seems to fall into 
this latter category, coupling a mixture of large-power and small-power 
features with the emergence of strong individualism. The ties between the 
members of the Romanian society have definitely loosened, the 
independence of the individual being valued above loyalty to the group.  

Numerous short stories indicate that this passage from 
collectivism (otherwise surviving mostly in criminal organisations or in 
the old-fashioned families and the countryside communities which also 
favour restraint over indulgence, e.g. “Someone in the Village”) to 
extreme individualism has affected especially the young generation. Set 
in utter contrast with the middle-aged and the elderly shown as 
accustomed to collectivist mentalities based on loyalty to the group (the 
family in particular) as well as long-term orientation, devoting 
themselves to hard work and saving (e.g. “Chivas Life”, “Not So 
Lucky”, “Someone in the Village”, “Number Three”, “The Result”), 
Romanian youth is most often revealed in a not very flattering light. 
Most of the youngster figures in Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania 
(whether anonymous, as in “Europeans Are Stupid”, “Chivas Life”, “And 
Christmas Presents”, “Summer of Love”, “Nice Sofa”, or neatly sketched 
and better individualised like Sami and Dinu in “People from Bucharest”) 
are portrayed as characterised by short-term orientation, self-interested, 
lacking restraint, luxury-addicted, selfishly and snobbishly indulging in 
wild entertainment, drinking, smoking and speeding, thinking too 
highly of themselves and having excessive expectations when applying 
for a job, manifesting little or no regard for the others’ needs. (An 
extreme manifestation of this disrespectful attitude is cruelty to animals, 
as exemplified in “Lucky”.) The young generation’s embracing 
individualism has a direct and, more often than not, negative impact 
upon family ties: parents are blamed for the children’s own mistakes 
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(“Baby”) or abandoned by children too concerned about making their 
own lives (“The Wrong Place”). Even when the parents seem to 
encourage their children to adopt individualist values, especially in 
well-off families in the urban environment, family ties are weakened by 
the lack of communication between parents and children (“The Result”). 
 Actually, as the English observer has plenty of opportunities to 
notice, the ‘mirage’ of individualism spreads widely among Romanians, 
sometimes irrespective of age, affecting their attitudes to work and 
engendering arrogance, superficiality, lack of interest in the job, 
disrespect for the customers, hostility towards competitors, lack of 
institutional collaboration (e.g. “When We Get Organised”, “Lupa 
Capitolina”, “offoce@operanb.ro”, “Stuck”, “Labyrinth”, “Happy 
Holidays”, “Keep Off the Grass”, “Back Door Man”, “Romania Has 
Cancer”). In addition, individualism may be said to function as an 
incentive to emigration and, within the Romanian diaspora, as a major 
cause of hostility to other Romanian fellow-migrants (“Capra vecinului”, 
“The Result”). The case of Iulian, the barman in “The Result”, provides 
one of the clearest examples of clash of collectivist and individualist 
behavioural patterns related to migration: he works four years for Royal 
Caledonian Cruises and enjoys travelling and making money, but he 
chooses to return home to help his wife raise their children after his 
parents get ill; that definitely makes him different from the young 
migrants who succumb to the temptation of illegality just to live the 
‘American dream’ and who risk “spend[ing] the rest of [their] life living 
in the shadows” (Ormsby 2008: 201).  
 Such major changes in thinking and behaving in post-communist 
Romania are not entirely approved of by some of the very members of 
the Romanian society (and the English observer tends to agree with 
them). Two of them stand out, in particular, in the short stories “People 
from Bucharest” and “Romania Has Cancer”. The first is Mike Ormsby’s 
friend George who, displeased with the selfish and disrespectful 
behaviour of Sami, Dinu and the rest of the group of teenagers they met 
at the Cănaia mountain refuge and on the way back to Sibiu, reaches the 
conclusion that “Romania is changing. […] And it’s not all good” 
(Ormsby 2008: 242). The second is one of the few decent taxi driver 
figures in the book and he shares George’s pessimism regarding the 
consequences of the post-1989 transformations in terms of power-
distance and group-individual relationships in the Romanian society. 
This “articulate spokesman for the downtrodden, the oppressed and the 
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huddled masses” (Ormsby 2008: 268) - whose ‘angry’ statements might 
remind one of those at the heart of the Sex Pistols album that inspired 
the title of this travelogue - rages against the Romanian politicians, 
whom he sees as “a sham, a national disgrace” (Ormsby 2008: 268), the 
insolent behaviour of the youngsters who “don’t respect anyone or 
anything” (Ormsby 2008: 268), the speeding drivers who do not care 
about traffic rules and the rich “crook[s]” who look down on the masses. 
His representation of Romanianness re-establishes a connection with the 
Balkanic frame to which it is culturally circumscribed, with all that it 
implies: an awareness of its multicultural nature, but also a constant 
quest for identity at the crossroads of Western and Eastern influences. 

 
Don’t forget we’re Latin, but not French or Italian. We’re also Slav, but 
not Serbian or Russian. We’re a mixture, screwed-up and insecure. We 
still don’t know who we are, not yet. So we copy from everyone else, 
usually the bad bits, because that’s easy. That’s the problem. (Ormsby 
2008: 270) 
 

The narrating I repeatedly tries to deter this character from his pessimistic 
line of thought, explaining that “[d]emocracy doesn’t happen overnight. 
Even in Britain, it’s still not right” (Ormsby 2008: 270). That makes it the 
voice speaking in favour of a more moderate attitude based on awareness 
of the fact that there is ‘good’ and ‘bad’ everywhere and whose ultimate 
message (implicitly addressed to Romanian readers as well) is: “Try to be 
more positive!” (Ormsby 2008: 271). 
 One of the dimensions of the Romanian culture that did not 
suffer major alterations in the process of transition is related to gender 
role distribution. It has remained essentially masculine and Mike 
Ormsby’s text provides plenty of evidence in this respect. Gender roles 
are clearly ascribed to family members: men are family heads and (more 
or less) active participants in the public sphere, while women are 
stereotypically seen as weak and confined to the domestic sphere. The 
behaviour of Lumi’s parents – Anna and Mitu – when receiving guests 
(“Someone in the Village”), Tanti Aneta’s difficult relationship with her 
husband Gheorghe and her rapacious brother-in-law Virgil (“Brotherly 
Love”), Mamaia’s struggle for survival and her putting up with the 
character flaws of her three husbands (“Number Three”) are examples 
that prove the endurance of patriarchal relations, characteristic of 
masculine societies, especially in middle-aged and elderly couples. Yet, 
even the way in which Adrian (“Why Not?”), the former leader of the 
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Why Not? band, describes the changes in the lives of the rest of the 
band, after they split up, seems to sustain the same conclusion, that 
Romania is still a masculine society: the number of details about the 
paths taken, after their separation, by the male members of the former 
rock band is significantly larger than that of the details given about the 
only female member of the band and point to the former’s new 
professional choices and, implicitly, to their participation in the public 
sphere in contrast with the latter’s confinement to the domestic sphere 
as a mother. The differences between the English and Romanian 
societies in terms of gender role assignment become most obvious 
during Mike’s visit to Vasile and Monica’s place (“Three Beers”): Mike’s 
offer to help Monica wipe the dishes while chatting in the kitchen is 
indicative of his coming from a “care-oriented” society (Hofstede, 
Pedersen, Hofstede 2002: 103-104) and puts him in utter contrast with 
Vasile, the Romanian husband, the exponent of a masculine culture, 
who expects to be served and makes no attempt to assume any of the 
domestic chores (though his wife is pregnant and would appreciate the 
help). If one adds to that the references to the young generation (young 
men in particular) valuing material and social success and to women 
engaging in the social competition, adopting a socially ‘masculine’ 
behaviour (like “Miss Lawyer”), one gets a full picture of the profoundly 
masculine nature of the Romanian culture.  
 Ultimately, a set of interesting conclusions is drawn by the 
narrating I regarding Romanians’ ability to face uncertain and unknown 
situations, in brief, in Hofstede’s terms, “uncertainty avoidance” 
(Hofstede, Pedersen, Hofstede 2002: 105-108). In this respect, too, the 
Romanian society seems to be divided. On the one hand, there is the 
category of Romanians who show interest in what is new and different 
and who, consequently, show the foreign traveller not only tolerance but 
even friendship. (Lumi and her family hold a particularly privileged 
place in this category.) On the other hand, there is still a too large and 
heterogeneous category of Romanians who cannot overcome their 
suspicions and distrust of whatever/whoever is different and who, 
consequently, develop a wide range of attitudes that could be included 
under the umbrella of high-uncertainty avoidance or intolerance: anti-
Semitism (“Anaesthesia”); misogyny (“Anaesthesia”, “Fairy Tale”); 
xenophobic attitudes towards the foreign other (“The President Wants to 
Meet You”, “Democracy”, “Domnul!”, “Norwegian Wouldn’t”); or 
ethnic discrimination (which functions in both directions, i.e., from the 
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Romanian majority towards the Roma minority in “Free”, and from the 
ethnic minorities – especially the Hungarian one – towards the 
Romanian majority in “The Wrong Place” and  “The Result”).  
 In this context, travelling abroad as a means to grow aware of 
cultural differences, to learn to accept them and to develop weak-
uncertainty avoidance may be benefitted from especially by Romanian 
emigrants. At an earlier point, the paper emphasised the narrating I’s 
belief in the “travel broadens the mind” principle and showed that it 
failed to function in the case of other foreign travellers to Romania 
referred to in the travelogue. The collection of short stories offers 
enough opportunities to check the validity of the same principle in the 
case of the Romanian hosts turned foreigners in other cultural spaces to 
which they decided to emigrate. Interestingly, though many of the 
examples of Romanian migrants who fail to learn from their hosts or to 
change their attitudes towards the other are numerous, it is still a 
Romanian migrant who most clearly articulates in Never Mind the 
Balkans, Here’s Romania the importance of moderation and tolerance:  

 
’It’s the experience that changes you, not the money.’ […] ‘I changed my 
attitude towards work and towards people.’ […] ‘Good and bad 
everywhere.’ […] ‘Live and let live, eh?’ […] ‘The only place I changed’, 
he concludes, tapping a finger against his temple, ‘is up here. If you get 
out there and work in the world, the world works on you.’ (Ormsby 
2008: 198, 199, 202, 203)    
 

This is one of the basic lessons that the fictional voice of the English 
traveller-observer and writer seeks to convey through his text.  
 
Concluding Remarks 
Mike Ormsby’s Never Mind the Balkans, Here’s Romania is a valuable and 
noteworthy contribution to what one might call a recent trend in writing 
about the Romanian other as seen in the British ‘mirror’. Its combination 
of travel impressions and journalism, shaped by means of various literary 
techniques, charms by its subtly humorous reflection of and on 
Romanianness, as discovered in Romania and abroad, in the most various 
circumstances, which seeks to question old clichés and stubbornly resists 
stereotyping. Its interplay of complementary auto-images and ambivalent 
hetero-images simultaneously at work serves to demonstrate the relativity 
of cultural patterns and mental programming, and revives the belief that 
travelling (unlike tourism) may offer excellent opportunities to reconsider 
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one’s identity, but also to acquire more knowledge about different 
cultural spaces and, furthermore, the skills necessary for successful 
intercultural communication.                             
 
Notes  
[1] The relatively few theoretical studies on imagology by Romanian scholars (e.g. 
Gheorghe Lascu, Vasile Voia) mainly enlarge on the basic instruments of imagological 
models of analysis and discuss their relevance within the frame of cultural and literary 
research. As for the Romanian studies that aim at ‘building’ a bridge between theory and 
applied imagology to ultimately lay more emphasis on the latter, several major 
directions of investigation seem to have developed, tracing representations of: the 
Romanian other in the British ‘mirror’ (e.g. Eugenia Gavriliu, Pia Brânzeu, Carmen 
Andraş, Emilia Vancu, etc.); Romanian identity in the multicultural context of the Balkan 
area (e.g. Anton Dumitriu, Mircea Muthu, etc.); or the minority other (e.g. the Jew) as 
seen by the Romanian majority (e.g. Andrei Oişteanu). See Gabriela Iuliana Colipcă 
(2009) Synthesis Research Design for “National Identity and the Media” (WP4), available from 
http://www.gemic.eu/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/research-design-media.pdf (p. 7). 
[2] For instance, despite the success in Western Europe of the late 1940s and early 1950s 
French School of comparative literature (best represented by Jean-Marie Carré and 
Marius-François Guyard), in the terms of which imagology was proposed as a post-
national, trans-national, anti-essentialist and inherently interdisciplinary approach to 
literature (see Leerssen 2007: 22), in the fields of literary studies and social sciences, there 
were scholars – especially American but not only (e.g. René Wellek) – who reacted 
against this form of text investigation precisely for its interdisciplinarity. 
[3] The movement back and forth in time characteristic of Mike Ormsby’s collection is 
not limited to the interval 1994-2007. There are short stories, such as “Number Three” or 
“Buried”, which extend this time frame in order to include in it different moments of 
Romania’s history that Mike Ormsby hears about from some of his Romanian hosts, 
chief among which Romania’s participation in World War II, the communist period and 
the devastating 1977 earthquake. 
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Abstract 
Identity is a polymorphous concept, defined in the current theoretical approaches as an 
ongoing process and as an always dynamic report between the ipse and idem poles - 
according to Paul Ricoeur’s terminology in Soi-même comme un autre. From this 
point of view, the self pluri-identity stances are closely related to otherness, because self-
affirmation requires a constant reference to the other. A careful observer, penetrating to 
the essence of things, Octavian Paler performs in his travel journals a series of 
reflections, reviews and cultural considerations, comparisons between cultures and 
civilizations. One such text is Caminante, which is not just a travel book, as it may 
look at the first glance. Assuming that the work is a confession of the writer’s 
experiences in the distant lands of Mexico, an analysis of the contradictions, of 
civilizations clashes, of different cultures, or of differences in mentality, this paper aims 
to follow how is the other perceived in relation to his own identity and cultural 
formation. 
 
Keywords: identity, self-definition, otherness, journey, intercultural dialogue 
 
Identity is a polymorphous concept traceable at the level of scientific 
approaches, but also in general knowledge. It is difficult to grasp, partly 
because of its multidisciplinarity, and partly because of the dialectic 
rapports that ground the conceptual relations it may be associated with. 
Regardless of the approach, there is always a constant: “the ‘paradoxical’ 
character of identity. From Heraclitus, according to whom, one cannot 
swim twice in the same river, to Rimbaud’s aphorism, “I is another”, 
there are numerous phrases that emphasise the fact that identity is built 
through the confrontation between one and another, between similitude 
and alterity (Ferréol 2005: 328). 

Identity is regarded as an ongoing process and as an always 
dynamic relation between the idem and ipse poles – according to 
Ricoeur’s terminology in Soi-même comme un autre. The idem pole is 
characterised by mutability on the time axis, whilst ipse opens us to 
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change and difference. From this perspective, the pluri-identitary 
stances of the self are closely connected with alterity, as self-affirmation 
requires a constant reference to the other. “This structuring through 
otherness is, naturally, at the core of verbal interaction, where I brings 
about you and the other way round; when I say you, I infer that you are 
capable to nominate yourself as I” (Ricoeur 1993: 92). A similar idea was 
laid out by Emile Benveniste, to whom “subjectivity in language is what 
creates the category of persona” (Ferréol 2005: 328). The mutuality of 
this relationship is but one of the forms necessary to acknowledge 
otherness in constructing one’s identity. In more general terms, alterity 
is, in the same time, a requirement and an instrument of identity 
dynamics. 
 The dialectical relationship between self and other interferes with 
the similar one between the individual and the collective. Thus, identity 
is based on self-affirmation, on that individuality which makes one 
“unique” and different from the others. 
 For Octavian Paler travelling represents only a pretext for a 
profound meditation on the self. Regardless of the genre or the literary 
formula, be they travelogues (Drumuri prin memorie, Caminante), debates, 
polemics, letters, memoirs (Mitologii subiective, Scrisori imaginare, Viaţa ca 
o coridă), his writings share a common trait – that of emphasising the 
search for the self in “inner memoirs”, confessions and meditations. 
Marin Sorescu asserts that Octavian Paler proves in his writings “o reală 
capacitate de a teoretiza, de a depista problemele, de a le despica.”/ [a real 
capacity to theorize, identify and analyse problems] (1985: 24). 
 Caminante. Jurnal (şi contrajurnal) mexican [Caminante. A Mexican 
Diary and Counter-Diary] is a book written on a journey to Mexico. It is 
not a typical travelogue in which chronology or concrete facts during the 
journey are jotted down. It lasted for thirteen days, which, in the Aztec 
calendar, represented a week, as the author states, an observation 
further justified in September: “Aceşti arbori toropiţi de căldură, aceste 
păsări care zboară pe cerul limpede de septembrie, intimidează scepticul din 
mine.”[These torpid trees, these birds flying on the blue September sky 
are intimidating for the skeptic that I am] (Paler 2010: 166). As Radu 
Pavel Gheo remarks in the preface to the volume, Paler is not content to 
list days and places, times of arrival or departure, or explicit routes. His 
journey is atypical in that it is a constant toing and froing between the 
past and the present, not only in space, but especially in culture and 
history, under the sign of the serpent, and that of hazard (“Zarurile au 
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hotărât să facem drumul poate cel mai încărcat de legendă din Mexic.” 
(101)[The dice decided that we take the road that is, probably, the most 
legendary in Mexico.]. Neither is he the typical traveller, the tourist who 
abides by the suggestions in travel guides. 

 
Străinii caută în general într-o ţară, cu predilecţie, ceea ce e celebru, 
dispensându-se de rest. Plătim şi noi azi tribut acestei mode. Au trecut 
timpurile călătoriilor romantice, acum agenţiile de voiaj te asigură că poţi 
cunoaşte Veneţia sau Parisul într-o singură zi, sau chiar în câteva ore dacă eşti 
grăbit, ghizii s-au specializat, spun numai banalităţile de rigoare, pentru a 
privi Gioconda sunt necesare trei minute, iar pentru Tizian ajunge durata unei 
canţonete... (70)  
[Foreigners generally look for what is famous in a country, leaving the 
rest aside. Today, we also pay tribute to this fashion. The time of the 
romantic journeys has passed: now, travel agencies reassure their 
clients that they may get to know Venice or Paris in one day, perhaps 
even in a few hours, if you are really in a hurry. The guides have 
specialized to present the tritest aspects, it takes only three minutes to 
take a look at the Mona Lisa, and the time span of a canzonet to 
understand Titian.]  
 

He is rather an anti-traveller in his own definition, provided somewhere 
in the middle of the book: “M-am obişnuit cu psihologia mea incomodă şi 
sucită, dar prefer să pronunţ cât mai rar cuvântul «anticălător » ca să nu fiu 
înţeles greşit.” (126) [I’ve gotten used to my uncomfortable, twisted 
psychology, but I’d rather say the word “anti-traveller” as little as 
possible, so that I’m not misunderstood.]. Moreover, he defines himself 
as a dilettante, not a globetrotter: “Uneori diletantismul te ajută să observi 
ceea ce unui specialist îi scapă (...) Trebuie, probabil, să existe pe lume şi 
diletanţi a căror singură specialitate e melancolia. Si, evident, eu fac parte dintre 
ei.” (129-130). [Sometimes, dilettantism helps one notice what the expert 
may overlook. […] There should be, probably, dilettantes whose sole 
specialty is melancholy. And, obviously, I am one of them.]. He is a 
peregrine who does not travel just in space, but also in culture and 
history, taking a road to the centre, his centre. An eternal dilettante 
among the travel professionals. He rejects and denies the designation 
travel book, as he considers the term utterly inappropriate: 

 
De fapt, ce este o „carte de călătorie”? nu numai ca nu-mi place acestă formulă, 
dar nici n-o cred potrivită. Nu cred într-o literatură slujnică a lui Hermes. 
Există cărţi care pot fi generate de o călătorie, ca de orice altă experienţ dar asta 
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e cu totul altceva. Ele nu au nimic în comun cu proza pliantelor turistice, care 
trebuie să satisfacă alte rigori. (126)  
[What is a travel book, after all? Not only do I hate this phrase, but I 
also consider it inappropriate. I don’t believe in a literature that is in the 
service of Hermes. There are writings that may be the result of a 
journey, as of any other experience, but that is a whole different story. 
They have nothing to do with the text on touristic leaflets, which must 
meet other ends.] 
 

On this occasion, he also explains the journey in broad terms: 
 
În fond, nu e nevoie să colindăm lumea pentru a rătăci (...) Unii îşi închipuie că e 
destul să ţină în mână un bilet de Jumbo-jet ca să aiba ceva de comunicat. Uită că 
autorii tragediilor clasice nu s-au ostenit niciodată să ne dea indicaţii amănunţite 
despre decorul în care se petrceau întâmplările povestite de ei. (125)  
[After all, one doesn’t need to travel the world for the sake of it […] 
Some people think that having a Jumbo-jet ticket means that they have 
something to say. They keep forgetting that the authors of classical 
tragedies never bothered to provide details about the background 
against which their stories took place.], 
 

defining the modern traveller, and the aims of his journey: “Nu sunt 
specialist în civilizaţia maya şi n-am venit în Mexic ca să aflu ce scrie prin 
pliante. Mă interesează, mai degrabă, să banui ceea ce nu-mi poate garanta 
nimeni că e real sau fals.” (157). [I am not an expert in Mayan culture and I 
did not come to Mexico to read the leaflets. I am sooner interested in 
assuming what no one is able to guarantee as true or false.] 
 The atypical nature of this travelogue is also given by the title, 
Caminante, Jurnal (şi contrajurnal) Mexican (Caminante, A Mexican Diary 
or Counter-Diary), the text being constructed on two parts displayed in 
parallel: one, in regular typeset, presents his instantaneous impressions 
along the journey; the other, in italics, is the continuation of the initial 
idea. The explanation comes towards the end of the volume, taken from 
a folk song: “Caminante,/ Caminante,/ Care mergi pe drumurile noastre...” 
(223) [Caminante,/ Caminante,/ Walking on our paths...] 
 This way, the author makes his reader both spectator and witness 
to his Mexican journey, in which “timpurile istorice comunică, prezentul se 
întrepătrunde cu trecutul, iar Mexicul contemporan trăieşte din seva imperiilor 
măreţe de odinioară.” (7) [The historical times communicate to one 
another, the present is tied to the past, and contemporary Mexico lives 
off the sap of the great empires of old.] 
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 Although he tries to understand this world from within, he is 
only able to perceive it from the perspective of a European erudite, the 
product of a Hellenistic-Roman culture and civilisation, who draws 
constant parallels between the two schools of thought: the ancient 
Hellenistic and Roman world, on the one hand, and the Aztec and 
Mayan ones, on the other. From this perspective, his voyage may be 
considered a series of initiatory rites of passage. When speaking of the 
journey, Paler refers to Homer’s Odyssey, while he also notes that his 
personal journey takes place at the age of 52, a sacred cycle which 
corresponds to the Aztec ‘century’, and that it lasts for 13 days, precisely 
how long the ritual awaiting for the new cycle of the universe lasts. 

 
Pe vechiul platou al Tenochtitlánului, timpul curgea ciclic. La fiecare 52 de 
ani, care formau un secol aztec, focurile erau stinse şi urmau douăsprezece zile 
de aşteptări anxioase. O imensă procesiune pornea în cea de-a douăsprezecea zi 
spre piramide unde mulţimea urmărea înficoşată stelele.  
Mai privesc o dată calendarul aztec. Eu însumi mă apropii de graniţa celor 52 
de ani şi trebuie să-mi fac un bilanţ. (36)  
[On the ancient plateau of Tenochtitlan, time used to pass in cycles. 
Once in 52 years, which made up an Aztec century, the fires were 
blown-out and twelve days of anxious waiting followed. A huge 
procession started on the twelfth day, leading to the pyramids, where 
the frightened crowd was watching the stars. 
I take another look at the Aztec calendar. I myself am almost 52 and I 
must review my life up to this point.] 
 

Although the disclaimer of the book explains the two parts – the diary 
and the counter-diary – from the very beginning, they only seem to be 
different in point of typeset, as the counter-diary, written upon his 
return, when he reads the diary, is an even more intense experience of 
his adventures. The reader is introduced into the mythical world, where 
he will travel through the traditional Aztec poem about life and death. 
 From the very first pages, the connection to the origin is 
mentioned by making reference to a painting by Mondrian, the one in 
which the trees are upside down, towards the essence of life. The 
following pages, dedicated to the flight, are an essay on the historical 
ages, a contradiction between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, but 
also a reflection on today’s traveller and his superficiality: “noaptea 
Evului mediu constituie, mi se pare, una dintre cele mai încăpăţânate 
platitudini didactice (...) Săgeata gotică e semnul unui spirit pe care a ţintit 
direct cerul, în timp ce, mai înţeleaptă, mai practică, Renaşterea a preferat să 
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descopere pământul.” (18-19) [the darkness of the Middle Ages is, in my 
opinion, one of the most enduring didactic platitudes (…) The gothic 
arrow is the sign of a spirit aiming at the sky, whereas the wiser and 
more practical Renaissance chose to discover the Earth.] 
 He considers the association of Amsterdam with Venice 
completely inappropriate:  

 
Mă întrerup. Cineva din spate, vorbind despre Amsterdam, îl compară cu 
Veneţia. «Veneţia nordului». Ca şi Stockholmul. Din moment ce un oraş e 
străbătut de canale, el e în mod automat comparat cu Veneţia. Şi sunt atâtea « 
Veneţii», încât m-am plictisit să aud această comparaţie, a cărei justificare e, în 
realitate, pur scenografică. Oare ce legătură poate exista între un oraş 
romantic, bolnav de trecut, cum e Veneţia, şi unul solid, corect şi 
întreprinzător? (19)  
[I stop for a second. Someone behind me, speaking of Amsterdam, 
compares it to Venice. “The Venice of the North”. The same as 
Stockholm. Any city with canals is, unavoidably, compared to Venice. 
And there are so many ‘Venices’ that I got sick and tired of this 
comparison, whose justification is, in fact, purely related to scenery. 
What connection can there exist between a romantic town living in the 
past, like Venice, and a solid, correct and enterprising one?] 
 

Furthermore, he maintains that every age has its mal du siècle, and that 
ours “ne împinge să nu avem răbdare (...) cine mai are timp să citească 
Odiseea? (...) nu mai e timp nici măcar să alergăm în prima librărie, să citim 
cartea pe drum” (21) [pushes us towards impatience (…) who has, 
nowadays, the time to read The Odyssey? (…) we don’t even take the 
time to run into the first bookstore and read the book on our way.]. His 
plea for festina lente ends with a conclusion: “Dar mă întreb dacă nu cumva 
tocmai cei care vântură lumea în toate părţile o cunosc cel mai puţin. Când să 
reflecteze la ce-au văzut?” (23). [But I wonder whether those who travel 
the world are not, actually, the ones who least know it. When would 
they have the time to think about what they’ve seen?] 

Just before landing, he introduces the topic of the separation 
between Spain and Mexico, but also of that within the latter, which he 
calls another Spain, a break in the Mexicans’ hearts, since they are both 
Spanish and Amerindians,, at the same time, a separation that he keeps 
underlining till the end of the book. 

 
La drept vorbind, există două Spanii. Una care i-a dat lui Columb, dintr-un 
tezaur secătuit sume imortante pentru a achita cu ele costul expediţiei. Alta 
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care i-a dat lui Don Quijote doar un cal, un scutier şi o iluzie. Una care a 
amestecat crima cu rugăcinea şi n-a cunoscut mila. Alta care nu a cunoscut 
consolarea. Una căreia Columb şi Cortés i-au adus mii de tone de aur. Alta 
căreia blândul, uscăţivul şi încapăţânatul Don Quijote i-a dat ceva care nu se 
poate cântări. (25)  
Acum, mexicanul se întreabă care este adevărata sa identitate. E spaniol? E 
indian? Cândva lui Moctezuma i s-a adus un copil cu două capete. Împăratul a 
cerut prezicătorilor să interpreteze acest semn. Ei i-au spus că imperiul său, 
asemenea acestui copil, nu-şi va găsi niciodată unitatea. Dar nu e simplu să trăieşti 
cu un suflet scindat ?(...) Pentru că el nu mai poate fi nici spaniol, nici indian. (50)  
[In truth, there are two Spains. One that gave Columbus large sums of 
money from a drained treasury to pay for the expedition; the other, that 
gave Don Quixote only a horse, a squire and an illusion. The former 
mixed murder with prayer and never knew mercy; the latter, that never 
knew relief. One to which Columbus and Cortés brought tons of gold; 
the other, to which the meek, lean and stubborn Don Quixote gave 
something that could not be weighed. 
Now, the Mexican wonders which his true identity is. Is he Spanish? Is 
he Indian? Once, Montezuma was shown a child with two heads. The 
emperor asked his farseers to find a meaning to this sign. They said 
that, like that child, his empire would never find its unity. But living 
with a split soul is not easy (…) since it cannot be fully Spanish, or fully 
Indian.] 
 

His first contact with Mexico is a fiesta, described in reference to El 
Prado Museum, to paintings by Goya, and to Camus, in a formula 
specific to his erudition and vast cultural experience: 

 
 În vârtejul fiestei, unii au uitat, parcă, sau nu au aflat încă de ce suflă în 
tiribombe, de ce poartă măşti ciudate, ca vechiul zeu al vântului, sau de ce şi-au 
pus coifuri caraghioase, care mă fac o clipă să tresar, căci asemenea coifuri am 
văzut la Goya, aşezate de Inchiziţie pe capul muribunzilor. (30)  
[In the whirlwind of the fiesta, some seem to have forgotten, or have 
never found out, why they blow the trumpets, why they wear odd 
masks, like the ancient god of the wind, or why they wear funny 
helmets, which make me quiver for a second, as I have seen such 
helmets before, in Goya’s paintings, placed by the Inquisition on the 
heads of the dying people.].  
 

He feels an urge to explain this fiesta by referring to Octavio Paz’s 
assertion that “Solitude is the engine of this burst of joy”, bringing the 
cultural element into discussion and drawing his own conclusions:  
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Altfel spus, mexicanul are nevoie de sărbători pentru a-şi combate tristeţea, 
pentru a ieşi din sine însuşi. Fără ele, fără zgomotul şi strălucirea lor, nu s-ar 
putea elibera periodic, de materiile inflamabile pe care le poartă în sine(...) În 
ea, mexicanul se descarcă de toate tăcerile de până atunci şi se răzbună pentru 
toate frustrările lui. (32)  
[In other words, Mexicans need fiestas to get over sadness. Without 
fiestas, without their noise and glitter, they could not discharge, every 
once in a while, the anger they carry within (…). During fiestas, 
Mexicans give up their silence and retaliate for every frustration.] 
 

Once having entered this world, he tries to remember everything that he 
has known before: “încerc să-mi amintesc tot ce ştiu despre vechea civilizaţie 
a acestor locuri” (35) [I’m trying to recollect everything I know about the 
ancient civilisation of these lands] and he thinks of the Aztec calendar 
and the Tenochtitlan, in which the passing of time was cyclical, of the 
bloody sacrifices required for a new age, a new beginning, a better life: 
“Omul n-a creat lumea, dar de el depinde ca ea să dureze sau nu. Ea exista câtă 
vreme oamenii erau în stare să urce piatra sacrificiilor, căci totul se obţinea prin 
durere, prin suferinţă. Şi numai moartea putea ţine dreaptă balanţa vieţii şi a 
lumii.” (39) [Humans did not create the world, but it is up to them if it 
lasts or not. The world lasted for as long as people were able to climb the 
sacrificial stone, as everything came through pain and suffering. And 
only death could keep just the balance between life and the world.]. The 
comparison with Christianity is unavoidable, giving way to a meditation 
on his own destiny and on the coincidence of the numbers 13 and 52, as 
this journey is, to him, a new beginning.  

 
Dar înainte de a-i condamna pe azteci, s-ar cuveni să ne întrebăm dacă noi 
suntem judecătorii potriviţi. Cel puţin, aztecii îşi săvârşeau crimele pe faţă şi 
nu le negau. Dimpotriv le dădeau un înţeles tragic. Preoţii lor dansau 
îmbrăcaţi în pieile celor sacrificaţi, nu-şi arătau mâinile curate ca Pilat din 
Pont. 
 Mai privesc o dată calendarul aztec. Eu însumi mă apropii de graniţa celor 52 
de ani şi trebuie să-mi fac un bilanţ. (40-41)  
[However, before condemning the Aztecs, one ought to ask themselves 
whether we are the righteous judges or not. At least, the Aztecs 
committed their murders without denial. On the contrary, they ascribed a 
tragic meaning to these acts. Their priests danced wearing the skins of the 
sacrificed; they did not present their washed hands, like Pontius Pilate.  
I take another look at the Aztec calendar. I myself am almost 52 and 
must review my life up to this point.] 
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Having got to the core of Mexican mythology, he cannot break the 
logical thread, which is why he goes on with the presentation of the 
gods that marked the existence of this people, but he also comments on 
the Spanish Conquest led by Cortez, which ended in the massacre and 
burial of the Aztec civilisation, and, implicitly, of the Tenochtitlan, 
whose being is still present in Ciudad de Mexico, where “străzile atârnă 
ca nişte braţe inerte, golite de sânge” [the streets hang like some inert arms, 
depleted of blood], a city “withered by a secret history” that may be felt 
“in the thin air”, at more than 2,000 meters altitude.  
 Again, he cannot avoid the comparison with our side of the 
Atlantic – as Elsinore is the “vassal of a legend” in which the traveller 
seeks for “the unfortunate and melancholic prince of Denmark”, “deşi la 
Ciudad de Mexico nu există, aparent, nimic, […] fantoma existenţei trecute 
dăinuie” (47) [although there is nothing, apparently, in Ciudad de 
Mexico […], the ghost of the past existence still dwells] 
 A crucial event of this journey is the play Quetzalcoatl – An 
Anthropocosmic Tragedy, introducing the legends of the feathered serpent, 
whose heart flew to the skies and became the morning star, a symbol of 
his entire journey. The significance of this play is acknowledged in a 
footnote: “Mexicul a însemnat pentru mine mai mult decât o ţară, seara aceea 
a avut cu siguranţă un rol decisiv” (52) [Mexico means more to me than 
just a country, and that night has played, undoubtedly, a crucial role], 
for “în mituri regăsim înţelesuri pe care cuvintele noastre nu le pot exprima(...) 
că ne rămâne totdeauna o soluţie împotriva defectelor de care nu putem scăpa; 
să le transformăm în virtuţi” (52-53) [In myths, one recoups the meanings 
that our words are unable to express […] we are always left with a 
solution against the defects we cannot overcome: turning them into 
virtues.]. Although he wishes he comprehended these mysteries with his 
entire being, willing to let himself carried away by their uncanny 
fascination, full of paradoxes and cruelty, he still ends up discovering 
and analysing it as a European: 

 
Poate că mintea mea de european, învăţată cu alt gen de mituri, cu zei care 
petrec în Olimp şi nu se dau înapoi de la adultere, nu era pregătită să înţeleagă 
un zeu care s-a târât în ţărână printre tufele de nopal până şi-a luat zborul spre 
cer după ce a fost rege respectat şi înţelept vestit la Tula. (Ibid)  
[Maybe my European mind, accustomed to a different kind of myths, 
with gods who party on Mount Olympus and never refrain from 
adultery, was not prepared to understand a god crawling through mud, 
among the Creeping Thistle bushes until he flew to the skies, after 
having been the famous wise and respected king of Tula.] 
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This mixture of contraries startles and attracts him at the same time, as it 
makes him meditate on his multiply-determined intellectual condition: 

 
Totul pare să se afle în Mexic sub semnul dualităţii şarpelui înaripat. Zăpezile 
acoperă focul vulcanilor, stelele ard peste urletele şacalilor din junglă, iar 
pădurile torenţiale ale tropicelor se întâlnesc cu stepe pline de cactuşi (...) La 
rândul său, sufletul mexican e un amestec de pasiune şi reticenţe. Pasiunea îl 
târăşte în afara sa, iar reticenţele îl fac să se replieze. (56)  
[Everything in Mexico seems to be under the sign of the duality of the 
winged serpent. Snows cover the volcano fires, the stars burn over the 
howls of the jackals in the jungle, and the tropical forests meet with the 
steppes full of cacti (…) The Mexican soul is also a mix of passion and 
restraints. Passion draws it out, while restraints make it withdraw.] 
Mexicul m-a facut să reflectez la condiţia mea de intelectual născut într-un sat 
din care am plecat în plină copilărie. Atâtor rupturi care există înlăuntrul meu 
li s-a adăugat una care le lămureşte, poate, şi le rezumă pe toate. Din ce în ce în 
ce mai limpede am înţeles că tot ce e conservator în mine mi-a complicat 
melancoliile şi greşelile. (58)  
[Mexico made me reflect on my condition as an intellectual born in a 
village that I left behind while I was still a child. The breaks inside me are 
completed with one which perhaps sums up and explains all the others. It 
has become clearer and clearer to me that everything that is conservative in 
me complicated my melancholia and mistakes even more.] 
 

Even Diego Rivéra’s painting in the hall reminds him of the entire 
history of Mexico. Although the references to the present-day Mexico 
are scarce, what startles him the most is the dead-skull-shaped cake, and 
the opposition between the Indians sitting on the sidewalk, cooking 
tortillas as if “ar fi singuri, undeva pe câmp, lângă un foc de cactuşi uscaţi, 
pregătindu-şi cina” [they were alone somewhere in the field, near a fire of 
dried cacti, cooking their dinner], the lottery ticket sellers and the highly 
modern edifices behind them. 
 Death, celebrated in Mexico, elicits a new meditation and 
determines him to introduce some death rituals: “Obişnuit să mă tem de 
moarte, m-am mirat s-o văd, în Mexic, sărbătorită. Sigur, mi-am dat seama 
destul de repede că e vorba de o încercare de a exorciza frica” (62) 
[Accustomed to being afraid of death, I was surprised to see it celebrated 
in Mexico. Of course, I realized soon enough that it was an attempt to 
exorcise fear.] 
 He reasserts his European origins when, astounded by the 
terrifying look of the god Xochipilli, “tânărul zeu al Frumuseţii, al Tinereţii, 
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Prinţul Florilor era reprezentat cu un cap de mort crispat într-o grimasă 
înfricoşătoare” (66) [the young god of Beauty and Youth, the Prince of 
flowers was depicted as a dead skull wry with a frightening rictus], he 
states that “în vechiul Mexic, chipeşul Paris ar fi rămas un simplu cioban 
anonim. Nicio zeiţă nu l-ar fi căutat să-l facă atributul frumuseţii, întrucât 
frumueţea nu-i interesa pe zei” (67) [In old Mexico, handsome Paris would 
have remained a mere and anonymous shepherd. No goddess would 
have looked for him, to make him the attribute of beauty, as beauty was 
of no interest to gods.] 
 His journey through space and culture continues with the 
journey to Teotihuacán, where the pyramid of a bank is in stark contrast 
with the Sun and the Moon Pyramids, which, unlike the Egyptian 
necropolises, were spaces of sacrifice, not guarded by the Sphinx, but by 
volcanoes possibly representing a symbol of the mythical world 
suffocated by the Spanish civilisation threatening to surface at any 
moment. It is the first time when he mentions the writing of the diary 
within the diary, introducing the idea of progressive learning: “Vântul 
biciuie paginile caietului pe care scriu, pe ultima treaptă a Piramidei Soarelui. 
Şi mă gandesc, poate nu întâmplător, că învăţăm doar ceea ce eram pregătiţi să 
învăţăm” (75) [The wind whips the pages of my notebook on the last step 
of the Sun Pyramid. And I think, perhaps not without reason, that we 
learn only what we are ready to learn.] 
 The purchase of souvenirs is an opportunity for fine irony 
targeted at the Americans, who prove superficial in their appreciation 
for appreciation’s sake: “Există chiar un stil à l’américaine de a privi o 
amuletă de serie ca pe un obiect de la muzeul naţional de antropologie, dacă 
vânzătorul ştie cum să-şi laude cum trebuie marfa.” (76) [There is actually a 
style à l’américaine, looking at a commercial amulet like it were an 
object from the National Museum of Anthropology if the salesperson 
knows their job.] 
 Another god in the Teotihuacán area is the god of rain, Tlaloc, 
who “poartă o mască de jad şi are în păr o pasăre quetzal cu pene verzi 
somptuos revărsate. Trupul îi e acoperit de coliere şi bijuterii, iar din mâini cad 
pe pământ picături de ploaie” (77) [wears a jade mask and has a quetzal 
bird with sumptuous green wings in his hair. His body is covered in 
necklaces and jewellery, and raindrops fall from his hand.]. The access in 
this god’s paradise is not granted by merit, but by hazard, and is not a 
reward, but retaliation.  However, his presentation is not hazardous, as 
most of his journey takes place under the sign of heavy rain, in contrast 
with the dryness of the land thirsty for water in its latter part.   
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Dacă paradisul omului din Teotihuacán arată astfel, înseamnă că viaţa lui 
arăta exact invers. Apa lipsea, probabil, cronic, cerul era uscat, pământul 
pârjolit şi imnurile care invocau ploaia ardeau buzele. (78)  
[If the paradise of the man in Teotihuacán looks like this, it means that 
his life was just the opposite. There was, most likely, a chronic want of 
water, the sky was dry, the land was burnt, and the hymns calling the 
rain burnt people’s lips.] 
 

The first aquatic excess is the trajinera rafting in Xochimilco, whose 
canals seem to him, at first, a parody of Venice, “at the edge of farce, for 
the benefit of those in search for the picturesque”, but which gives him 
an uncertainty that breaks him from the present and throws him in the 
past. The night visit of the house of Dolores Olmedo, for admiring the 
paintings of Diego Rivera, brings three sculptures to his attention: the 
idle dancer, the dance of the earth and the dance of the sun, once again 
emphasising the importance the Mexicans grant to dance. Somewhere 
else, he wrote: “Dansul se transformă-n sens. Sufletul se eliberează de zgură. 
Se limpezeşte” (33) [Dance becomes meaning. The soul discharges its 
cinders. It cleanses.] 
 His Mexican experience continues with a charros contest, “ceva, 
după câte înţeleg, între coridă şi turnir medieval şi serbare de cowboy” (83) 
[something, from what I gather, between the corrida and mediaeval 
jousts and cowboy feasts], because, as every country is known for a 
particular prejudice, Mexico is known for sombreros, fiesta and passion, 
and the best way to introduce them all is this contest, one of the few 
representations of present-day life in Mexico in Paler’s diary. The 
manifestation is described in detail, from the charro wearing trousers 
and a vest embroidered with golden and silver threads and – of course – 
a sumptuous sombrero, to the euphoric crowd in which the writer is 
unable to find his place: “e prea veselă toată lumea din jur ca să nu fiu 
stingherit că nu pot intra în atmosferă. Fără îndoială sunt un rău spectator” 
(85) [the crowd around me is way too joyous, which makes me feel 
embarrassed that I can’t join them. Surely I am a bad spectator.]. This 
account allows him to recollect Cortez’s era and the importance of the 
horse, both then and now, both at war and in parades, but also the 
evolution of this manifestation, which seems inspired from a religious 
ritual hosted by a priest. 
  Another aspect he insists on is the traditional Mexican food, 
tortilla, and the beverage pulque. Arriving at the ruins of Chichén Itzá, he 
will later describe in great detail the pelota game, a sacred ritual in which 
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the losers had to be sacrificed to re-enact the fight between Quetzalcoatl 
and Tezcatlipoca. The bas-reliefs depict the blood of the beheaded 
metamorphosing into snakes, the ultimate symbol that obsesses him. In 
this case, starting from André Breton’s statement, he makes a distinction 
between seeing and recognizing: “A vedea sau a auzi nu înseamnă nimic. A 
recunoaşte sau a nu recunoaşte e totul.” (209) [Seeing and hearing means 
nothing. Recognizing or not is everything.]. Once again, he discovers the 
festivity of death, which he still cannot comprehend: “Nu suntem pentru 
totdeauna pe pământ: doar puţintel aici», zice un cântec vechi, dar acest 
«puţintel aici» este singura bogăţie de care dispunem (212) [We are not 
forever on earth, we are here just for a little while, says an old song, but 
this ‘little while here’ is our only fortune.]. 
 It seems difficult to him to discover the city, both as a host and a 
guest. He reaches the conclusion that there are cities to live in, and 
others to be temporarily hosted by, the latter of which you get to know 
only on the streets. The need for silence and the fear of the crowded 
areas are underlined again when, whilst visiting the town, he chooses to 
avoid the aggression of the heavy traffic by walking through Alemeda 
Park, which makes him consider the differences between France, Spain 
and Mexico, starting from Unamuno’s comparison between France and 
Spain: “France is joyful and sensual, Spain is sad and harsh. One has 
nothing better to do in Spain than think of death, whereas in France, 
everything suggests superficiality”. Mexico is a mixture of the two, in 
his opinion: “Bănuiesc că dincolo de superficialitate regăseşti mereu pasiune 
care ezită între tristeţe şi nevoia de spectacol” (92) [I assume that, beyond 
superficiality, one always finds passion hesitating between sadness and 
the need for spectacle.] 
 At the volcanoes, he becomes aware of the feeling of solitude, 
which he associates with the Mexicans, but which comes from his inner 
fire, thus justifying his newly-discovered passion for the Mexican 
civilisation.  

 
Singurătatea lor seamănă cu singurătatea ţăranilor care-şi curăţă pământul 
năpădit cu tufe de nopal. Violenţa cu care, oricând, se pot trezi nu e străină de 
caracterul mexicanilor.” (97)  
[Their loneliness is like the loneliness of the peasants who clean their 
land of Creeping Thistle bushes. Violence, which may erupt at any time, 
is not unknown to Mexicans.] 
Liniştea unui vulcan îmi inspiră o teamă confuză şi am impresia că în ea există 
ceva perfid. Şi totuşi, nu mă ştiu a fi fricos (... ) Imaginea vulcanilor deşteaptă 
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în instinctele mele, poate, o frică specială, primară, pe care nu mă simt în stare 
nici s-o explic. Poate şi fiindcă impresiile se amestecă. (96-97)  
[The silence of a volcano suggests a confusing fear, and I feel there is 
something perfidious about it. And yet, I have never been a coward (…) 
The image of the volcanoes awakes a peculiar, primary fear in my 
instincts, something I cannot even explain. Maybe this is also because I 
have mixed impressions.] 
 

Once in the land of rain, at Veracruz, he experiences a flutter never felt 
before: “Plouă, sunt surescitat, de vină sunt, probabil, fulgerele din acest miez de 
noapte, tunetele, tensiunea din aer, din mine, oboseala, toate la un loc şi ploaia 
aceasta care, în loc să mă elibereze, îmi biciuie nervii...” (102) [It is raining, I am 
nervous, the flashes at midnight, the thunders, the pressure in the air and in 
me, exhaustion, all combined with this rain which, instead of releasing me, 
is whipping my nerves…], which brings back recollections from his student 
years: “La întoarcere, clădirile Universităţii din Xalapa, risipite prin parcuri, au 
facut să renască în mine anii de studenţie, cu frustrarile lor. Dar oare nu datorez 
lucrurilor care mi-au lipsit, tot atât cât şi celor pe care le-am avut?” (104) [Upon 
return, the buildings of Zalapa University, spread all over the park, brought 
back recollections of my student years, with their frustrations. Don’t I owe 
to the things that I’ve missed just as much as I do to those that I’ve had?]. 
His imagination acts up: “O fantezie a imaginaţiei mă face să aud statuia lui 
Tláloc lovind caldarâmul ud cu picioarele sale enorme de piatră, în vreme ce 
lacrimile zeului se varsă în puhoiul de afară.” (107) [A fantasy of my 
imagination makes me hear the statue of Tlaloc hitting the wet pavement 
with its huge stone legs, whilst his tears are spilt in the flood outside.] 
 The visit at the San Juan de Ulúa prison is memorable, as he is 
met by a destructive rain, “E una din acele ploi care înverzesc zidurile, 
macină piatra şi o putrezesc...” (111) [It is one of those rains that greens the 
walls, and grinds and decompose the walls…], but also by the cruelty of 
Spain, which “a crezut aici că istoria este un os ce poate fi zdrobit, o gură 
căreia i se poate pune căluş, o minte care, aiurind, nu va mai protesta” (112) 
[thought here that history was a bone that could be crushed, a mouth 
that could be gagged, a raving mind that would stop protesting.], an 
encounter that he wants to forget.  
 The solitude in front of the volcanoes is relived when he reaches 
the ocean, where he experiences a new sprinkling kind of rain making 
him daydream, inhibiting him and getting him to feel like a tiny detail in 
front of an unfriendly immensity, but also when he meets a Romanian 
living there, who wants to speak Romanian to him.   
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Thus, before his entrance in the jungle, where he discovers lonely 
pyramids covered in lianas, altars of sacrifice in the name of the gods, 
and where he defines himself as “prea comod pentru o aventură. Prea 
prudent pentru a mă expune să fiu muşcat de un şarpe veninos. Jungla m-a 
atras prin ceea ce o apropie de un labirint(...) Dar lumea în care trăim nu este, 
oare, şi ea o junglă?” (148-149) [too comfortable for an adventure. Too 
cautious to expose myself to the bite of a venomous snake. The jungle 
attracted me because it resembles a maze (…). But isn’t the world we 
live in also a jungle itself?], he makes the acquaintance of the “rain 
jungle”, the privacy of hotels and the essence of knowledge: “vom 
descoperi că taina nu e sub coaja unui fruct. Tezaurul e însuşi fructul.” (135) 
[we shall find out that mystery is not hidden under the peel of a fruit. 
The fruit itself is the treasure]. That is to say, the treasure is man himself, 
and knowledge is pursued at the level necessary to each of us:  “Dar 
oraşele sunt aşa cum le-am simţit şi, dincolo de adevărul lor, există, poate, un 
adevăr al nostru de care am avut nevoie în ele...” (137) [But the cities are just 
the way I felt them and, beyond their truth, there might be our truth, one 
which we needed when in them.] 
 Upon entering the maze of the spatial jungle, he realizes that he 
also entered the maze of the inner, intellectual and spiritual jungle. All 
the literary myths he knows reactivate and blend together: “o întreagă 
literatură m-a pregătit, de altfel, să n-o pot vădea cu ochi normali” [a whole 
literature has otherwise prepared me to be unable to watch it with 
normal eyes]. He mentions Saint-Exupery, the Minotaur, the motif of the 
labyrinth, etc. He comes back to reality describing the Mexican family, 
where the macho man is in charge, both imposing and unabashed. 
  Escaping from the oppression of rain, he steps into the empire of 
drought, which has similar effects on him: 

 
Nepregătit să mă opun acestor arme, sunt din ce în ce mai aproape de o stare de 
insolaţie interioară lipsită de orice logică. Nimic, aici, nu e de natură să exalte 
un instinct vital (...) Mă suspectez că am transformat speranţa într-un mod de 
a combate ceea ce îmi lipseşte pentru a fi un om de acţiune. Mi-am cultivat o 
laşitate cu pretenţii de filosofie...şi nu sunt eu primul care iubeşte viaţa cu 
disperare” (187-188)  
[Unprepared to fight these weapons, I am closer and closer to an 
illogical inner sun-stroke. Nothing here is able to exalt a vital instinct in 
me (…) I suspect myself of having turned hope in a way of refuting 
what I lack to be a man of action. I have cultivated my cowardice under 
the pretences of philosophy… and I am not the first to be madly in love 
with life.] 
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He is getting more and more aware of his own solitude and self, and 
jotting down in the diary becomes an even more pleasant occupation:  

 
 Scriu în autobuz. Şi mă străduiesc să nu pun caietul deoparte. Îmi place 
infinit mai mult să mă las în voia gândurilor decât să devin secretarul lor, 
notându-le.” (191)  
[I am writing on the bus. And I struggle not to leave the notebook aside. 
I’d rather abandon myself to thoughts than become their secretary and 
jot them down.] 
Nici acum nu-mi explic starea în care m-am aflat în sudul Mexicului. Rar mi 
s-a întâmplat să fiu cu nervii atât de surescitaţi şi, totuşi, să mă simt fericit (...) 
În sudul Mexicului am trăit-o ca pe o febră (...) Nu pentru că aş fi suferit de 
sete, ci pentru că uscăciunea, în loc să mă deprime, mă limpezea. (198)  
[I still cannot explain my state while I was in the south of Mexico. 
Rarely have I been this nervous and yet happy, at the same time. I 
experienced the south of Mexico like a fever. (…). Not that I was thirsty, 
but the drought, instead of depressing me, made me feel cleansed.] 
 

Towards the end of his journey, he listens to a song in a restaurant in 
Mérida: “Caminante,/ Caminante,/ Care mergi pe drumurile noastre...”, and 
this song partially justifies his search: 

 
 Înţelepţii hinduşi pretind că există patru anotimpuri în viaţă. Unul pentru a 
studia şi a descoperi lumea. Al doilea pentru a întemeia un cămin. Al treilea 
pentru a reflecta. Şi, în sfârşit, al patrulea, în care eliberat de inhibiţii şi de 
obsesii devii un fel de călător fără bagaje. Probabil, nu voi fi niciodată un 
călător fără bagaje. (223-224)  
[The Hindi pundits claim that there are four seasons in one’s life. One is 
to study and discover the world. The second is to start a family. The 
third is to reflect. And, lastly, the fourth, in which, freed from 
inhibitions, one becomes something of a traveller without luggage. I 
think I will never be a traveller without luggage.] 
În această seară la Mérida înţeleg, cred, mai bine de ce întreba Baudelaire la 
treizeci de ani: „Dacă am trăit trei minute într-unul... nu am nouăzeci de 
ani?”. După aceeaşi logică, mi se pare neverosimil când număr zilele de când 
mă aflu în Mexic. În alte ţări am stat mai mult şi totuşi... (227)  
[Tonight, in Mérida, I think I better understand why Baudelaire asked 
when he was thirty years old: If I lived three minutes in one, does it 
make me ninety? Along the same lines, I find it implausible when 
counting the days since I’ve been in Mexico. I spent much more time in 
other countries, and yet…] 
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He is tormented by regrets and feels an urge to explain himself: 
 
Strângând nisipul în pumn, mă gândesc câte încap într-o clipă în care nu vrei 
să mai spui nimic (...) Aici pot spune: nu regret decât greşelile pe care nu le-am 
săvârşit încă. Şi le pot spune celor care mi-ar reproşa că am vorbit prea mult 
despre mine, în loc să vorbesc, ca în enciclopedii, despre Mexic: nu n-aţi 
priceput eu n-am fost în Mexic, ci într-o ţară cu acest nume. (242)  
[Clenching my fist around the sand, I am thinking of how many 
mistakes are in a moment in which one doesn’t want to say anything 
else (…). Now, I can tell: I only regret the mistakes that I haven’t done 
yet. I can tell those who might reproach me that I have spoken too 
much about me instead of speaking of Mexico, like an encyclopaedia: 
you understood nothing, I wasn’t in Mexico, but in a country with this 
name.] 
 

The journey made him understand what brings him close to Mexico and 
what impressed him so much: “Poate că Mexicul nu e aşa şi l-am văzut 
astfel numai pentru că eu sunt un personaj scindat. Sau este şi m-am apropiat 
de el tocmai pentru că îmi seamănă atât de mult” (228) [Maybe Mexico is not 
like that and I only saw it like that because I am a split character. Or, 
maybe it is, and I only got so close because it is so much like me]. 
Nonetheless, he had already drawn the conclusions in the middle of his 
journey: “Dar, probabil, nu descoperim nimic cu adevărat important într-o 
călătorie, dacă nu descoperim nimic în noi înşine.” (128) [But we probably do 
not discover anything truly important on a journey lest we discover 
something in us]. 
 
*The paper has been translated from Romanian by Oana Gheorghiu and Steluţa Stan 
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Abstract  
The paper, intended as an analysis, at the level of plot, characters, diction and the 
reality-fiction relationship, of Marin Sorescu’s appropriation of different elements of the 
Shakespearean canon (especially of Hamlet and A Midsummer Night’s Dream) in 
his play Vărul Shakespeare/ Cousin Shakespeare, aims at demonstrating 
Shakespeare’s everlasting actuality in our postmodern world, along with considering 
Sorescu’s resourcefulness in recreating his spirit in a remarkable play.  
 
Keywords: Shakespeare, Sorescu, adaptation, postmodernism, intertextuality  
 
Shakespeare has always been regarded as not of an age, but for all times, 
and we Romanians cannot but be pleased to discover that his 
tremendous influence has transgressed not only centuries, but also the 
English borders, imposing the bard as a transnational spiritual icon, part 
and parcel of the world culture and thus of the Romanian culture. 
Today’s Shakespeare cannot possibly be contained by a single tradition 
or culture, or by a single language, for that matter; the postmodern 
reader is unable to shake the strong feeling that nobody could be so 
naïve and narrow-minded as to assign it to a single nation (Kennedy, 
1993: 16). In brief, Shakespeare has become a trans-temporal literary 
symbol, a universal creator to be revered and constantly referred back to 
by posterity.  

Among the various intertextual readings of Shakespeare, Marin 
Sorescu’s intriguing approach in Vărul Shakespeare/ Cousin Shakespeare 
(1987) is undoubtedly one of the most interesting in Romanian literature. 
His is a new response to Shakespeare — the recreation of his spirit in a 
play of remarkable wit, critical insight, philosophical depth in Hamletian 
fashion, and Shakespearean diction. In short, the plot is centred on 
Shakespeare the dramatist who finds himself at a loss for inspiration over 
his play Hamlet. His wife and the Dark Lady, his mistress, as well as 
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Sorescu the Dane try to get him over this crisis. Meanwhile, Essex’s 
execution is carried out, and Shakespeare’s rival writers hatch a plot 
against him, aiming at getting him executed on political grounds, but they 
fail. Shakespeare refuses Voicea’s request to write a play on Michael the 
Brave’s tragic fate. On the other hand, Hamlet ponders upon his desperate 
situation, only to be finally killed by mistake by Shakespeare himself. 
Dying as he is, he still manages to stab Shakespeare to death. The final 
scene depicts Shakespeare’s symbolic resurrection.  
 The most salient issue when reading Sorescu’s play is his extreme 
ease in handling and imitating, half-seriously, half-parodically, the 
Shakespearean type of discourse, managing to be convincing but also 
taking his distance from the source of his literary game. Thus, one might 
assert that the main concern of the Romanian dramatist seems to be the 
unlimited power of Logos to create a whole world out of nothing, 
blurring and ultimately erasing the boundaries between reality and 
fiction — the poet is able to conjure up a second reality, since “he gives 
to airy nothing a local habitation and a name” (A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, V.1.16-17). That Logos should indeed be endowed with poietic 
force is obvious in Sorescu’s treatment of his character Shakespeare; the 
latter is often referred to as ”the Word”: ”Chiar Cuvântul/ Răpus de 
plăsmuirea sa, se stinge” (VII.5.52-3) [Even the Word,/ Slain by his own 
figment, now expires.], a mighty God-like figure: “Sorescu: Încărcător-
descărcător de vieţi/ Doar Shakespeare a mai fost” (VII.10.8-9) [Sorescu: And 
Shakespeare was the only one, /A loader and unloader of lives.] 
 In the same respect, Sorescu the scholar could not resist the 
temptation to establish a foreseeable parallel with Prospero, the white 
magician and master of his island, which he assimilates, along with 
many critics, to Shakespeare: 

 
Shakespeare (scos din pepeni): Vrei c-o furtună/ Să ţi-l întorc din drum? Ce-s 
eu, Prospero?/ Să am puteri şi duhurile toate să mă slujească? (pe gânduri)/ 
Iaca o idee… (începe să scrie precipitat) (V.5.2)  
[Shakespeare (enraged): You want me with a tempest/ To send him 
back his way? Who am I, Prospero? / To possess powers and the spirits 
all/ To attend upon me? (deep in thoughts)/ Here’s an idea… (Starts 
writing hastily).] 
 

Besides, the underlying web of Biblical allusions is subtly disseminated 
throughout Sorescu’s play, whenever a reference to Shakespeare is 
intended: 
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Hamlet (foarte stins): Eu mor fără temei…/ Părinte Shakespeare,/ Vino să-ţi 
spun finalul piesei… (V.7.4)  
[Hamlet (very feebly): I die a most unjust death…/ Father 
Shakespeare,/ Bend over me to hear the ending of the play…] 
 

One easily recognizes in such an instance the customary ritual 
performed at somebody’s deathbed; the appellative ‘father’ used by 
Hamlet when referring to Shakespeare bears a double significance, i.e. 
Creator/ Godlike figure, and priest administering the Last Rites and 
providing the final comfort to a dying person.  
 An aspect that should not pass unnoticed is the intertextual game 
constructing a variation on the authentic scene of Hamlet’s death: while 
in the original play the prince is poisoned in a final duel with 
“envenomed swords” (V. 2.336), Sorescu parodically combines the 
different scenes of the play, reshaping a previous one, viz. Hamlet’s 
slaying the eavesdropping Polonius through the curtain (III.4.24). Only 
this time, the parts are interchanged, and Shakespeare’s role dictates a 
similar killing of Hamlet, his literary offspring. This slight alteration in 
the wind-up of the plot results in a complete relativisation of the play’s 
signifying system, alongside with the postmodern trick of placing on 
equal footing the author and the figment of his imagination — the 
creator and the created coexist in the same plane of existence. However, 
the two denouements are not as dissimilar as they seem at first sight: the 
restoration of order and moral law in the kingdom of Denmark 
guaranteed by the arrival of Fortinbras vs. the return to normality and 
allegedly to the reality beyond fiction — Shakespeare rises up from ‘the 
dead’ and resumes his ordinary existence, and no trace is left of what 
has happened, cf. The Tempest: “[…] and like this unsubstantial pageant 
faded, / Leave not a rack behind” (IV. 1. 157-8). 
 This latter ending may well be interpreted in the light of 
Shakespeare’s original version. As Jan Kott most observantly pointed out, 
Hamlet is not a treatise of philosophy, morals or psychology, but pure 
theatre, i.e. a script and some roles. And if this be true, then one should 
carefully ponder upon Fortinbras’s character, as he is the one determining 
Hamlet’s script (1969: passim). In this respect, Fortinbras’s role is 
extremely close to Shakespeare’s; it is not altogether devoid of significance 
that both are assigned the task of carrying on and starting afresh.  
 In Sorescu’s play the final reconciliation is summarized by 
Shakespeare’s words:  
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Shakespeare (frecându-se la ochi): Căci mi-a trecut şi moartea într-o clipă. / Şi 
ea degrabă, tot ca viaţa, curge…/ M-am odihnit murind… Acum, la lucru. 
(V.7.11).  
[Shakespeare (rubbing his eyes): And in an instant too, I got round 
death. / It too, just like life, swiftly flows…/ In death, I took a rest… 
Now back to work.] 
 

In addition, the same hint at Shakespeare’s Demiurge-like stature is to 
be seen in V.7.11, the very last words uttered by Sorescu on the stage, 
meant as an epitaph for Shakespeare: 

 
Sorescu: Adio, Shakespeare, stâlp de foc, eşti rece. / Ţi-aprind cu viaţa mea o 
lumânare. (V.7.11)  
[Sorescu: Farewell, Shakespeare, post of fire, you are cold. / I light you 
up a candle with my life.] 
 

The “post of fire”, an image of overt biblical extraction, clearly alludes to 
the violent nature of the vengeful God, endowed not only with the 
power of creating new worlds, but also with the capacity of wilfully 
destroying them at his pleasure. So, Shakespeare, just like an omniscient 
author, has the power of absolute decision over his creations, taking the 
liberty of reprimanding them for their unsuitable behaviour: 

 
Sorescu: Încoace m-a trimis să-ţi spun: Nu-i place/ Purtarea ta la Elsinore! Te 
schimbă,/ Să poată scrie el o altă piesă./ Pe-a veche, bucăţele mici a rupt-o. 
(I.1.1.)  
[Sorescu: He sent me over with word for you: He hates/ Your 
behaviour at Elsinore! So change your ways/ So that he’ll have a reason 
to rewrite the play. / The old one, he’s torn to smithereens.] 
 

Nevertheless, in a postmodern fashion, that considers noteworthy not 
only the clashing perspectives upon the one and the same event, but also 
the interchangeability of statuses, roles and positions, the reshaping of 
Hamlet in Sorescu’s new vision is not exclusively an auctorial privilege. 
On the contrary, a remarkable character, who has entered the common 
stock of literary figures, may decide his own fate (cf. the later day theory 
of the autonomy of characters with regard to their authors, since the 
former impose themselves as clearly delineated entities, often rebelling 
against their origin, and escaping from the control of their ‘fathers’, once 
they have had the chance of becoming a part of the literary mainstream):  
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Shakespeare: Doamne,/ De când dar personajul pe-autor/ Îl controlează şi îşi dă 
avizul?  
Sorescu: Aşa e regula în piesa asta. (V.1.4).  
[Shakespeare: Oh, God, / Since when a character may be so bold/ As to 
control and give his author notice? 
Sorescu: That’s how rules are in this play.] 

 
It looks like an echo of Flann O’Brian’s famous statement in At Swim-
Two-Birds: “it was undemocratic to compel characters … each should be 
allowed a private life, self-determination, and a decent standard of 
living” (in Stevenson, 1993: 259). 

In addition, the Shakespeare whom Sorescu portrays in his play 
is made to appear as our contemporary, a hard-working, responsible 
writer, critically scrutinizing the quality of his creations: “Nu pot livra 
posterităţii slabe/ Imagini…  (III.4.1) [I can’t deliver to posterity weak/ 
Images…]. This quotation might well render the postmodernists’ 
fundamental concern, i.e. living in an age of literary ‘exhaustion’, as 
John Barth put it, when further innovation seems almost impossible. So 
not only the postmodernist writers, Sorescu included, but also 
Shakespeare are perceived as strenuously fighting to find and assess 
their identity, while permanently “weighed down by their awareness of 
their literary antecedents, oppressed by the fear that whatever they 
might have to say has been said before, and condemned to self-
consciousness by the climate of modern culture” (Lodge, 1992: 207). 

 
Shakespeare: Totul s-a scris, iar eu rescriu ca prostul… (V.4.2).  
[Shakespeare: ‘Tis all been written, and I, a fool, rewrite…] 
Sorescu: E-n criză şi de timp şi de creaţie…/ Căci vârsta, ştii… (I.1.12)  
[Sorescu: He’s in a time, and creation crisis…/ As age, you know…] 

 
Sorescu’s endeavour to bring Shakespeare, the great classic, closer to a 
present-day audience, to make a rather forbidding — due to his 
widespread fame — literary figure come out of the book and become 
our contemporary, is materialized in a symbolic reunification 
transgressing time: 

 
Sorescu: Din balamale/ poate-i sărită vremea… Da, mileniul/ că, uite, ne-
ntâlnirăm trei din anii/ o mie o sută-aproximativ/ tu, Hamlet/ o mie şase sute 
— Shakespeare şi două mii eu, cu puţin noroc./ 
Hamlet: Da un  mileniu… 
Sorescu: Bizareriile provin din faptul că, trăind în vremi diferite, ne înţelegem 
ca nişte contemporani… Formăm cum s-ar zice aceeaşi gaşcă… (III.2.1)  
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[Sorescu: Out of joint/ The time must have sprung… Yes, the 
millennium/  
As, mark you, here have we met, the three of us, from years/ eleven 
hundred or about so/ You, Hamlet,/ a thousand and six hundred— 
Shakespeare, and I two thousand, with a bit of luck. 
Hamlet: But a millennium…] 

 
The abrupt insertion of the final term, which brings about bathos in such 
a highly articulate and nobly worded speech, although foreshadowed in 
a way by the sudden change of discursive registers — from the lofty 
iambic pentameters to plain conversational style — stimulates the 
reader’s attention with a very fashionable ‘jolt’ resembling the famous 
surrealist device for arresting attention (Barthes, 1974: 160). This is the 
first signal that makes the audience even more aware of the 
fundamentally parodical and ironical intentions of the author of Singur 
printre poeţi/ Alone among Poets. The image of Shakespeare that he 
advances is a demythised, desacralized one, i.e. that of a regular man, 
tortured by the constant fear of not being gifted enough as a playwright, 
plunged in the middle of an inspiration crisis, as well as in a marital one 
(he is having, to the distress of his wife Anne, an affair with the Dark 
Lady, who eventually gets pregnant and bitterly reproaches him since 
her husband is due to return from an eleven months’ voyage). 
Moreover, he is trying hard to make ends meet as an actor, permanently 
watching his step against rival actors and writers, having only Sorescu 
on his side. The latter is his only ally who keeps struggling to put him 
back on track and help him rewrite the ‘loose’ and ‘unsuccessful’ Hamlet. 
And on top of it all, the malicious clichés concerning Shakespeare’s 
appearance, that have been handed down to us by the few trustworthy 
sources, have not been overlooked. There is mention of Shakespeare’s 
‘glowing bald-headedness’ as well as giddiness (he does not recognize, 
because of his inspiration troubles, his own wife when he walks in on a 
very heated domestic dispute between her and his mistress at a London 
inn; moreover, versatility completes his portrait, as he is not sure at all 
about the person to whom he dedicated his sonnets).  

Anyway, Sorescu’s regard upon his illustrious predecessor is 
tolerant, understanding and compassionate: 

 
Sorescu: Cu capul, Shakespeare punct a pus pe foaie? / Nu, n-o să-l las! Căci 
martor îmi e cerul, / Doar el ne-a mai rămas… (II.1.1)  
[Sorescu: His head Shakespeare used to dot his sheet? / Oh no! I won’t 
allow it! As heaven is my witness,/ He’s all that we have left…] 
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The dramatic rhythm is constantly sustained by counterpoint 
techniques, as is the case with the lines immediately following the 
previous ‘pledge of faith’, which reverse the tone and thus create a 
humorous effect: 

 
Sorescu: Şi restul lumii,/ Ce chiar de nu-nţelege tot, l-acceptă…/Deşi cârteli… 
(II.1.1)  
[Sorescu: And all the others,/ Who even if not wholly comprehending, 
give him credit…/ Although some grumbling…] 
 

Humour and irony are real stepping stones in the postmodernist 
doctrine, as well as important dimensions in the Shakespearean canon. 
In fact, the entire plot in Vărul Shakespeare/ Cousin Shakespeare may be 
said to unwind under the sign of one of the jesters’ hearty remark which 
achieves an apophthegmatic value: “Cine râde mai mult, trăieşte mai mult” 
(II.2.11) [He who laughs more, lives longer.] This is an obvious 
dimension of the play which could well be paralleled with A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream’s ‘renewed jollity’. 

In Sorescu’s play the jocular vein is so pervasive that it 
impregnates even the gravest statements as the well-known Hamletian 
“something is rotten in the state of Denmark “(I.4.90): 

 
Sorescu: Nimic în Danemarca nu e putred!/ Aşa să ştii. Orice danez cunoaşte./ 
E totuşi mică-această ţărişoară,/ Chiar fetele, cu genele, forţează/ Prea strâmte 
graniţi, când clipesc din gene,/ Şi ochii peste cap şi-i dau, ochioase.  (I.1.1)  
[Sorescu: Nothing is rotten in the state of Denmark!/ So you should 
know. As any Dane does./ Nevertheless this little country’s small,/ 
Even the girls are forcing with eyelashes/ Too narrow borders when 
they blink/ And roll their eyes, wide-eyed] 
 

However, Sorescu’s discourse does not lose its moralizing power even 
under such circumstances, as he aims at demonstrating the actuality and 
validity of the source-text: 

 
Sorescu: E ceva putred azi în toată lumea,/ Aşa să spui, te rog. În general./ 
(Încet, prieteneşte) Te roagă Shakespeare… (I.1.3)  
[Sorescu: Something is rotten now the whole world over,/ That’s what 
to say, will you. In general. / (subdued and friendly) It’s Shakespeare 
who kindly asks you to…] 
 

The jocund undertone is at work starting from the very choice of 
characters. The Romanian dramatist proposes a copious list that 
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intermingles real persons — ‘Shakespeare—playwright and actor’, 
‘Anne Hathaway Shakespeare—Shakespeare’s wife’, ‘Ben Johnson—
playwright’, ‘the Dark Lady— Shakespeare’s lover’ (although she is 
placed at the border between real life and literature); characters of 
Shakespearean origin: Hamlet—prince of Denmark, the Ghost, Yorick’s 
skull, Ariel—elf, or a Macbethian witch; figures inspired by, but not 
actually found in, Shakespeare’s plays — Camelia — Ophelia’s sister, 
the twins Mary and Valy, the aristocrats Birmingham, Nottingham and 
Bristol, and especially the jesters Titirez/ Top, and Gâlmă/ Bulge 
(recalling the significant names of the fools in A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, as Quince, Snug, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling, or in As You 
Like It, as Touchstone). In addition, the same type of vivifying and 
individuating appellation is applied to Shakespeare’s rivals. The envious 
plotting writers proudly bear names such as Thomas Blur, Porcius 
Blister, or the oxymoronic Sir John Downtown zis Periferie (his name 
being the most overt point of articulation between the British and 
Romanian cultural contexts). In the same manner, the actors in the play 
are called by derogatory names, such as Richard Zero, Fly, and Heifer. 
The heterogeneous list also includes weird characters, such as the Julius 
Caesar-inspired Ides of March, or Voicea, a Wallachian. The Ides may 
well be considered as the embodiment of time, a kind of androgynous, 
double-faced Janus, explicitly described as “not human”. It is assigned 
to pronounce the Prologue, a character in itself, in disguise, entering the 
stage à l’antique, togated, masked, and wearing buskins. The minute 
details into which Sorescu goes in describing this costume cannot but 
remind the ridiculously contrived disguises for Moonshine or Wall in A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream: “Ay, or else one must come in with a bush of 
thorns and a lantern, and say he comes to disfigure or to present the 
person of Moonshine” (III.1.53-6); “Some man or other must present 
wall; and let him have some plaster, or some loam, or some rough-cast 
about him, to signify wall” (III.1.62-5). On the other hand, Voicea, a 
genuine Romanian name with no English correspondent, intriguingly 
qualifies as “the character that does not fit inside Shakespeare”, he is the 
only one to be seen as possessing an undeniable tragic stature and 
escaping the ever-present mockery: Voicea: Eu v-am adus o tragedie 
adevărată.” (V. 6.1) [Voicea: I bring you a real tragedy.] The peasant has 
taken the journey to England in order to persuade Shakespeare into 
writing a play about the tragic fate of Michael-the-Brave and his 
historically wronged people, bringing as proof the severed head of the 
Romanian prince (a subtle parallelism to Yorick’s skull?) and the bloody 
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story of his assassination. Voicea’s comment on Shakespeare’s refusal 
speaks volumes: “Shakespeare nu mai intră în Shakespeare” (V.6.1) 
[Shakespeare no longer accommodates Shakespeare.], for he had become 
synonymous with whatever was worth treasuring for eternity. It is 
interesting to note the possible derivative of the Wallachian’s name that 
its phonological content alludes to, viz. Voice, perhaps a counterpart to 
the inner voice of Shakespeare’s consciousness.  

Last but not least, the Romanian dramatist includes himself 
among the characters, under his real surname, Sorescu, but 
accompanied by the surprising indication, “a Dane”. Is it an attempt at 
integrating himself into the Hamletian context, a means of singling out 
Voicea as the only Romanian on stage, a convenient method of blurring 
the boundaries between reality and fiction? Hard to say, but, despite his 
extraneous nature, Sorescu the character is crucial to the development of 
the plot, the only concession he makes being that the closing lines of the 
play are left to Shakespeare to utter. Otherwise, he seems to know 
everything that happens and guides Shakespeare in rewriting Hamlet, 
providing him with entire passages, in the manner of an omniscient 
“grey eminence”. Besides, he assumes the task of the raisonneur, 
especially in Act IV, and of Shakespeare’s protector. It is not without 
reason that he is constructed as an intermediary link, a kind of a go-
between connecting Shakespeare and Hamlet, in an interesting 
intertextual re-evaluation of the motif of the twins: 

 
Downtown: Cu Hamlet seamănă leit (Sorescu, a.n.) / Sunt gemeni? (I.2.5) 
[Downtown: He looks just like Hamlet…? Are they twins?] 
 

Sorescu himself admits of his parallel destiny with Hamlet’s: 
 
Sorescu: Eu te-am iubit… 
Camelia : Şi tu ? 
Sorescu : Ca Hamlet pe Ofelia…/ Aceasta a fost drama mea… (V.7.9)  
[Sorescu : I did love thee… 
Camelia: You too? 
Sorescu: As Hamlet loved Ophelia…/ And this has been my drama…] 
 

It is not only Hamlet who is swept along in this game of interchangeable 
identities, but Shakespeare himself: “Richard: Ba foarte des se crede Sorescu 
(Shakespeare, a.n.).”  (V.6.1) [Richard: But very often even, he fancies 
he’s Sorescu.] This game of constantly switched identities, announced 
from the very beginning in the Prologue—the “tangled souls” (16)—
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bears a striking resemblance to Jaques’s ”All the world’s a stage” 
monologue in As You Like It: 

 
…Toţi de-a valma/Ne-mpletecim parcă-n aceeaşi piesă,/ Pe care încercăm s-o 
tot rescriem....  
[All in a heap/ We seem to stagger in the same play, / Which we are 
ever trying to rewrite.] 
 

All in all, this abolishing of distances between the real and the literary, 
past and present, Renaissance and postmodernism, as well as the 
smooth and unhindered migration of the dramatis personae from one 
century to another, from one play to another, changing the mask of the 
character with that of the playwright (cf. Tupan 1991: 31) stand as 
irrefutable proof of Sorescu’s becoming aware of the common heritage 
he had to assume gracefully and deliberately, and of the necessity to 
approach tradition in order to find his own identity. The utopian world 
he depicts is a world shared by ‘cousins’, i.e. artists not biologically, but 
spiritually related, the younger writer viewing himself as a kindred 
spirit with his great ancestor. And isn’t this return to a harmonious, 
spiritualised golden age of universal reconciliation the secret, cherished 
wish of each of us, not only as postmodernist readers, but also as human 
beings? 
 
Notes 
*All the translations from Romanian into English are mine. 
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Abstract 
This paper sets out to discuss the opinions on 9/11 expressed in the newspaper The 
Guardian by two important contemporary novelists, namely Ian McEwan and Martin 
Amis, shortly after the attacks, attempting to trace the way in which their views on the 
event that had just taken place constituted a starting point for their fictional works on 
the matter. Under focus will be: two articles signed by Ian McEwan, “Beyond Belief”, 
published on September 12th, 2001 and “Only Love and Then Oblivion”, on September 
15th, and one by Martin Amis, “Fear and Loathing”, published on September 18th, 
2001. An important aspect is that, as Amis puts it in a later article, “the novelists were 
now being obliged to snap out of their solipsistic daydreams: to attend, as best they 
could, to the facts of life” (2008: 13). In light of this statement, the paper aims at 
creating a framework for the subsequent analysis of the fictional works by the same 
authors, starting from the premise that the subjectivity they express in the press articles 
is enhanced to a greater extent in literature, where practically everything may be said 
under the pretence of being fictional. 
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The events of September 11, 2001 have had a significant effect on 
present-day geopolitics, not only for the United States as a political 
entity, but for all the actors involved in the making of history. The world 
has inevitably reacted against the unspeakable deed that brought about 
the death of 3,000 civilians at the Twin Towers, part of the World Trade 
Center complex, in New York, at the Pentagon and in Pennsylvania. 
Following the trend set by the media, the events shall be hereafter 
referred to as 9/11.  
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The news presented by televisions on September 11, 2001 simply 
provided information on the two crashes and the two subsequent 
collapses of the twin towers, and featured statements made by President 
George W. Bush and other officials, announcing the alleged involvement 
of Al-Qaeda in the attacks and promising “to help the victims and their 
families and to conduct a full-scale investigation to hunt down and to 
find those folks who committed this act” (Bush 2001, transcript available 
online - Washington Post). The events precipitated starting with the next 
day, the US stating their intention to attack Afghanistan, the Taliban-
governed country presumably aiding the leaders of Al-Qaeda. 
September 2001 does not prove particularly rewarding in providing 
commentaries and analyses on the facts – media are simply content to 
quote official statements and supply news on the developments of the 
war strategy. Nevertheless, this period, although partly characterised by 
bombing the audience with indiscernible information, is under the 
empire of uncertainty and fury against the perpetrators, which, at the 
media level, translates in a large amount of editorials signed by 
important media figures, but not only. 

September 12 belongs to the newspapers: the written media 
around the world provide a detailed coverage of the events of the 
previous day. A quick look at the headlines on the front page of The New 
York Times reveals a deep plunge into the language of fiction specific to a 
genre which “shocks and frightens the reader and/ or perhaps induces a 
feeling of repulsion or loathing” (Cuddon 1992: 416), that is, to horror 
fiction. Under a huge headline printed in bold typeset, which reads: 
‘U.S. Attacked. Hijacked Jets Destroy Twin Towers and Hit Pentagon in 
Day of Terror’, other headlines announce: ‘A creeping horror’; 
‘President Vows to Enact Punishment for Evil’, ‘A Somber Bush Says 
Terrorism Cannot Prevail’ and ‘Awaiting the Aftershocks: Washington 
and Nation Plunge into Fight with Enemy Hard to Identify and Punish’ 
(Annex, Fig.1). The articles in question also make extensive use of such 
terms, which, in light of the upcoming events, hints at a possible 
manipulation of an already frightened audience into accepting the 
military intervention already decided by the administration.  
 However, this paper does not further analyse excerpts from the 
American press, but from the British one, and that for two reasons: firstly, 
the front page of The New York Times is representative enough for the 
American press; secondly, the written press from the Albion (more 
precisely, one of its most important newspapers, The Guardian), provides an 
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interesting approach to the events of 9/11 through the eyes of a number of 
contemporary novelists. The question that arises is whether this enterprise 
nears fiction to reality, making the novelists “snap out of their solipsistic 
daydreams” so they could “attend, as best they could, to the facts of life” 
(Amis 2008: 13), or whether it is a subtle (and maybe involuntary) reversal 
of roles alluding to the immersion of fiction into reality. Three articles 
signed by Ian McEwan and Martin Amis have been considered relevant, 
which is why their content is briefly dealt with in the following lines, with 
an aim at establishing the connexion with the fictional representations of 
the same historical event in the works of the respective authors.  

An aspect worth discussing in the analysis of these editorials is 
whether the opinions expressed by their authors could be regarded as 
authoritative or not, given the subjectivity which characterises their 
writings. The writers who share their views on non-fictional matters are 
often respected voices, an aspect supported by the significant number of 
interferences in the media. However, if one shares attitudes such as the 
one recently expressed by Terry Eagleton, according to whom “writers 
are condemned to be perpetually disbelieved” (2003: 90), The Guardian’s 
undertaking seems to be subject to failure, despite (or precisely because 
of) the celebrity the two novelists enjoy in their country.  

Drawing on a temporal and emotional distinction between the 
two writing stances – non-fictional/ emotional, and, later, fictional/ 
analytical – the present analysis attempts to validate the hypothesis that 
the contemporary fiction rooted in the surrounding reality has a 
participative dimension, taking most of its inspiration from the media. 
Construing literature as capable of shifting realities through the 
alternative worlds it creates, Amis’s and McEwan’s fictional works on 
9/11 would be more than representational – they would also acquire a 
participative function. 
 The first editorial under the headline ‘Writers on 9/11’ in The 
Guardian is ‘Beyond Belief’, by Ian McEwan, an article probably written 
while (or soon after) watching the news on television. Unanimously 
acclaimed by critics as one of the most important voices of the 
contemporary British fiction, Ian McEwan meets, at the same time, the 
less sophisticated criteria of the popular readership, his novels often 
reaching the bestsellers lists. His topics of interest, enumerated by critic 
Dominic Head in his monograph, are topical and central to our times: 
“politics, and the promotion of vested interests; male violence and the 
problem of gender relations; science and the limits of rationality; nature 
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and ecology; love and innocence; and the quest for an ethical world-view” 
(2007: 2). Perhaps his acute sense of contemporaneity and his being a 
“darling” of the middle-class, liberal English readers of The Guardian were 
two of the reasons the editors of the newspaper had when opting for 
publishing his opinions on 9/11. Both articles published by Ian McEwan 
in The Guardian constitute, to varying extents, primary sources for his 
contribution to post-9/11 fiction, the novel Saturday, published in 2005. 
 ‘Beyond Belief’ plunges into the realm of the simulacra and 
unreal from the first lines, which make reference to two domains of 
fiction: film and literature. Ian McEwan was definitely not the only one 
to note the resemblance of the images almost frozen for hours and hours 
on the screens of our television sets with some apocalyptic films, like 
Independence Day, but he was probably the first to bring literature into 
discussion: “And even the best minds, the best or darkest dreamers of 
disaster on a gigantic scale, from Tolstoy and Wells to Don DeLillo, 
could not have delivered us into the nightmare available on television 
news channels yesterday afternoon” (2001a, par. 1). To him (and to the 
entire western world), reality was, for a day, transferred to the television 
screen, and it was nightmarish, horror-like.  

McEwan seems unable (or uninterested) to give up the 
metaphors and dark imagery characterising his early fictional works, 
like First Love, Last Rites or The Cement Garden. The events he watched on 
television were suggestive enough to stir his imagination in the direction 
of re-creating them in writing. A picture may be worth a thousand 
words, but surely not if these words have been written by Ian McEwan:   

 
The colossal explosions, the fierce black and red clouds, the crowds 
running through the streets, the contradictory, confusing information, 
had only the feeblest resemblance to the tinny dramas of Skyscraper, 
Backdraft or Independence Day. Nothing could have prepared us.  

Always, it seemed, it was what we could not see that was so 
frightening. We saw the skyscrapers, the tilting plane, the awful impact, 
the cumuli of dust engulfing the streets. But we were left to imagine for 
ourselves the human terror inside the airliner, down the corridors and 
elevator lobbies of the stricken buildings, or in the streets below as the 
towers collapsed on to rescue workers and morning crowds (par. 1-2). 

 
In pointing out that television could not grasp the horror in its whole and 
awful plenitude, as it did not show actual deaths (“We were watching 
death on an unbelievable scale, but we saw no one die” (par. 2)), Ian 
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McEwan actually attains an aim which he might not have had, in the first 
place: that of making his readers visualise the unseen, “the nightmare left 
in the gulf of imagining”, “the horror […] in the distance” (Ibid.). The 
dimension of the tragedy is further emphasised with his metatextual 
reference to Greek ancient drama, which also kept death off stage. As 
McEwan’s fondness of the meta- dimension of writing is notorious, one 
may speculate that the British writer actually hinted at a degree of 
fictionalisation in the media coverage, comparable with that on (and off) 
the ancient stages. The main argument in this respect is the rest of the 
article, which does not concentrate on the event per se, but on its 
representation in the media and on the reception of the news, a shameful 
thirst for information, in his opinion, one which does not allow the 
viewers to think about the misery of those who lost a dear one, nor “to 
contemplate the cruelty of the human hearts that could unleash this”: 

 
Now my son and I surfed - hungrily, ghoulishly - between CNN, CBC 
and BBC24. As soon as an expert was called in to pronounce on the 
politics or the symbolism, we moved on. We only wanted to know what 
was happening. Numbed, and in a state of sickened wonderment, we 
wanted only information, new developments - not opinion, analysis, or 
noble sentiments; not yet (par 3). 
 

A similar scene, with a father and a son browsing through the news 
channels to find nude information, and not expert opinions, is to be 
found in the novel Saturday (2005: 29-37), following an alleged terrorist 
attack on London, at the sight of a plane in flames heading to Heathrow, 
which was proven afterwards only the ‘disappointing’ result of a 
technical error. Once again, the connexion between reality and fiction 
tightens, this time with the help of the metafictional comments on the 
media representation of 9/11, inserted in the media and literary 
representations of 9/11 produced by Ian McEwan. 
 Written on September 11, ‘Beyond Belief’ may be read, from a 
psychological perspective, as a result of shock and denial, similar to 
those affecting the television anchors who unsteadily (hence, 
unprofessionally) expressed their personal feelings and disbelief 
regarding what they were showing to a numbed audience made up of 
billions of people. However, McEwan’s apparent cold-heartedness, his 
focus on representation, and not on the tragedy itself, may also be an 
effect of the excessive mediatisation (not mediation) of politics [1]. 
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 Probably compelled by the shame he admitted to feel at his 
morbid curiosity with regard to the fall of “the world’s mightiest empire 
in ruins” (2001a, par.6), the novelist publishes, on September 15th, a 
follow-up article, ‘Only Love, and then Oblivion’, a much more 
emotional re-evaluation of the events in America. Here, McEwan tries to 
explain the resorts of psychological motivation of people watching news 
on tragedies and their need to comment on them. Between shock and 
fury, there is another psychological state: that of grief. Or, in the more 
crafted words of the novelist: “Emotions have their narrative; after the 
shock we move inevitably to the grief” (2001b, par 1). Grief is hardly 
political, despite the existence of some imposed national manifestations 
(the national days of mourning, for example). Grief is personal, which is 
why McEwan’s take on this overwhelming sentiment focuses on the 
farewell messages sent by people on the four planes, on the impact the 
event had upon the bereaved: “Each individual death is an explosion in 
itself, wrecking the lives of those nearest. We were beginning to grasp 
the human cost. This was what it was always really about” (par. 5). His 
assumption, that “if the hijackers had been able to imagine themselves 
into the thoughts and feelings of the passengers, they would have been 
unable to proceed” because “it is hard to be cruel once you permit 
yourself to enter the mind of your victim” (par. 16), seems to anticipate 
future fictional accounts of the motivation of the terrorists (in De Lillo, 
Updike and Amis), although, as the following lines will try to prove, the 
latter’s approach to the events and his understanding of the resorts of 
the Muslim perpetrators could not be more divergent from the idea that 
the suicidal murderers may have repressed their humane feelings in 
order to be able to proceed with the massacre.  
 Martin Amis, another renowned novelist from Ian McEwan’s 
generation, with whom he shares the prominent status of a highly 
significant figure of contemporary British fiction, but who has always 
been – in his writings and not only – much more radical in opinions than 
the latter, is the next writer to express his views on 9/11 in the column 
initiated by The Guardian. His title, ‘Fear and Loathing’, announces a 
great departure from McEwan’s view and, at the same time, the 
attaining of the following stage in the psychology of the people stricken 
by a tragedy: fury. Martin Amis’s authorial presence at this stage should 
not be so surprising: if Kingsley Amis was an ‘angry novelist’, his son 
might be labelled a furious one. His opinions on Islamism [2] have been 
particularly controversial, attracting accusations of racism, which he 
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refuted, by claiming that “not only that [he] respect[s] Muhammad, but 
that no serious person could fail to respect Muhammad - a unique and 
luminous historical being... ” (2008: 49). In other words, he respects 
Islam, but he can hardly be asked to respect Islamism, “a creedal wave 
that calls out for our elimination” (50). 
 With his views and statements, and his literary catalogue 
comprising two novels on the Holocaust (Time’s Arrow, 1991, and The 
Zone of Interest, 2014) and two on Stalinism: Koba the Dread, 2002, and 
House of Meetings, 2006), Amis may be considered a novelist with a 
pronounced political stance and a postmodernist appetite for 
historiographic metafiction. It is all the more surprising that he has not 
written a novel on contemporary history and politics yet, if one 
considers his publication of a collection of political essays, The Second 
Plane 2001-2007, which also comprises two short stories, In the Palace of 
the End (about a fictional son of Saddam Hussein) and The Last Days of 
Muhammad Atta, which is part of the literary corpus analysed in the 
present thesis. The article published in The Guardian, ‘Fear and 
Loathing’, has been reprinted in the volume mentioned above, under the 
title ‘The Second Plane’ [3], without any cuts, as the author states in the 
introductory note, although he is aware that it “has a slightly 
hallucinatory quality (it is fevered by shock and by rumour)” (2008: ix). 
Notwithstanding this later acknowledgement of his exaggerations, the 
present subsection has set out to look into the tone of the commenters in 
the aftershock phase. 
 Amis’s article (whose initial title alludes intertextually to the 
novel Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas by Hunter S. Thomson, a 
countercultural critique of the American values), is much more 
politically oriented than McEwan’s, its overall discourse having, beyond 
some inherent elements of literariness (like the abuse of metaphors, for 
instance), two main purposes: that of demonstrating (by repeating the 
same argument a few times) that America is hated, and is hated for a 
reason, and on the other hand, that the Americans are entitled to have 
their revenge, which he expects to “become elephantine” (2008: 9). He 
comments on the American nation, whose “various national 
characteristics – self-reliance, a fiercer patriotism than any in Western 
Europe, an assiduous geographical incuriosity” (8) has determined their 
carelessness with regard to whatever may happen beyond their borders, 
and – at the same time – their unawareness of the fact that their very 
Americanism is what makes them hated. Rightfully noting that 
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“terrorism is political communication by other means” (3), Amis 
enlarges upon what the attacks wanted to communicate: “the message of 
September 11 ran as follows: America, it is time you learned how 
implacably you are hated” (Ibid.).  

Providing a detailed account of the development of the events, 
Amis makes the same remark as McEwan a week before him: that the 
attacks outdid the imagination of any creator of fiction: “such a mise en 
scène would have embarrassed a studio’s executive storyboard or a 
thriller-writer’s notebook” (3-4). In addition, Amis is probably the first 
to look for meanings in the symbolism of the two towers, a discussion 
which will be later tackled by two contemporary philosophers, Jean 
Baudrillard and Jürgen Habermas. He also tries to speculate in the 
direction of an attack against the entire Christian world – “the duo-
millennial anniversary of Christianity” (5), however, it is a path he does 
not take any further, probably convinced, even at that moment, of the 
thinness of such an argument. 

To Amis, the moment of the crashes is “the apotheosis of the 
postmodern era – the era of images and perceptions” and “an 
unforgettable metaphor” (5). Among other aspects that he is one of the 
first to notice, one may mention the much-discussed (later) span 
between the former and the latter crashes, construed by many as a 
strategy of the terrorists, who wanted “to give the world time to gather 
around its TV sets” (4), so that everybody catch the second crash, an act 
that would “torture tens of thousands and terrify hundreds of millions” 
(7). Someone less acquainted to Amis’s views on Islamism might sense a 
kind of admiration to their deed of a “demented sophistication” (6), 
which is probably why he bursts out, towards the end of the article, into 
a fierce attack to the Islamic world: “all over again the West confronts an 
irrationalist, agonistic, theocratic/ ideocratic system which is essentially 
and unappeasably opposed to its existence” (6). Making reference to the 
‘traditional’ enemy of the West, the Soviet Union, Amis mentions the 
utopian nature of its ideology, which led eventually to its dissolution, 
although “socialism was a modernist, indeed a futurist experiment” (9). 
By contrast, he sees Islamists as being “convulsed in a late-medieval 
phase”, implying that there should pass some hundred years more 
before they would become civilised. To him, the suicidal self-sacrifice of 
the terrorists is rooted in a religious hysteria which does not have a 
Western counterpart: “Clearly, they have contempt for life. Equally 
clearly, they have contempt for death”. This idea will be also forwarded 
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in the short story The Last Days of Muhammad Atta, using almost the same 
phrasing: “A peer group piously competitive about suicide […] was a 
very powerful thing, and the West had no equivalent to it. A peer group 
for whom death was not death – and life was not life either” (2008: 116). 
Amis will later incorporate many concepts and ideas from his non-
fictional essays, as a starting point for his fiction. This is not because he 
would take greater liberties in literature, where practically everything 
may be said under the pretence of being fictional, but because he 
manages to blur the boundaries between reality and fiction through the 
subjectivity he displays in both his authorial instances. 

Instead of focusing on the hypothesis that discourse has 
manipulative means and ends (an aspect which has become a truism 
along the years), this paper has strived to depict the element of 
fictionality in the political/ media discourse, its aim being not to 
destabilise their credibility as sources of imparting information, but 
simply to create a bridge between the communicational spheres in focus: 
the so-called objective discourses based on facts versus the subjective 
literature. To put it otherwise: whilst fiction can never be considered 
reality, reality can be altered through discourse and can, consequently, 
acquire a certain degree of fictionality. “Inasmuch as fact and fiction are 
opposites”, David Lodge says, “the novel as a literary form is founded 
upon contradiction, upon the reconciliation of the irreconcilable” (1996: 
28). However, he admits the immersion of the real into the imaginary, 
though carefully concealed behind “defensive manoeuvre[s] to disclaim 
any representation of real people and institutions” (Ibid). The purpose of 
this paper was to demonstrate a converse view: the real may be inserted 
in fiction in various forms, but fiction may be also inserted to the same 
extent in a presupposed rendition of reality.  
   
Notes 
[1] “Mediatisation of politics is a complex process that is closely linked to the presence of 
a media logic in society and in the political sphere. It is distinguished from the idea of 
“mediation”, a natural, preordained mission of mass media to convey meaning from 
communicators to their target audiences. To define politics as “mediated” is a simple 
truism, in that communication and mass media are necessary prerequisites to the 
functioning of political systems.” (Mazzoleni & Schulz 1999: 249) 
[2] The distinction between Islam and Islamism is political and ideological. Strongly 
rooted in religion, Islamists support the implementation of Sharia law and the 
elimination of the Western influences from a unified Muslim world. Islamism is 
“political Islam”, “activist Islam”, “militant Islam” or “Islamic fundamentalism”. 
[3] All references to Martin Amis’s article have been made to the version included in the 
2008 volume. 
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Abstract  
The illustration of a world, apparently drifting, the (de)mystification of the 
transcendent and of the act of creation, as idea and textual strategy, seem to Alexandru 
Sever (1921-2010) a means for another beginning. The impossibility of action in Înger 
bătrîn/ The Old Angel (1977) and the pact-making in Îngerul slut/ The 
Miscreated Angel (1982), imply  metamorphosis in essence, supported by the dialogue 
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-Hamlet -Yorick, texts written by Göethe, Beckett, Marlowe, Dostoevsky, J. P. Sartre, 
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 The projection of Auschwitz, as a Siberia of the spirit, and that of Faustianism, 
result in a detailed analysis of the human, both as individuality and as community, in 
an attempt to illustrate the (in)intelligible inaction, death involving catharsis in the 
mundane and the theatre alike.  
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Alexandru Sever’s debut in the journal Student român (1948) opens his 
path towards a journalistic activity (editor at PMR Publishing House 
(1949-1950) and E.S.P.L.A. from 1950 to 1958), carried out, up to a certain 
point, at the same time with his becoming a writer, playwright, essayist 
and translator. Of Jewish origin – his real name is Solomon Silberman (b. 
Bacău, 1921 – d. Beer Sheva, 2010) - Alexandru Sever immigrates to Israel 
in 1985, without speaking either Hebrew or Yiddish. In an interview given 
to Constantin Severin in 1997, the author concludes that his works are 
“presented for good” to Romanian literature. The displacement to another 
space is not only geographical: it is also one of meditation and settlement, 
as suggested by the titles published afterwards [1].   
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 However, until this period of creation, Sever had already 
produced dramatic texts revealing an obvious dialogue with the major 
texts of world’s literature (through vision, “situation”, conflict, 
quotation, allusion, etc.), a central theme being represented by Evil, with 
Man and History as its “roots”. Some of the plays worth mentioning are: 
Praznic cu monştri/ Noaptea speranţelor [A Wake with the Monsters/The 
Night of Expectations] (1968), Îngerul slut [The Miscreated Angel] (12 
tableaux, firstly included in the volume Impostorul [The Impostor], 1977, 
vol. 1984), Descăpăţănarea [The Beheading] (1979), the Leordenii trilogy 
(Bocitoarele, Haita, Ieşirea, 1981 [The Wailers, The Pack, and The Exit]), 
which, inspired by Aeschylus’s Oresteia, develop a psychoanalytically-
decipherable conflict (Freud’s Totem and Taboo), Îngerul bătrân [The Old 
Angel], a tragedy in three acts (vol. 1982), Don Juan apocalipticul [Don 
Juan the Apocalyptic], Vol. 1984, Noaptea este parohia mea [Night Is My 
Parish], a tragedy in two parts, Un os pentru un câine mort [A Bone for a 
Dead Dog], the three-act drama of an unbearable solitude, etc.  
 Following the trend of the “return and rebirth” of tragedy, 
Alexandru Sever’s dramatic works state the question of a “poetics of the 
tragic” (see Ghiţulescu 1981: 20-23), reminding of Mihail Sebastian’s 
delimitation of the “tragic” as a “possibility” to live with it. Thus, 
cultivating tragedies, black comedies or dramas, the author creates 
images of a sick, drifting world, which justifies the future references to a 
transcendental court. The outlining of Time as over-character is 
accompanied of a plethora of character-masks concealing Evil, aiming to 
limn the “transvestite demonism” and the hangman. Besides the devil 
Mephiticus from Îngerul slut, the Führer is another character included in 
the gallery of demons. Such “motifs constantly intersect” in Sever’s 
works (Ianoşi 1984: 5-22), representing “obsessive” themes, the 
“memory of the age” and the biographic elements considered.  
 The angelic, followed by fall and existential abyss, in plays such 
as Îngerul slut/II principe maledetto and Îngerul bătrîn/Comedia nebunilor, at 
the crossroads of false historicity (”an Italian citadel around 1600”) and 
the attested past (Auschwitz, 1944), respectively, has as its stake the 
recollection of ”some times” when the expected tragic resolution 
acquires a cathartic role under the sign of hope. 
 After a series of crimes committed to fill the hourglass of life, 
undue every day, Prince Cesare eventually accepts his demise: his being 
buried alive, standing, like a sunken statue of a perverted Sisyphus, like 
a decayed god, thus marking the twilight of a world. Old Godieu dies in 
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want of hope (“Cînd nimeni nu-i destul de liber să trăiască cît vrea, liber e să 
aleagă când să moară” (Sever, 1982: 302) [When one is not free enough to 
live as long as one wants, one is free to choose when to die]), hearing the 
gun fire of Elsa’s and Zager’s execution, the first Kapo of Crematorium 
Sonderkomando, who had accompanied her and held her hand. The 
dénouement of Îngerul bătrîn, a play which is a “meditaţie gravă asupra 
condiţiei tragice nu a omului, ci a omenirii” (Ghiţulescu, 1981: 21) [a grave 
meditation on the tragic condition of mankind, not that of man], is 
relatively open in what the fate of the commander is concerned. After 
having chased away the shadows of the women come out of the death 
chamber to prepare his gallows, he is surprised to see Thomas Monk. As 
is the case of the still unfulfilled plans for burning the crematoriums and 
the camp, his destiny is left to the decision of other, “worthier angels”, 
destined to successfully accomplish the actions of the former ones. 
 The created “black” universes point to human captivity, either by 
one’s own choice (R. Descartes, A. Schopenhauer, J. P. Sartre), through 
the pact with Mephiticus, through the impossibility of getting out of the 
covenant, the citadel becoming an eternal prison, a “ţarc de victime 
viitoare” (Sever, 1984: 82) [an enclosure of future victims], or through the 
action in the fascist concentration camp (the limitation of freedom is 
external to the individual - J. St. Mill), as a “ţarc de morţi” (241) [an 
enclosure of dead men]. Thus, the dramatic texts are imbued with 
symbols of claustration: temporal – before dawn /at cockcrow; spatial – 
the prison, the underground, the cell, the camp, the autopsy hall, the gas 
chamber; imagined:  

 
PRINŢUL (către Mephiticus): Ce lucru ciudat... Ai inventat o poveste al cărui 
erou sînt eu însumi, şi oamenii aceştia mai degrabă cred povestea ta decît 
adevărul... Şi iată-mă pe mine însumi prizonierul unei poveşti.” (74)  
[THE PRINCE (to Mephiticus): How strange... You have invented a 
story whose hero is me and these people would rather believe your 
story than the truth... And here I am - prisoner to a story.]  
 

Nonetheless, the attempt to obtain physical salvation, to escape from the 
camp, is not accompanied by a spiritual one for those compromised 
(“Cine să te ierte, Mussfeld; eu, fata, cei vii, cei morţi, Dumnezeul evreilor, 
Dumnezeul papei, Dumnezeul lui Luther? ...Cine?” (Godieu) (295) [Godieu: 
Who should forgive you, Mussfeld? Me, the girl, the living, the dead, the 
God of Jews, the God of the Pope, the God of Luther? ...Who?]), as the 
redemption, similar to the vision in Iona, is under the sign of History: 
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GODIEU: Sînteţi atît de siguri că n-o să nimeriţi din lagărul ăsta în altul? (...) 
Sîntem îmbarcaţi pe o corabie nebună (...) care pluteşte pe apa lumii (...), pe un 
dric fără adresă, singura corabie din univers pe care viitorul nu are preţ, 
pentru că omul e mai ieftin decît iarba cîmpului, şi sîngele e un suc mai 
netrebnic decît apa oceanelor... (303).  
[GODIEU: Are you so sure that you won’t fall from this camp to 
another? (...) We are aboard a ship of fools (...) floating on the waters of 
the world (...), on a directionless hearse, the only ship in the entire 
universe where future has no price, for man is cheaper than the grass 
on the plain and blood is a juice less worthy than the waters of the 
oceans...] 
 

The crepuscular character of the spaces and the constant existential 
agony are illustrated by a “belated sunrise”, as if the sun were “sătul să 
lumineze o nouă zi menită să lungească o durere.” (Nyiszli) (224) [sated with 
lighting a new day meant to prolong the pain].   
  Under the sign of constant waiting, of a release which never 
comes, life no longer belongs to the individual, but to the force that 
governs it. Although the temptation to escape from the dungeon makes 
the Prince exclaim, at first, in Descartes’s vein, that “Prefer să gîndesc. Atît 
timp cît îmi gîndesc moartea, încă sînt” (26) [I’d rather think. As long as I 
think of my death, I still exist.], the acceptance to sign the pact “with the 
dagger” enslaves him. The beginning of Îngerul bătrîn illustrating the 
analysis of the mind of a prisoner, in which the attempt to “find traces of 
God” leads to the comparison with “hrana porcilor de la cantină”, deşi, pînă 
“aseară (...) mişuna de gînduri, de imagini, de amintiri, vibra de suferinţe, îşi 
avea depozitul lui de ştiinţă, nu-i lipsea poate nici chiar o adîncă conştiinţă a 
existenţei” (225) [with the meal of the pigs in the canteen, although, until 
last night, he was swarming with thoughts, images, memories, he was 
vibrating with suffering, he had his knowledge deposit, and didn’t even 
lack a deep conscience of the existence].  

Charged with watching the dead body, he names it a perpetual 
agony: “Numai nu ştiu care cadavru: ăla din mine, sau ăl de alături?” (idem) 
[I only don’t know which corpse: the one within myself or the one 
nearby?]. Godieu’s meditation reminds of Hamlet’s at the sight of 
Yorick’s skull. The Shakespearean pattern is also distinguishable in Înger 
slut, in Cesare’s oscillating thoughts, in favour and/ or to the detriment 
of his own existence (as is in the case of Dostoyevsky’s Stavrogin), in 
Isabella’s death by poisoning, but also in the plots against the prince 
concocted at the Vitelli Palace.   
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The dialogue with Goethe’s Faust – at least - with regard to the 
circulation of the model at world level (Marlowe, Dostoyevsky, J. P. 
Sartre, Mikhail Bulgakov, etc.), is also obvious in the dramatic poem 
placed in incipit: “UMBRA: “Un poet savant, sau poate-un duh poznaş, / Şi-a 
dorit un drac cărui să-i fie naş (...) A ieşit în zori şi a strigat la porţi / Un nume 
latinesc, sapienţial...” (36) [THE SHADOW: A learned poet, a prankster 
spirit, rather/ Wished for a little devil, to become his godfather (...) He 
went out at dawn and cried towards the gates/ a sapiential, Latin 
name...] Among the three levels of depth established in the case of 
Îngerul slut, apart from the central figure of the prince and the 
intertextual dialogue of the dramatic text with the great world 
masterpieces, Ion Vartic also notes “o implicită intenţionalitate polemică, 
incluzând, sub travestiul renascentist, o demistificare a viziunii romantice 
despre eroul demonic” (1984: 155) [an inherent polemic intentionality, 
beneath the Renaissance travesty, including a demystification of the 
Romantic vision of the demonic hero]. 
 Whilst Godieu’s death coming from conviction is fast, Cesare’s,  
rounding the play through expressing the thoughts of a man facing 
death, in (semi)obscurity (at night and in the twilight) – reminds of the 
Kafkian vision of suicide as execution, punishment, defeat. The debut 
brings him forth saying: “Dar eu, deşi m-am împotrivit mult timp 
înfrângerii, m-am împăcat până şi cu ea. (...) nimic nu mă împiedică să 
interpretez execuţia asta drept o sinucidere cu garanţia statului (...) cu 
avantajul de a nu risca ridicolul unei sinucideri neizbutite” (Sever, 1984: 26) 
[But although I had resisted defeat for a long time, I eventually came to 
terms with it, (...) Nothing prevents me from interpreting this execution 
as a suicide warranted by the state (...) with the advantage of not risking 
the ridicule of a failed suicide.], whereas, in the final part, the same 
character refuses a possible salvation, perhaps as a last glimpse of 
morality: “Sînt obosit... Înveliţi-mă! Vreau să dorm!” (153) [I’m tired... Tuck 
me in! I want to sleep!] As is the case with Ana in Meşterul Manole, life is 
measured in metres, for:  

 
PRINŢUL: Mă cam strînge groapa pe la subţiori / Sigur mă îmbracă groapa 
pînă-n zori. (...); (38) 
SOLDAT I: Nu te doare pe la rădăcina picioarelor? (...) 
SOLDAT II: Dar mijlocul, Cesar, mijlocul nu te doare? (153).  
[THE PRINCE: I feel the grave cluster around my arm. / It surely 
reaches to my head till dawn 
THE FIRST SOLDIER: Don’t you feel pain at the bottom of your feet? (...) 
THE SECOND SOLDIER: What about the loin, Cesar, doesn’t it hurt?] 
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Both texts repeatedly refer to the biblical text, to the divine justice, but 
also to the apprentices of the Church, the latter being the favourites of 
Mephiticus, the “authorised devil of the Holy Writs”: both the monk and 
the cardinal ask for Annibale’s punishment, as scapegoat. There are at 
least two natures of the transcendental force: a God who coexists with 
Mephiticus, to whose action the devil also takes place, sharing “the same 
philosophy”, as in the case of the construction of the Dostoyevskian 
demonic character:  

 
UMBRA: „Căci nu-i nicăieri Biserică solidă / Ca să nu-i fi pus măcar o 
cărămidă. (...) Admirând Zidirea şi slujindu-i Templul / N-am făcut decît să-i 
urmez exemplul. Întâietatea lui o cîntă tot veleatul. / A creat El moartea, Eu: 
asasinatul (...) Cum s-ar spune, fac ce face Dumnezeu, / Atâta doar: oleacă mai 
devreme!” (31-32)  
[THE SHADOW: For never has a single Church been built/ without me 
putting at least a brick in it. (…) Admiring his Creation and serving in 
his Temple/ I’ve always simply followed his example/ Praised for 
being the first by every nation/ He created death, and me, assassination 
(…) One might say, I do what God has done, only that he’s been doing 
it already for some time.];  
 

 and another one who keeps up the hope, the “collective hallucination”, 
and who seems to protect humanity, through the angels and martyrs of 
Înger bătrîn. Also entitled Comedia nebunilor [The Comedy of Fools], the 
play centres around old Godieu, who reports himself, as those who will 
follow him after death, assuming his angel condition, to put an end to 
the crimes committed during the inquiry made with a view to finding 
the divine spectre, and underlining the fact that there is an angel 
sleeping in every man. Nevertheless,  

 
COMANDANTUL: Atunci, în mine nu s-a trezit niciodată! 
GODIEU: Asta nu se ştie... Poate a murit de mult. (...). 
      COMANDANTUL: În viaţa mea n-am văzut un nebun mai mare ca tine.” 
(Sever, 1982: 259)  
[THE COMMANDER: Then, it has never awoken in me! 
GODIEU: You can’t know that for sure. Maybe it’s been long dead (...) 
THE COMMANDER: I’ve never seen a greater fool than you in my 
entire life] 
 

Even through onomastic similitude, Jean-Clément Godieu reminds of 
Beckett’s Godot, as he also embodies a waiting for the sign of a Dieu, 
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until the exhaustion of his own being: “un bărbat în vîrstă, scund, altădată 
voinic, acum însă fragil, numai piele şi os, cu capul sur” (223) [an elderly 
man, short, once plump in his days, now fragile, a bag of bones with 
grey hair]. The wager to demonstrate the divine existence (“KAPO: Dacă 
fata va fi salvată, Dumnezeu există.” (294) [If the girl is saved, then God 
exists]) is lost, because “prin parcul nostru de momîi, Dumnezeu e absent” 
(MOLL), and, while he is not “în evidenţa lagărului, Dumnezeu nu există” 
(The Commander) (230) [God is missing from our park of scarecrows 
(MOLL); if he’s not in the camp records, God doesn’t exist (THE 
COMMANDER)], which reminds of Nietzsche’s apostasy. The tracking, 
the shooting, the request for the self-surrender of the “prankster” ghost 
with “political instincts” are marked by a tragic absurd: Dacă fantoma 
care s-a plimbat în noaptea de 28 spre 29 septembrie nu se predă, sau nu ne este 
predată în dimineaţa asta pînă la ora 7, atunci, diseară, pe Lagerplatz, «va fi 
spînzurat cîte un om de fiecare baracă»” (230) [If the ghost that walked in 
the night of 28 to 29 of September doesn’t surrender or is not given up to 
us  this morning until 7 o’clock, then, tonight, on Lagerplatz, a man from 
every barrack will be hanged.]. The reason for the action is in the 
following dialogue:  

 
KAPO: Dar nu-i decît o poveste! 
HOLZ: Şi eu îţi repet: o poveste în care cred mii de oameni e un fapt – adică o 
putere -, şi uite că nemţii ţin cont de ea. Şi ţin seama de poveste pentru că 
poveştile nu se tem de nimic, şi povestea asta nu ascultă decît de durerile lumii. 
(...) Ceea ce vor nemţii să îngroape e însăşi povestea (...) îngropînd oamenii 
odată cu ea. (241)  
[KAPO: But it’s only a story! 
HOLZ: And I keep telling you again: a story which thousands of people 
believe in is a fact, – which means power. And they take the story into 
account because stories fear nothing, and this particular story listens to 
nothing else but the pains of the world. (...) What the Germans would 
like to bury is the story itself, burying people at the same.]  
 

In Îngerul slut, in an attempt to justify his dishonourable deeds, “the 
Prince” asserts, in Machiavellian spirit:  

 
Eva n-a avut să-i ofere lui Adam decît un măr, şi acela viermănos. Era singura 
ei zestre, şi pe aceea i-a dat-o şarpele. Şi totuşi Adam a luat-o!... Acum e 
adevărat: a luat-o nu pentru că i-a dat un măr, ci pentru că era unica. Din 
carnea cea sănătoasă a mărului s-a născut Abel, din viermele mărului s-a 
născut Cain (115)   
[Eve had only an apple to offer to Adam – and it was a wormy one. It 
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was her only dowry, and the snake gave it to her. And yet Adam took 
her! Now, tis true that he didn’t take her because she had given him an 
apple, but because she was the only one. From the good flesh of the 
apple, Abel was born, and from the wormy one – Cain.], 
 

after having blamed on the dark forces for his own fate: “Cum s-ar zice 
dar, mi-ai hotărît tain / De-aici pînă-n vecie: rolul lui Cain” (41) [So, as one 
would say, you granted me the meed/to take, for here to eternity, the 
role of Cain as lead]. 
 The humiliation of the divinity with “its own lie” proves 
effective, as the “forever dying” prince ends up sacrificing even 
unknowingly everything for an ephemeral existence; he sacrifices 
himself, Isabella, Annibale (the executioner of his life), the people of his 
own kingdom. Mephiticus’s manipulation of the prince, gambling on the 
difficulty to give up the breath of life, is discursively constructed on 
elements which remind of Eminescu’s works: “UMBRA: Şi ce consolare-i 
pentru tine dacă / Lumea e eternă, cînd tu eşti muritor? (...) Lacom să înghit tot 
ce-i Viu şi Este, / Umbra mea de veci se împuterniceşte / Din tot ce e Azi ca să 
devină Ieri (...) Ce vrei tu e-un nume pentru un chip de lut!” (33, 35) [THE 
SHADOW: And what consolation is to you/ that the world is eternal 
while you are just a mortal? (...) Greedy to swallow what’s alive and 
living/ My eternal shade is vested / From what’s Today, to become 
Yesterday (...) You only want a name for a face of clay!].  

The devil’s metamorphoses and his diversions (the embodiment 
under Cesar’s mask, the hangman dies instead of Annibale, etc.) 
represent histrionic games ending tragically, as “ceea ce scena poate să 
rabde şi de o sută de ori, viaţa nu îngăduie decît o dată” (The Prince) (120) 
[what the stage may be enduring for a hundred times, life allows only 
once]. The redemption through love, as the foundation of a new world 
in the underworld, “ca un alt Adam şi o altă Evă” (The Prince) (140) [like 
another Adam and another Eve] is not possible, as the union has 
resembled, since its very beginning, with “slujba morţilor”, the 
matrimonial bed reminding of “a hearse” (the Second Captain ); (133) 
[with the rite of the dead; a bier]. 
 A few situations rendered in a tragi-comical language stand out 
from the “obscure” horizons of the play [3]: Annibale does not commit 
suicide for want of imagination (“întotdeauna am mai multă putere să-mi 
închipui moartea altora decît moartea mea... mai ales întrucât, pentru un 
asasin, “cuţitul nu ştie carte” şi “moartea nu are duminică”; idem, p. 65) [I 
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am always more able to imagine other people’s death than my own; the 
knife is illiterate; death has no Sundays]; 

 
PRINŢUL: Că aşa i-i dat omului, săracu: / De nu-l culcă Domnul, sigur îl ia 
Dracu.(...) (34) 
PRINŢUL: În sfîrşit: o zi! Numai o zi! Atît! 
MEPHITICUS: Nu-i cine ştie ce: doar un singur gît! (39)  
[THE PRINCE: For that’s the fate of the poor man: should God fail to 
lay him down, then, the dickens takes him for sure! 
THE PRINCE: At last: a day! A single day! That’s all! 
MEPHITICUS: It’s not such a big deal – a single neck for it!] 
 

The angel’s metaphor constantly occurs in the two dramatic works, 
emphasising the implied symbolism, and explicitly providing reading 
and interpretation grids. As such, with his conscience at peace with 
Mephiticus’s help, the Prince’s transformation is brought forth by his 
uncle, Vitelli: “Nu, acesta nu e Cesar... Aceasta e tirania ticăloasă a crimei şi a 
destrăbălării. Copilul pe care l-am crescut ca pe fiul meu era un arhanghel. Cel 
care a ucis în faţa noastră, nu-i decît un înger slut.” (Sever, 1984: 104) [No, 
this is not Cesar... This is the abject tyranny of murder and debauchery. 
The child I raised as if he were mine was an archangel. The one who 
committed murder before our eyes is but a miscreated angel]. After 
having assumed the angelic condition during the examination, Godieu 
remembers that he used to be “an angel of a child” for his grandmother, 
a “benefactor” for his patients, an “enduring” husband, his present 
mission being that of “an angel of memory”, “a reckoner” of lost time 
and accomplished deeds, although the Commander regards him as “an 
angel of the garbage”. With regard to the explorations into Nazism and 
in the mass-murder during the Second World War, one may consider 
the following lines as an artistic credo of the playwright: 

 
GODIEU: Întotdeauna m-am gîndit (...) că rostul meu divin este să fiu martor. 
Să văd, să ascult, să înregistrez. Să adun toate durerile, tot chinul, toată 
spaima, toată mizeria... Să adun şi să ţin minte (...) toată durerea lumii, toată 
lumea durerii” (Sever, 1982: 261-263)  
[GODIEU: I’ve always considered (...) that my divine role is that of a 
witness. To watch, to listen, to record. To gather pain, torment, dismay, 
and abjectness. To collect and recollect all the pain of the world, the 
world of all pain.]. 
 

The projected duality, intended to explain his presence at more places at 
one time, depicts an old man with a cane, “immured in his dumbness”, 
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“sad to death”, after having witnessed the mutilation of the innocent 
victims.  
 The painfully realistic conditions in the camp are introduced 
with violent imagery, although Sever’s drama is not one of cruelty, but 
one constructed on violence, as Artur Silvestri and Constantin Măciucă 
point out (Sever, 1984: 366). From the human pyramid in the gas 
chamber, trying to take a breath of air, a girl manages to survive and to 
be rescued, for a period of time. Unlike Isabella, who does not have 
qualms of conscience, even after Cesare’s assassination of her father, 
Elsa proves sacrificial spirit and a touching humanity at her early age. 
Paul Tutungiu draws a parallel between her character and the little girl 
in Greul pămîntului, by Valeriu Anania (idem, pp. 366-367). As silence is 
not an option (“Elsa: Ca să n-o spun ar trebui să fiu moartă, să mă pălească 
muţenia, uitarea sau nebunia...” Sever, 1982: 299 [Elsa: Not to mention that 
I should be dead, struck by dumbness, oblivion, or insanity]), the 
acceptance of the execution is grounded in the wish to not compromise 
other lives. 
 Asserting that Alexandru Sever, the novelist, has never been 
better put forward than by “dramaturgul de excepţie care a scris Înger 
bătrîn” [the exceptional playwright who wrote Înger bătrîn], Mircea 
Ghiţulescu also makes reference to Îngerul slut (National Theatre of Cluj 
Napoca, 2004), pointing out that it is “o dramă de antologie, pierdută, cum 
se întâmplă printre mondenităţi mediocre şi idiosincrazii critice” (2007: 397-
404) [an anthological drama, lost, as it happens, among mediocre 
conventions and critical idiosyncrasies]. 
 Illustrating Man in “bitter” worlds, his perversion or resistance 
to Evil, Alexandru Sever presents, simultaneously, angel falls, lost 
battles, but also ascensions, fulfilled victories and hopes of the spirit, 
which results in a drama of opposites. Intertextuality, either implicit or 
explicit, apart from the inner or external conflicts developed through 
vivid dialogues, contributes to the complexity of his dramatic works. 
 
Notes  
*This paper has been translated from Romanian by Oana Gheorghiu. 
[1] Memoria durerii [The Memory of Pain] (Bucharest, 1985); Iraclide, essay on theatre and 
dramaturgy (Bucharest, 1988); the novel Cartea morţilor [The Book of the Dead] (Tel Aviv, 
1995); Inventarul obsesiilor circulare [The Inventory of Circular Obsessions] (Cluj, 1999); 
Insomniacii [The Insomniacs] (Bucharest, 2000). 
[2] V. Sebastian, Mihail “Note”, II, Cuvântul, 28 November 1928; reprinted in Eseuri, 
cronici, memorial [Essays, Reviews, Memorial], Bucharest, Minerva Publishing, 1972, p. 
117; a pattern also observed in the play Menajera [The Housemaid]. 
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[3] In addition, from the earliest plays, in which the style supervision is exerted on 
words and lines, up to complex lexical systems, with euphemistically oriented twists, 
allusively or archaised (...), Alexandru Sever’s style has gained brilliance and classical 
balance. The force of his latest works is not only a result of the tension of dramatic 
situations, of his epic connexions, but also of the cult of style, of the pleasure of writing, 
so as many of his remarkable pages may be the object of a discussion on the measure to 
which language is a primary element of theatricality (Ghiţulescu, 1981: 23). 
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Abstract 
Approaching a topic yet unexplored in Romanian literature – a lesbian relationship – 
the novel Legături bolnăvicioase/ Love Sick opens the path for an interest stirring 
analysis on its thematic and narrative construction, but obstructed, nonetheless, by 
prejudice and prudishness. The love story between the narrator and Alex (her 
girlfriend) is, ultimately, a pretext for a piece of écriture féminine, typified by language 
and imaginative specificities. While following a feminine, autofictional pattern, the 
novel enters an intertextual dialogue with a series of texts belonging to the (male) canon 
of erotic literature. If the title alludes to a novel of “sentimental education”, reminding 
of de Laclos’s masterpiece, Les Liaisons dangereuses ou lettres recueillies dans une 
société et publiées pour l’instruction de quelques autres, the novelesque discourse 
displays the intertextual game in an autofictional key, occasionally subverting male 
patterns. Along these lines, the present paper aims at analysing the functioning of 
intertextual mechanisms as means of subverting the male discourse, but also the 
manner in which the feminine discourse challenges canonical conventions and 
traditional reception. 
 
Keywords: intertext, autofiction, feminine writing, erotic literature, discourse 
 
Feminine literature – a marginal one? 
If literature is based on a tradition built by authors, editors, critics and 
literary historians, who, through vision, education or mode of existence, 
founded an institution for themselves, where exactly could women-
authors be placed in a literary order established by men and why should 
their literature be considered different? In such a case, when discursive 
representation is conditioned by gender differences, subversion becomes 
almost compulsory: 

 
Les femmes écrivains et l'institution littéraire ont toujours été prises dans 
une dialectique subtile. Les femmes ont conscience de leur force subversive. 
L'institution tente de l'ignorer, de la neutraliser ou de la récupérer. Les 
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femmes sont prises entre le désir d'être acceptées et le besoin d'affirmer leur 
transgression. Pour trouver leur place, leur voix, elles doivent, au risque de 
se perdre ou de se leurrer, gommer ou clamer leur différence. L'institution 
parce qu'elle a le pouvoir de légitimer semble être maîtresse du jeu: en fait il 
lui faut s'adapter: tenter de classer, casser le mouvement, capter la crue. [1] 
 

Penetrating literature despite their labelling as “eternal feminine” or the 
rhetoric of fluidity, fragility and grace, women-authors adopted an 
attitude perceived as revolutionary, reforming, which would soon turn 
into difference. However, from the difference understood as either 
superiority or inferiority, today, one may speak of the acceptance of the 
feminine condition and of a superior understanding [2], without any 
necessary reference to masculinity. Social change also has an impact on 
literature, in a territory where women-authors must establish a rapport 
with the other literature. The way in which texts always refer to other 
texts comes to reinforce the idea that no text ever lives isolated, nor can 
the reader construe a text outside the Great Text, without establishing 
intertextual relations to other texts. 

With Julia Kristeva’s “absorption and transformation” of the texts 
but also with Ricœur’s quasi-world of texts, intertextuality becomes an all-
times method of constructing the text, especially a postmodernist one, 
which best fits textual deconstruction, or the ambiguization and the 
indeterminacy of the work. In what concerns the literature of “the most 
part of the minority” [3], the reference to the great literature also meant 
the reference to the masculine canon, and, even though identifying means 
to bring the marginal to the centre has never represented a priority, a 
woman’s voice seems more entitled to claim literary territories. 

The marginal literature label is not always a negative aspect – 
one may think, with Deleuze, that, when one writes, one does it from a 
minority position. Nonetheless, this does not mean that one’s writing 
necessarily addresses a limited community. Between the extreme 
singular and the world’s universal, the writer attempts to defamiliarize 
common language, whilst the writing is an attempt to short-circuit it 
through the singular, but also through the universal. Therefore, women-
authors write from a less privileged position, but they have equal 
reception rights. 

A special category of “feminine literature” is represented by 
autofiction, identified as a literature of intimacy, narcissistic, du petit moi. 
An entire list of equivalences, of rapports implicitly actuated in the 
critical, social and media discourses, is ultimately reduced to the idea 
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that feminine writing is able to render especially women’s intimacy, 
their speaking only about themselves, therefore, of no interest to a larger 
category of readers and unable to reach the domains of the real, or of a 
common discourse. However, these labels are blurred, and an 
equidistant positioning is imperative.    
 
Cecilia Ştefănescu – An interesting debut  
The year 2000 brings the reunion, in a slightly modified formula, of a 
group of young authors, encouraged by Mircea Cărtărescu and Florin Iaru. 
After her debut with Ferestre '98, Cecilia Ştefănescu joins Ioana Nicolaie, 
Marius Ianuş, Ioan Godeanu, Domnica Drumea, Angelo Mitchievici, 
Doina Ioanid, for the publication of a collective volume of poetry and 
some prose texts, entitled 40238 Tescani. The texts, experimental, fantastic, 
in the line of the avant-garde writers between the two world wars, are not 
signed, with the confessed aim of ignoring the individual voice and of 
melting in a common voice expressing a single poem, collective and 
anonymous. Predominant in the volume are fantasy, improvisation, 
freedom understood as voluptuous departure from dogma [4]. The 1990s, 
spent in the Litere literary circle at the Faculty of Letters, close to the 
master, Mircea Cărtărescu, and her colleagues, have strongly impacted 
the literary profile of Cecilia Ştefănescu, not only in what concerns her 
themes, but also her stylistic formulae [5].  

In an article that aims to provide a bigger picture of the 
Romanian prose in the 1990s and the 2000s, but also to motivate 
historically, socially, and from the publishing perspective the changes at 
the level of the Romanian prose, Bianca Burţa–Cernat [6] cautiously 
includes Cecilia Ştefănescu’s book in a grid which ranges from 
catastrophic to exceptional, in the category “good/interesting/well-
written”, together with novels by Radu Pavel Gheo, Dan Lungu, Cezar 
Paul Bădescu,  Lucian Dan Teodorovici and Ana Maria Sandu – all 
published by Polirom in Ego. Proza collection. The authoress’s debut as a 
novelist has been considered either a moment that could have 
inaugurated an entire series, similar in point of theme and writing [7], or 
a form of following a tradition of male erotic literature, irreverently 
placing itself (through stylistic or thematic inadequacy) behind great 
names, such as D. H. Lawrence or Henry Miller [8]. 

Reception criticism aside, it is obvious that the collateral project 
of the book, the film directed by Tudor Giurgiu, has functioned, as the 
authoress herself admits [9], as “scaffolding for the promotion of the 
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book” and its authoress. In addition, an important factor was the 
selection of a fragment from the novel for the inclusion in the 
programme Les Belles Etrangères, together with renowned names such as 
Ştefan Agopian, Mircea Cărtărescu or Ana Blandiana. Aside from the 
literary visibility which this project has brought to her, the participation 
in this project is regarded by the authoress as a chance for the book to 
enter a circuit, through its cultural message, and less as a bold 
momentum in the conquest of the West: 

 
Nu am aşteptări mari. Într-un fel sunt realistă. Niciun scriitor care vine dintr-
o cultură mică nu se poate duce acolo gândindu-se ca va cuceri Vestul. Eu mă 
bucur de această selecţie. Mi se pare că e un pas înainte. Singura mea dorinţă 
este ca, prin mine şi prin modul în care ne vom prezenta, să deschidem o 
poartă. După prezenţa noastră, editorii francezi ar putea să fie interesaţi şi de 
alţi autori. În Romania, sunt foarte mulţi autori, mult mai importanţi decât 
mine în orice caz, care ar trebui traduşi. (Ştefănescu in Simonca 2005) 
[I don’t have great expectations. I’m realistic, somehow. A writer from a 
small culture can’t go there with hopes to conquer the West. I’m happy 
for this selection. It seems a step forward to me. My only wish is to 
open a gate, through me and through our presentation. Afterwards, 
French publishers might become interested in other authors. There are a 
lot of authors in Romania, much more significant than me, at any rate, 
who ought to be translated.]  
 

Erotic literature and pornographic literature 
When the reader is placed, against the background of the title, the motto 
and the theme of homosexuality, face to face with the novel Legături 
bolnăvicioase [Love Sick], the first impulse is to qualify it as an unsual 
exercise in pornographic writing. As pornography is transgressive, 
aiming to render with maximum visibility what society reduces to a 
minimum visibility, it is associated with the non-aesthetic, or, more 
recently, with the atopic discourse: 

 
S-ar putea vorbi despre discursuri atopice în cazul practicilor care, 
asemenea pornografiei, nu au într-o oarecare măsură un loc de manifestare, 
care pătrund în interstiţiile spaţiului social. Pornografia împărtăşeşte 
această atopie cu alte practici verbale, care variază în funcţie de societăţi: 
cuvintele obscene, cântecele deochiate, ritualurile de vrăjitorie sau satanice 
etc. sunt tot atâtea practici atestate constant, dar ţinute sub tăcere, 
rezervate unor spaţii de sociabilitate foarte restrânse sau unor momente 
foarte deosebite (cf. carnavalurile de odinioară). (Maingueneau 2011:28)  
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[One may speak of atopic discourses in the case of those practices 
which, the same as pornography, do not have, to a certain extent, a 
space of manifestation, penetrating the interstices of the social space. 
Pornography shares this placelessness with other verbal practices, 
varying in rapport to societies: obscenities, lewd songs, magic or 
satanic rituals, etc. are practices constantly attested that go 
unmentioned, set apart for very limited social spaces or for very 
special moments (as is the case of the carnivals of old).] 
 

Nonetheless, the scandalous vocabulary of the scurrilous scenes is long 
in coming, until the end of the novel, as the dirty, vicious universe in 
which the two “urban nymphets” consummate their love does not abuse 
their story in any way. 

 
Povestea noastră a crescut firesc, cu atingeri întârziate, cu schimb 
încrucişat de haine, procedeu prin care căldura şi mirosul corpului uneia 
treceau în stăpânirea celeilalte, cu singurătăţuri împărţite în două şi cu 
plăpumi aidoma […] Nu, între noi nu era sex sau fantezii terminate în 
masturbare şi orgasm, pentru că firele ce ne legau nu duceau decât spre 
săruturile inocente şi spre spaima de trupuri răsfirate pe cearşaf şi spre 
oribila lumină a dimineţii. Dar erau mirosuri de vin fiert cu scorţişoară, 
ceai cu lămâie, parfum de mosc, bomboane cu nucă de cocos, prăjituri 
glazurate, zorzoane peste zorzoane, teancuri de cărţi, vorbe-n vânt, haine 
aruncate care-ncotro, somn, vis, uitare, acum, când Alex e departe de toate 
astea, în micul ei orăşel, cu secretul fericirii pus bine, în şifonier, printre 
puloverele de mohair. (Ştefănescu 2011: 22)  
[Our story grew naturally, with belated touches, with cross-
exchanges of clothes, a means for the warmth and the scent of the 
body of one of us to be transferred into the possession of the other, 
with shared solitudes and blankets. [...] No, there was no sex 
between us, neither fantasies ended up in masturbation and orgasm, 
for the threads tying us only led to innocent kisses and a dismay of 
bodies sprawled on the sheets, towards the horrible morning light. 
There were, however, scents of mulled wine with cinnamon, lemon 
tea, mosque, coconut sweets, trinkets and trinkets, piles of books, 
flummery, clothes all over the place, sleep, dream, oblivion, now, 
when Alex is far from all these, in her small town, with the secret of 
happiness carefully concealed in her cupboard with her mohair 
sweaters.] 
 

In the writing exercise, the pornographic image is replaced with an 
erotic one – as feminine specificity [10] in the use of the code – acquired 
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through the overbidding of the poetic function with a wide range of 
techniques (metaphors, metonymies, repetitions, ellipses, suggestions, 
ambiguities, etc.), and later through a certain tension between nude and 
dressed, the art of seduction, satisfaction of desire through 
contemplation, and stress on the foreplay – all these make up a poetic 
prose marked by aestheticism and refinement:  

 
Erau însă zile când nu aveam curajul să ne desprindem din aşternuturi, de 
frică să nu pierdem legătura cu vizuina caldă care ne ţinea alături. 
Rămâneam atunci ore întregi cu capul în pernă, gură în gură, respiraţie şi 
expiraţie, furându-ne una alteia aerul. Nu prea vorbeam, lipsite de vlagă, 
însă îi simţeam mâna strecurându-mi-se obosită în chiloţi, printre picioare, 
şi cu degetele îşi făcea loc prin despicătură, pipăindu-mă, mai întâi timid, 
apoi pentru a-şi încălzi degetele. Nu era nimic excitant în gestul ei, îmi 
părea mai degrabă un oftat, la fel de firesc ca nevoia minimalistă a 
organismului. (96)  
[There were days in which we didn’t even have the courage to get 
out of bed, fearing that we might lose the connexion with the warm 
den that kept us together. We used to stay for long hours with our 
heads on the pillow, mouth to mouth, breathing in and out, stealing 
each other’s air. We were hardly speaking, languid, but I could feel 
her hand insinuate into my pants, between my thighs, and the 
fingers that made way for her through my slit, touching me, shy at 
first, then just to warm her fingers. There wasn’t anything arousing 
about her gesture; it rather seemed a sigh, as natural as the 
minimalist need of the body.] 
 

The novel, which deals with a taboo topic, enters the game of mosaics 
and imagistic concentration, of an excessive aestheticisation, here and 
there, in which sensuality and sexuality contrast with repeated 
regressions to the childhood space, with the stylised writing of feminine 
écriture. As a matter of fact, out of this veiled game criticism can take out 
only the aspect of straightforward, bold writing, much in the way in 
which Gheorghe Crăciun did when the novel was released: 

 
[…] o carte cumplit de sinceră şi nesfârşit de cinică. Murdară şi frumoasă. 
Amară şi viscerală. Absurdă, ameninţătoare, dezabuzată, colcăind de 
frustrări şi fantasme, scrisă parcă în ciuda marilor cărţi ale iubirii. O carte 
care sfidează prejudecăţile şi gunoiul de sub covor al fricilor noastre. O 
carte care vorbeşte despre „dragostea amestecată cu sex şi ruşine”. Paginile 
ei îţi ard piele, cuvintele ei te sufocă de duhori şi parfumuri. Bisturiul din 
mâna Ceciliei Ştefănescu taie în carne vie. Cu o decizie şi o siguranţă 
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narativă ce ar trebuie să dea frisoane multor prozatori cu firmă de astăzi. 
Nimic retoric, nimic liric în această carte scrisă de o femeie la primul ei 
roman. Unul dintre cele mai bune romane de mici dimensiuni din toată 
literatura română. (qtd. in  Chevereşan 2006: 128-129)  
[[...] an awfully honest and endlessly cynical book. Dirty and 
beautiful. Bitter and visceral. Absurd, threatening, disabused, 
swarming with frustrations and phantasms, written, seemingly, 
despite the great love books. A book that defies prejudices and the 
dirt under the rug of our fears. A book that speaks about “love 
combined with sex and shame”. Its pages burn your skin; its words 
suffocate you with stenches and scents. The scalpel in Cecilia 
Ştefănescu’s hand cuts deep. With determination and a narrative 
certainty which should make many highbrow writers of today 
shiver. No rhetoric, no lyricism in this book written by a woman, at 
her novel debut. One of the best short novels in the entire Romanian 
literature.] 
 

Intertext and subversion 
Apart from the autofictional discursive grid and from the bag of tricks of 
erotic literature, the novel reveals, at a superior level, a subversive 
intertextual dialogue that undermines the masculine discourse. The 
many types of intertextuality – collage, ludic valorisation of traditional 
experience, parody, pastiche, quotation, paraphrase, cultural allusion as 
superior form of interaction of the great universal text – subvert an 
established discourse and aesthetically valorise the feminine experience. 
In what follows, some of these intertextual forms will be outlined in two 
large categories – the surface signs, distinguishable at the discourse 
level, and the depth signs, identifiable in the inner texture of the text.  
 

I. Surface intertextual forms 
Pastiche – the title of Cecilia Ştefănescu’s novel is, obviously, a pastiche 
of the title of a novel of sentimental education [11], reminding of de 
Laclos’s masterpiece, Les Liaisons dangereuses ou lettres recueillies dans une 
société et publiées pour l’instruction de quelques autres. The ethical intentions 
by which de Laclos justifies his courage to publish the famous letters 
(“Utilitatea lucrării, care probabil va fi mai contestată, mi se pare totuşi mai 
uşor de stabilit. După părerea mea, înseamnă să faci un favor moravurilor dacă 
dezvălui mijloacele pe care le folosesc cei cu moravuri stricate pentru a-i corupe 
pe cei cu moravuri sănătoase şi cred că scrisorile acestea vor putea concura 
eficient la atingerea acestui scop” (de Laclos 2007: 7) [The usefulness of this 
work, which will probably be contested, seems to me easier to establish. 
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In my opinion, is a favour to mores to reveal the means used by the 
vicious to corrupt the pure, and I believe that these letters are able to 
effectively concur in the attainment of this goal]) are not complemented 
by the lesbian liaisons between the narrator and young Alex, or by the 
incestuous ones between Kiki and her brother, Sandu. More than a 
parody of the novel of manners, Legături bolnăvicioase is made up of a 
sum of identitary adventures of the authoress, recovered with the tools 
of specular autofiction. The bildungsroman is deconstructed by the 
mainly fragmentary, disruptive, fluctuating writing that breaks the story 
of a destiny.  

Quotation is present in the novel in the form of a motto, and 
represents, together with the title and the incendiary theme of 
lesbianism, the editorial strategy of promotion [12] used in the case of 
most autofictions. The opening fragment, that might suggest a reading 
in the reductionist grid of the Polish writer, does not lead the text: 
Inferior pentru că e tânăr. Rău, pentru că e tânăr. Senzual, pentru că e tânăr. 
Trupesc pentru că e tânăr. Distructiv, pentru că e tânăr. Şi în această tinereţe – 
demn de dispreţ” – Witold Gombrowicz, Pornography.   [Inferior, because 
he’s young. Evil, because he’s young. Sensual, because he’s young. 
Bodily, because he’s young. Destructive, because he’s young. And in his 
youth – despicable.] A pornographic literature crisis? It has been 
accepted that pornography, together with rape, prostitution or domestic 
chores, is, generally, a feminine experience. Nonetheless, the canonical 
writers of pornography are men. With a profoundly feminine activism, 
Cecilia Ştefănescu writes about a topic of interest using the tools of 
sensuality, of the visceral, yet coy, with remarks of implausible chastity: 

 
ne-am îmbrăţişat, s-a aplecat peste mine, cu ochii puţin umeziţi (Cristoase, 
ce-o mai iubeam!), mi-a mângâiat fruntea, pentru prima oară mi-era frică 
de sex (care-mi bătea ca o inima între picioare), părul ei, în cădere, a făcut 
un zid opac în jur, puteam să cred ca am adormit (însa ştiam perfect ce se 
întâmpla, eram jumătate din buricul pământului); i-am simţit mai întâi 
răsuflarea pe obraji; apoi buzele şi limba făcându-şi loc, saliva puţin sărată, 
pentru ca treptat sa nu mai simt nimic; adică palmele care coborâseră de pe 
umeri pe sâni, prin bluză, cu mişcări oarecum grăbite să nu strice efectul. 
Însă eram aşa de încordate, încât nu după multă vreme am obosit. Ne-am 
dezbrăcat cu repeziciune şi ne-am băgat sub cuvertură. Am adormit în 
câteva secunde. (86)  
[we hugged, she leaned over me, with watery eyes (Christ, did I love 
her!), she caressed my brow; for the first time, I was afraid of sex 
(which was beating like a heart between my legs), her hair, while 
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falling down, made an opaque wall around, I could believe that I 
had fallen asleep (but I knew precisely what was going on, I was half 
of the hub of the universe); I first felt her breath on my cheeks, then 
her lips and tongue making way, her slightly salty saliva, and then, 
gradually, I couldn’t feel anything else – her palms going down from 
my shoulders to my breasts, through the shirt, with rushed moves, 
somehow, for fear she might ruin the effect. But we were that tense 
that we got tired pretty soon. We quickly undressed and slipped 
under the blanket. We fell asleep in a few seconds.] 
 

Cultural allusion – the Sapphic love of the two young students is pursued 
amidst books, and allusions to various books are frequent. Beyond the 
hedonist meaning of the act of reading, the confrontation scene with the 
great male auctorial models is described in powerfully erotic tones: 

 
După somnul de după-amiază, a urmat romanul (Pardaillan şi Fausta, 
Cei trei muschetari, Tess d’Urberville, Jennie Gerhardt, Pe aripile 
vântului, Forsyte Saga, Nora, Roşu şi Negru…) – posesiv, mâncător de 
timp, amant şi prieten, cu care-am făcut casă bună timp de aproape cinci 
ani, nelipsit de pe măsuţa de la capul patului. Ne închideam amândoi în 
dormitor, iar el îmi vorbea câte-n lună şi în stele. Dar mai cu seamă m-a 
ajutat să-mi fac prietene, femei de o frumuseţe năucitoare de care, în scurt 
timp, m-am îndrăgostit nebuneşte. (29)  
[After the afternoon nap, there came the novel (Pardaillan and Fausta, 
The Three Musketeers, Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Jennie Gerhardt, Gone 
with the Wind, Forsyte Saga, The Red and the Black…) possessive, time-
consuming, lover and friend, with which I played house for almost 
five years, always present on the small table near the bed. We used 
to lock ourselves in the bedroom, and it kept spinning yarns. But, 
most importantly, it helped me make friends, women of a ravishing 
beauty, with whom I fell in love like a lunatic.] 
 

Discourse deconstruction, established (mainly) by the male tradition, is 
produced through fragmentation/discursive breaks. In what its 
composition is concerned, the novel is a cleavage of two writing patterns 
– a love story discourse that marks the passage from pubertal crisis to 
mature femininity, and a discourse of fragmentary notes (My Sweetest 
Box, diary parts, love letters, oneiric descriptions, etc.). In the 
autofictional sense, some parts remind of the consonant writing of 
Dubrovsky. If the novels of the French academic are placed under the 
sign of the transcription of the unconscious, then the autobiographical 
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act is not aware or programmed, but is rooted in desire. The novel  
Legături bolnăvicioase, on the other hand, is made up of words let to fall 
on paper, words called by the nostalgia of the return to the past, and 
then by the interstices between the novelist and the tradition of the 
masculine discourse. With her novelistic project, the authoress intents to 
invent a new, personal language, for a singular confession that would 
eventually lead towards a process of pursuit, discovery, affirmation, 
and, last but not least, creation of the self – even with the tools of 
automatic dictation: 

 
Supărare, acadea, Herculane, pete roşii, bosumflici, sperietura naibii, 
băiatul dirigintei, iubire, apreschiuri, sinucidere, fete peste fete, mode, 
septic, gheaţă, telefon acasă, nefericire, întâlniri, cochetărie, medie la 
purtare, sex, nebunie, fugă, rucsac kaki, pantaloni cadrilaţi, tibi, dor de 
părinţi, singurătate, sendvişuri, rotofeaţă, ciorapi de bumbac, şorţuleţ, 
apret, mama […] sanchi balamale, de kiki, de miki, de mine, KIKI, cî-i-cî-i, 
da, da, kiki, ki?, k'k', chi-chi, key-key, spre poartă, uşă, caramba, kiki, 
uşcheală, kiki, şterge-o, măi kiki, lacrimă, obraz, sărătură, kiki, pulpiţe 
grăsane, kiki, te-am iubit, kiki, m-ai trădat, ca o iubită adevărată, kiki, pick-
up, semnal M, supărare […] (51-52)  
[Anger, lollypop, Herculane, red spots, grouch, damn fright, form 
mistress’s son, love, après-ski boots, suicide, girls on girls, fashions, 
septic, ice, phone, home, unhappiness, dating, dalliance, demeanour 
grades, sex, craziness, elopement, rucksack, kaki, Tattersall trousers, 
tibi, homesickness, solitude, sandwiches, pursy, cotton socks, 
pinafore, mum, rubbish, kiki, miki, me, KIKI, ki-i-ki, yeah, yeah, 
kiki, ki? k’k’, chi-chi, key-key, to the gate, door, beat it, kiki, jigger, 
kiki, skidoo! yo kiki, tear, cheek, saltlings, fat buttocks, kiki, I loved 
you, kiki, you betrayed me, like a true lover, kiki, turntables, semnal 
M, anger […]] 
 

II. In-depth intertextual forms 
The change in perspective through the valorisation of the feminine 
experience is both an autofictional pattern, and a means of affirmation of 
feminine identity. At a first glance, Cecilia Ştefănescu’s novel is niched: 
it is an autofiction with an uncomplicated plot, sufficient to support a 
stylistically-infused writing. The feminine voice, risking to succumb 
under the burden of the beautiful writing, explodes, here and there, in a 
discourse of femininity, corporeality, confused sexuality and even 
lesbianism, all transposed in a language which seems to have been 
invented for feminine writing (fetiţeşte – girlishly, domnişoreşti – miss-
like, cămăroi – large pantry, vacanţieri – holiday-makers). For Simone de 
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Beauvoir, love between women represents contemplation, an attempt to 
recover the self through the other, or, in other words, the manifestation 
of a split, schizoid identity. Along these lines, a scene of irrepressible 
eroticism, like a streak of lightning, becomes rather a form of self-
discovery, and the description abounds in elements of interiority:  

 
Îmi ascultam inima bătând leneşă în piept. Alex se sculase de la masă şi trecuse 
dincolo. Am auzit-o cum s-a trântit pe pat. […] Ca o mâţă cuminte, m-am dus 
după ea, m-am întins şi eu şi mi-am pus capul în poalele ei. Se repezeau înapoi 
amestecate toate imaginile, cădeau înăuntru, intrau în striaţiile blugilor ei, 
râuleţe de amintiri făcându-şi loc prin material spre nu-ştiu-unde. Doar figurina 
lui Kiki mai rămânea lipită pe suprafaţă, plimbându-şi degetele prin părul meu 
şi invitându-mă pentru o ultimă oară să ne confruntăm piepţii cu micile buline 
maronii, să încercăm să ne dezlipim inimioarele ieşite pe dinafară. (51)  
[I was listening to my lazy heart beat in my chest. Alex had finished 
lunch and gone to the other room. I heard her throwing herself on the 
bed. […] I followed her like a nice kitty, lay down and put my head on 
her lap. All images withdrew, fell in, entered the streaks of her jeans, 
rivers of memories making way through the texture, heading towards I 
don’t know where. Only Kiki’s figurine remained glued to the surface, 
walking her fingers through my hair and inviting me, for the last time, to 
confront our chests with small brown dots, to try to unstick our outward 
little hearts.] 
 

The masculine model turned fragile is made up of a series of images that 
reverse the perception which literature, the Bible, or the visual arts have 
bestowed upon the feminine model. An assembly of attitudes specific to 
women, which differentiate them from men, femininity has meant, so far 
the antithetic rapport to masculine patterns. Equally subversive, the 
male presence in the novel is reduced to sketches that enter a dialogue 
with the established pattern: men are fragile, apathetic, incapable of 
love, and brutally intervene between the two lovers.  

Chapter 1, Renato, brings in the homonymous character, the one 
who will shoot down in flames the romantic visions of pubertal Kiki 
through disgust for foreplay or uncontrolled polygamous impulses: 

 
[…] după-amiezile de sex în care ne călăream până la dezgust, până simţeam că 
încep să mi se ia sute de piei şi rămân doar un pumn de gânduri zdrenţăroase. 
Dădeam pătura la o parte şi săream direct în baie, unde rămâneam ore întregi, 
bălăcindu-mă în cadă […] (20)  
[[...] the afternoon sex, when we rode each other to sickness, until I felt 
that hundreds of skins fell off me and I remained a handful of tattered 
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thoughts. I would take off the blanket and run to the bathroom, where I 
stayed for hours, wallowing in the tub [...]] 
 

The second chapter, Renato şi bucătăria [Renato and the kitchen] gives the 
character a miniature, artificial portrait, a replica of the baby doll labels: 

 
Renato semănă incredibil de mult cu băieţelul-balerin xilogravat pe cutia mea 
de dulciuri. Era o figurină cu mâini şi cu picioare suple, încălţat cu nişte 
ciupici de balet. Aveam sentimentul că mă priveşte din cutiuţă cu reproş şi 
dragoste. […] Îmi băgam cutiuţa sub plapumă şi mi-o strecuram pe sub 
pijamale, pipăind-o cu pielea burţii. (40-41)  
[Renato resembles so much the dancer-boy engraved on my sweets box. 
It was a figurine with slender arms and legs, and ballet shoes. I felt like, 
from the little box, he was looking at me with reproach and love [...] I 
used to hide the box under my blanket, then under my pyjamas, 
touching it with the skin on my belly.] 
 

What was considered a compositional shortcoming of the novel [13] or a 
mismatch between title and content is inscribed, in this subversion grid, 
in the category of reverse representations. After the lover Renato, the 
lover Sergiu fails in the attempt to impose himself as a memorable figure 
– he is all words, nothing more: 

 
Mă săturasem să-l ascult. Pentru mine, toate poveştile de amor sunau la fel. 
Nu era nimic spectaculos în bălmăjirea lor, tot farmecul (vreau să zic farmecul 
amintirii lor) rămânea undeva în stomac, ca un gol de aer. În rest, numai 
vorbe, vorbe, vorbe… (Ştefănescu 2011: 75)  
[I’d had enough listening to him. For me, all love stories sounded the 
same. There was nothing spectacular in their ubble-gubble, all the 
charm (the charm of memory, I mean) remained in my stomach, like an 
air pocket. Other than that, only words, words, words...] 
 

The feminisation of the world through discourse places Cecilia Ştefănescu 
under the influence of Simona Popescu and other feminine or masculine 
names of present-day literature [14]. Nevertheless, the authoress goes 
beyond the oneiric-surrealist grid of her congeners, as her epic is rather 
realistic. The oneiric school perceptions are opposed by a sudden return 
to a stunning reality: 

 
Blocurile aveau în ochii mei de adolescentă mofturoasă aspectul ostenit al 
gospodinelor, femei care nu se mai gândesc la sex sau la oglindă, ci poartă 
stigmatul mirosului de tocăniţă şi al ciorbei cu perişoare. Iar construcţiile 
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supraetajate, adormite în griuri, cu balcoanele cojite de tencuială, aidoma unor 
sâni flasci şi căzuţi, aduceau a femei înşelate, îmbătrânite şi scoase din 
funcţiune. De fapt, ca să fiu sinceră, întreg orăşelul de provincie, cu oamenii 
lui, cu vorba lor tărăgănată şi şâşâită, cu timpul blegos şi asexuat, cu străzile 
pustii, cu băruleţele meschine şi întunecoase, cu magazinele prin care bătea 
vântul uscat, cu ploaia mocănească, în fine, cu căminul ca un hambar unde 
stăteam înghesuite patru fete în cameră(băieţii fiind cazaţi într-o aripă 
separată), toate mă făceau să mă scârbesc de acel loc şi să mă înfund mai abitir 
în cărţile mele de poezie modernistă, în comentarii foarte complicate şi în 
discuţii pe teme de examen. (8)   
[In my finicky teenager eyes, the blocks of flats looked like tired 
housewives, women who never think of sex or the mirror, but are 
stigmatised by the smell of stew and pottage. And the superposed 
buildings, asleep in grey, with balconies with exfoliated plastering, like 
floppy, lax breasts, reminded me of some cheated women, aged and 
shut-down. As a matter of fact, to be honest, the whole provincial town, 
with its drawling people, its sexless and gawky time, its empty streets, 
its shabby, darkly little bars, with stores where you felt a dry wind 
blowing, with the drizzle, and, finally, with the dormitory like a barn, 
with four girls crammed in a room (the boys were accommodated in 
another wing of the building) – all made me sick of that place, eager to 
plunge deeper in my modernist poetry books, in complex 
commentaries and in discussions on exam topics.] 
 

Along the same coordinates of a universe under the feminine lens, one 
may also mention the ample gastronomic visions, in the form of 
inventories that express nostalgia for a world in which they are not 
hierarchized yet: 

 
De fapt, pachet e un cuvânt prea mic pentru sacoşele cu care plecam încărcate: 
torturi de ciocolată, torturi diplomat, torturi cu cremă amaretto, cu arome de 
migdale, cu cremă mocca, prăjituri flancate cu bezea, siropuri curgând alene pe 
burţoaiele de frişcă, straturi de creme aliniate în mii şi mii de culori (lămâia 
alături de Mahonul de cacao, rozul delicat al zmeurei cu amestecul de ciocolată 
cu lapte frecat cu unt şi zahăr), patinoarul întunecat al glazurilor şi al 
zahărului ars pe care moţăia mai mereu câte un turnuleţ de alte şi felurite 
creme, cei doi bulgăraşi de zăpadă lipiţi la mijloc cu cremă de cafea neagră, 
amăruie, prin care găseai pitite stafide şi nuci pralinate, cupele transparente 
prin care se vedeau globuleţe de îngheţată înotând deja prin sucul de ciocolată, 
purtând tichii în formă de limbi de pisică[…] (81-82)  
[As a matter of fact, pack is too small a word for the loaded bags we 
used to carry: chocolate cakes, whipped cream cakes, amaretto cakes, 
with almonds, mocha, marshmallow, with syrup dripping lazily on the 
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cream big bellies, layers of cream aligned in thousands and thousands 
of colours (lemon near mahogany cocoa, the delicate pink of the 
raspberry with the milk-chocolate mix blended with butter and sugar), 
the dark skating rink of the frosting and caramel, on which there was 
always a tower of various creams, the two little snowballs bound with 
black coffee cream, in which were hidden raisins and praline nuts, the 
transparent cups revealing ice cream balls swimming in chocolate sauce 
and wearing cat tongue shaped caps...] 
 

Avoiding a rakish exhibitionism or the appetence towards the taboo 
dimension of existence, Cecilia Ştefănescu is, together with Ioana Baetica 
and Ionuţ Chiva, one of the novelists who attempt at the reconfiguration 
of the literary discourse in the 2000s. Sex as a tool for knowledge is 
doubled, in Legături bolnăvicioase, with bookish inroads to the 
subconscious of some characters with a programmatic sensitivity. 
Beyond the generation labelling, the experimentalism of the 
autofictional formula, or the fracturing credo of the multiplied identities, 
the novel remains a (feminine) endeavour to enter a rapport with the 
traditional (masculine) discourse.  
 
Notes 
*The paper has been translated from Romanian by Oana Gheorghiu and Steluţa Stan 
[1] Béatrice Slama, De la « littérature féminine » à « l'écrire-femme » : différence et 
institution in Littérature, nr. 44, 1981. L'institution littéraire II. pp. 51-71. 
[2] As claimed by sociologist Alain Tourraine, the acknowledgement and affirmation of 
our own identity are specific to our times. “I am a woman” means that the woman 
constructs herself as a woman, that the behaviour and judgement values she formulates 
are organized around her feminine identity: positive, when they back up her conscience 
as primarily a woman, and negative, when they occult her self-affirmation as such. This 
statement is essential, as it places the woman firstly in a rapport with herself, and only 
secondly in relation to the other (the man). Self-affirmation as a woman brings about, first 
and foremost, a change of paradigm: women exist by themselves and for themselves. 
[3] Writing on Romanian postmodernism, Mircea Cărtărescu remarks that, despite the 
incipient stage of the Romanian feminist studies and the few studies in literary theory 
and criticism, the feminine condition and literature – as domains of the margin – acquire 
increased interest: “Condiţia «celui de-al doilea sex» (Simone de Beauvoir), privită din toate 
punctele de vedere posibil, de la cel biologic până la cel filozofic, de la feminismul militant la cel 
teoretic, constituie una din marile teme ale postmodernităţii, prea complexă ca s-o pot dezvolta în 
studiul de faţă. Nu există domeniu al cunoaşterii umane în care feminismul contemporan să nu fi 
creat o breşă prin deconstrucţia presupoziţiei de masculinitate a «omului» (văzut mai întotdeauna 
ca man – în detrimentul lui woman – şi nu ca human being) şi prin edificare unei perspective 
feminine.” (Mircea Cărtărescu, Postmodernismul românesc, Humanitas, Bucureşti, 2010, p. 
221). [“The condition of the ‘second sex’ (Simone de Beauvoir), regarded from any 
possible perspective, from biologic to philosophic, from militant to theoretical feminism, 
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is one of the greatest themes of postmodernity, too complex to enlarge upon in the 
present study. There is no field of human knowledge in which contemporary feminism 
has missed creating a breach through the deconstruction of the presupposition of man’s 
masculinity (almost always seen as man – to the detriment of woman – and not as 
human being), and through the edification of a feminine perspective.] 
[4] Alex Ştefănescu (“Poezie cu unică folosinţă”, in România Literară, nr. 5, February, 
2000) arguments the experimental dimension of the volume not only through its quality 
as collective writing, but also through the freedom of expression, which does not always 
prove advantageous to the text: “Fugă de idei, sentimentalism, melodramă, o gramatică laxă - 
acestea sunt cele mai evidente caracteristici ale textelor. Li se adaugă o revărsare de cuvinte 
licenţioase şi expresii argotice, folosite însă nu provocator şi viril, ca în proza lui Henry Miller, de 
exemplu, ci tot dintr-un fel de dezmăţ leneş, din plăcerea de a renunţa la orice efort intelectual şi 
de a atinge (cu mâna, pe sub plapumă!) zone lingvistice erogene.” [Rushed ideas, 
sentimentalism, melodrama, lax grammar – these are the most obvious features of these 
texts. Adding to that, there is a flow of ithyphallic and argotic phrases, which are not 
used provocatively and manly, as is the case with Henry Miller’s prose, for example, but 
as a result of a lazy debauchery, of the pleasure of giving up any intellectual effort and of 
reaching out (with the hand, under the blanket) erogenous linguistic areas.] 
[5] Through its themes and writing techniques, even the 2002 novel is analysed in direct 
relation to the activity of the literary circle: “Cartea de debut a Ceciliei Ştefănescu stă sub 
semnul viziunii cenaclului Litere, anii '95 -'97, cenaclu condus de Mircea Cărtărescu: tematica 
în proză se roteşte discret în jurul eroticii (şi, mai general, a corporalităţii) adolescentine; sunt 
expuse rafinat, cu grijă, obsesiile, gândurile tânărului abia ajuns în facultate; un biografism care 
a atins şi extreme, mulţi dintre scriitorii formaţi în acel cenaclu reluând în scris experienţele lor 
din exact acea perioadă […]. Romanul Legături bolnăvicioase respectă în primul rând regula 
cantităţii (este de mici dimensiuni), are o temă care aduce cu ea o întreagă paradigmă de 
ambiguităţi de care au profitat mulţi scriitori contemporani: bisexualism, homosexualism. Tonul 
biografic este răsturnat: se relatează la rece o serie de experienţe, senzaţii, obsesii, vise, amintiri, 
un set de episoade, cititorului revenindu-i misiunea de a recompune puzzle-ul, de a-l reconstitui. 
Naraţiunea este fragmentată după regulile (încă nescrise) ale scrierilor memorialistice, tonul nu 
este însă acela al unui autor care doreşte o relaţie directă cu mărturia sa. (Costi Rogozanu, 
“Tinerii între ei”, in România Literară, nr. 37, September, 2002). [Cecilia Ştefănescu’s 
debut novel is under the sign of the vision of the Litere literary circle, led by Mircea 
Cărtărescu: the theme discreetly revolves around adolescent eroticism (and, especially, 
corporeality); the obsessions and thoughts of the young person, just admitted to faculty, 
are introduced with refinement and care; a biographism that reached extreme limits – 
many of the writers formed by that literary circle exposing, in writing, their actual 
experiences of those times. […] The novel Love Sick abides by the rule of quantity (it is a 
short novel), features a theme which brings about an entire paradigm of ambiguities that 
have inspired many contemporary writers: bisexualism, homosexuality. The biographic 
tone is upside-down: sober accounts of a series of experiences, sensations, obsessions, 
dreams, memories, a set of episodes forcing the reader recompose the puzzle. The 
narrative is fragmented, following the (yet unwritten) rules of memorialistic writing, yet 
the tone does not seem to belong to an author who wants to have a direct relation with 
her confession.] 
[6] In her article, Bianca Burţa-Cernat considers collections like Fiction Ltd., Ego.Proza 
(Polirom), and Debut (Humanitas). ‘Cum mai stăm cu proza românească? (I)’, in 
Observator cultural, nr.. 360, February, 2007. 
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[7] In the article ‘Erotism de atmosferă’ (România Literară), Marius Chivu notices the 
rapidity of the novel’s entrance on the Romanian literary market, as well as in the area of 
criticism, regarding it as a pathfinder for a new kind of literature: “Puţine romane de 
debut, postdecembriste, şi-au câştigat o notorietate a lor aşa cum s-a întâmplat cu romanul 
Ceciliei Ştefănescu, Legături bolnăvicioase: comentată favorabil, epuizată din librării (chiar dacă 
tirajul relativ mic face irelevant acest aspect) şi intrată destul de repede în bibliografia unor 
cursuri opţionale sau chiar făcând subiectul dizertaţiilor universitare, cu o traducere în franceză 
(în cadrul proiectului Les Belles Etrangères) şi o ecranizare (în regia lui Tudor Giurgiu) aproape 
gata. Acum trei ani, când a apărut prima ediţie, subiectul cărţii i-a entuziasmat pe comentatori 
prin noutate şi i-a făcut să creadă că romanul inaugura o serie. Acum, după debutul unei 
generaţii întregi de tineri prozatori, putem trage o surprinzătoare concluzie: de fapt, cartea 
Ceciliei Ştefănescu n-a fost urmată, în plan literar, de nimeni.” [Few debut novels published 
after December 1989 have gained as much notoriety as Cecilia Ştefănescu’s novel, Love 
Sick, favourably commented on and sold out from bookstores (although the small 
circulation makes this aspect irrelevant), included soon enough in the bibliography of 
some elective courses, and even made the topic of some dissertations, with a translation 
into French (as part of the Les Belles Etrangères project) and a film adaptation (directed by 
Tudor Giurgiu), almost completed. Three years ago, when the first edition was launched, 
the theme excited the critics with its novelty and made them think that this novel might 
inaugurate a series. Now, after the debut of a whole generation of prose writers, one 
may surprisingly conclude that Cecilia Ştefănescu’s novel wasn’t followed by any other.] 
[8] In the article Intimităţuri (in România Literară, 48/Dec. 2005), Daniel Cristea-Enache 
reproaches to Cecilia Ştefănescu and other women-writers of her generation the 
artificiality of a borrowed formula: “Bizareriile şi perversiunile sexuale sunt descrise cu o 
răceală clinică şi într-un mod pe cât de meticulos, pe atât de artificial, ca şi cum mai multe dintre 
degetele scriitorului ar fi ocupate cu răsfoirea unui manual al poziţiilor amoroase. Diferenţa 
dintre D.H. Lawrence şi Henry Miller, pe de o parte, şi închipuitele bacante dâmboviţene Claudia 
Golea, Ioana Baetica şi Cecilia Ştefănescu, pe de alta, vine nu numai din izbitoarea denivelare 
artistică; ci şi din modul radical deosebit în care bucuriile cărnii se amestecă în cele ale scriiturii. 
La cei doi maeştri, proza respiră erotic şi atracţia sexuală împinge lumea înainte. Universul cărţii 
e organic la propriu şi la figurat, membrele anatomice realizând o dublă copulaţie, stilistică şi 
biologică. Romanele pulsează după ritmul interior al personajelor, inspiră şi expiră aerul acestora, 
devin febrile odată cu ele. La studentele noastre conştiincioase, sexul - ca şi drogul - reprezintă o 
temă pentru acasă, executată cu râvnă şcolărească. Scenele «încinse», lungi şi redundante, 
aproape plicticoase prin mecanica lor, sunt aşezate la rând ca păsărelele pe firul de telegraf.” [The 
whimsicalities and sexual perversions are described with clinical rigour, meticulously 
and artificially, as if the writer’s fingers were busy skimming through a manual of sexual 
positions. The difference between D.H. Lawrence and Henry Miller, on the one hand, 
and the self-conceited bacchantes of Dâmboviţa, Claudia Golea, Ioana Baetica and 
Cecilia Ştefănescu, on the other hand, comes not only from the striking artistic 
unevenness, but also from the radically different ways in which the pleasures of the flesh 
combine with the pleasures of writing. In the case of the two masters, the prose breathes 
of eroticism, and sexual attraction pushes the world forward. The book’s universe is 
organic, literally and figuratively, the anatomic members performing a dual - stylistic 
and biologic - copulation. The novels pulsate in the inner rhythms of their characters; 
they breathe in and out their air, and become feverish at the same time with them.  In the 
case of our diligent students, sex (just like drugs) represents their homework, executed 
with school-like application. The ‘hot’ sexual scenes, long and redundant, almost boring 
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due to their mechanic nature, are aligned as little birds on a telegraph wire.] 
[9] “E trist să atârnăm de bunăvoinţa altora” [It is sad to depend on someone else’s 
kindness]. Interview with Cecilia Ştefănescu, in Observator cultural, 292/Oct 2005.  The 
interview was taken on the occasion of the selection for the collective volume Les Belles 
Etrangères. 
[10] D. Maingueneau considers the traditional distinctions and places pornography in 
relation of definition and characterisation with the erotic: “The distinction between 
pornography and eroticism is marked by a series of oppositions, both in spontaneous 
opinions and in elaborate arguments: direct vs. indirect, masculine vs. feminine, barbaric 
vs. civilised, rough vs. refined, trivial vs. grandiose, prosaic vs poetic, quantity vs. 
quality, cliché vs. creativity, mass vs. elite, commercial vs. artistic, facile vs. difficult, 
banal vs. original, univocal vs. pluri-vocal, matter vs. spirit, etc.” (Maingueneau 2011:38) 
[11] Although the official translation of the title is Love Sick, the literal translation would 
be Sickly Liaisons (translator’s note). 
[12] An editorial strategy meant to ensure the visibility of the novel Legături bolnăvicioase 
is mentioned by Florina Pârjol in her study: “Cazul e interesant pentru că, separat de 
momentul colectiv al campaniei poliromiste, ridică o problemă nouă pentru mediul românesc, 
aceea a importanţei covârşitoare a promovării şi a vizibilităţii pe piaţa literară. […] Subiectul 
«tare» i-a adus cărţii succesul de librărie, în vreme ce scriitura feminină, insuficient şi inegal 
reprezentată în proza postdecembristă, i-a asigurat atenţia criticii.” (2014: 183)  [The case is 
interesting as, apart from the collective moment of Polirom campaign, it raises a new 
question for the Romanian environment, that of the overwhelming importance of 
promotion and visibility on the literary market. […] The “hot” theme brought the 
success of the book in point of sales, while the feminine writing, insufficiently and 
unequally represented in the Romanian prose after 1990, brought it to the attention of 
critics.]   
[13] “Capitolele nu constituie unităţi semnificative în economia romanului, ci adiţiuni de scene 
operate fără o minimă logică discursiv-combinatorie. Autoarea le-a considerat, probabil, încheiate, 
rotunde, atunci când i s-au terminat foile tip A4 sau mina din pix. În capitolul al treilea (sic!), 
intitulat Renato şi bucătăria, numitul Renato apare târziu, ca să dispară instantaneu. Dar nu-i 
aşa că sună bine - Renato şi bucătăria?” (Cristea-Enache, Intimităţuri, in România literară, nr. 
48, December, 2005) [The chapters do not represent significant units in the economy of 
the novel, but scene additions without a discursive logic of combination. The authoress 
probably considered them done at the end of the paper sheet or of the refill of her pen. In 
the third [sic] chapter, entitled Renato şi bucătăria, the said Renato appears quite lately 
and disappears instantly. But Renato şi bucătăria sounds awesome, doesn’t it?] 
[14] Such a filiation is mentioned by Marius Chivu in his article in România literară: “O 
anume voluptate lingvistică a inventarierii olfactiv-culinare o pune pe Cecilia Ştefănescu în 
descendenţa Simonei Popescu cu care împarte şi tema spaţiilor închise care acutizează percepţiile, 
poemele studenţeşti ale Anei Maria Sandu din Amintirile unui Chelbasan pot fi puse în relaţie cu 
poemele lui Kiki, iar preumblările prin vechiul Bucureşti te trimit, evident, cu gândul la 
Bucureştiul subteran din proza lui Cărtărescu. Însă, în ciuda acestui inevitabil aer de familie, 
Cecilia Ştefănescu are o voce a ei şi nu-mi rămâne decât să aştept cu nerăbdare apariţia, deja 
anunţată, a noului ei roman cu un titlu (sper să nu devin psihanalizabil) la fel de erotic: Intrarea 
soarelui.” (Marius Chivu, ‘Erotism de atmosferă’, in România literară, nr. 39, October, 
2005) [A certain linguistic voluptuousness of the olfactory-culinary inventory places 
Cecilia Ştefănescu in line with Simona Popescu, with whom she also shares the theme of 
the closeted spaces which heighten perceptions – the student poems of Ana Maria Sandu 
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from Amintirile unui Chelbasan may be placed in relation to Kiki’s poems, and the 
wanderings through old Bucharest suggest, inevitably, the underworld Bucharest in 
Cărtărescu’s works. However, despite this unavoidable familiar air, Cecilia Ştefănescu 
has a voice of her own, and I can only wait, anxiously, the already announced release of 
her new novel, with similarly erotic title (I hope I won’t become psychoanalysable): 
Intrarea soarelui [The Sun Entrance]]. 
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Rhetoric of Metafemininity.  

From Colette to Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu 
 

Elena PANAIT∗  
 

Abstract 
An effect of the interwar cultural modernity, the visibility of the women-writers in the 
space of Romanian literature was also possible through the assimilation of the patterns 
of feminine writing, already outlined in Western literatures. French writer Sidonie-
Gabrielle Colette influenced the Romanian feminine prose of the interwar period with 
her meta-feminine writings, freed from prejudice and canons, in which the depth of 
introspection is combined with the incandescence of sensations. Similar features may be 
traced in the subjective-lyrical prose that characterizes Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu’s 
literary debut, which determines a certain stylistic and thematic resemblance between 
the two congeneric writers, beyond their inherent discontinuities. However, Hortensia 
Papadat-Bengescu intertextually reveals her dialogue with “the great Colette” only in 
her last novel, Străina, a work considered lost for a long time, recently recovered and 
published. 
 
Keywords: modernity, Colette, metafemininity, mirror, intertextuality 

 
An effect of the interwar cultural modernity, the visibility of the women-
writers in the space of Romanian literature was also possible through 
the assimilation of the patterns of feminine writing, already outlined in 
Western literatures. In the diaries or memoirs of the women-authors, in 
the press, but also in some literary works (intertextually), one finds 
names of women-writers already acknowledged in European literature, 
whose books were available in our space either in the original, or in 
translation: Anaïs Nin, Virginia Woolf, Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette, 
Katherine Mansfield, George Sand, Marguerite Yourcenar, the Brontës, 
Jane Austen, George Eliot, etc. Thus, in the article  Notă la un roman 
feminin/ Notes to a feminine novel, dedicated to Lucia Demetrius’s novel, 
Tinereţe/ Youth, Mihail Sebastian (1936: 402-405) speaks of the 
“psychological family” of the women-writers in English (George Eliot, 
Jane Austen, the Brontës, Virginia Woolf, Rosamond Lehman, Katherine 
Mansfield, Mary Webb) and French literature (Géneviève Fauconnier, 
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Louise de Vilmorin, Colette), characterised by sobriety of the spirit, want 
of “humour” and the pathetic accents of their writing. In another “note” 
to a Romanian feminine novel, namely Călător din noaptea de Ajun/ 
Traveller on Christmas’ Eve, by Anişoara Odeanu, Camil Petrescu (1937: 
400-402) remarks the effective competition —at the world’s level—
between women-writers and men (he mentions the Brontës, George 
Eliot, Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield, M. Kennedy, Rosamonde 
Lehman, Pearl Buck, Marie Webb and Anita Loos). The writing patterns 
of these European writers were practised by the Romanian prose writers 
either in the direction of self-confession subjectivity, marked by lyricism 
and sensuality, following in the footsteps of Anaïs Nin or Colette 
(traceable in Cella Serghi’s works, but also in the short stories by 
Hortensia Papadat Bengescu), or in that of revealing a cold, objective 
vision of the self and the world, inspired by Katherine Mansfield 
(traceable in the prose of Lucia Demetrius, Anişoara Odeanu, Ioana 
Postelnicu or Sorana Gurian). These literary contiguities between the 
Romanian women-writers during the interwar period and famous 
women-writers in the European cultural space allowed the critics to 
grasp some thematic and stylistic affinities, encouraging in the efforts to 
make the Romanian literary contribution more visible. 

Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette (1873-1954) has become, by way of her 
tumultuous biography open to all kinds of life experiences, a symbolic 
character for the transformations that the social mentality of her time 
records in what the condition of women is concerned. The life of this 
writer best expresses the frenzy of the 1920s (les années folles): at the age 
of 20, Collette gets married to Henry Gauthier-Villars, also known as 
Willy, an artist who will take advantage of his wife’s naïveté to exploit 
her literary talent: her first novels are published under the penname 
Willy (the novels in Claudine series: Claudine à l’école – 1900, Claudine à 
Paris – 1901, Claudine en ménage – 1902, Claudine s’en va – 1903). With 
Willy, Collette enters the worldly literary and musical salons of Paris 
and gets acquainted with the boisterous world of theatre, acting in plays 
written by her husband. Apart from acting and artistic writing, Collette 
publishes journalistic articles in Le matin, Le Figaro, Le Quotidien, etc., but 
makes a living from fashion and cosmetics (especially after divorcing 
Willy, in 1910). In 1912, she marries Henry de Jouvenel and becomes 
notorious for her incestuous relationship with his son, Bertrand de 
Jouvenel, 20 years younger. Sidonie Gabrielle Collette’s sexual 
exhibition verges on libertinage, also due to her Sapphic love experience 
with marchioness of Belbeuf (“Missi”), but not only. 
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Collette is rewarded with important titles for her literary activity: 
in 1920 she is appointed Knight, in 1928, Officer, and in 1936 Commander 
of the Legion of Honour. It is also in 1936 when Collette becomes a 
member of the Royal Academy of French Language and Literature from 
Belgium, as Anna de Noilles’s successor. In 1945, she becomes a member 
of the Goncourt Academy, and in 1949 she becomes its president. Prolific 
writer, Collette published successful novels, such as:  La Vagabonde/ The 
Vagabond (1911), Chéri – 1920, La Femme cachée (The Hidden Woman) – 
1924, La Naissance du jour (translated as The Break of Day) – 1928, Paradis 
terrestres (Earthly Paradises) – 1932, La Chatte (The Cat) – 1933, Duo – 1934, 
Splendeur des papillons/ The Splendour of the Butterflies – 1937, Le 
Toutounier – 1939, Chambre d’hôtel/ The Hotel Room – 1940, Flore et Pomone 
– 1943, Belles Saisons/ Beautiful Seasons – 1945, Pour un herbier – 1948, Le 
Fanal bleu (translated as The Blue Lantern) – 1949. [1] 

Collette is highly praised in France up to these days: French Post 
dedicated an exhibition with items collected by the writer in her journeys 
(1898-1952) to Switzerland, Germany, Romania, Morocco, Algeria, 
Tunisia, Italy, Belgium, Denmark, and the United States (letters, 
postcards, notes sent by Collette to her many friends). A stamp with the 
portrait of the writer has been issued for collectors. Meetings presided by 
Julia Kristeva, Michel de Castillo, Régine Deforges or Christine de 
Rivoyre, with readings and thematic spectacles, have been held at the Post 
Museum. One may assert, therefore, that France displays a genuine 
manifestation of the acknowledgement of the personality of this writer. [2]  

Collette was well-known in the Romanian interwar literary space. 
In an issue from 1925 of the journal Adevěrul literar şi artistic, one reads an 
article published after a lecture held by Constant Ionescu at Fundaţia 
Universitară Carol I, entitled “Colette, şi opera sa literară”/ “Collette and her 
literary work.” On this occasion, the artistic profile of the French woman-
writer is present as the greatest writer of present-day France, together with 
Anatole France and Countess of Noilles. The speaker had met Collette in 
person and had gathered an impressive amount of documentary materials. 
He identifies three large themes of her prose: “poezia naturii şi a reacţiunii 
scriitoarei faţă de natură” [poetry of nature and the writer’s reaction to 
nature], “poezia conflictului de simţuri dintre bărbat şi femeie” [poetry of the 
conflict of senses between man and woman] and “poezia vieţii animalelor, 
plantelor, gângăniilor” [poetry of the life of animals, plants and insects]. 
Constant Ionescu appreciates Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette’s limitation to the 
exclusive area of femininity, her refusal to imitate the masculine style, 
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unlike other French women-writers. He points out many unhackneyed 
confessions of the French writer about feminine specificity, about the 
relationship between men and women. Worth mentioning is a fine, modern 
(postmodern, even) assertion on the verbalization, discoursivisation of 
femininity: “(…) Femeia este totdeodată simplă şi complexă… femeia este o limbă 
străină: câtă vreme n’o poţi vorbi, te simţi stingherit, micşorat: quand on la parle 
tout en devient naturel…” [Woman is simple and complicated in the same 
time… woman is a foreign language: if you can’t speak it, you feel 
awkward, belittled, when you speak it, everything becomes natural] 

Constant Ionescu notes the originality of Collete’s stylistic 
formula, with precision and brevity:  

 
 (…) rămânând o voluptoasă integrală şi exclusivă, nu încetează de a fi un 
spectator lucid, minuţios, aş spune chiar, printr’un paradox, indiferent parţial, 
un chirurg care zgândăreşte, disecă, extirpează. Nici o intenţie de lubricitate, 
de obscenitate, de întărâtare sexuală a cititorului… (Ionescu 1925: 6).  
[while she remains an integral and exclusive voluptuous, she never ceases 
to be a lucid spectator, even thorough, I’d say, through a paradox, partially 
indifferent, a surgeon who rips, dissects, and excides. Not the slightest 
intention of lubricity, obscenity, sexual arousal of the reader.] 
 

French writer Gabrielle-Sidonie Colette visited Romania in 1929, 
according to Henriette Yvonne-Stahl’s memoirs: “Pe Aristide Blanc (…) l-
am cunoscut cu ocazia unui banchet dat la «Cina» în onoarea scriitoarei 
franceze Colette, care fusese invitată de ţara noastră. Era cam prin 1929” [I met 
Aristide Blanc at a banquet at Cina Restaurant, in honour of the French 
writer Collette, who had been invited to our country. It was around 
1929] (in Cristea 1926: 57).   

A poetic presentation of the French writer is to be found in the 
memoirs of Anna de Noilles, which we will present in extenso here, due 
to its relevance: 

 
Nu voi înfăţişa aici geniul Colettei; îngăduiţi-i folosirea unui întreg dicţionar, şi 
în el îşi va scobi geoda, va produce prin jerbe de lumini şi strădanie, spune ea, o 
operă suculentă, sangvină, vegetală, în care toate vocabulele vor părea prădate şi 
împrăştiate fără ca totuşi cel mai mic adaos să îngreuneze o naraţiune care se 
reclamă de la viaţă şi necesitate. Nu-i îngăduiţi decât folosirea câtorva adjective, 
şi Colette le va aranja cu o mână atât de abilă în a construi, că în ele va veni să se 
răsfrângă lumea, instalându-şi acolo cu nedezminţită îndemânare opulentele-i 
bogăţii imense ori minuscule. De îndată ce se aşterne scrisului, aplecându-şi 
deasupra lucrului masa uşoară a părului scurt, de un blond-mov, asemenea unei 
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tufe de violete de Parma, Colette ştie să pună temelii unui tărâm, să ridice oraşe, 
să învie mări şi ceruri variate. Aidoma Nilului divinizat, ea dă fertilitate şi viaţă 
foii aride de hârtie, înalţă valul unor povestiri invadatoare, ispititoare şi 
redutabile prin prezenţa lor activă. Dar fie şi numai două rânduri, semnate de ea 
într-un jurnal efemer, au puterea de a descrie o reprezentaţie cu Hamlet sau 
piramida stoicilor şi neliniştiţilor echilibrişti, ai căror muşchi îmblânziţi se 
încordează sub proiectoarele orbitoare ale circului, ca în faimoasele tablouri ale 
unui Toulouse-Lautrec ori Degas (Noilles 1986: 93).  
[I won’t present Collette’s genius here; allow her to use of an entire 
dictionary, in which she’ll carve her geode, will produce, through 
showers of light and effort, as she says, a succulent, sanguine, vegetal 
oeuvre, in which all the word will seem preyed and spread, without the 
slightest addition to hinder a narrative which claims to pertain to life and 
necessity. Allow her to use of just a few adjectives and Collette will 
arrange them with a hand so skilled to build, that the world will come to 
reflect onto them, installing there, with its undoubted ability, her opulent 
riches, either huge or minuscule. As soon as she starts writing, leaning 
her short hair, blonde-mauve, like a bush of Parma Violets, over the table, 
Collette knows how to lay the foundation of a world, to erect cities, to 
bring seas and various skies back to life. Just like the worshipped Nile, 
she gives fertility and life to the barren sheet of paper, raises the wave of 
invading, alluring stories, powerful through their active presence. Even 
two lines with her signature, in an ephemeral diary, have the power to 
describe a Hamlet performance or the Stoics’ pyramid, or that of the 
restless acrobats whose tamed muscles strain under the glaring lights of 
the circus, like in the famous paintings of Toulouse-Lautrec or Degas.] 
 

Hortensia Papadat Bengescu’s early intimacy of Collette was, of course, 
a result of her readings. Collette’s novels used to be very popular in 
Romania after the First World War, mostly preferred by a feminine 
audience, due to their erotic-sentimental dimension, which neared them 
to consumer literature. Hortensia Papadat Bengescu prizes Sidonie-
Gabrielle Colette and, in an article in Sburătorul (1926), mentions “stilul 
minunatei Colette” [the style of wonderful Collette] (Papadat-Bengescu, 
1926: 72). Later, in an interview in the newspaper Vremea, Hortensia 
Papadat-Bengescu lists the name of the French writer among her literary 
preferences, mentioning “savoarea dramatică a lui Collette” [Collette’s 
dramatic savour] (in Sasu, Vartic, II, 1986: 640). 

The opposing destinies and biographies of the two women-writers 
in focus – Colette and Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu – may deem futile any 
attempt to find any resemblance in their works. But the above mentioned 
statements of the Romanian novelist have determined us to attempt an 
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intertextual reading, in Gérard Genette’s acception of the term: “une relation 
de coprésence entre deux ou plusieurs textes, c’est-à-dire, eidétiquement et le plus 
souvent, par la présence effective d’un texte dans un autre” [the co-presence of 
two or more texts, that is, essentially and most often, the actual presence of 
a text within another] (Genette 1982: 8). Nevertheless, both writers open yet 
unexplored paths in the French, and respectively, Romanian feminine 
prose, which should be sufficient to allow for a comparison, intended to 
point out the continuity of their writings. In this respect, Mircea Anghelescu 
identifies in the works of the two writers the common traits at thematic 
level, but also at the level of artistic vision: the importance of women and 
their superiority over men, the conflictual, if not competitive, state between 
the representatives of the two genders: 

 
Războiul tenace şi fără răgaz care separă şi care uneşte în acelaşi timp cele două 
sexe în romanele lui Colette şi ale Hortensiei Papadat-Bengescu se arată o dată 
mai mult a fi un conflict fără câştigători şi fără miză adevărată. O explicaţie 
posibilă ar fi aceea că războiul nici nu este purtat pentru a izbândi asupra 
celuilalt sex şi pentru a-i sustrage din privilegii, şi nici nu este vorba de un 
adevărat război, ci mai degrabă de un efort de afirmare a propriei personalităţi 
şi a propriului potenţial în ochii celuilalt şi mai ales chiar în ochii săi 
(Anghelescu, 2007: 167-168).  
The tenacious, restless war that separates and unites, at the same time, 
the two genders in the novels of Collette and those of Hortensia 
Papadat-Bengescu seems to be, once again, a conflict without winners 
and without a real stake. O possible explanation may be that the war is 
not pursued for a victory against the other sex or for withdrawing some 
of their privileges, nor is it a true war, after all, but sooner an effort of 
affirmation of one’s own personality and potential in the eyes of the 
other and, especially, in their own eyes. 
 

The critic proposes a psychoanalytical interpretation of the mirror motif, 
recurrent in the works of both writers, as a reflection of the other gender, 
beyond which an image of the self is actually concealed. This aspect 
permits, in Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu’s works, “Marcian, Drăgănescu, 
Rim şi chiar neobositul Lică, lăsând la o parte existenţa lor profesională şi 
socială, să nu fie decât o sumă, o adunare de detalii contrare celor ale femeilor cu 
care se află în conflict (…)” [Marcian, Drăgănescu, Rim and even the 
restless Lică, apart from their social and professional existence, to be but 
a sum, an amount of details opposing those of women with whom they 
are in conflict] (Anghelescu, 2007: 168). The mirror is also a recurrent 
image in the short stories by Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu, in which it 
assimilates the meaning of a topos which reflects and occults, at the 
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same time, in subtle writing games, the incandescent sensorium that 
dominates her early texts. Thus, in Lui Don Juan, în eternitate, îi scrie 
Bianca Porporata / Bianca Porporata writes to Don Juan in eternity (1920), 
the mirror allows the heroine a rhetoric of self-contemplation:   

 
Juan, Mâna mea!... E întuneric şi am văzut braţul meu luminând în întuneric. 
E alb, Juan, închipuieşte-ţi că e alb. Trage o curbă vie, un mister ciudat în 
umbră. Nu e nimic aprins în odaie, şi în oglindă el se vede clar luminat din el 
singur, ca o torţă. Seamănă cu braţele de statui de prin lume, în gesturile lor 
eterne (Papadat-Bengescu, 1972: 141).  
Juan! My hand!... It is darkness and I saw my arm glaring in the dark. 
It’s white, Juan, imagine that it’s white! It draws a vivid curve, an odd 
mystery in the shadow. There is nothing lit in the room and it’s clearly 
visible in the mirror, lighted from itself, like a torch. It looks like the 
arms of the statues all over the world, in their eternal gestures. 
 

The narcissistic ecstasy of Bianca Porporata becomes the threshold 
between the aspiration to chastity and the assumption of an abundant 
sensuality, a threshold struck in the mirror. Consequently, with Hortensia 
Papadat-Bengescu, as is the case with Collette, the writing becomes 
corporeal: both novelists invent, in their own way, an alphabet of 
voluptuousness, grounded in the discursive specificity of feminine 
identity [3]. Julia Kristeva’s assertions on Collette’s writings may be also 
valid for the Romanian novelist: “l’écriture de Colette défie les dichotomies 
vie/œuvre, fond/forme, en travaillant la littéralité du langage non pas pour l’isoler 
dans son autonomie formelle, ni pour l’«oublier» dans on ne sait quel déni 
naturaliste, mais afin de l’immerger dans la chair de son désir de femme et dans la 
chair du monde” [Collete’s writing defies the dichotomies life/ work, 
background/form, processing the literariness of language not in view of 
isolating it into a formal autonomy, or to ‘forget’ it in a naturalist denial, 
but to sink it in the sensuality of her womanly desire and in the sensuality 
of the world] (Kristeva 2002: 43). As a matter of fact, one may also find 
similar critical observations made about Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu: 

 
Autoarea îşi ascultă atent trupul, îi pândeşte reacţiile, îi trăieşte cu intensitate 
satisfacţiile. Din asemenea atitudini de dăruire ţâşneşte o exaltare lirică a 
fiziologicului. Sunt cântate mângâierile mării (…); sărutul nisipului (…); 
îmbrăţişarea copacilor (…).Apare aici şi un soi de panteism primar, intuit tot pe 
cale feminină, adică în primul rând senzorial. Autoarea îşi descoperă ritmuri ale 
sângelui, pe care le simte acordându-se cu întreaga pulsaţie cosmică. Stabileşte 
astfel corespondenţe simbolice, tulburătoare. (Crohmălniceanu, I, 2003: 255-256) 
The authoress closely listens to her body, watches for its reactions, and 
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lives its satisfactions intensely. From such devoted attitudes springs a 
lyrical exaltation of the physiological. She glamorizes the caresses of the 
sea, (…) the kiss of the sand (…), the embrace of the trees. It is here a 
form of primary pantheism, femininely inferred, that is to say, sensorial. 
The authoress discovers rhythms of her blood, which she feels by 
attuning herself to the whole cosmic pulsation. Thus, she establishes 
thrilling symbolic correspondences.  
 

The hermeneutics of the mirror (as an object specific to femininity) in 
Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu’s short stories acquires other interpretative 
hypostases. In Femeia în faţa oglinzei / The Woman in the Mirror (1921), 
“traiectoria complicată a privirii nu oferă decât sugestia înstrăinării de sine” 
(emphasis in the original.) [the trajectory of the glance only provides the 
suggestion of alienation from the self] (Rădulescu 1996: 69). Manuela, 
the protagonist of this short story gets ready for a soirée and puts on 
make-up in the mirror, although she is not an adept of the complicated 
rituals of coquetry. At the end of the operation, she is no longer able to 
recompose the identitary puzzle reflected in the mirror:  

 
Cu cât fixa mai mult oglinda, cu atât se recunoştea mai puţin. Părea o evocare 
din trecut, întoarsă cu uimire gravă pe locuri înstrăinate şi regăsindu-şi, cu 
aceeaşi uimire, propria înfăţişare. Din ce timp?... Din ce loc?... Nu se vedea 
decât capul şi bustul gol. Ce draperii, ce costum determinau un cadru acelei 
apariţii de acolo, din adâncul cristalului? Străina aceea ciudată, cu o expresie 
de viaţă moartă – cine era? (Papadat-Bengescu, 1972: 320).  
The more she was staring in the mirror, the harder it was for her to 
recognize herself. She seemed like an evocation from the past, returned 
with grave astonishment to alienated spaces, regaining, in the same 
astonishment, her own look. From what time? From what place? Only 
the head and the naked chest were visible. What curtains, what suit 
determined the frame for that apparition from the depths of the crystal? 
That odd stranger, with a dead life expression – who was she? 
 

The rejection of the image of her own femininity, compromised by the 
make-up artifice, suggests a similar moment in the novel La Vagabonde 
by Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette. Renée, the protagonist, is a music hall 
actress, and she is, as such, daily subjected to the necessity to wear 
make-up and to the confrontation of an aliened auto-image, as in 
Manuela’s case: “am să rămân singură cu mine însămi, faţă-n faţă cu sfetnica 
sulimenită care se uită la mine din oglindă cu nişte ochi adânci pe sub pleoapele 
unse cu o pomadă grasă, liliachie. Cu pomeţii îmbujoraţi, de culoarea 
brumărelelor din grădină, cu buzele de un roşu-închis, strălucitoare şi parcă 
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lăcuite… Se uită la mine lung şi ştiu că peste puţin o să-mi vorbească…” [I’ll 
remain by myself, face to face with the raddled advisor who looks at me 
from the mirror with deep eyes under the eyelids dabbed with grease 
lily pomade. With red cheekbones, like the chrysanthemums in the 
garden, shiny and seemingly varnished. She looks at me insistently and I 
know she’ll talk to me soon] (Colette 1969: 23). Analysing the scenes in 
the mirror in the case of Collette’s character, Christina Angelfors notes 
that the idea of the double is supported at the level of grammatical 
discursivity: “Il est de noter que dans ces scènes de dédoublement il y a des 
structures grammaticales, comme le passage à la troisième personne (…) ainsi 
que l’emploi de démonstratifs (…), qui accentuent l’impression d’un véritable 
clivage du personnage en deux moi opposes” [one should note that in these 
scenes of doubling there are certain grammatical structures, like the turn 
to the third person (…) and the use of demonstrative pronouns (…) 
which emphasise the sensation of a genuine cleavage of the character 
between two distinct selves] (1989: 87). 

As is the case with the feminine characters in the early prose of 
Hortensia Papadat Bengescu, Renée is possessed by “mania filigranelor 
sentimentale” [the mania of sentimental filigrees] (Colette 1969: 180) and 
is in the habit of hiding in “camera obscură a sufletului” [the dark room of 
the soul] (258), to elaborate true metafemininity studies: 

 
Câte femei n-au cunoscut acea adâncire în sine, acea reculegere răbdătoare, 
după ce lacrimile de revoltă s-au zvântat? Trebuie să recunosc spre lauda lor, 
măgulindu-mă totodată şi pe mine: numai prin suferinţă o femeie este în stare 
să depăşească propria ei mediocritate. Capacitatea sa de rezistenţă este 
nemărginită; te poţi folosi, ba chiar poţi abuza de ea, fără teamă c-ar putea să-i 
pricinuiască moartea, cu condiţia ca nu ştiu ce puerilă laşitate fizică, sau nu 
ştiu ce cucernică speranţă să-i abată gândul de la sinuciderea care ar simplifica 
lucrurile (Colette 1969: 55). 
How many women haven’t known that falling into self and that patient 
introspection, after their tears of revolt dried out? I have to admit, to 
their praise, flattering myself at the same time: only through suffering is 
a woman able to overcome her own mediocrity. Her ability to resist is 
endless; you can use, and even abuse her, with no fear that you may 
cause her death, on condition that some puerile physical cowardice or 
some devout hope turns her minds away from the suicide that would 
simplify everything.  
 

Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu refers intertextually to the French novelist 
only with an allusion in the pages of her last novel, Străina/ The Stranger, 
recently recovered and recomposed, where the eponymous character 
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reminds of the “amarnica cunoaştere a bărbaţilor pe care o avea marea 
Colette” [the bitter knowledge of men which the great Collette 
possessed] (Papadat-Bengescu 2012: 178-179), thus exposing a possible 
connexion between the Romanian and the French women writers. 

The intertextual reading of the works written by Hortensia 
Papadat-Bengescu, in rapport with Collette’s novels, enables Smaranda 
Vultur to interrogate this kind of reception: 

 
Poate fi sau nu util să citim un text în relaţie cu altul? Ni se facilitează sau ni 
se îngreunează, dimpotrivă, drumul de acces spre el dacă ţinem cont de 
dimensiunea sa intertextuală? Este aceasta implicată doar ca apel la un orizont 
de norme şi coduri necesare pentru a asigura comunicării acea bază minimă, 
(…) de la care transgresările pot oricând reîncepe şi dialogul autorului cu 
cititorul poate fi oricând repus în alţi termeni? Totul în text este 
intertextualitate sau doar acolo unde «trimiterile» sunt certe, vizibile, 
intenţionate, putem vorbi de acest fenomen? (1992: 5). 
Is it useful or not to read a text in relation to another? Does it facilitate or, 
on the contrary, complicate our access to it to consider its intertextual 
dimension? Is it involved just as an appeal to a horizon of norms and 
codes, necessary to ensure that base of communication (…) from which 
transgressions may recommence at any moment and from which the 
author’s dialogue with the reader may be deemed in other terms? Is there 
anything in a text intertextual or can we speak of this phenomenon only 
where the references are clear, visible, and deliberate? 
 

The model of Sidonie-Gabrielle Collette may have “haunted”, at least at 
the subconscious level, the writing of our ‘great European of the 1930s’, 
considering the findings above, and Hortensia Papadat Bengescu’s 
direct confessions. It is, nevertheless, difficult to grasp the extent to 
which this model actually influenced the writing of the Romanian 
novelist, all the more as she is representative for the “feminine genius” 
in the space of Romanian literature, being a novelist capable to impose 
an original and solid prose, emblematic for the modernity of the 
interwar period.  
 
Notes  
*The paper has been translated from Romanian by Oana Gheorghiu 
[1] Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette’s bio-bibliography has been compiled after  Biographie et 
catalogue des œuvres de Colette, in Dormann, Geneviève, Amoureuse Colette, Éditions Albin 
Michel, Paris, 1985, pp. 239-249. 
[2] See Simone Arous, Agenda, in Magazine littéraire, nr. 409, May 2002, p. 4. 
[3] See also Doiniţa Milea, Récit et construction de l’identité féminine, în Communication 
interculturelle et littérature, nr. 1 / January, February, March 2009, Galaţi: Europlus, 2009, 
pp. 57-63. 
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Literary Representations  

of the Victorian Middle-Class Domesticity  
 

Alina PINTILII∗ 
 
 

Abstract 
The nineteenth century stands out for its profound progress in all domains. It caused 
great changes within the Victorian society, which is known nowadays as abiding by a 
list of moral values. The middle-class representatives were striving to achieve the 
established standards more than anyone else, even if they did not manage to do that 
completely. Within this broader context, realist writers tried to instruct readers by 
means of the novels that depicted the respective society. Realist fiction was considered to 
have the potential of representing things and events in one-to-one correspondence with 
the real-world. However, this assumption came to be questioned, even severely 
criticized, because fiction, by definition, cannot be looked upon as a singular, objective 
creation, but as one possible version of reality, filtered through the writer’s subjectivity.  

In this respect, the present article makes a comparison between non-literary 
works (sociological and historical studies) and realist novels in order to show how 
distant the latter are from the former and to prove that writers used the novel as a tool 
in their attempts at shaping social facts, not at turning fiction into a mirror-image of 
the real-world. For this purpose, it explains the terms “middle class” and “domesticity”, 
describes the characteristics of middle-class Victorians and analyses the family life of 
this social group from ideological, historical and literary points of view. 
 
Keywords: Victorian middle-class domesticity; family; literary representation 
 
During the nineteenth century, Victorian society experienced a 
significant change on account of the industrialization and urbanization 
that brought prosperity to the English. The emergence of new 
technologies, scientific discoveries and the improvement of education 
were also factors that contributed to this evolution. The English 
historian Thomas Arnold acknowledges that the development was so 
accelerated that “the life of three hundred years” seemed possible to live 
“in thirty” (1845: 179). Everything witnessed a prodigious start 
simultaneously (Arnold 1845: 179-180). As a result, all social classes 
identifiable at that point in time encountered various problems which 
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transformed them to such an extent, that people living at the end of the 
century were totally different from those living at its beginning. The 
same happened to literary production, because “these rapid and 
sometimes dramatic developments in nineteenth-century social, 
economic and intellectual life provided writers with new themes and 
challenges”, which was immediately noticeable when “briefly 
comparing the fictional worlds of [the] […] novels of the period” (Guy 
and Small 2011: 13).  

In this respect, it is worth noting that the realist novel was 
acknowledged as the dominant literary form in the nineteenth-century 
Britain (Guy and Small 2011: 10). For a long time, it was “judged 
according to how faithfully it corresponds to things and events in the 
real-world” (Moris 2003: 5). Nowadays, this assumption is contradicted, 
for the simple reason that every literary work is subjective, being shaped 
in agreement with the author’s intentions and individuality. That said, 
the verbal representations are “distinct from the actuality they convey” 
(Ibidem). Therefore, this demarche is intended to compare the actual 
Victorian society with its literary representations, so as to point out how 
far they are one from the other. However, in order to achieve the main 
goal of the study, only the Victorian middle-class will be had in view. 
Why this social group in particular? Because “middle-class ideals set 
standards for the nation”, as historian Asa Briggs affirms (1990: 28). It 
was an example for everyone: “As the working classes were looking up, 
some, at least, of the upper classes were looking down” (Ibidem).  

To start with, two related terms will be defined: middle class and 
domesticity. The latter can be explained only by mentioning and 
comparing it to its synonyms (home and family life). In a larger sense, 
according to Monica Cohen, domesticity “figures as a systematized body 
of concepts about human life and culture” (1998: 10). The historian John 
Tosh also gives a general definition of the term under focus here, 
affirming that it “offers a moral view of the world” (1999: 27). He adds 
that domesticity is concerned with the “quality of relationship between 
family members” (Ibidem). However, Gary Kelly restricts the meaning 
of this word by mentioning that it “included the idea of the home as a 
refugee from a hostile and competitive social world... the separation of 
the home from place of work” (1992: 12-13). This was exactly the way 
Victorian society, the middle classes in particular, perceived family life. 
The notion of middle class requires a more detailed explanation, even if 
it seems that it is self-explaining. Many historians acknowledge that the 
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variety of aspects which should be taken into consideration (the length 
of the Victorian period, to give just one example) “makes a satisfactory 
definition of the middle-class impossible” (Loftus 2011). Richard Trainor 
maintains that this social group includes “all employers, all non-manual 
employees and all (apart from the landed aristocracy and gentry) people 
supported by independent income” (1993 cited in CHCC 2002). It is 
indeed difficult to say who belonged to the Victorian middle class and 
what criteria were used to consider people as representatives of this 
social class, yet looking into the specificities of the Victorian middle class 
might help in defining it. It is worth noting that a specific amount of 
money and the keeping of domestic servants made the difference, as the 
historian Eric Hobsbaum explains:  

 
The genuine middle class was not large. In terms of income it might 
coincide with the 200,000 English and Welsh assessments over Ј300 a 
year for income tax under Schedule D (profits of business, the 
professions and investments) in 1865-6, of which 7,500 were for incomes 
of over Ј5,000 a year – very substantial wealth in those days – and 
42,000 for incomes of Ј1,000-5,000. This relatively small community 
would include the 17,000-odd merchants and bankers of 1871, the 1,700-
odd “ship-owners”, the unknown number of factory and mine owners, 
most of the 15,000 doctors, the 12,000 solicitors and 3,500 barristers, the 
7,000 architects and 5,000 engineers . . . It would not contain many of 
what are today called intellectuals or “creative” occupations. . . . The 
widest definition of the middle classes or those who aspired to imitate 
them was that of keeping domestic servants. . . . But in 1871 there were 
only 90,000 female cooks and not many more housemaids, which gives 
a more precise – though probably too narrow – measure of the real size 
of the middle class; and a gauge of the even more affluent, 16,000 
private coachmen (1999: 134-135). 
 

Of course, these are only some of the aspects that distinguished middle 
stratum of English society at the end of the nineteenth century. In 
addition, a list of moral values related in particular to family life, 
circulating at the time, serves to round up the description; accordingly, 
Victorian middle class had its own domestic ideal, which all of its 
members sought to attain. In this respect, professor Sally Mitchell 
mentions the fact that  

 
The family – made up of a father, mother, and children living together – 
was increasingly idealized during the Victorian period. People 
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developed firm ideas about how things ought to be, although not 
everyone could meet these standards. At the same time, real changes in 
work and income allowed family relationships to develop more fully 
(2009: 145). 
 

Michael Paterson shares the same idea, adding that even if “many 
people failed to match the ethos of selfless service in their own lives, 
they admired it in others, for moral responsibility was perhaps their 
most respected ideal” (2008: 705). 

The standards concerning domesticity were indeed very high. 
This is proved both by historical studies and literary productions. If the 
historians sought to show the Victorian society as it was, writers started 
from the reality, but changed it according to the message they wanted to 
carry across to their readers. Thus, the portrayal of the middle-class 
family involves ideological, historical and literary standpoints. 

Sally Mitchell describes the ideal home as  
 
the essence of morality, stability, and comfort. The husband had legal 
and economic control over his wife, children, and servants. The family 
depended on his income: the wife did not bring in money through labor 
(as in the working class) or have a private settlement (as among gentry 
and aristocrats). The children remained subordinate and obedient. 
Boys, who needed extended schooling to reproduce their parents’ style 
of life, were under their father’s authority until they had enough 
training and experience to make their own way in the world. Middle-
class daughters were not expected to “make their own way” – with a 
very few exceptions, they stayed at home unless or until they married 
(2009: 146). 
 

This of course is only an overview of the Victorian middle-class family. 
In fact, every member had his/ her own rules that contributed to a 
harmonious domestic atmosphere. But “although there was a common 
moral code, it was often stretched at the edges or superficially 
maintained with the support of cant and hypocrisy” (Briggs 1990: 12). 
This reveals the true nature of the Victorian society, which did not allow 
generalizations. In relation to this, Thomas Jordan states that 

 
There were tyrants like the fathers of Frederick Delius and Elizabeth 
Barrett and there were indulgent parents; there were incompetent and 
fluttery mothers and there were chatelaines who managed large 
domestic establishments with drill-like precision. There were cold, 
distant people like Lord Shaftesbury who could bleed for mankind in 
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general but found it hard to relate to individuals, including their own 
children. However, there were children who challenged their parents 
and provoked tension (1987: 66).  
 

Consequently, the literary production of the time was divided. For 
example, “the literature of sentiment presented family in a quasi-sacred 
light”, while “the literature of sensation (and, sometimes, 
autobiography) suggested that family might rather be the incubator of 
twisted emotions and disreputable secrets” (Nelson 2007: 7-8). Along 
these lines, one firstly needs to know which the standards assumed by 
every family member were in order to judge how great the discrepancy 
between the ideal and the real was.  

As most scholars have pointed out, the most important role was 
attributed to the perfect wife. According to Claudia Nelson,   

 
the wife was instructed that she was responsible for the “moral tone” 
that turned an establishment from a house into a home and kept 
married men mindful of their own domestic duties. To some extent this 
tone was seen as a function of good housekeeping. Tidy, clean, and 
pleasantly decorated rooms, carefully chosen and well-cooked meals, 
serene rather than frazzled wives, would encourage husbands to hurry 
home from their work instead of spending their evenings in 
dissipation... Middle-class wives were expected to exert a positive 
influence over their husbands by exuding virtues such as purity, 
devotion, and selflessness (2007: 27). 
 

Sally Mitchell maintains the same thing, calling the perfect Victorian 
woman The Angel in the House, in keeping with the title of a long poem 
written by Coventry Patmore. Her belief is that 

 
the pure woman’s life was supposed to be entirely centered on the 
home. She preserved the higher moral values, guarded her husband’s 
conscience, guided her children’s training, and helped regenerate 
society through her daily display of Christianity in action. If she 
successfully made the home a place of perfect peace, her husband and 
sons would not want to leave it for an evening’s (morally suspect) 
entertainment elsewhere (2009: 266). 
 

Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, reality differed in many aspects from 
the ideal model. The perfect wife was “an imaginary construct” 
(Armstrong 1987) which could not be attained, but which Victorian 
women desired to become nonetheless. In practice, it turns out that 
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middle-class wives “were seen as potentially incompetent, ignorant, or 
distracted” (Nelson 2007: 26), just as were those belonging to the 
working classes.  

 
Even in the case of middle-class maternity, which generally had a halo 
of sanctity, many Victorian texts condemn individual mothers, who are 
pilloried as weak and childlike, complacent and hypocritical, or even 
physically and emotionally abusive. These negative portrayals improve 
our grasp both of the ideal and of the depth of Victorian fears that this 
ideal might prove elusive” (Nelson 2007: 11-12). 
 

This was in absolute contrast with the standards of the time, which 
postulated that “in the privacy of the home, her [woman’s] finer 
instincts – sensitivity, self-sacrifice, innate purity – could have free play” 
(Mitchell 2009: 267). The fact that women did not accomplish their tasks 
properly is maintained by both writers of fiction and non-fiction. 
Charles Dickens may be mentioned among them, for criticizing the 
failed middle-class wives in his novels. These “critical portraits” “range 
from David Copperfield’s Dora in 1850, a girl-wife who is too young and 
inexperienced to run a home successfully, to Bleak House’s Mrs. Jellyby 
in 1853, a middle-aged woman who devotes all her energies to 
philanthropy and ignores the needs of her large family”. […] “Such 
works provided a number of desirable things to their readers, including 
the recognition that wifehood did not always come naturally and that 
the job of the middle-class Victorian wife was neither uncomplicated nor 
easy” (Claudia Nelson 2007: 26). 

Moreover, Victorian women did not seem to fulfill their 
responsibilities as mothers either. Referring to middle-class 
representatives, Sally Mitchell affirms that “[t]he idealized loving 
mother probably spent only an hour or two with her children each day” 
(2009: 149). It is natural to be so, if one takes into consideration the fact 
that a nanny was most commonly employed to look after the children. 
Mothers only had a “supervisory role”; that is, they chose their 
children’s food, clothing, books, even their friends (Nelson 2007: 52). 
There were usually three servants in a middle-class household (a cook, a 
housemaid and a nursery-maid), therefore, nothing difficult or 
unpleasant was left for the wives to engage in. Their  

jobs typically included keeping the account books, overseeing home 
decoration, planning menus in consultation with the cook, ordering 
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groceries and household supplies, sewing or purchasing clothing for all 
members of the household, hiring and firing employees to care for 
house and children, teaching the youngest children, maintaining the 
family’s network of acquaintances by making and receiving morning 
visits, and acting as hostess at social occasions from children’s parties to 
formal dinners (Nelson 2007: 26). 

The responsibilities encountered gave women the status of rulers of 
their homes, in spite of the fact that they were supposed to be 
subordinate, dependent and obedient to their husbands. These 
circumstances “made [them] entirely responsible for [their] comfort, 
beauty, and morality” (Mitchell 2009: 267). 

Nonetheless, Victorian women strove to be independent. They 
were dissatisfied with their “home imprisonment”. This led to the rise of 
the organized feminism in the late 1840s, proving that the domestic 
ideology could not be implemented as desired (Nelson 2007: 22). 

Even if the Victorian creed regarding family life was more 
concerned with the women’s responsibilities, it also imposed a model 
for men. However, the roles of fathers were much more ambiguous than 
those of mothers. Thus, as John Tosh maintains in his book, A Man's 
Place: Masculinity and the Middle-Class Home in the Victorian England, there 
was no “stereotypic image of ‘the Victorian father’” (1999: 79). 
According to the doctrine of separate spheres existing in nineteenth-
century England, mothers dominated the private world, or home life, 
while fathers governed public life. Men held the status of breadwinners 
and had less to do with family matters. Therefore, as Claudia Nelson 
affirms, “men were often expected to be consumers of domesticity rather 
than its creators” (2007: 60). However, the legal authority belonged to 
them, at least theoretically. 

As shown, during the nineteenth century paternity could be seen 
in different lights. Besides the distant, abusive and ineffectual fathers 
that Victorian literature abounds in, there are also records of loving, 
affectionate fathers. (Nelson 2007: 60). John Tosh distinguishes four 
main types of fatherhood in nineteenth-century England, particularly 
related to physical absence, emotional distance, tyranny, and intimacy 
(1999: 93). 

It is hardly surprising that the writings of the period under 
discussion illustrate home as a location for physical and psychological 
violence, whose victims were usually women and children. Josephine M. 
Guy and Ian Small enumerate this alarming theme among the others 
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characteristic of the nineteenth-century literature, and  the novels of the 
Brontës, the works by Dickens, sensation fiction, as well as the novels 
written by George Eliot and Thomas Hardy are good examples 
supporting the thesis that “the abuse of patriarchal power, particularly 
in the home, was the dark side of social paternalism; moreover, the 
harsh physical and emotional reality of many marriages, rather than the 
ideology of domestic bliss..., was daily exposed in the courts and 
newspapers” (Guy and Small, 2011: 45).  

As suggested, the differences between theory and practice brought 
lots of problems to the Victorian family. This left a mark on the children’s 
destiny, too. The middle-class child, to whom the “Victorian world was a 
pleasant place” (Jordan 1987: 65), had much more privileges than the 
working-class offspring. For instance, they could attend school and obtain 
professions. However, this opportunity belonged to boys rather than to 
girls, as the latter did not need to be prepared for public life.  

 
A girl who would grow up to be a married woman like her mother 
could obtain her vocational training at home. Families in better 
circumstances saved and sacrificed to give sons an education that 
would lay the best possible foundation for their adult lives. Daughters 
were not deliberately neglected, but their schooling seemed less 
important. In addition, girls were thought to need more social and 
moral protection than boys. Parents disliked having them away from 
home or at large schools (Mitchell 2009: 181-182). 
 

Thomas Jordan maintains the same thing, explaining that “for boys, 
always more valued than girls because of their potentials for 
achievement, the goal was an education which would inculcate a sense 
of class identity and a sense of self-confidence” (1987: 66). So, if 
daughters stayed at home and learned household management from 
their mothers, sons went to school and it often happened that they 
inherited their fathers’ professions. Nonetheless, the situation changed 
at the end of the nineteenth century, when it became possible for girls to 
take advantage of opportunities for education and employment. Despite 
this, Victorian ladies preserved their social rituals staying at home and 
not working outside it (Paterson 2008: 705). 

The nineteenth-century society had a model for children, as it did 
for grownups. Being the center of the family life, children were expected 
to be subordinate, “dutiful, obedient, and thankful for their parents’ 
support and care” (Frost 2009: 11). They were separated from the adult 
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world, being forbidden to read newspapers and to be present at serious 
discussions (Mitchell 2009: 152). Unlike adults, who were responsible for 
their lives and for those of their offspring, children were dependent on 
the circumstances created by parents. It is obvious that if mothers and 
fathers did not follow the domestic principles, then their children were 
challenged to fail to match the moral ethos, too. Consequently, there 
were different types of “childhoods” in the Victorian era. Many children 
suffered because of domestic violence, either inflicted by their parents or 
by their kin (in the case of transnormative families that were frequent in 
nineteenth-century England). Despite these circumstances, nineteenth-
century literature idealizes childhood, depicting children as “innocent, 
spontaneous, appealing, and naturally good” (Ibidem). Sally Mitchell 
explains once again that the writers’ intention for the sentimental 
idealization was to protect children’s innocence (Ibidem). However, 
there are Victorian novels, such as Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, that 
discover the spoiled face of the otherwise “naturally good” children.    

The disjunctions between ideal and real created numerous 
problems surrounding family life. Solutions for these issues could be 
found in the writings of the time, especially in novels, as they were “a 
prime site for the construction and justification as well as the subversion 
of the domestic ideology” (Archibald 2002: 8). Moreover, the novel 
“helped to redefine what men supposed to desire in women and what 
women, in turn, were supposed to desire to be” (Armstrong 1987). This 
was valid not only for the horizontal relationships between spouses, but 
also for vertical ones, between parents and children. The respective 
literary form had the power to normalize particular behaviors, aiming to 
make people closer to the Victorian moral ethos. However, there is no 
one-to-one correspondence between the fictional world of the 
nineteenth-century novel and the reality of the time. The connection is 
rather based on the concept of cause and effect; that is, historical events 
shaped the Victorian novel and the latter, in its turn, influenced the 
course of history. So, writers used the novel as a strategic tool to shape 
social facts rather than to make fiction a copy of the real-world. 
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Abstract 
An impressive number of articles, (monographic) studies, edited volumes and doctoral 
theses have already been written about the other/otherness/alterity, as concepts shared 
not only by literary criticism but also by numerous social sciences. This approach 
brings forward representations of the other as they appear in a Romanian novel also 
translated into English which was famous ever since its publication, namely Duiliu 
Zamfirescu’s Viaţa la ţară. The whole text was scoured with the purpose of identifying 
the elements of alterity to create a corpus recording all the instances where heroes and 
heroines discuss with or about the other, interrelate with the other or even misbehave in 
relation to the other. The 34 excerpts were collected into a corpus which was further 
submitted to analysis and revealing seven sets of such representations scattered 
throughout the novel, but not all of them were discussed herein because of their 
repetitive character. In general terms, irrespective of his/her identity, the other is 
described directly or indirectly. In the case of the former category, the characters 
pertaining to the category of the self give details about their friends or, maybe, the 
narrator himself intervenes with details. In the case of the latter category, the other 
presents himself/herself through personal deeds, opinions and more or less harmful 
gestures. The attitudes of the self towards the other seem to depend on the other’s 
ethnical group and they encompass a rather limited repertoire of opposite manifestations 
which include both respect and disrespect, friendliness and distance, neutrality or even 
an absolute lack of interest.  
 
Keywords: ethnonym, ethnicity, Romanian novel   
 
Introduction  
The concepts of the other/Other have been used in studies within the field 
of humanities, in close relationship with otherness and alterity (Evans 
2006:  135-136) [1]. Shared by several sciences, the Other has been in the 
focus of literary analysis interpreting it with both its general and its 
field-specific meanings. The other/Other, otherness and alterity have 
sometimes been used interchangeably and author’s s specifications 
emphasized the particulars of each of these concepts. Observing the 
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Lacanian distinction, our operational term in what follows will be the 
Other.   

Historiographical approaches refer to the Greek origins of alterity 
and find similarities between Plato’s methods and those applicable in 
the study of the other or of alterity within the confinements of 
psychoanalysis (Evans 2006: 146-147), theology (Caimie and Pucherova 
2012) and philosophy (Ittig 2010: 15). These three concepts have also 
been among the tenets of cultural anthropology (Scheidt 1997: 3), 
sociology and self-knowledge (Capetillo-Ponce 2003) as well as literature 
(Al-Mwajeh 2005). Critical literature distinguishes between absolute and 
radical alterity (Levinas 1969) or between self-centered and alterity-centered 
alterity (Al-Mwajeh 2005: 2). In addition, among other issues, it also 
refers to alterity-oriented postmodernists (Al-Mwajeh 2005: 7), postmodern 
ethics of alterity, alterity-blind institutions (Al-Mwajeh 2005: 9), etc. With 
such well-defined concepts advanced by theorists in the late 1960 as well 
as with in-depth analyses making the object of doctoral theses (Scheidt 
1997, Wright 2012, Ittig 2010), it would seem rather far-fetched to 
analyse the heroes and heroines of a 19th century Romanian novel as 
well as their relationships and the background social atmosphere in 
terms of otherness or alterity. It would seem so because, in most of the 
studies on the other, the two concepts are a perfect fit for postmodernist 
literature (see Johnston 2014).  

 
Material and work method  
Although the concepts of alterity/ other/otherness have been mostly 
referred to in critical literature with their in-depth interpretations, there 
have been recorded instances where more flexible interpretations of the 
concept are obvious (Burrow 1979, De Armas Wilson 1996). The current 
interpretation is based on an inspirational model (Burrow 1979) which 
discusses medieval literature through the lens of alterity. It also focuses 
on the Other and for that matter it relies on a simple definition – “In a 
more general and older sense, the phrase the Other has long been used 
by philosophers and social scientists to refer to anyone who is not I - the 
Other actually defines me because it is the ultimate signifier of everything 
I am not” (Childers and Hentzi 1995: iii) - where I is any member of the 
Romanian community.  

 Our study applies the concept of the Other to a late 19th century 
novel to discuss the self-other relationships in a less dense community 
living within the borders of two modest villages, Ciulniţei and 
Comăneşti.   
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Viaţa la ţară, the novel which opens the first family chronicle in 
Romanian literature, Ciclul Comăneştenilor (the Comaneshteanu Saga), 
was first published in instalments between 1894 and 1895 in Convorbiri 
literare, a popular literary periodical of the time. A few years later, in 
1898, the novel was published in full by Editura Carol Müller, a 
publishing company in Bucharest. The novel enjoyed such huge success 
that, between 1899 and 1922 (the year when its author passed away), 
50,000 volumes had already been sold.  

Translated into English by Lucy Bing and prefaced by Marcu 
Berza, the novel with a new title, Sasha, was published in London in 
1926. The novel is a filmic representation of life in the late 19th century 
Romanian countryside. This social framework is populated with 
children, with old men and women, with young men and women from 
all walks of life. Their everyday existence brings them into a universe 
where they have to interrelate with people sharing their mutual sets of 
values and with people who come from other ethnical communities and 
who implicitly have their own values, customs and traditions. Their 
belonging to these other ethnical groups generates particular attitudes of 
the self. It is true, there is a huge difference between this very simple 
Romanian rural world and the present-day postmodernist 
interpretations underlying the concept of the Other and its related 
notions of otherness and alterity, but nonetheless, they are indicative of a 
certain feeling of distance if not even hostility on the part of the self as 
opposed to the other. The gallery of heroes in the novel prove 
themselves to be fairly tolerant; some others behave in a humiliating 
manner, acting rather brutally towards the other.  

 
Findings and commentary 
The 19th century rural life in Romania, as presented in this novel, joined 
together natives of the two above mentioned villages and people coming 
from other regions of the world, which also include the Romanian 
principality of Transylvania.   

Our research recorded seven manifestations of the Other with the 
following examples of ethnonyms: jidan (Jew), neamţ (German), ţigan 
(gypsy), englezoaică (English woman), muscal (Muscovite), grec (Greek) and 
lipovean (Lipovan). When the group of people who were going to meet 
Matei at the railway station on his home coming after seven years spent 
abroad to complete his education and becoming a doctor is described, 
Berlă, the Jew working at the inn (Zamfirescu 2009: 39) [2] is also spotted 
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among the people. The same word, jidan (actually a pejorative 
ethnonym, which could have been replaced by the attitudinally-neutral 
word evreu) is used in relation to a money lender or rather a pawnbroker 
whose name is not mentioned but who is described as “a bloody Jew 
from the Inn with Lime-trees: he asks 17 per cent and says that to a 
boyar like you …” (Zamfirescu 2009: 51) [3].  

Although, in the Romanian culture, Germans have had a good 
reputation not only as good mechanics but also as very good 
professionals, trustworthy, dedicated and hardworking people, the one 
in this novel is a bit different from the stereotypical image. He most 
often appears to be as drunk as a door nail, which makes him very hard 
to rely on. The second reference to this character of the novel portrays 
him both physically and behaviourally, as follows: 

 
“… there entered Hermann, the mechanic, dirty and all covered with 
grease; he had grease even on his ears. As usual, he was drunk.” 
“What do you want, Mr Hermann?” 
“I’m asking for forgiveness, I cannot work for you.” 
“Why can you not work for me?” 
“You don’t give me food to eat, you don’t give me any drinks, and 
we must keep working and working.” 
“Get out, get out, you shall be given everything you need.” 
“I’m asking for forgiveness, I cannot work anymore.” 
“All right, go to have a rest and come later to have a talk.” 
And so she left him mumbling, and came back to her meal. The 
German went back to the barn where he fell asleep in the hay while 
Stoica, the gypsy, was making the threshing machine work. When 
he woke up he stopped thinking about quitting his job. (Zamfirescu 
2009: 52-53) [4].  
 

And so, in the above paragraph, a new representation of the Other is 
introduced, namely Stoica, the stoker, a gypsy living in the village with 
his family. He had just done his military service and was back in the 
village to make an honest penny. He is shown as a good and skilled 
stoker (see the preceding paragraph), but yet, in spite of this, neither he 
nor his father enjoys the respect of the people they work and live with. 
These excerpts are indicative of the way people show ‘respect’ towards 
gypsies: 

 
At the time Dumitrache, the gypsy, was also at the pub. Nobody 
knows why and how Micu slapped the gypsy dizzy. 
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“Hei, Micu, is this the way you behave?” the gypsy said when 
leaving… the people were laughing at the poor and furious gypsy 
who went to his son to complain. […]  
When he heard that there was a “Romanian” to dare hit his father, 
that father of his, a soldier recently back home from the regiment 
after doing his military service, he got full of rage. He took his old 
man by the sleeve and brought him back to the pub.  
“Who is the one who hit my father?” the people would laugh and 
winked to the shepherd. Stoica came to him.   
“Hei! You… Did you hit my father?” 
“Well!” 
“Well, hit him again! He said grinning as if he wished he saw 
whether someone dared do such a thing in his presence.” 
Micu stood up in all his height and when he slammed Dumitrache 
again, the gypsy saw stars. 
Frowned, Stoica stepped aside.  
“Hei, you! Come on, hit him again!” Micu was ready: he slapped 
Dumitrache again. Then, upset, Stoica grabbed his father by the 
sleeve and he took him out, saying: 
“Come on, father, let’s go home; can’t you see he’s dead drunk? 
Behind them there was huge laughter inside the inn.  
The booing and the screeching accompanied the poor gypsies until 
they got out of sight.  
“And so he took three slaps instead of one”, said the Greek in a 
moralizing manner.  
Matei laughed at the Greek’s story which he had heard from by 
word of mouth.” (Zamfirescu 2009: 144) [5] 
 

The teller of this anecdote is simply the Greek, a gifted speaker, who is 
also the owner of a pub. The ethnonym is his only name, he has no other 
element of identification and neither has its pub. In their everyday 
speech, people simply call his pub “at the Greek’s” (“He had a little 
drink at the Greek’s”, Zamfirescu 2009: 93) [6]. 

Another hero whose name is his ethnonym is the Lipovan. A 
hard working person and a good family head, the gardener who grows 
melons is described at his working place, where he is fully responsible 
for his work and who needs no supervisor to keep an eye on him, and 
where he welcomes his guests hospitably and respectfully:  

 
The Lipovan with his wife and two daughters were loading hay into 
a cart. Barely had they seen him when they came to him. The man 
wearing nothing on his head, but a red shirt over his trousers 
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reached him and kissed his hand; and so did the women. Then, one 
of them ran into the hut and brought a clean board and a piece of 
cloth, while the Lipovan was taking out of a pitch an enormous 
melon which he cut on the board. The melon was wonderful. The 
blade dipped into the flesh, the Lipovan put it in front of the guest 
and then he stepped aside. (Zamfirescu 2009: 97) [7] 
 

He is also generous and careful: “The Lipovan chose the best he had in 
the pitch. Matei put the melons carefully…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 99) [8]. 
He is attentive and full of solicitude towards his guest: “The Lipovan 
hurried from where he was and in a second he untied the harness and 
tied the horse next to the others” (Zamfirescu 2009: 99) [9]. 

A respectful attitude is also felt, but this time, by Sasha’s younger 
sisters, Mary and Victoria towards Miss Sharp, the English governess 
living under the same roof with them, and who is hired to look after and 
educate them properly. Miss Sharp has her own code of manners 
(Zamfirescu 2009: 82) [10] which does not allow the two young ladies to 
do a lot of things, and which they won’t disobey, even if the governess is 
away on holidays. Whenever they are about to do something which is 
forbidden by the respective code, they rhetorically ask themselves 
“What would Miss Sharp say…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 52) [11]. She is also 
very keen and analytical: “The English woman’s whipping looks would 
move from Mary to Victoria and backwards because they were about to 
burst into laughter upon seeing Scatiu’s funny head. The governess used 
to have a hidden discontent for…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 177) [12]. Self-
centered, Miss Sharp “would turn into a personal matter all sauces and 
English preserves surrounding her and at which the old man would 
laugh” (Zamfirescu 2009: 177) [13] .  

Costică Otopeanu is a penniless but proud Muscovite who 
appears just once throughout the novel: “… I was passing by at 
Fialcowsky’s when Costică Otopeanu […] makes me get on into a 
hackney, and here we are ready to go… he had not a penny in his pocket, 
but you know a Muscovite will be a Muscovite”[14] (Zamfirescu 2009: 86).  

To all these representations of the other, an addition stands 
questionable: are the Romanians from Transylvania the Other or not? 
Romanians stand for the self in this novel; Floarea and Micu who have 
come from the county of Fagarash to make money, and send it home to 
support their families are also Romanians. As a first fact, they speak 
Romanian, and they were the same kind of clothes. But still, they are 
different from their equals, the other peasants working as servants for 
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the boyars, in that, unlike the others, they are more organized and able 
to keep things clean and in order. Besides, everybody knows them to 
have come from a distant place and to have their own way of living, 
which makes them be accepted as the other and not as the Other. In 
Lacanian terms, they are a projection of the ego, of the ethnical group 
representing the majority. 
 
Concluding remarks  
The characters in this novel live a simple rural life, but they develop 
complex relationships with one another. All in all, the characters in this 
novel roughly divide into the rich (the countryside boyars, the priest, 
people working in the law system of justice, or in the local or national 
administrative structures) and the poor (the peasants working in the 
fields or on the boyar’s farm, the craftsmen – the mechanic, the 
blacksmith, the stoker). In between there come very few people such as 
the innkeeper, the owner of the pub, and the pawnbroker(s). So the 
distance between the two communities seems to determine their 
relationships: people who play a key role in everyday life do have a 
name: the English governess is always “Miss Sharp, the English 
governess”, Hermann in “Mr. Hermann” for Sasha Comăneşteanu, the 
lady landowner who needs him to keep the threshing machine in 
operation so as she may have her produce safe in the barn; to the 
peasants working shoulder to shoulder to him, he is simply “the 
German” (i.e. “neamţul”). The countryside pub is not a place for the 
rich, so its owner is always “the Greek”, but Stoica, who is shown to be a 
better mechanic than Mr. Hermann is “Stoica, the stoker” for the rich 
and “Stoica, the gypsy” for the poor. The Lipovan who works hard to 
grow sweet and delicious melons is again just “the Lipovan”. 

Except for the humiliation the gypsies have to put up with, the 
relationships of the other with the self are decent and smooth. The rich 
do not patronize the poor, they hardly show a sign of superiority or a 
tendency towards humiliating the other and tolerance is dominant.  

The current approach was intended to determine the 
representations of the Other in the universe of a late 19th century novel 
and reactions of the self toward people embodying these 
representations, which actually describe the roots of Romanian tolerance 
manifested nowadays when eighteen nationally- and state- 
acknowledged minorities coexist within the Romanian borders.   
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Notes 
[1] Evans (2006: 135-136) describes Lacan’s distinction between the other (as a reflection 
and projection of the EGO) and the Other which has a well-defined meaning. “The big 
Other designates radical alterity, an other-ness which transcends the illusory otherness 
of the imaginary because it cannot be assimilated through identification. […] the Other is 
thus both another subject, in his radical alterity an unassimilable uniqueness, and also 
the symbolic order which mediates the relationship with that other subject.”  
[2] “Berlă, jidanul de la han…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 39). The English versions of the 
Romanian excerpts in the current approach are my translations; nevertheless, the 
original extracts will be quoted in what follows.   
[3] “Un afurisit de jidan din Hanul cu Tei: cere 17 la sută şi zice că la un boier ca d-voastră …” 

(Zamfirescu 2009: 51).   
[4] “…intra Hermann maşinistul, murdar şi uns de untdelemn până şi pe urechi. Era ca de obicei 

beat. 
— Ce vrei, domnule Hermann? 
— Mă rog de iertare, eu nu poţi să slujeşti pe d-voastră. 
— De ce nu poţi să slujeşti? 
— Nu dai să mănânci, nu dai se bei, tot sa lucram, sa lucram. 
— Du-te, du-te, că are să-ţi dea de toate. 
— Mo rog de iertare, nu poţi să mai slujeşti. 
— Foarte bine, du-te de te odihneşte şi vino mai pe urmă să vorbim. 
Şi astfel îl lăsă bolborosind şi se-ntoarse la masă. Neamţul se duse înapoi la arman, unde adormi 

în paie, pe când Stoica ţiganul făcea să meargă maşina. După ce se trezi, nu se mai gândi să 
plece” (Zamfirescu 2009: 52-53). 

[5] “În vremea asta se afla la cârciumă şi Dumitrache ţiganul. Cum şi ce fel, nu se ştie, Micu dete 
o palmă ţiganului de-l ameţi. 

— Aşa faci, nea Micule?... zise ţiganul ieşind... Lumea râdea de bietul ţigan, care, furios, se duse 
la fiu-său, să se tânguiască. […]  

Când auzi el că s-a găsit un "rumân" care să îndrăznească să dea în tatăl lui, al lui, soldat întors 
tocmai atunci de la regiment, se făcu foc. Luă pe bătrân de mânecă şi-l aduse din nou cu el ca 
cârciumă. 

— Care-i ăla, mă, care a dat în tata? Oamenii râdeau şi făcură cu ochii la baci. Stoica veni la el. 
— Mă nea... ăsta, tu ai dat în tata, mă? 
— Păi! 
— Ia mai dă una, mă! zise el rânjind, ca şi cum ar fi vrut să vadă dacă îndrăzneşte un aşa lucru 

în faţa lui. 
Micu se sculă în picioare cât era de lung, şi când aduse din nou o palmă lui Dumitrache, văzu 

ţiganul stele verzi. Stoica se dase la o parte, încruntat. 
— Ia mai dă una, mă! Micu era gata: cârpi din nou pe Dumitrache. Atunci Stoica, supărat, luă 

pe tată-său de mânecă şi-l scoase afară, zicându-i: 
— Hai, tată, acasă; nu vezi că-i beat mort?  
În urma lor era un hohot în tot hanul. Huiduielile şi cârâieturile însoţiră pe bieţii ţigani până 

pieriră din ochii lumii. 
"Şi-aşa a muncatu trei scatolţi în locu de una", zise grecul, ca morală. 
Matei făcu haz de istorisirea grecului, pe care o auzise de prin snoave.” (Zamfirescu 2009: 144). 
[6] “— A băut un păhăruţ la grec.” (Zamfirescu 2009: 93). 
[7] ”Lipoveanul cu femeia şi cu două fete încărcau un car cu fân. Îndată ce-l văzură, veniră la el. 

Omul, cu capul gol şi cu cămaşa roşie peste pantaloni, se apropie de el şi-i sărută mâna; 
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femeile de asemenea. Apoi una din ele alergă înăuntrul colibei şi veni cu un fund curat şi un 
ştergar, pe când lipoveanul scotea dintr-o groapă un pepene enorm, pe care-l tăie pe fund. 
Pepenele era minunat. Cu custura înfiptă în miez, lipoveanul i-l aşeză dinainte, şi apoi se dete 
la o parte” (Zamfirescu 2009: 97). 

[8] “Lipoveanul alese ce avea mai bun în groapă. Matei îi aşeză cu grije…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 99). 
[9] “Lipoveanul se repezi de unde era, şi într-o clipă desfăcu căpăstrul şi legă calul lângă ceilalţi” 

(Zamfirescu 2009: 99). 
[10] “…pravila guvernantei Miss Sharp…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 82). 
[11] “Dar ce zice Miss Sharp …” (Zamfirescu 2009: 52). 
[12] “Privirile fulgerătoare ale englezoaicei se plimbau de la Mary la Victoria şi înapoi, fiindcă 

erau umflate de râs la vederea caraghiosului cap al lui Scatiu. Guvernanta avea un dispreţ 
ascuns pentru…” (Zamfirescu 2009: 177). 

[13] “…ea făcea chestiune personală din toate sosurile şi conservele englezeşti ce o înconjurau şi 
de care râdea bătrânul.” (Zamfirescu 2009: 177) 

[14] “… treceam pe la Fialcowsky unde Costică Otopeanu […] mă urcă în muscal şi haide n-avea 
lescaie în buzunar, dar muscalul, muscal.” (Zamfirescu 2009: 86) 
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Children’s Literature - A Cinderella Story 
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Abstract 
Children’s literature is probably the most controversial and belittled literary genre, 
except, maybe, for that of popular literature. It is subject to a permanent debate: firstly, 
due to its lack of consistency with genre definitions; secondly, due to the fact that it 
contains multiple genres; and, finally, due to the fact that it has ethical issues. It is 
constantly ignored by the world of literary critics, academics, and even by the popular 
opinion, being continually compared to popular literature; it is dismissed as too simple, 
and often assimilated with genre literature. This article is an attempt to examine the 
origins of this situation; to look into the similarities and differences between children’s 
literature and adult fiction from a narratological point of view; to summarise the issues 
of children’s literature as a genre; to try to define the popular literature as a genre; to 
discover the common traits of children’s literature and popular literature; but, most 
importantly, to point out the differences between the two genres. It will try to address 
the qualities that make children’s literature a unique genre, deserving to be considered 
worthwhile, and seen as literature at its best.  
 
Keywords: children’s literature; narratology; popular literature; genre 

literature; kidult.   
 
Children’s books are the first books one reads, and, considering this fact, 
they are probably the most important books in everyone’s life. However, 
these books are largely ignored by critics and academics. Aside from the 
specialists working with children – educators and librarians, who are 
mostly interested in children’s books’ educational value – there is an 
enthusiastic, relatively small number of children’s literature specialists, 
passionate about children and their books, attempting to redeem the 
literary worth of these books; and, in order to achieve that, the first and 
foremost discussion led by these specialists is related to the definition of 
children’s literature genre. 

Children’s literature is a genre hard to define, mostly due to the 
fact that it does not fit any genre definitions; it contains multiple genres 
(mystery, fantasy, science fiction, crime fiction etc.), multiple literary 
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forms (poetry, prose, and drama) (Nodelman 2008: 133-142), mirroring 
literature per se. There are voices stating that children’s literature should 
not be considered a separate genre. As Cunningham argues: “children” 
and “childhood” are social constructs determined by socioeconomic 
conditions and have different meanings for different cultures” (1995 in 
Zipes 2001: 40). Therefore, according to Cunningham, children’s 
literature is an imaginary concept, as well. Zipes proposes, based on 
Bourdieu’s theory of the cultural field, the idea that children’s literature 
should be considered a cultural production field (Nodelman 2008: 118).  

Considering these, the field of children’s literature should include 
not only the children, but the entire children’s publishing industry, along 
with those involved in children’s education: teachers, librarians, parents, 
as well as all of the business corporations producing books related 
memorabilia (magazines and posters, candy, action figures, collectibles, 
etc.), including mass media promoting the goods; all of these using 
children as mere commodities (2008: 118). The fact that our society is a 
“Consumer Society” only encourages this proliferating trend. The 
children’s literature publishing has become a major industry in the last 
thirty years. The number of books printed in one edition has increased 
exponentially. In 2000 the popularity of the first two books in the Harry 
Potter series determined The New York Times to introduce a new category 
in the best-sellers list (Smith 2000). At first, the children’s best-sellers list 
had the books for all age ranges fit in a single category, but the 
increasing sales and popularity of the genre determined The New York 
Times to further divide the children’s books into several categories: 
Children’s Picture Books, Children’s Middle Grade, Young Adult, 
Children’s Series, Hardcover Graphic Books, Paperback Graphic Books 
and Manga. The popularity of children’s books changed the perspective 
on children’s literature as a genre; unfortunately the change is not 
necessarily a positive one. This popularity brought them to the public’s 
attention; however it only gave one more reason for the conservative 
academic world to dismiss them, as in their eyes children’s books 
became a subgenre of popular literature; thus the necessity of genre 
definition.  

In their attempt to define children’s literature, critics like 
Nodelman, McDowell, Hillman and others list a series of features or 
characteristics specific to the genre. As Weinreich (2000: 34) declares: ‘‘I 
prefer to see children’s literature as a genre and by ‘genre’ I mean here a 
notion of a group of texts characterised by recurrent features.’’ 
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According to Hillman (1999: 3 cited in Nodelman 2008: 189), children’s 
literature texts commonly display five specific characteristics: typical 
childhood experiences written from a child’s perspective, children or 
childlike characters, simple and direct plots that focus on action, a 
feeling of optimism and innocence, a tendency toward combining reality 
and fantasy. McDowell (1973: 51) offers a list of children’s literature 
characteristics as well: generally shorter books, that favour an active 
rather than a passive treatment; the usage in children’s books of dialogue 
and incident, rather than of description and introspection; children 
protagonists are the rule; the usage of conventions; the story develops 
within a clear-cut moral schematism ignored by adult fiction; children’s 
books tend to be optimistic rather than depressive; language is simple 
and child oriented; plots are presented in a distinctive order; probability 
is often disregarded; these books present an endless usage of magic, 
fantasy, simplicity, as well as adventure.  

However, these features and characteristics are problematic, 
because when trying to use them as a checklist to determine if the 
analysed book pertains to the children’s literature genre, one discovers 
that a large number of books, traditionally considered as children’s 
books, should be excluded from this category for not displaying these 
characteristics. According to these, the main character in children’s 
books is always a child or a teenager, and the book is describing typical 
childhood experiences. In this case one unwittingly ends up putting the 
bildungsroman novels in the children’s literature genre. This way, books 
like The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby, Oliver Twist, David 
Copperfield, Great Expectations, despite being classics of English literature 
are also children’s literature classics. On the other hand, in books like A 
Christmas Carol, Gulliver’s Travels or Robinson Crusoe, Wind in the Willows, 
the main characters are not children, nor childlike characters, nor do 
they describe typical childhood experiences, but they are considered 
children’s books nevertheless; even if, for example Gulliver’s Travels and 
Wind in the Willows were not even intended for children in the first place. 
While these books present the tendency to combine the reality with 
fantasy, they do not display the other genre characteristics. The 
assumption that children’s books are shorter does not account for the 
length of such books as David Copperfield, The Hobbit, or There and Back 
Again, The Chronicles of Narnia, Harry Potter series, The Book Thief, etc; nor 
does the assumption about the vocabulary simplicity, seen in the 
aforementioned books, manifested in the increased number of 
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polysyllabic words, difficult, and even invented words (The Hobbit, Harry 
Potter, His Dark Materials, etc.). As for the obligatory happy endings, such 
books as The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, The Bunker Diary, Soldier Bear, 
Russian Roulette, The Last Battle, etc. have rather depressing endings. 
Nevertheless, these books are still considered children’s books. As for 
the other traits of children’s literature - the usage of the active narrative 
is preferred over the descriptive, passive one, as a feature intended to 
attend to children’s shorter attention spans. Related to the narrative, 
Hugh Crago states that: “Children’s literature has in a sense taken over 
the tradition of fiction as a primarily narrative experience” (Crago 1983: 
62 cited in Nodelman 2004: 214).   

If one considers the descriptive fiction of adult literature, with its 
focus on techniques, style, characters and settings, as an evolved form of 
action centred narrative, then children’s literature is less evolved from 
this particular point of view. However, this leads to the children’s 
literature “higher sophistication in its absolute simplicity” (Butler cited 
in Nodelman 2004: 216). These traits that make children’s literature a less 
evolved form of adult fiction are mostly restrictions applied by adults 
writing children’s literature, and are based on adults’ assumptions 
related to the child and childhood. Consequently, it would be interesting 
to see the children’s literature texts analysed from another point of view, 
ignoring the imposed features of children’s literature, in order to see 
how they are different from the adult ones. 

Seen from the point of view of narratology, children’s literature 
narratives offer an interesting subject of study. Most children’s books 
follow the typical linear plot structure presented in Aristotle Poetics: 
beginning-middle-end or exposition-complication-climax-reversal-
catastrophe, according to Freytag (Prince 1989), however certain 
children’s books, deviate from this order. Instead, they present a 
nonlinear narrative, starting in media res as in: Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone where the book starts with a boy brought to the 
doorstep of his relatives, the main reason for that being disclosed later in 
the book; technically the main events: the killing of Harry’s parents, and 
his survival have taken place already, by the time the book starts. Other 
examples are The Catcher in the Rye, Hexwood, etc. Or the narrative that 
takes the form of “a slice of life”, a middle narrative, without a natural 
beginning or end (Nikolajeva 2003: 6), such as in the books like: Anne of 
Green Gables, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The Book Thief, Ramona the 
Pest. The plots are not simple or clearly cut in every children’s book; 
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multiple plots, with numerous subplots and multiple secondary 
characters are quite frequent (e.g.: Heroes of Olympus series, Harry Potter 
series, etc.). The anachronies, under the form of analepsis or prolepsis can 
be found in children’s literature, as well. Prolepsis, which is rarely used 
outside the myth or religious prophecy, is frequent, as in: The Magician’s 
Nephew, Emily of the New Moon. The iterative narrative specific to Proust 
in adult fiction can be found in children’s books as well, because the 
events are often routinely described, acquiring a special significance, and 
reflecting the child's perception of time as cyclical, non-linear, as in: The 
Adventures of Pippi Longstocking, The House at the Pooh Corner (Winnie-the 
Pooh). The second person narrative is present in children’s books, as in 
the first chapter of Winnie-the-Pooh. The voice and the point of view 
seldom coincide in children’s literature, since the narrative voice belongs 
to an adult, while the point of view is that of a child, as in Harriet the Spy. 
Collective or multiple protagonists, an achievement of modernism are 
present in children’s books as well, in: Mary Poppins, The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe, Heroes of Olympus series. Narratologists often use What 
Maisie Knew as a unique example of a description of a child’s naive and 
innocent perception, due to the fact that readers share both Maisie’s 
literal and her transferred point of view, but in children’s books this 
device is quite common (Nikolajeva 2004: 167-176); in books ranging 
from Curious George, and Ramona the Pest to The Giver and Bridge to 
Terabithia. In Narrative Theory and Children’s Literature Nikolajeva argues 
that: “[g]eneral narratologists fail to acknowledge that many supposedly 
unique narrative devices are a rule rather than an exception in children’s 
books” (2004: 166).    

So, as one may see children’s books are far from being simple, or 
easy to define and classify. Rare literary techniques and devices are used 
in children’s literature narrative, as well. Some of the main features of 
children’s literature like: a child or childlike as a main character, 
childhood experiences described from a child’s perspective, shorter 
books, simple language, action oriented plot and its didacticism, are 
mostly imposed by adults and their ideas about children and childhood. 
Since adults assume that children are interested mostly in reading about 
other children or childlike characters (animals, childish adults); that 
children have shorter attention spans (action-oriented, short books); that 
children have basic vocabularies (simple language, simple words); and 
that children are in need of education (moral schematism, didacticism), 
the books they write for children reflect most of these ideas. Which 
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makes one wonder: if one removes these assumptions, what traits would 
remain to reflect the true characteristics of children’s literature? Would 
there be any specific characteristics at all? McDowell argues that: “[t]he 
distinction between adult and children’s fiction is an artificial one, 
maintained for administrative convenience” (1973: 50). Numerous 
children’s writers like P. Travers, S. O’Dell, L. M. Boston etc. state that 
they do not write specifically for children, and that publishers are mainly 
responsible for classifying their books as children’s books (Nodelman 
2008: 140). Nevertheless, children’s literature is still considered as a 
separate genre. McGillis (1996: viii) proposes another type of definition 
centering the books written, addressed, published and marketed for 
children, within the age range: from birth to eighteen. Similarly, Hunt 
(1974: 117) states that if the author wrote the book for children, then it is 
a children’s book. Except that if one considers that most of the children’s 
books are written by adult authors, one faces another ethical dilemma: 
the cognitive gap between the addresser and addressee puts them in a 
position of asymmetry. The adult is in the position of power in this 
context, and most of time he uses it to influence reader’s opinions, views; 
to teach; to manipulate; to mold the children according to their 
conceptions about children and childhood. Wall (1991 cited in 
Nikolajeva 2004: 166) in examining the consequences of this asymmetry, 
talks about three possibilities: single address, when an adult addresses 
the child from the position of superiority and power; double address, 
when an author is pretending to address the child, in fact addressing the 
adult behind the child; and dual address, when the author addresses the 
adult and the child simultaneously, on different, but equal premises. The 
narrator, an adult pretending to be a child, so that the child reader 
would relate to his story, infuses his writing with his memories about 
childhood, not even a real childhood, but rather an imaginary one, an 
ideal one (in the writer’s opinion). The child, whom the narrator 
addresses, is not a real child, but rather the concept of a child, an 
imaginary child or an idealized child, that the author tries to educate and 
influence one way or another. This is exactly the position of power of the 
adult over the child that so many children’s literature critics are 
denouncing. The literature published for children “is a form of 
colonizing (or wrecking) the child” (Rose 1984: 26). McGillis (2002: 7) 
argues that children are always influenced by the attitudes of an elder 
generation. Those who are responsible for children’s education: parents, 
educators and librarians, those who publish children’s books: editors, 
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publishers, are the persons that choose, recommend, impose and 
demand certain books from the child reader. Lesnik-Obestein (1994: 2 in 
Nodelman 2004: 152) states: “[c]hildren’s literature criticism is about 
saying ‘I know what children like to read / are able to read / should 
read, because I know what children are like’”.  

Rose agrees with Lesnik-Oberstein, and affirms that the adults 
writing children's fiction and evaluating it, take into account not the 
audience of real children, but rather the adult’s concept of what children 
“ought to be and ought to learn”, without ever addressing a real child. 
Therefore most children’s books have a double agenda, hiding under the 
entertaining content, the subversive one. On the one hand, children’s 
books are supposed to be entertaining; on the other hand, they are 
supposed to be didactic. This ambivalence of the adult’s project is called 
by Rose “securing the child” (Rose 1984 cited in Nodelman 2004: 169). In 
The Case of Peter Pan or the Impossibility of Children's Fiction, Rose comes 
with the idea of ‘‘impossibility’’ of children’s fiction. Children’s fiction is 
considered impossible by Rose, because of the inexistence of the implied 
reader of the books, written by adults for children. This implied reader is 
not a real child, but rather the author’s projection of a child, based on his 
assumptions, and his own childhood and experiences. Karin Lesnik-
Oberstein in Children's Literature - Criticism and the Fictional Child (1994) 
introduces the notions of the “real child” and the “fictional child”. The 
real child notion refers to the reader that ends up reading the book, 
written for a fictional child that represents the author’s projection of a 
child; and whom the author is trying to teach, influence, or guide, thus 
being in a position of power over this child reader.  

The position of power of the adult author over the child reader 
leads children’s literature critics to talk about colonialism. This child or 
childlike being of the adults’ colonial project is simultaneously a creature 
in the process of becoming an adult and a creature “alien from and 
opposite to adult humanity” (Nodelman 2008: 181). The adults’ 
representations of children that are either innocent or wild, but definitely 
different from adults, determine the apparition of so called children’s 
“otherness”. The discussion about child’s otherness increased in the last 
decade of the twentieth century, including among children’s literature 
scholars such names as Kristeva (social and cultural otherness), Lesnik-
Obestein, Rose, McGillis, Hazard, etc. This attitude toward the child as 
being different from adult has led to debates related to the child’s 
“otherness”, that materialised in such disciplines as child psychology 
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and psychiatry, that focus obsessively on the otherness of children and 
of childlike thinking, on the conceptions of different stages of cognitive 
development, and characterizations of who children in various age 
groups are, and what they like or need (Nodelman 2008: 142). McGillis 
(1997a:  7, 1997b) argues that children “remain the most colonized 
persons on the globe”. Children’s books are inherently didactical, even 
those which are mostly entertaining for their readers contain a hidden 
agenda of teaching morals, ideas or guide children through certain 
situations or emotions. These attempts to influence and manipulate 
children are seen as a colonial enterprise by many children’s literature 
critics, as McGillis, Rose, Stephens, Nodelman (Orientalism), etc. 
Nodelman points out that  the colonialist thinking represents people as 
colonisable, by perceiving them as childlike, thus the adult thinking 
about  childhood is colonialist as well (2004: 163). The children’s books 
are produced mainly by adults; they are intended for double audience, 
and their most important discourses are obviously intended for adults, 
because the adult audiences of parents, teachers, librarians, etc. are the 
ones to choose the books for children to read and study. Therefore these 
books must represent the adults’ values, morals, knowledge, ideas that 
are manipulating the child reader. Nodelman points out that: “[w]e 
write books for children to provide them with values and with images of 
themselves we approve of or feel comfortable with” (1992: 30). 

McGillis (2002: 7) states that: “[c]hildren’s literature has most often 
favoured a social vision of the group over the individual”.  Thus adults’ 
interests prevail in children’s books ideology. And adults’ interests in 
children’s books, more often than not, are adult centered, rather than 
child centered. The adults want their children subdued, polite, compliant 
and easily controlled. In Of Mimicry and Man (1994), Bhabha talks about 
the ambivalence of the colonial discourse in general; an ambivalence that 
is also present in children’s books discourses. These books invite the 
children to mimic not the adults’ behaviour, but rather the childhood 
that the adults imagine for them (Nodelman 2004: 186). Shavit states that 
children’s books are inherently ambivalent, because they belong 
simultaneously to more than one system, since they were intended from 
the start for double audience: that of children and that of adults. Each of 
these audiences reads these books differently without even realising it 
(2004: 208). Nodelman argues that children’s narratives ambivalence 
consists of their “doubleness”. They address simultaneously a double 
audience of adults and children; they are set on entertaining children, 
while simultaneously teaching them morals; they present a double 
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vision of childhood and children, first one presenting how childhood or 
child is, and the opposite teaching the child how childhood or the child 
ought to be. The children’s texts are structured on two levels, one simple 
surface narrative addressing the child, and a shadow text addressing the 
complex adult knowledge. This “doubleness” of the text consists of 
binary opposites between childhood and adulthood that are specific to 
children’s literature texts. The shadow text implies a more complex 
knowledge that is understood by adults, and while the children do not 
understand it, they are aware of its existence nevertheless (Nodelman 
2004: 179-197). This ambivalence of children’s books that Shavit and 
Nodelman talk about, is considered as subversiveness by Lurie, who 
argues that children’s books are subversive in their intention of teaching 
children and adults as well, how to be the right kind of childlike being: 

 
The great subversive works of children’s literature suggest that there are 
other views of human life beside those of the shopping mall and the 
corporation. They mock current assumptions and express the 
imaginative, unconventional, non-commercial view of the world in its 
simplest and purest form. They appeal to the imaginative, questioning, 
rebellious child within all of us, renew our instinctive energy, and act as a 
force for change. (1998: X-XI in Nodelman 2008: 182) 
 

Reynolds talks about children’s literature ambivalence, as well, stating 
that, on the one hand it depends on and respects the educational system, 
but on the other hand it mocks and critiques the values and practices of 
the same system, being simultaneously subversive and liberating 
(Nodelman 2008: 183).  McGillis explains these by the dependence of the 
publishing industry on the book sales that ensure its solvency. The 
publisher has to make sure that nothing in the books s/he publishes do 
not alienate the potential readers, implicitly the adults responsible for 
the acquisition of books (2008: 183). Which brings the question to 
another controversial point: should be the genre called children’s 
literature, when it clearly is produced by adults? 

The denomination of the genre is subject to debate, as well; why call 
it children’s literature, when almost no children’s books are written, 
illustrated, edited, published, marketed, sold, selected, bought or taught by 
children (there is only a small number of children’s books actually written 
by children or teenagers)? Children do not have much to say about what 
ends up being considered appropriate, and deemed as children’s literature. 
Adults and their ideas of “children” and “childhood” are entirely 
responsible for the creation of children’s literature. The children’s books 
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appeared out of the adults’ need to educate, manipulate and control 
children. In the beginning there were no books specifically intended for 
children. They happened to read whatever the adults read, especially 
considering that there was a little number of children reading. The changing 
in the attitude towards children, as a result of Enlightenment and 
Romanticism ideas, brought the development in children’s education, and 
implicitly the apparition of children’s books. The twentieth century came to 
be known as “the century of child”, due mostly to the effect of the two 
world wars that brought the focus on the new generation. In the post-war 
era, children became the target for market consumption (McCulloch 2011: 
22). Suddenly, there were books, toys, movies, radio and, later, television 
programmes for children. Nevertheless, this brought a new category of 
adults consuming children’s products: movies, toys, games, and literature; 
in an attempt to cling to the childhood nostalgia (McCulloch 2011: 24-25).  A 
trend that can be seen in children’s literature, in the increased numbers of 
“kidults” or ”kiddults” – adults that tend to read children’s books, and in 
the large number of such books read both by children and adults. This trend 
was named by Postman as “the rise of ‘adultified’ child” and of the 
‘childified’ adult” (Postman 1982: 126 cited in McCulloch 2011: 25). Every 
day, worldwide, there are marketed, publicised, and sold books, sometimes 
randomly assigned to children’s literature genre without a second thought. 
After the success of certain children’s and young adult books in the last ten 
to fifteen years, many authors, either traditionally published or self-
published, saw the potential for their books to reach easily a wider 
audience; to become part of the large crossover category. So, many books 
these days are being marketed as children’s books rather than just genre 
books. Harold Bloom, Byatt, Furedi and others argued that for adults to 
read such lightweight fiction is degrading and infantilising (Falconer 2009: 
43). The sociologist Furedi named the phenomenon “cultural infantilism” 
and expressed his concern related to the adults that refuse to grow up. This 
category of kidults or boomerang-children is formed of adults that indulge 
in childhood activities, trying to relive their childhood. Therefore a new 
crossover market formed around children who aspire to grow up, and the 
adults who want to behave like children (Furedi 2003 cited in Falconer 2009: 
43). The phenomenon is so wide-spread that literary critics become 
concerned with this new trend, as well, but whether their concern is 
legitimate or not, the criticism against children’s books has reached new 
heights lately. The fact that the phenomenon of adults reading children’s 
books is considered degrading does not help the case for the worth of 
children’s books.  
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Children’s literature is considered to be less demanding than the 
literature for adults, and, therefore, of less value or interest. The 
academic world and most of today literary critics still regard with 
contempt the genre, despite the major attempt of the children’s literature 
critics, in the last fifty years, to redeem its worth. In December 2013, a 
scandal related to a statement, made in the description of the creative 
writing course, on the University of Kent website, provoked an outburst 
of indignation. The creative writing course description said:  

 
We love great literature. We are excited by writing that changes the 
reader, and ultimately – even if it is in a very small way – the world. We 
love writing that is full of ideas, but that is also playful, funny and 
affecting. You won't write mass-market thrillers or children's fiction on 
our programmes. You'll be encouraged to look deep inside yourself for 
your own truth and your own experiences, and also outside yourself at 
the contemporary world around you. Then you'll work out how to turn 
what you find into writing that has depth, risk and originality but is 
always compelling and readable (Said 2013). 
 

This statement obviously provoked a storm of criticism coming from 
children’s writers, children’s literature critics, and from a large number 
of people unrelated to children’s literature, as well. This kind of 
statement however is not a unique occurrence, nor it is a mistake in the 
author’s judgement, more likely, it represents the position taken by the 
“great literature” or mainstream literature academics and critics against 
the genre of children’s literature. The problem with this statement is 
related to the fact that its author sets a rhetorical system that places 
“great literature” in opposition with children’s literature and popular 
literature, represented by thrillers. Making thus the two terms mutually 
exclusive, implying that children’s books cannot ever represent “great 
literature”; that children’s books can never do what “great literature” is 
doing (Said 2013); and thus associating them with popular literature. 
However, if the criteria for defining literature are the way it influences 
the reader in particular, and the world in general, than children’s books 
should be considered “good” literature. One can think of no other genre 
of literature that might influence the reader the way that children’s 
literature does. Children’s books have the potential to be the most 
influential books in someone’s life, being the first books that a person 
reads; having the power to form the reader’s personality, character, 
value system, and even the reader’s literary taste. The discussion about 
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the children’s books value inevitably involves the notion of “good” 
children’s books. C. S. Lewis stated that: “I am almost inclined to set it 
up as a canon that a children’s story which is enjoyed only by children is 
a bad children’s story” (1973: 233 cited in Nodelman 2008: 235). 

Hillman (1999:  3 cited in Nodelman 2004: 145) argues that 
literature has the following qualities: it is “engaging the intellect”, 
displays “beautiful language”, and “deep and subtle human motives”. In 
this case, one can argue that since children’s literature possesses all of 
these qualities, then it should not be that different from mainstream 
literature. In fact, as it has been mentioned before, there are many voices 
among children’s literature critics arguing that children’s literature is in 
fact an artificially created genre, rather than an entirely different 
category. Nodelman argues that: “Good children’s books might well 
have something in common with good adult books, if only because 
‘quality’ or ‘the best’ are so tied up in subjective opinion” (2004: 145).  

In fact there are many children’s books that are considered literary 
classics: Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Wind in the Willows, Oliver Twist, 
David Copperfield, etc. If according to Collins English Dictionary classic 
means “an author, artist, or work of art of the highest excellence”, then 
there should be no discussions about the “inferiority” of the children’s 
literature; however this is not the case. As it was mentioned before, the 
wide popularity of Harry Potter has led to the introduction of a new 
category in The New York Times best-sellers list, the Children’s Literature 
Best-Sellers. While the large sales of the books should have been greeted 
with enthusiasm, after all children were reading actual books in the era of 
the extraordinary popularity of media, the fact only encouraged critics to 
dismiss the books, associating them with popular literature, seen by 
Nagourney as “a catch-all phrase usually including all the texts – ‘best-
sellers’ [that] happen to be commercially successful in the culture at a 
given time” (1982: 99). 

In other words, the texts that are read the most become popular 
literature, regardless of their quality or literary worth. In the category of the 
most read must be included the children’s literature successful writers as: 
Beatrix Potter, C. S. Lewis, Roald Dahl, J. K. Rowling, Diana Wynne Jones, 
Philip Pullman, etc. Most of the aforementioned authors received numerous 
honours and awards; most of their work represent crossover books, read 
both by children and by adults; considering these, do all these honours and 
awards have any value for the critics, if they are dismissing these books 
solely on the basis that they are best-sellers? According to the above 
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definition, one could easily include authors like Dickens or Shakespeare in 
the popular literature category, since both of them were and still are widely 
popular. However, things are not that simple, since one hardly can compare 
Dan Brown with Charles Dickens. Therefore, one must look for another 
definition for popular literature. Cawelti proposes four categories for the 
analysis of popular culture in general, that can be applied to popular 
literature: the analysis of cultural themes; the concept of medium; the idea 
of myth and the concept of formula (1969: 382). For the purpose of 
describing the genre of popular literature and comparing it to children’s 
literature genre, the concepts that interest us are: the cultural theme, the 
myth and the formula, since the medium of transmission for both genres is 
the same. Popular literature is represented by genre fiction: mystery, horror, 
romance, fantasy, etc., which is certainly mirrored by children’s literature; 
however, popular literature avoids treating in detail difficult or “serious” 
themes, and while this might be applied for a certain category of children’s 
books as well (again mostly due to the genre restrictions than to children’s 
literature inherent features); other books, predominantly those for older 
children (teens, young adult) treat such themes as:  death – A Monster Calls, 
The Book Thief, Dance on my Grave, Lord of the Flies; war – The Boy in the Striped 
Pajamas, The Book Thief , The Diary of a Young Girl; kidnapping - The Bunker 
Diary, The Winters in Bloom, Kidnapped; homosexuality – Dance on my Grave, 
Keeping You a Secret, Ask the Passengers; depression, thoughts of suicide – 
Dying to Know You, If I stay, Eclipse; faith and religion – His Dark Materials 
trilogy, Now I Know, etc. As one can see there is no shortage of “serious” 
issues approached in children’s books. Coats states that:   

 
Quite apart from its hard-hitting content, contemporary children’s fiction 
can also be formally challenging. Anthony Browne, Aidan Chambers and 
Alan Garner, to name only a few, have written experimental or 
postmodern fiction for child readers. (2004: 162 cited in Falconer 2009: 6) 
 

Another concept in analysing the popular culture is the myth, which 
might be considered to be similar to theme or formula, nevertheless in 
the sense used by Cawelti, it represents general conventions. According 
to Cawelti: 

 
All cultural products contain a mixture of two kinds of elements: 
conventions and inventions. Conventions are elements which are known 
to both the creator and his audience beforehand - they consist of things 
like favourite plots, stereotyped characters, accepted ideas, commonly 
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known metaphors and other linguistic devices, etc. Inventions, on the 
other hand, are elements which are uniquely imagined by the creator 
such as new kinds of characters, ideas, or linguistic forms. (1969: 384-385) 
 

That is the myth represents a set of conventions shared by the author 
and his audience that help the reader to recognise the theme, the issues, 
the characters involved, etc.; thus connecting the reader to the work. 
Children’s literature as a genre relies heavily on these types of 
conventions, but so does not only children’s literature and popular 
literature, but mainstream literature, too. What makes the difference 
between good and bad fiction, is the amount of inventions in each 
particular work. This is what in Cawelti’s words makes the distinction 
between popular literature and mainstream literature, or between Dan 
Brown and Shakespeare. While narrative fiction struggles with its 
continuous quest for invention and innovation, the popular literature 
uses less invention and more convention in its works. And despite the 
genre restrictions, more and more children’s books are written in a 
manner that makes them indistinct from mainstream adult fiction, which 
makes some of them challenging to read. Another concept to analyse in 
popular literature is the concept of formula, which is defined by Cawelti 
as “a conventional system for structuring cultural products” (1969: 386). 
He opposes formula to form, the way he opposed conventions to 
inventions. Similarly, a piece of work with more formula would be 
popular literature, while a piece of work with more form would be 
deemed as literature. For a great artistic value, however it is not 
sufficient to have only one concept from the list present in one’s work to 
obtain quality; because quality is a combination of features (Cawelti 
1969: 386-387). Children’s literature, as it was mentioned before, contains 
other genres: mystery, science fiction, fantasy, etc. and these genres 
follow the formulaic restrictions too, but there are further children’s 
literature genre restrictions applied to children’s books. This way, one 
ends up with certain anomalies in children’s literature genre books, like: 
detective stories with no bodies, no blood, no drugs, no alcohol, etc., so 
the author has to innovate more to create interesting enough characters, 
setting, plot, etc.; creating thus more form, and adding more innovation, 
which is more likely to result in quality. That being said, it does not 
automatically mean that every children’s book is better, or more 
interesting, than a popular literature book, it only means that there are 
more chances for the children’s author to go in search of originality in 
form and content, if he cannot completely rely on formula fiction.  
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In conclusion, children’s literature as a genre is greatly 
underestimated, yet as it was stated it also has a lot to give. If given the 
chance it may surprise the reader with unexpected depth and intricate 
narratives, beautiful language and deep and subtle human motives, 
literary innovations and difficult themes treated with grace. As a genre, 
it mirrors the literature in general with all its genres and forms. All of 
these make children’s literature an interesting object of study, where one 
may rediscover the pleasure of reading, and uncover unknown things 
about the genre of children’s literature. The amount of attention received 
by children’s books has increased in the last decades, which can be a 
great thing for children’s literature in general, and result in the increase 
of attention from academia, leading to an increased quality of children’s 
books, and thus in the cultivation of its readers’ literary tastes.  
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Internal and External Intertextuality as a ‘Total Novel’ 

Formula in Noaptea de Sânziene by Mircea Eliade 
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Abstract 
One of the possible grids of analysis of Mircea Eliade’s novel Noaptea de Sânziene 
(The Forbidden Forest) is intertextuality, which aims at tracing the presence of a text 
within another text, in view of relating the author’s creativity and the reader’s 
vigilance. 

The fictional world of the novel in focus provides the reader with the image of a 
few intellectual characters which live their personal experience through the fundamental 
myths of the European space (Ulysses, Percival, Tristan and Isolde), feeling that the 
modern man relives the experiences of the mythical one. The quotation of a few lines 
from Dante’s Inferno comes to reinforce the idea that the protagonists are in search for 
identity in the maze of their lives, seen as an archetype of the world. War, death, and the 
world’s decay, which take place under their eyes, are expressed using the principles of 
Hindu philosophy: the world goes through a sombre age named kali-yuga, a form of 
dissolution which is a requisite for its (re)creation. 
 This mixture of direct references to representative European literary works and 
allusions to Hindu philosophy supports Eliade’s efforts in creating the first total novel 
in Romanian literature, a work which provides the informed reader with a journey 
through literary spaces.  
 
Keywords: European literary myths, Hindu philosophy, intertextuality, modern man, 
mythical man 

 
Written a decade before the concept of intertextuality was invented as 
such, the novel Noaptea de Sânziene (1948-1954) is a Romanian 
demonstration (avant-la-lettre) of intertextual narrative. Challenging the 
new theories on the novel and on the death of the author, Mircea Eliade 
aims at producing a grandiose novel, a generous epic with a powerful 
plot and many characters journeying along absurd and controversial 
destinies. The novel was written with the purpose to offer the European 
literature a new kind of writing, the mythical narrative, “o istorie în care 
se manifestă semnele cosmice şi se prelungesc, sub înfăţişări profane, 
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întâmplările sacre” (Simion 2011: 246) [a history in which the cosmic signs 
manifest and in which sacred episodes are prolonged in profane 
appearances]. While reading the novel, the informed reader finds 
him/herself in a constant dialogue with world literature, from ancient to 
contemporary, the internal and external intertexts alluding to the 
mysteries of Ancient Greece, British legends, French Existentialism, but 
also Hindu philosophy.  

On the one hand, the internal intertextual game allows the author 
to insert essayistic parentheses, quotations and collages of world 
literature in the storyline, resulting in a text which absorbs other texts, 
but remains, at the same time, centred on a predetermined trajectory, 
thus becoming an advanced proof for Michael Bakhtin’s 1968 theory that 
”tout texte se construit comme un mosaïque de citations, tout texte est 
absorption et transformation d’un autre texte” (Bakhtin in Universalis 1994: 
516) [any text is constructed as a mosaic of citations, any text represents 
the absorbtion and the transformation of another text]. Literary criticism 
asserts that Eliade makes use of “cultural myths” in the construction of 
the novel so as to help these texts get out of history and become eternal 
through repeated readings of more generations, thus materializing 
another Bakhtinian theory, one which holds that ”tout texte se situe à la 
jonction de plusieurs textes dont il est à la fois la relecture, l’accentuation, la 
condensation, le déplacement et la profondeur” (Bakhtin in Universalis 1994: 
515) [any text is placed at the intersection of other texts, being, at the 
same time, their re-reading, accentuation, condensation, shift and 
depth.]. 

The in-depth reading of the novel shows that Noaptea de Sânziene 
focuses, for the most part, on the mythical narrative centred around the 
protagonist, Ştefan Viziru, a hunter for signs and symbols, who walks a 
path to knowledge at whose end he will discover his true self. This 
personal quest of the character is related to many famous myths, the 
most obvious of which are the myth of Percival, that of Tristan and 
Isolde, and that of Ulysses, charmed by Circe, the witch.  

Starting from the idyll between Ştefan Viziru and Ileana Sideri, 
Eliade constructs a remake of Tristan and Isolde’s tragic story. When 
Ştefan meets Ileana, he is already married to Ioana, who was previously 
engaged to Ciru Partenie, a famous writer, a doppelganger of the 
protagonist, but also of the author. ”Între cele două personaje funcţionează un 
principiu al interdependenţei. Ei vor pieri unul prin celălalt, pentru că, 
totdeauna, dublul trebuie să sfârşească prin moarte” (Ichim 2001: 131) [There is 
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an interdependence principle at work between the two characters. They 
will perish through one another, as the double must always end in 
death.]. On the Midsummer Night of 1936, when, according to ancestral 
beliefs, Heavens open, Ştefan meets Ileana in the woods of Baneasa and 
cannot forget her ever since. Starting with that magical night, he feels that 
fate shows him signs and, consequently, begins his quest for them. Their 
next encounters are very rare, but, “atunci când se întâlnesc, Ştefan şi Ileana 
discută mai puţin despre dragoste, cât despre timp şi eliberare prin moarte” 
(Simion 2011: 235) [every time they meet, Ştefan and Ileana speak not 
about love, but sooner about time and deliverance through death.]. The 
novel spans over twelve years, a period in which the two lovers meet only 
a few times, searching in vain for one another. Along these years, Ileana 
gets married to a certain Tony, who will later die in an accident, a fate 
shared by Ioana and Răzvan (Ştefan’s wife and son), during the bombing 
of Bucharest, in 1948. However, for twelve years, Ştefan is looking for 
Ileana, without being able to find her. He lives the impossible experience 
of loving two women at the same time and feels as if he had lived 
someone else’s life, that he could have lived his own destiny unless he 
had met Ioana who had taken him for Ciru Partenie. For twelve years, 
Viziru is looking for his destined one wandering between Romania, 
London, Portugal and France. The reference to Tristan and Isolde is not 
arbitrary: Ileana sees Tristan’s myth in their idyll: 

 
atunci, în 1936, îmi repetam ca să îmi bat joc de mine şi ca să mă trezesc, îmi 
repetam că e ridicol, că parcă ar fi ca în Tristan şi Isolda…Ştefan, pentru mine, 
a fost ca în Tristan şi Isolda. În noaptea aceea mi-ai dat, poate fară să vrei, fară 
să ştii, mi-ai dat să beau o otravă, mi-ai otrăvit sângele, mi-ai otrăvit sufletul , 
şi eu n-am mai trăit ca oamenii vii şi treji, ci aşa cum trăiesc umbrele, cum 
poate că trăiesc morţii, numai din amintiri, din acele nefericite, scurte, 
dezastruoase sferturi de oră pe care mi le dădeai tu, apărând cu un bucheţel de 
lăcrămioare ca să-mi spui că eşti îndrăgostit de mine, dar îmi spuneai asta o 
dată, cel mult de două ori pe an, şi în restul preţioaselor minute pe care mi le 
dăruiai, îmi vorbeai de maşina cu care ar fi trebuit să vin şi n-am venit ( 
Eliade 2010, II: 356). 
[back in 1936, I kept repeating, just to mock myself and to make me 
wake up, I kept repeating to myself that it was ridiculous, that it was 
like in Tristan and Isolde… Ştefan, for me, it really was like in Tristan and 
Isolde. That night you gave me, perhaps unwillingly, you gave me 
poison, you poisoned my blood, you poisoned my soul, and since then I 
couldn’t live like living, awaken people anymore, I’ve lived as shadows 
live, as dead people do, perhaps, only with memories of those 
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unfortunate, short, disastrous fifteen minutes you used to give me, 
showing up with a bunch of lilies-of-the-valley to tell me that you were 
in love with me, but you only used to tell me that once a year, two times 
at the most, and, during the other precious moments you gave me, you 
were speaking of the car that I should have come with and I didn’t.] 
 

Understanding that the twelve years have been an errancy doubled by a 
search of his self, Ştefan eventually admits that he also repeats Tristan’s 
implacable destiny: “Am ştiut de la început, de când te-am zărit, că te iubesc, 
că am să te iubesc toată viaţa, că mi-ai fost ursită, că am băut împreună din 
aceeaşi otravă (Eliade 2010, II: 357) [I’ve known since the beginning, since 
I first laid my eyes on you, that I loved you, that I was going to love you 
all my life, that you have been destined to be mine, that we drank the 
same poison.]. Exactly twelve years after their first encounter, on 
another Midsummer Night, Ştefan meets Ileana again in the forest of 
Royaumont (France) and, as they are both freed from their past, fulfil 
their destiny in a wedding in Heavens. The car in which they travel has 
an accident and, while falling into the abyss, they understand that their 
love will be fulfilled in death: “Simţi în acea unică nesfârşită clipă, întreaga 
beatitudine după care tânjise atâţia ani, dăruită în privirea ei înlăcrimată. (…) 
Ştiuse că acea ultimă, nesfârşită clipă îi va fi de ajuns” (Eliade 2010, II: 359) 
[In that unique, endless moment, he felt the whole beatitude he had 
longed for for so many years, offered to him in her weeping eyes. (…) 
He knew that this last, endless moment would be enough]. One may 
note that Ştefan, this “witness and hermeneut” character, finds his 
double in death, “căci nuntirea în momentul de trecere spre eternitate 
deschide o taină, cea a fuzionării spiritului cu materia, ce anulează limitele 
fiinţei, iar întoarcerea spre origini coincide cu o naştere, cu o ‹‹înălţare››. 
Moartea este mireasă absolută, crăiasă a lumii. Nunta presupune prin calitatea 
sa de coincidentia oppositorum, o aspiraţie spre androginism - stare originară a 
lumii” (Ichim 2001: 165) [as the wedding during a passage to eternity 
reveals a mystery, that of the fusion between spirit and matter, which 
annuls the limitations of the being, and the return to origins coincides 
with a birth, with an ’ascension’. Death is the absolute bride, the queen 
of the world. Through its coincidentia oppositorum quality, the wedding 
presupposes an aspiration to androgyny – the original state of the 
world]. Ştefan longs for this original state. Along his entire existence, he 
has been searching for his own path to the Centre, for his redemption 
and freedom. He knows that humankind preserves this beatitude of the 
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original in its collective unconscious. Yet, since Adam’s fall, Man has 
forgotten that he possessed this knowledge of the world, and this is the 
reason why Ştefan attempts to regain the lost paradise through a process 
of anamnesis. One may assume that the protagonists regain the 
beatitude of the beginning, thus becoming part of the primordial 
universe through their death in the forest of Royaumont. 

Searching for fulfilment through love, Ştefan is actually in search 
for himself, like a Joycean Ulysses on his way to a personal Ithaca 
(Bucharest). Like the Greek hero, Ştefan Viziru, in a diplomatic mission 
to Lisbon, is ensnared by a series of deities, especially by “o Circe de 
duzină – insaţiabila domnişoară Zissu” (Simion 2011: 236) [a trashy 
Circe – the insatiable Miss Zissu], thus delaying the tryst with destiny. 
Although he claims that he loves his wife and, at the same time, loves 
Ileana, Ştefan finds refuge in Miss Zissu’s company, a young woman 
whom he does not love, but from whose arms he cannot escape. The 
resemblance between Miss Zissu and the nymph Calypso or the witch 
Circe is noted by Ştefan, who declares to her: 

 
Eşti una din acele două fiinţe semi-divine: Calypso sau Circe. Iar eu, în acest 
moment, sunt una din infinitele variante ale lui Ulysse, unul din acele 
milioane de eroi care repetă, de la Homer încoace, o mai mult sau mai puţin 
dramatică odisee personală în drumul lor spre casă. (…) Eşti probabil, Calypso. 
Nimfa Calypso, îţi aduci aminte, păstra captiv pe sărmanul Ulysse, în insula ei 
cu patru izvoare şi nenumărate specii de arbori. Probabil că aceasta e insula 
ta.(…) Am să-mi amintesc întotdeauna de tine cu multă dragoste şi 
recunoştinţă. Aşa cum îşi amintea Ulysse de Calypso în Ithaca. Cum îşi 
amintea probabil chiar de Circe, deşi voise să-l transforme şi pe el în purcel, ca 
şi pe tovarăşii lui (Eliade 2010, II : 52-53). 
[You are one of those two semi-divine beings: Calypso or Circe. And I, 
in this moment, am one of the infinite variants of Ulysses, one of those 
millions of heroes who repeat, since Homer, a more or less dramatic 
personal Odyssey on their way home. (…) You’re probably Calypso. 
Calypso, the nymph, if you remember, kept poor Ulysses captive on her 
island with four springs and numerous species of trees. This is probably 
your island. (…) I shall always remember you with love and gratitude. 
As Ulysses, who used to remember Calypso in Ithaca, just as he 
probably used to remember Circe, too, although she had tried to turn 
him and his companions into piglets.] 
 

Miss Zissu acquires a clearly formulated mythological function: “Este 
femeia pasională care stă în calea (calea mitică) a eroului” (Simion 2011: 258) 
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[She is the passionate woman who stands in the way (the mythical way) 
of the hero.]. But as soon as the hero becomes aware of his mythological 
condition, he is disenchanted, and the separation is imminent. Thus, 
Ştefan returns to Bucharest, near his family, after a long departure, 
restarting the quest for his own path, for his own destiny.  

The same condition of the man in search for the meaning of his 
existence is transposed into the novel through a different intertext, this 
time, through the direct quotation of the opening lines of Dante’s 
Inferno: “Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita… Una selva oscura…” (Eliade 
2010, II: 338) [“Midway upon the journey of our life, I find myself into a forest 
dark” (translation by H.W. Longfellow)]. These lines come to the 
character’s mind when he goes on a trip to Royaumont forest alongside 
with a group of students. Eliade’s character begins his own quest just 
like Dante’s character, who, in search for redemption, sets out from a 
selva oscura (dark forest) on an imagined journey with many dangers 
ahead. The intertextual reference to Dante suggests the allegorical 
dimension of the journey, whilst the mentioning of the critical age 
emphasises “momentul simbolic când omul se află în puterea vârstei, devenind 
apt pentru experienţa sapienţială, fundamentală a rostului existenţei sale” 
(Cojocaru 2005: 100) [the symbolic moment of the mature man who 
becomes apt for the sapiential, fundamental experience of the meaning 
of his existence]. In the diary on the novel, Eliade confesses that Ştefan is 
not always a clearly defined character, exactly because of his role as a 
witness, “martor în înţelesul lui Dante, coborând în Infern, trecând prin 
Purgatoriu, urcând Cerurile - şi ascultând, înregistrând, înţelegând mesagiile” 
(Eliade in Simion 2011: 268) [a witness in Dante’s acception, descending 
into Inferno, passing through Purgatory, ascending to Heavens – and 
listening, recording, and understanding the messages].  

The same internal intertextuality technique inserts the myth of 
Percival into the novel Noaptea de Sânziene. As his name suggests (Ştefan 
= crown), Ştefan Viziru is a spiritual leader in search for the Grail, which 
is why he asks Anisie (a mystic of the chosen ones), a question “pe care o 
consideră încărcată cu aceeaşi forţă benefică precum cea a lui Percifal: unde este 
Graalul? Ştefan întreabă: ‹‹Cum e Dumnezeu? ››” (Ichim 2001: 155) [which 
he sees as charged with the same benevolent force as that of Percival’s: 
where is the Grail? Ştefan asks: “What is God like?”]. Ofelia Ichim 
maintains that “Ştefan Viziru este, deocamdată, prea dependent de normele 
timpului istoric, pentru a merita îngăduirea de a pune întrebarea corectă” 
(2001: 155) [Stefan Viziru depends too much on the norms of the 
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historical time to be allowed to ask the right question], which is why he 
does not receive an answer. Anisie calls him back four years later to talk 
to him about God’s appearance: “Nu cred că aş putea să-ţi răspund la 
această întrebare, vorbi Anisie. Oricum ţi-aş răspunde, nu m-ai înţelege. Este şi 
o chestiune de limbaj la mijloc…” (Eliade 2010, II: 62) [“I don’t know if I 
can give you an answer to this question”, Anisie spoke. “Whatever I’d 
say, you won’t understand me. It’s also a matter of language…”]. 
According to the legend of the Fisher King, Percival saves the castle 
from decay by asking the king the right question, and after that, “ţinutul 
întreg se regenerează, apele încep să curgă din nou în albiile lor şi toate pădurile 
înverzesc” (Eliade 2003: 184) [the whole land revives, the waters start 
flowing again in their beds and all the forests green], as the right 
question “regenerează şi fertilizează; şi nu numai fiinţa omenească, ci întreg 
Cosmosul” (Eliade 2010, II: 61) [revives and fertilizes, not only the human 
being, but the entire Universe]. Ştefan Viziru feels that he is wandering 
through a maze, which is the reason why fascism and the war lead to the 
decay of the world he lives in. This explains his obsession for the right 
question, one able to offer him the world’s regeneration through itself, as 
he wishes to be as the saints are, able to love all people at the same time 
and live a continuous present. But his soul is tortured and inappeasable 
because he loves two women. Three questions torment Ştefan, guiding 
his searches. He thinks that he can reach Nirvana by finding the answers 
to these questions: what is God like? how can he get out of time? and how can 
he love two women at the same time? The wise man Anisie tries to guide 
him towards the answer to the first question, but, as he is late for the 
meeting, he loses access to the answers he is looking for. This does not 
mean that the hero no longer fulfills his quest. As he is half a year late, 
Ştefan does not find out the answer and, unknowingly, sentences 
himself to death. 

Some of Eliade’s philosophical concepts are rendered in the 
novel through the intertextual relation with Sartre’s works. In the 
context of the historical events, one may read Noaptea de Sânziene as a 
piece of existentialist prose, as Mircea Eliade wrote it while he was in 
Paris, a city that launched this ‘fashion’ through Sartre, Camus and 
Simone de Beauvoir. Existentialism “apare ca o alternativă, ca o posibilitate 
de interpretare a istoriei în lumina evenimentelor dramatice care se consumă pe 
scena ei europeană, însă nu se prezintă ca o alternativă viabilă pentru o situaţie 
care depăşeşte în dramatism o clasică l’embarras du choix existenţialistă” 
(Mitchievici 2010: 22) [appears as an alternative, a possibilty of 
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interpretation of history in light of the dramatic events taking place on 
its Europen stage, yet it does not constitute a viable alternative for a 
situation that is more dramatic than a classical existentialist l’embarras du 
choix]. Ştefan Viziru has a friend, Petre Biriş, a philosophy professor, 
whose lines make reference to the French existentialism and Sartre. 
Interrogated by tormentor Duma for an alleged secret message sent 
across the Iron Curtain, Biriş admits that he wished he went to Paris, to 
Deux Magots Café, to explain to the French philosophers what it meant, 
in postwar Romania, to be “en situation”: “De ce nu poftiţi pe la noi, pe 
după Cortină, să vedeţi cum se pune ‹‹le problème du choix›› şi ce se mai 
întâmplă cu ‹‹le problème de la liberté››? De ce nu veniţi pe la noi să faceţi 
cunoştinţă cu adevăratul ‹‹moment istoric››?” (Eliade 2010, II: 282) [Why 
don’t you come over, behind the Curtain, to see how they posit ‘le 
problème du choix’ and what happens with ‘le problème de la liberté’? Why 
don’t you come over to make the acquaintance of the true ‘historical 
moment’?]. Through Biriş’s voice, Eliade sends the disappointment of 
the Romanians abandoned to Russian totalitarianism to the Western 
world: “Am vorbit cu ură împotriva occidentalilor pentru că ne-au abandonat. 
A fost o greşeală. Ar fi trebuit să-mi dau silinţa să-i înţeleg şi pe ei. Toţi ar fi 
făcut la fel. Când e vorba să te salvezi pe tine, nu te mai gândeşti la altul; îl 
sacrifici pur şi simplu. Aşa a fost de când lumea.” (Eliade 2010, II: 285) [I’ve 
spoken with hatred against Westerners because they abandoned us. It 
was a mistake. I should have strived to understand them. Everyone 
would have acted exactly the same. When it comes to saving yourself, 
you never think of another; you just sacrifice him. It’s been like that 
since forever.]. 

On the other hand, Noaptea de Sânziene establishes, through 
mechanisms specific to external intertextuality, a rapport with Hindu 
philosophy writings, which maintain that: 

 
apusul unei lumi este urmat de răsăritul alteia. Moartea are ca scop un alt 
început. Paradoxal, contariile se atrag: moartea dă naştere vieţii. Conform 
doctrinei hinduse, un ciclu uman se împarte în patru vârste care înseamnă 
fazele ‹‹unei întunecări crescânde a spiritualităţii primordiale››. Acum ne 
aflăm în cea de a patra vârstă, kali-yuga, însemnând ‹‹vârsta sumbră››, această 
vârstă a început cu mai mult de şase mii de ani în urmă. De atunci, 
adevărurile sacre, cum ar spune Eliade, au devenit din ce în ce mai profane, 
până când şi-au pierdut înţelesul (exceptând doar foarte puţinii iniţiaţi, în 
cazul că aceştia mai există): ‹‹Adevărurile, care erau odinioară accesibile 
tuturor oamenilor, au devenit de atunci tot mai ascunse şi mai greu de atins 
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(...). De aceea se vorbeşte mereu, prin mijlocirea unor simboluri felurite, de 
ceva pierdut, cel puţin în aparenţă şi în raport cu lumea din afară, ceva pe care 
cei ce aspiră la adevărata cunoaştere trebuie să îl regăsească; dar se mai spune, 
de asemenea, că tot ceea ce e ascuns în acest fel va redeveni vizibil la sfârşitul  
acestui ciclu, sfârşit care va fi totodată, în virtutea continuităţii ce leagă 
lucrurile, începutul unui ciclu nou.›› (Ichim 2001: 143). 
[the twilight of one world is followed by the dawn of another. Death’s 
purpose is another beginning. Paradoxically, the opposites attract: 
death gives birth to life. According to Hindu doctrine, a human life 
cycle consists of four ages which represent the phases of a “rising 
darkness of primordial spirituality”. We are now in the fourth age, kali-
yuga - the sombre age, which started more than six thousand years ago. 
Since then, the sacred truths, as Eliade would name them, have become 
more and more profane, until they lost their meaning (except for very 
few wise men, should they still exist): The truths, once accessible to all 
men, have become more and more concealed and difficult to grasp (...) 
This is why there is so much talk, through the mediation of various 
symbols, of something lost, at least apparently and in relation to the 
outer world, something which those who aspire to true knowledge 
must regain; but it is also said that, anything that is concealed will be 
revealed again at the end of this cycle, an end which will be, by virtue 
of the continuity connecting all things, the beginning of a new cycle.] 
 

The way in which wise man Anisie approaches the problem of war 
suggests his affinity with Hindu philosophy. When Ştefan pays him a 
visit to discuss the question of war, he answers serenely: 

 
Până la urmă toată lumea va intra în război (…) De încercarea asta nu va 
scăpa nimeni. Lumea veche a intrat în descopunere. Şi procesul de 
descompunere se accelerează cu cât trece timpul. Războiului ăsta îi va urma 
un altul, şi apoi un altul, până ce nu va mai rămâne nimic din tot ce-a fost. 
Nico măcar ruinele! Doar, la urmă de tot câţiva supravieţuitori .Ca să poată 
lua lucrurile de la început şi să încerce să le facă mai bine.(…) viitorul 
imediat nu pare a fi deloc încurajator. Căci viitorul acesta se prevesteşte ca o 
serie de războaie şi catastrofe pustiitoare care vor spulbera tot ce a clădit 
istoria în ultimii mii de ani. Şi, pentru omul istoric, pentru acel om care se 
vrea şi se declară exclusiv o fiinţă creatoare de istorie, fără îndoială că 
perspectiva unei anihilări aproape totale a creaţiilor lui istorice este 
catastrofală. Dar mai există şi o altă umanitate în afară de umanitatea 
creatoare de istorie, umanitatea care a locuit în paradisele anistorice ; lumea 
primitivă sau lumea preistorică. Lumea pe care o întâlnim la începutul 
oricărui ciclu., lumea creatoare de mituri, lumea pentru care existenţa 
umană  înseamnă un mod specific de a fi în Univers şi, ca atare, avea alte 
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probleme şi urmărea o altă perfecţiune decât cea urmărită de omul modern, 
obsedat de istorie. Am toate motivele să sper că anihilarea civilizaţiei 
noastre, la al cărei început asistăm deja, va încheia definitiv ciclul în care ne 
aflăm integraţi de câteva mii de ani şi va îngădui reapariţia celuilalt tip de 
umanitate, care nu trăieşte ca noi în timpul istoric, ci numai în clipă, adică 
în eternitate (Eliade 2010, II: 56-57). 
[In the end, the whole world will go to war. (…) No one will escape. 
The old world has started to decay. And the decaying process is 
accelerated as time passes. This war will be followed by another, and 
then by another, until nothing will remain as it used to be. Not even 
the ruins! Only, at the very end, a handful of survivors. So that they 
could start everything from the beginning and try to make things 
better (…) The close future does not look encouraging at all. For this 
future forebodes a series of wars and devastating catastrophes which 
will sweep what mankind has built for thousands of years. And, for 
the history man, for that man who considers himself a creator of 
history, it is beyond doubt that the perspective of the total 
annihilation of his historical creations is catastrophic. But there’s a 
different humanity, apart from the history-creating humanity, a 
humanity that inhabited the ahistorical paradises: the primitive or 
prehistorical world. The world that we encounter at the beginning of 
any cycle; the world of myth-creators, the world to which human 
existence is a specific way of being in the Universe and which, as 
such, had different problems and aimed to a perfection different 
from the one desired by Modern Man, the man obsessed with 
history. I have all the reasons in the world to believe that the 
annihilation of our civilisation, whose beginning we’re already 
witnessing, will end for good the cycle in which we have lived for 
thousands of years and will allow the emergence of the other kind of 
humanity, one which does not live like we do, in the historical time, 
but only in the moment, that is, in eternity.] 
 

Apart from these abundant allusions, quotations and parentheses, one 
may also identify in Eliade’s text intertextual connexions with Romanian 
folklore, with biblical writings, or with the proustian Remembrance of 
Things Past. Nevertheless, none of these are too consistent in the novel. 
What is beyond doubt, however, is that Eliade proves, through these 
intertextual games, the way in which a literary work “reads history and 
inserts itself into it” (Kristeva in Universalis 1994: 517). 

One may conclude that intertextuality proves a hybrid product 
in this novel, reading and writing at the same time, a product which 
reveals the energy of the circulation of texts inside this mobile structure 
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that is world literature. Eugen Simion maintains that Noaptea de Sânziene 
is “primul caz de roman total din literatura română: frescă istorică, roman 
politic, roman sentimental, roman intelectual, roman de moravuri, şi, nu în 
ultimul rând, roman mitic.” (2011: 248) [the first total novel in Romanian 
literature: historical, political, sentimental, intellectual, of manners, and, 
last but definitely not least, mythical], which is possible owing to the 
multiple possibilities that the author is provided with by the intertextual 
game. 

 
Note 
The paper has been translated from Romanian by Oana Gheorghiu and Steluţa Stan 
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When off-springs speak they speak Big (Apple) 
 
Urban Space and Late Twentieth Century New York 
Literature. Reformed geographies is an extremely 
well-framed intervention into a series of debates 
that occupy the space of New York Studies in the 

21st century, namely the field of contemporary intersections of New York 
fiction and non-fiction, archival material, urban, human and cultural 
geography, urban politics and history. Catalina Neculai thus builds a 
solid interdisciplinary argumentation meant to reshape the cultural-
materialist history of New York between the fiscal crisis years of the 
mid-1970s through to the Market Crash of October 1987. The author 
argues convincingly that representation—the literary, the documented, 
and the archival—encodes and negotiates the changes in the production 
of urban space in New York City during the consolidation of the 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (FIRE) industry in the 1970s and 
1980s. In the first two chapters of Part One, “Mappings,” the author 
astutely offsets the potential reductionism of postmodernist fetishist and 
aestheticist constructions of the city by mobilizing theoretical work on 
geographical literary studies, geographical theories—with priority, the 
cultural/Marxist/radical ones—, instruments, and methodologies, with 
a view to “giving literature the spatial autonomy (as fieldwork) it needs 
in order to assert its value for geographical analysis, for spatial and 
urban knowledge making” (p. 45). According to Catalina Neculai, the 
“urbanization of literary consciousness,” as developed by a number of 
American writers (e.g. Don DeLillo, Joel Rose, Jay McInerney), calls for 
an “urban documentarian approach,” best suited to express the writers’ 
“overt literary engagement with processes of urbanization underlying 
the (re)production of urban socio-spatial practices” (p. 55). The 
“documentarian approach” in the manner of anthropological “thick 
description,” as modus operandi in the book, is set in the Prologue, by 
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the author’s close reading of Paul Auster’s City of Glass, with a view to 
offering an ethnographic rendering of the material realities of the 
fictional works under scrutiny meant to raise important claims for 
geographical knowledge as well. Equally instrumental are the literary 
writings sampled from downtown magazines and analysed in Chapter 
2, as they are literary evidence of activist engagement with urban space, 
in the way they “voice the concern with housing as a space of 
representation, […] as a site of conflict, and not least as systemic 
policies” (p. 67). The outcome of the author’s enterprise being a 
”rethinking of the uptown-downtown duality and its implications for a 
literary hermeneutic, based upon a reading for socio-spatial unevenness 
in place of duality” (p. 15).   

Part Two of the book, “A New York Trilogy Inc.,” focuses on a 
three-fold case study analysis—Don DeLillo’s Great Jones Street, Joel 
Rose’s Kill the Poor, and Jay McInerney’s Brightness Falls—of 
counterculture and the underground economy, of homesteading and 
‘low rent’ fiction, of the finance industry, publishing and ‘financial 
writing’ with the overt purpose of offering radical opportunities for 
revisiting both the space of representation and the represented space of 
urban decline and growth through a geocultural reading for the 
unevenness of urban space (pp. 15-16). The literary corpus under 
discussion serves well Catalina Neculai’s audacious agenda, that of 
compiling a new (literary) urban hermeneutic. 

Thus, the third chapter, “Scale, Culture, and Real Estate: The 
Reproduction of Lowliness in Great Jones Street,” the first case study, 
argues for a revised view of the 1970s, one which focuses on “profound 
spatialisation and scaling of experience,” (p. 16) emerging from the 
dynamic of privatization, “FIRE’s first firm foothold in a city on the 
brink of bankruptcy” (p.16). It then offers Don DeLillo’s Great Jones 
Street’s particular version of urban life as an allegory for the 1970s New 
York culture, which faces “spatialization and scaling of the self,” along 
with the “loosening” or exploration of the self, inasmuch as in the 1970s, 
the stress moved away from grand, master narratives to fragmented, 
individual ones. 

 The fourth chapter, “Kill the Poor: Low Rent Aesthetics and the 
New Housing Order,” the second case study, examines New York in the 
1980s, specifically, gentrification and urban redevelopment through the 
lens of what it calls “a low rent aesthetic.” Joel Rose in his novel Kill the 
Poor presents “a neighborhood modus vivendi founded on the corporatist 
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logic of gentrification and the participatory agenda of homesteading, on 
socio-spatial and ethnic conflicts, all from the perspective of a low rent 
aesthetic engagement with the housing order” (p. 117). By reading the 
Lower East Side cartography the novel deploys, Catalina Neculai argues 
convincingly that “the populist urbanism of homesteading on the Lower 
East did not succeed as a DIY project because of the inability of housing 
actors and tenant constituencies to build a consensual alliance” (p. 16).  

The fifth chapter, “Uneven City: Brightness Falls and the 
Ethnography of Fictitious Finance,” the third case study, investigates Jay 
McInerney’s Brightness Falls in the context of changes in finance in the 
1980s, including the crash of 1987.  The chapter “builds upon the 
interface between the publishing industry and speculative finance, 
which pumps up the speculative FIRE bubble during 1987, the year of 
the crash. […]. It closes the circle—and the trilogy—that began with 
Great Jones Street by reinforcing the alliance between the culture industry 
(publishing) and the finance economy, the city as a spatial structure of 
colliding and collusive stakes, while refashioning the representation of 
bohemia through a recurrence of Great Jones Street, under siege, this 
time, from FIRE and AIDS” (p. 17). By recourse to a complex 
interdisciplinary apparatus, Catalina Neculai succeeds in showing that 
the novel transcends “the so-called blank fiction genre,” thus marking its 
importance amongst other writings of the time.  

Very much like a number of New York writers, who, back in the 
1970s and 1980s, dared to tread where the sociologist, the urban 
geographer, or the documenter treads by professional default, and to 
engage head-on with the hard city of socioeconomic networks (p. 60), 
Catalina Neculai, through her seminal book, trespasses new territories 
for the philologist who she is, and in the process, she manages to make a 
powerful statement—namely, that written culture, just like visual arts, 
can telescope urban change. One must only know how to read the signs. 
 

Ruxanda Bontilă  
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galaţi  
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Racial Issues in American Stand-up Comedy 

 
Alina BOGDAN (PETRE)* 

 
 
Abstract 
The phenomenon known as stand-up comedy emerged in the late 1970s when the first 
live shows of this type were introduced to the public. This type of humour, which relies 
on ingenuity, contains a variety of topics used by comedians, such as their everyday life, 
religion, politics or racism. These are just a few of the topics usually employed in order 
to create comedy. It is curious how a serious matter such as racism, for example, can be 
used to trigger laughter. Eddie Griffin, an African American stand-up comedian, uses 
this type of topics in almost all of his shows. More than one question come to mind: 
Why should comedians use racism in this type of discourse? Can it be funny? Are there 
any special techniques applied when dealing with such a sensitive subject? Can the 
humour be preserved if the written version of such a show is translated? The present 
paper aims at finding some answers to these questions and, to this end, looks for textual 
evidence in Eddie Griffin’s 2011 comedy show You Can Tell ‘Em I Said It.  

Keywords: stand-up comedy, humour, racism, translating humour 
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This paper deals with a new topic, the stand-up comedy. The research 
done in the field of comedy and humour cannot be compared with the 
study of stand-up comedy because the latter is yet to be discovered and 
analysed.  

This approach represents a step forward into the study of 
humour. For many years now, being represented by jokes or puns, 
humour caught everyone’s attention, but this time focus is laid on a 
different category of humour, i.e. stand-up comedy. This type of 
humour is very different, and in order to make it appealing to the 
public, the artist has to keep in mind that the nature of the subjects that 
he or she uses represent almost half of the success and that the other half 
is represented by the connection he or she has with the audience, as well 
as by the way in which the message is delivered and afterwards 
perceived by the audience.  

                                                      
*PhD Student, “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati, alina_bogdan_89@yahoo.com  
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According to The Oxford English Dictionary (online), humour is 
described as “that quality of action, speech, or writing, which excites 
amusement; oddity, jocularity, facetiousness, comicality, fun” and that it 
represents “the faculty of perceiving what is ludicrous or amusing, or of 
expressing it in speech, writing, or other composition; jocose 
imagination or treatment of a subject”. Research in the field of humour 
has focused mostly on analysing stand-up comedy from the perspective 
of the joke, from the perspective of the text. This type of analysis is not 
entirely correct; a different perspective should have been used: that of 
analysing stand-up comedy through the performer – audience 
connection, and special attention should have been paid to the response 
given by the audience to each joke.  

The 20th century represented a new beginning in the field of 
comedy, a time when the process of globalization reached a higher 
point, and everyone tried to fit in somewhere and be a part of 
something. To succeed in this line of business, performers used 
everything necessary to try and step up into the spotlight, even if that 
meant using topics from their everyday life, no matter how happy or sad 
the topics were. Furthermore, their list of jokes also included topics such 
as ethnicity, racism, political orientation, religion etc., to pinpoint the 
hatred and the negative thinking that still exists up to this moment.   

One of the performers considered to be representative for the 
type of humour called stand-up comedy is Eddie Griffin. Actor and 
comedian, Eddie Griffin was born in Kansas City, Missouri and is 
known for his role on the Malcolm & Eddie show where he played the 
part of Eddie Sherman and for his performance in the movie Undercover 
Brother (2002).  

Even if he started his career as a stand-up comedian at a young 
age, his 1997 comedy show Voodoo Child is what really launched him in 
this line of business. 

But the question may arise: what is stand-up comedy? If we 
search the web, which lately has become a source for everything, 
dictionary.com states that stand-up comedy is "a comic monologue 
performed by one person standing on a stage; also called stand-up", this 
can be considered a general definition to be found in other dictionaries 
as well but which sadly does not contain many important details. For 
this reason, I turned my attention to “Stand-up Comedy as Social and 
Cultural Mediation”, written in 1985 by Lawrence E. Mintz, who 
explains that:  
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Stand-up comedy is arguably the oldest, most universal, basic, and deeply 
significant form of humorous expression (excluding perhaps truly 
spontaneous, informal social joking and teasing). It is the purest public 
comic communication, performing essentially the same social and cultural 
roles in practically every known society, past and present. (1985: 71) 
 

According to Mintz, there is no such thing as a perfect society and 
people tend to make fun of it because this is their way of moving 
forward, making fun of the tragic past. Stand-up comedy is an art, and 
not many are made for this type of job, the things that can make the 
difference between two performers are both the audience, who can give 
fluidity to a show, and the actual jokes that are used.  

In the past, performers of stand-up comedy such as Eddie Griffin 
tried their luck in this field of humour, when everything was based on 
wit, perseverance, personality, when the person in charge had to find 
out the hard way what stand-up comedy is and how to perfect their 
stage performance. Time passed, society changed and now those who 
are interested in such a career can simply buy a book that step by step 
will teach someone how to write and perform an act of comedy. The 
only difference now is in the process of learning because the topics used 
by artists did not change.  

Racial issues are still a problem, even now, a good example being 
America, the country with an African-American president, a place 
where things evolved, society changed, information is free to the public 
and they have more opportunities than in the past. Racism is still alive, 
and people learned how to approach this matter in a more polite 
manner; they replace the word nigger with different polite rejections as 
Eddie Griffin points out in the following lines: 

 
You know how they say there’s no 
more racism,  
You know, since Obama got the 
office,  
We got a black president, there’s 
no more racism. 
They don’t say nigger anymore… 
They just say: 
We’re not hiring, translation nigger 

Ştiţi cum zic ei că nu mai e rasism,  
Ştiţi, de când a fost ales Obama,  
 
Avem un preşedinte de culoare, nu 
mai e rasism. 
Acum nu mai zic negru… 
zic doar: 
Nu facem angajări, pe scurt – 
negrule 
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I’m sorry, your bank loan has been 
denied, nigger 
 
Pull over, nigger (Griffin 2011:40) 

Ne pare rău, împrumutul 
dumneavoastră a fost refuzat, 
negrule 
Trage pe dreapta, negrule!  
(my translation) 

 
The comedian managed to highlight the idea of racism in very important 
phases, government, police, financial system and employment office.  
Each line is followed by the word “nigger”, because even if the word is 
not said, he knows that this is what they are thinking and that things 
will not change just because there is a black president.  

When dealing with such a text you cannot translate everything 
word for word; remaining faithful to the text is desirable, but preserving 
the essence of the joke is also important even if it poses problems to the 
translator since as Newmark says “there is no such thing as a perfect, 
ideal or correct translation”(1988: 6).  

Furthermore, it is curious how a serious matter such as racism 
can be used to trigger laughter. As shown above, Eddie Griffin uses this 
topic in all his comedy shows, thus a few questions come to mind: 
 

Why should comedians use racism in this type of discourse? 
One reason for using this type of subject is for the impact it produces 
and it has on others, and also because it receives attention and an 
immediate reaction from the audience. It is important to mention that it 
does not matter if the reaction is a positive or a negative one, because 
this is how the performer will know how to deal with the topic further 
on. 

The answer to the question “Can it be funny?” is: Yes, it can be 
funny. In order to illustrate this, the only thing one can do is just to 
watch a stand-up comedy performance of Eddie Griffin and see that 
laughter can be produced regardless of the topic. This thing depends on 
how the performer acts on stage and how he interacts with the audience, 
because it is a known fact that if two actors perform the same joke the 
responses given by the audience will be very different.  

Another question may arise: Are there any special techniques 
applied when dealing with such a sensitive subject? 

Usually when approaching a topic like racism there are many 
factors that have to be taken into consideration, for example: when to 
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say it, how to say it, to whom and the most important thing is who the 
speaker is. Being an African-American, Eddie Griffin himself was 
confronted with racism; this is why he can speak about racism without 
being afraid of the repercussions. America is known for the black and 
white conflict and recent events such as Barack Obama, an African-
American, being the president of the United States of America should 
have diminished this conflict, but as Eddie Griffin explained, this thing 
did not happen.  

 
Can humour be preserved if the written version of such a show is 
translated? 
The humour is not fully preserved. The text poses some difficulties in 
the process of translation, but the real problem is represented by cultural 
differences. A translated version of the text will never receive the same 
reaction from an audience in Romania because this is something specific 
to a certain country, and in America this conflict is still very active. 

In a comedy show, the text is very important and the comedians, 
almost all the time, use jokes that are very well written and that are sure 
to produce laughter. Mention should be made that if you analyse only 
the text, without seeing or hearing the show, it will not impress you and 
the reaction will not be the desired one. For most of it, some can 
consider it to be similar to a satire, but not to a funny text.   

Eddie Griffin approached this type of subject and tried telling the 
truth during his performances in a humorous manner that would 
influence his audience in a positive manner. He did everything by 
pointing out the obvious problems society has in order to fix them. His 
jokes were made with a purpose. He attempts at proving that racism is 
still a very important topic; even so, his audience was pleased by his 
performance and all of his jokes and funny stories were received in a 
positive way with laughter and applauses.  

In this area of comedy there is still one disadvantage, knowing 
that this type of shows are live and are held in locations such as arenas, 
theatres, the audience is made up of persons with different religion, 
culture, beliefs, etc.  On stage everything can change in a moment, in one 
second one can turn failure into success and vice-versa. However, Eddie 
Griffin manages to keep the audience concentrated and always focuses 
on what he is saying, because this is what keeps the show alive and the 
jokes to advance in a natural way.  

Throughout the show, the audience responds in a positive way to 
the jokes the performer makes, thus providing him a suitable 
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environment for joke telling. To improve the quality of the jokes, the 
artist resumes to hand gestures or face mimics, he also manages to put 
together a real-time conversation, turning his head from right to left as if 
he were facing someone, using different types of accents and gestures. 

The audience represents a key factor in the good development of 
these shows, because no matter their gender, religion and nationality 
they are all American citizens.  

To sum up, the new branch of humour, i.e. stand-up comedy, 
receives the deserved attention. Analysing stand-up comedy from all 
points of views is what makes this study more valuable than a regular 
analysis of a funny text. This art is not just about the humorous text, the 
audience and the connection established by the performer are valuable 
details in the process of analysing this type of comedy, and the laughter 
during a show can help people go above prejudice, misinterpreted 
situations and wrong conceptions.   

Even if the phenomenon known as stand-up comedy emerged in 
the late 1970’s, it received the deserved attention at the beginning of the 
2000s, when, thanks to the internet, many amateur performers started a 
career in this domain. This type of humour, which relies on ingenuity, 
contains topics used by comedians, usually employed in order to create 
comedy, such as their everyday life, jokes, funny moments from their 
past, as well as topics such as religion, politics or racism. Eddie Griffin 
uses this type of topics in almost all of his shows and he succeeds in 
receiving laughter from those present, even if he tackles a delicate 
subject like racism. 

As shown above, the conclusion can be drawn that humour in the 
form of stand-up comedy is more than what meets the eye and that a 
live performance is not an easy task, which Eddie Griffin proves. It can 
really be said that there is no such thing as a forbidden topic for a well 
prepared stand-up comedian such as Eddie Griffin. 
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Abstract 
Technological war transposed in real-life situations is at the core of Andy Briggs’s 
contemporary series for teenagers HERO.COM and VILLAIN.NET originally 
published between 2008 and 2010 and already translated into Romanian. This paper 
revolves around the idea that in a century dominated by mass-media and globalization, 
translators should be able to promptly respond to the publishers’ requirements and make 
sure that they have chosen the best option for their future target readers. 
 In Andy Briggs’s novels, the never-ending clash between good and evil 
acquires almost graphic representations embedded in a rather detailed vocabulary 
related to war and modern technology. Translating such novels becomes a challenge for 
those who have to bear in mind that nowadays teenagers all over the world have the 
possibility to communicate on the internet and are thus accustomed to the kind of 
language the characters in these novels use.   
 
Keywords: globalization, confrontation, linguistic deviation, computer 

terminology, war related vocabulary 
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The everlasting clash between good and evil has been a constant topic in 
literature for children in general and in young adult literature in 
particular. Even if some of the major characteristics of war stories are 
still preserved in contemporary novels for teenagers, there are 
undoubtedly some new problems which are tackled in order to envisage 
current trends and attitudes of modern society.  

Organized on two main parts, this paper aims at establishing 
both writing and translation variables in young adult novels focusing on 
the case study of Andy Briggs’s contemporary series and anti-series for 
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teenagers HERO.COM and VILLAIN.NET. Following the tradition of 
young adult literature which stipulates that an adolescent is usually the 
protagonist of the story, Andy Briggs’s novels show a group of 
teenagers engaged in a confrontation for supremacy. Their inner 
struggle and perpetual need to decide whether to be heroes or villains 
acquires a hyperbolic significance since the choices they make could 
mean the end of the world as they know it.  

Watching the HERO.COM and VILLAIN.NET video diaries, one 
can follow Andy Briggs’s journey from an unpublished author with a 
genius idea to a published author translated worldwide.  

Inspired by comic books, Andy Briggs has written novels whose 
protagonists are either superheroes or supervillains, but, as he himself 
admits in his video blog, have to be “credible and tridimensional”. 
Published by Oxford University Press in 2008-2010, Andy Briggs’s novels 
have been written and launched in tandem. Film companies and studios 
have been interested in turning the book series into film series, thus 
ensuring their worldwide distribution. Fortunately, Andy Briggs has had 
the opportunity of marketing his novels in a variety of ways from a video 
blog with the author’s confessions and fantastic trails to the promotion 
campaign initiated by Oxford Publishing House which included these 
novels in the Oxford brochures dedicated to children’s books. 

As far as the Romanian editions of Andy Briggs’s novels are 
concerned, only the first two books of the series have been translated 
into Romanian by Georgiana Harghel and published at the initiative of 
RAO International Publishing House. A thorough analysis of the 
characteristics of the original as well as of the implications and changes 
generated by the translation process should start with the interpretation 
of the titles of Briggs’s novels.  

First of all, the titles of Briggs’s series and anti-series are relevant 
for the idea of conflict at the core of these novels. HERO.COM and 
VILLAIN.NET are the names of two sites from where the young 
protagonists can download their superpowers. At the end of the first 
book of the VILLAIN.NET anti-series, the evil Basilisk explains the origin 
of the two sites to young Jack Hunter. HERO.COM is the acronym for 
the Higher Energy Research Organization, a Foundation created to 
research the superpowers bestowed upon some people called Primes 
ever since their birth. 

Acquiring symbolic meaning, the HERO.COM site demanded for 
a negative counterpart: Villain.Net. The real antagonism of the two sites 
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is questioned from the beginning since Basilisk admits that the Council 
of Evil has founded VILLAIN.NET by stealing the format and content of 
HERO.COM: 

 
Why go through the pain and hardships of creating something new 
when it’s much easier to steal and put your name on it? The problem 
lies in the fact that we do not know the limitations of our own website 
since we didn’t create it. We really just put a new interface on the front, 
stole a research lab that stored their powers and added our own (Briggs 
2008b: 185). 
 

As far as the translation of the English titles into Romanian is concerned, 
the English names of the two sites have been preserved whereas 
subtitles have been translated into Romanian. The translation of the two 
subtitles could become a matter of debate. While the subtitle Council of 
Evil has been closely translated as Consiliul răului, the subtitle of the first 
novel of the HERO.COM series, Rise of the Heroes, has been freely 
translated by means of the Romanian subtitle, În slujba binelui. 
Understandable as it may seem, the translator’s intention to focus upon 
the battle between good and evil has led to a deviation from the author’s 
original intention to gradually present the evolution of a new generation 
of superheroes (Rise of the Heroes, Virus Attack, Crisis Point and Chaos 
Effect). On the other hand, the translator must have thought of stressing 
the opposition between good and evil which would not have been 
otherwise noticed since the names of the two sites have not been 
translated into Romanian.  

The English editions of HERO.COM – Rise of the Heroes and 
VILLAIN.NET – Council of Evil contain the author’s message to his 
readers under the form of an e-mail. By means of this message, Andy 
Briggs initiates a dialogue with his target readers warning them against 
the dangers of accessing the wrong internet sites as it happened in the 
case of the heroes and villains of his books who stumbled across 
different websites accidentally. Moreover, he tries to arouse his readers’ 
interest by mentioning some of the characters in the books and 
pretending that he is about to divulge details of an important scene and 
stops at the last minute: 

 
But HERO.COM and VILLAIN.NET don’t really exist. : - ( I thought 
them up when I was dreaming about how cool it would be if I could fly. 
The idea for HERO.COM suddenly came to me – especially the scene 
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where Toby and Pete... Oh wait! You haven’t read it yet so I’d better 
shut up! : - ) Anyway, I began writing and before I knew it, the idea had 
spiralled into VILLAIN.NET as well (Briggs 2008a). 
 

Inviting his child-readers to visit his own website 
(www.whichsideareyouon.co.uk ), Briggs feels the need to explain that 
the two sites appearing in his books belong to the world of fiction and 
do not exist in the real world. Unfortunately, in the Romanian 
translations of HERO.COM – Rise of the Heroes and VILLAIN.NET – 
Council of Evil, Briggs’s message to his readers is entirely deleted. From 
my point of view, it would have been useful to translate this message 
because it has been a part of the original editions functioning as a link 
between the two novels and it would also have been a good marketing 
device.  

An interesting strategy Briggs uses refers to the fact that he has 
chosen to publish two novels at a time, one belonging to the HERO.COM 
series and one pertaining to the VILLAIN.NET anti-series. Although they 
could be read as independent books, HERO.COM – Rise of the Heroes and 
VILLAIN.NET – Council of Evil share some of the characters and observe 
chronology in the sense that the story lines are different but they happen 
at the same time.  

In HERO.COM – Rise of the Heroes, a group of teenagers, Toby, 
Pete, Lorna and Emily stumble on a website that allows them to 
download powers off the Internet in order to become superheroes. When 
Toby and Lorna’s mum is kidnapped by the evil supervillain Doc 
Tempest, they must band together to save her and ultimately save the 
planet which he intends to destroy by changing the climate. By contrast, 
VILLAIN.NET – Council of Evil is based on the adventures of the fourteen-
year-old Jake Hunter who goes from average bully to villain after finding 
a website that lets him download superpowers. When he joins forces with 
the supervillain Basilisk, he becomes a global fugitive wanted for theft, 
kidnapping, blackmail and the pending destruction of the planet.  

Technological war transposed in real-life situations is a recurrent 
topic of both novels mirroring the teenagers’ eternal fascination with war 
and the possibility of acquiring fame and glory and thus become a hero: 

 
Beyond fulfilling a sense of responsibility to one’s country or one’s 
loved ones, though, young people, especially young men, seem prone 
to believe that war promises excitement. Swept up in war fervor, young 
people fear that the war will be over before they come of age, and their 
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dreams of glory will go unfulfilled. It is also a dramatic crucible, in 
which boys generally pass to manhood, no matter how realistic or 
unrealistic their expectations upon enlistment—or they die trying 
(Trupe 206: 231). 
 

The line between being a hero and becoming a villain is so thin and so 
easy to cross that the readers of Briggs’s novels often wonder whether 
the evil characters are so bad after all or if the heroes’ actions are always 
justifiable. There are many instances in VILLAIN.NET – Council of Evil 
when Jack Hunter, the main character has many doubts regarding his 
own evil deeds and finds it difficult to follow into the footsteps of his 
fiendish adviser Basilisk. Consequently, the child readers are more likely 
to identify with such a character and even take his side as he feels very 
lonely and constantly misunderstood and betrayed by all those 
surrounding him. Hunter becomes a representative of the postmodern 
anti-hero of contemporary literature for teenagers: 

 
Young adult literature of the past thirty years departs from the classic 
hero, who is unfailingly admired, a member of the dominant culture, 
male, and a brave battler against whatever forces threaten his domination 
- corrupt humans, devils, or the natural world. Readers encounter him in 
classics such as Treasure Island and The Call of the Wild, movies, and 
accounts of the founding fathers of the United States. However, 
contemporary readers are much less likely to identify with this hero in an 
increasingly multicultural and global society, and a postmodern hero 
with weaknesses, an antihero, or an unlikely hero may well be more 
satisfying than the classic hero (Tasillo qtd. in Trupe 2006: 108). 
 

In spite of the characters’ hesitations, confrontation is still at the core of 
Briggs’s novels which oscillate between witty verbal retorts and physical 
conflict acquiring almost graphic representations due to an exceptional 
ability of using war related vocabulary. On the same wavelength, 
linguistic deviation and cases of non-equivalence generate translation 
difficulties.  

In terms of linguistic deviation [1] at the text level, one can notice 
different types of deviation which could become problematic in 
translation: 

a) phonological deviation; 
b) graphological deviation; 
c) lexical deviation; 
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d) grammatical deviation; 
e) semantic deviation. 

 
a) Phonological deviation occurs due to a situation of great 

intensity when the young characters of the novels are in shock: 
 
(1) ‘You feelin’ all right mate?’ 
Scuffer asked, his eyes constantly 
twitching as though he couldn’t 
focus on one thing (Briggs 2008b: 
71).   
 
(2) ‘Give it a min’ – But  Toby 
was cut off as a brilliant flash of 
light burst like a firework from 
Lorna’s eyes – followed by an 
energy blast that stuck the side of 
the tree  (Briggs 2008a: 48). 

- Eşti bine, prietene? întrebă 
Scuffer, ochii rostogolindu-i-se 
constant, de parcă nu ar fi putut să 
se concentreze pe ceva (Briggs 
2010b: 73).  
 
- Ai răbdare un min... Dar Tobi fu 
întrerupt în momentul în care un 
fulger luminos izbucni  ca un foc de 
artificii din ochii Lornei, urmat de o 
undă de energie care lovi o parte a 
copacului (Briggs 2010a: 55). 

 
Unfortunately, in Romanian this type of deviation is not constantly 
rendered occasionally leading to lack of expressiveness as it becomes 
obvious from the contrastive analysis of examples (1) and (2) with a 
Romanian linguistic structure following the norm in (1) and transposing 
the English phonological deviation in (2). 

b) Graphological deviation breaks up common conventions of 
writing and the reasons for such a deviation highlight an indirect 
confrontation between what the source-text and afterwards the target-
text readers expect to visually see on the page and what the narrator and 
subsequently the translator choose in order to keep them tuned to the 
storyline and sometimes take them by surprise. In example (3) 
parentheses are simply used for explicitation [2] and the Romanian 
translator has preserved this technique of making information explicit 
by means of graphological representation: 

 
(3) Villain.net is not responsible 
for injury, damage or death to 
either the End User (yourself) or 
others (victims) due to utilizing 
online powers (Briggs 2008b: 70). 

Villain.net nu este responsabil 
pentru rănirea, daunele sau 
moartea provocată Utilizatorului 
Final (dumneavoastră) sau altora 
(victime) din cauza utilizării 
puterilor online (Briggs 2010b: 72). 
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The translation of the reflexive pronoun “yourself” reflects a possible 
controversy with reference to the use of the Romanian personal pronoun 
of politeness “dumneavoastră” as an indicator of a degree of formality 
not necessarily aimed at by the original author. 

On the other hand, capital letters can acquire a multitude of 
functions which have been clearly identified by the Romanian translator 
who decided that she should resort to the same strategy in order to have 
the same results. As a consequence, capital letters have been used to: 
express concern in (4); attract attention in (5); focus the characters’ and 
readers’ attention upon the online messages in (6); display newspaper 
headlines in (7) and increase suspense and create auditory effects in (8), 
(9), (10) and (11). The following examples show all the afore-mentioned 
functions of capital letters: 

 
(4) ‘MUM!!’ shouted Toby (Briggs 
2008a: 100). 
 
(5) ‘Pete’ he whispered. ‘Are you 
awake?’ Nothing. He tried again, 
louder this time: ‘PETE! You 
awake?’ (Briggs 2008a: 107). 
 
(6) WELCOME BACK, YOUNG 
HEROES! (Briggs 2008a: 125). 
 
(7) LOCAL HERO KILLED BY 
BREAK ACCIDENT (Briggs 
2008b:  118). 
 
(8) BAM! A concentrated beam of 
blue energy leapt from his eyes 
and blew the cargo door into 
twisted metal fragments (Briggs 
2008a: 4). 
 
 
(9) WHUMP! Snarling orange 
flames covered his body as 
though somebody had covered 
him in petrol and lit a match 
(Briggs 2008a: 25). 

- MAMĂ!!! strigă Toby (Briggs 
2010a:  102). 
 
-Pete! şopti el. Eşti treaz? Niciun 
semn. Încercă din nou, de data 
asta mai tare: 
- PETE! Eşti treaz? (Briggs 2010a: 
109). 
BINE AŢI REVENIT, TINERI 
EROI! (Briggs 2010a: 126). 
 
EROU LOCAL OMORÂT ÎNTR-
UN ACCIDENT ÎNGROZITOR 
(Briggs 2010b: 116) 
 
BUM! O rază concentrată de 
energie albastră ţâşni din ochii lui 
şi uşa avionului explodă în 
fragmente distorsionate de metal 
(Briggs 2010a:  11). 
 
 
VRUM! Flăcări portocalii 
sfârâitoare îi acopereau corpul, de 
parcă l-ar fi stropit cineva cu 
benzină şi ar fi aprins un chibrit 
(Briggs 2010a: 32). 
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(10) WHAM! Emily swooped in 
low. Having gained momentum 
by looping from the end of the 
street, she smashed into him like a 
cannonball (Briggs 2008a: 66). 
 
(11) KEER-AMASH! The tornado 
struck the front of the house like a 
sledgehammer (Briggs 2008a: 90). 

 
BUM! Emily plană la joasă 
înălţime. Câştigând un avantaj 
prin faptul că venise în picaj din 
capătul străzii, se lovi de el cu 
forţa unei ghiulele (Briggs 2010a:  
71). 
BA-BUM! Tornada lovi faţada 
casei precum un baros (Briggs 
2010a: 101). 
 

 
Teenagers are usually drawn to conflicting situations, but in Briggs’s 
novels these situations exhibit apotheotic dimensions expressively 
rendered in the descriptions of the physical confrontations between the 
young heroes and villains who possess superpowers allowing them to 
engage in explosive battles.  

Linguistically speaking, interjections in examples (8), (9), (10) and 
(11) are meant to concentrate the energy and impact of the war-like 
situations. Positioned at the beginning of the paragraph, written in 
capital letters and isolated from the following sentence by an 
exclamation mark, interjections rely on visual representations to portray 
the intensity with which the protagonists serve the cause of either good 
or evil. The author’s ingenuity in using a variety of interjections is 
paralleled only by the translator’s ingenuity in finding and sometimes 
inventing the corresponding interjections in the target language.    

As in the case of parentheses, dashes are used for explicitation 
providing more details and ensuring visual representation: 

 
(12) Racing on all fours, he 
reached the alarm and stabbed the 
button – silencing it – just as a 
key was inserted in the front door 
(Briggs 2008a: 29). 
 
(13) But this time it snaked at an 
angle – as Lorna was not directly 
in front of the screen – and poked 
her temple (Briggs 2008a: 44). 
 

Alergând în patru labe, ajunse la 
alarmă şi apăsă pe buton 
amuţindu-l, exact când cheia intra 
în yala de la intrare (Briggs 2010a: 
35). 
 
Dar de data aceasta, formă un 
unghi – din moment ce Lorna nu 
era exact în dreptul ecranului – şi 
o lovi în tâmplă (Briggs 2010a: 51). 
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(14) Pete cast one last glance at the 
mayhem they had left behind – at 
the cases of money – before he 
followed his friends (Briggs 
2008a: 80). 

Pete aruncă o privire spre 
debandada pe care o lăsară în 
urmă – şi la valizele de bani – 
înainte de a-i însoţi pe prietenii săi 
(Briggs 2010a: 83). 
 

Literal translation was preferred in examples (12), (13) and (14) with a 
slight difference in example (12) where the translator has deleted the 
dashes probably for reasons of text coherence and cohesion whereas in 
examples (13) and (14) the dashes have been preserved and we notice 
what Dimitriu calls “a one-to-one transfer of the source language 
structure” (33).  

c) Lexical deviation includes novelty in the use of words, 
malapropism and last but not least, colloquialism and vulgarism. 
Creative use of nicknames is relevant in example (15), malapropism 
occurs in example (16) and instances of colloquialism and vulgarism are 
present in examples (17), (18) and (19): 

 
(15) ‘And what do they call you? 
Zoom Girl?’ (Briggs 2008a: 66). 
 
 
(16) ‘My name is Doc Tempest, 
and already you have seen the 
awesome power of my wever 
machine. And I -’ 
 (Briggs 2008a: 220). 
 
(17) ‘What the heck?’ exclamed 
Lorna, astonished at the sight of 
her brother held fast against the 
wall (Briggs 2008a:  22). 
 
(18) ‘Oh, damn!’ he cried (Briggs 
2008a: 183). 
 
(19) ‘Well, I know this sounds a 
bit ... weird ... you know, but 
you’re lookin’ white like a ghost. 
Not turnin’ into a Goth are you?’ 
[…] 
 

- Şi ţie cum ţi se spune? 
Domnişoara Viteză? (Briggs 
2010a:  71). 
 
- Numele meu este Doc Tempest şi 
aţi văzut deja puterea teribilă a 
maşinii clismei. Şi eu.. 
- Stop! Stop! ţipă bărbatul, oprind 
camera (Briggs 2010a: 215). 
 
- Ce dracu?! exclamă Lorna, uimită 
să-şi vadă fratele lipit de perete 
(Briggs 2010a: 29). 
 
 
- O, fir-ar să fie! strigă el (Briggs 
2010a: 181). 
 
“- Ei, ştiu că pare un pic ... ciudat 
... Ştii, dar arăţi ca o fantomă. Nu 
cumva ai început să adopţi un stil 
mai gotic? […] 
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‘An’ you don’t seem to be ’avin’ 
fun no more’  (Briggs 2008b: 71-72). 

- Şi se pare că nu te mai distrezi. 
(Briggs 2010b: 73-74). 

 
If mockery and derision lie beneath the appeal to nicknames or 
malapropism, colloquial language expresses the characters’ feelings of 
panic, surprise or wonder. In Romanian, translation does not always 
allow for the use of colloquial language as in example (19).   

d) Grammatical deviation may involve a multitude of 
morphological and syntactic cases of deviation but my intention here is 
not to provide an exhaustive list. What I wish to emphasize is the fact 
that I see grammatical deviation as a means of enabling a controlled and 
deliberate distortion for the sake of a certain stylistic effect and not as 
reflecting ignorance and unconscious misuse of words or of 
morphological and syntactic structures. Confronted with grammatical 
deviation in the source text, the Romanian translator may choose to 
ignore it in the target text as it happens in examples (20) and (21) where 
ellipses disappear in the target language because of non-equivalence 
between the source text and the target text:  

 
(20) ‘Lorn, you OK?’ asked Toby. 
[…] 
‘You hurt your eyes? asked 
Emily’ (Briggs 2008a: 48). 
 
(21) ‘You OK? asked Chameleon 
with some concern’  (Briggs 2008a: 
148). 

- Lorna, eşti bine? întrebă Toby. 
[…] 
- Te dor ochii? întrebă Emily 
(Briggs 2010a: 55). 
 
- Eşti bine? întrebă Cameleonul 
puţin îngrijorat (Briggs 2010a: 
148). 

 
e) Semantic deviation encompasses transference of meaning and honest 
deception. In Briggs’s novels, metaphors of death as in example (22), 
warfare metaphors and similes as in examples (23) and (24) as well as 
hyperbole as in example (25) are relatively simple and straightforward 
although this strategy must have been purposefully selected by the 
author who must have thought of her young readers who enjoy clear-cut 
distinctions in the real or imaginary world which surrounds them: 

(22) To the men on the ground it 
looked as if a huge black vulture 
was descending on them (Briggs 
2008b: 3). 
 

Pentru cei de la sol, părea că un 
vultur negru cobora asupra lor 
(Briggs 2010b: 13). 
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(23) He passed between the jeeps 
like a rocket (Briggs 2008b: 48). 
 
(24) He screamed in horror as he 
soared metres above the aircraft, 
which looked like a small toy 
below him (Briggs 2008b: 82). 
 
(25) Jake felt his teeth jangle as he 
emitted an unearthly howl 
(Briggs 2008b: 83). 

Trecu printre jeepuri ca o rachetă. 
(Briggs 2010b:  52). 
 
 
Ţipă cuprins de oroare în timp ce 
plutea la câţiva metri deasupra 
navei, care părea o mică jucărie, 
dedesubt (Briggs 2010b: 83). 
 
Jake îşi simţi dinţii scrâşnind în 
timp ce scoase un urlet 
nepământesc (Briggs2010b: 83). 

 
In addition, a final remark concerns the abundant use of vocabulary 
from the field of computers and the internet which would deserve a 
separate analysis since the English terminology is so familiar to the 
Romanian teenagers that the translator preserves the English words and 
adapts them to the Romanian linguistic structure. Many anglicisms in 
the Romanian translation are proof of the strategy: “Windows-ul”, 
“mouse-ul”, “clicuri”, “conexiunea broadband”, “online”, “linkul’ 
(Briggs 2010a: 21-22).   

To conclude, Andy Briggs’s contemporary series and anti-series 
HERO.COM and VILLAIN.NET are a relevant example for the literary 
and linguistic journey of a young adult text in today’s society. Apart 
from the actual confrontations in the novels, the translation process 
involves a linguistic confrontation which means dealing with instances 
of linguistic deviation or cases of non-equivalence. Translation strategies 
should be reconsidered in order to face the challenges of the present 
market requirements.  
 
Notes 
[1] The concept of linguistic deviation has been tackled by Leech (1969: 42-52) who has 
applied it mainly to poetry. Nevertheless, I consider that prose displays instances of 
linguistic deviation too as long as it is perceived as “a discrepancy between what is 
allowed by the language system, and what occurs in the text” (Leech 2008: 55).  To put it 
differently, deviation is defined as “the occurrence of unexpected irregularity in 
language and results in foregrounding on the basis that the irregularity is surprising to 
the reader” (Jeffries and McIntyre 2010: 31). 
[2] In children’s literature (translation) explicitation is frequently used to indicate 
adjustment to “the child’s level of comprehension and his reading abilities” (Shavit 1981: 
172). 
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Strategies for Translating Vocative Texts 
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Abstract 
The paper deals with the linguistic and cultural elements of vocative texts and the 
techniques used in translating them by giving some examples of texts that are typically 
vocative (i.e. advertisements and instructions for use).  

Semantic and communicative strategies are popular in translation studies and 
each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages in translating vocative texts. 
The advantage of semantic translation is that it takes more account of the aesthetic 
value of the SL text, while communicative translation attempts to render the exact 
contextual meaning of the original text in such a way that both content and language 
are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the readership.  
 Focus is laid on the strategies used in translating vocative texts, strategies that 
highlight and introduce a cultural context to the target audience, in order to achieve 
their overall purpose, that is to sell or persuade the reader to behave in a certain way.  
 Thus, in order to do that, a number of advertisements from the field of cosmetics 
industry and electronic gadgets were selected for analysis. The aim is to gather insights 
into vocative text translation and to create new perspectives on this field of research, 
now considered a process of innovation and diversion, especially in areas as important 
as economy and marketing. 
 
Key words: advertising, instructions, cultural context, semantic translation, 

communicative translation 
 
Introduction 
A comprehensive analysis of vocative text translation calls for 
definitions of the main concepts that will be discussed in the paper. On 
the one hand, the vocative function of language from the point of view 
of its usage, characteristics and typical examples of texts falling under 
this category will be looked into, and on the other hand, the procedures 
used in the translation of vocative texts will be analysed. 
 Therefore, the vocative function of language focuses on the 
readership/addressee/audience. Vocative may first be interpreted as 
“calling upon”, i.e. calling upon the addressee to act, think or feel, to 
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respond in the way intended by the text. Its appeal is meant to be very 
direct [...] This function is also termed “conative” (denoting effort) and 
rhetorically, it could be considered a strategy of manipulation, of getting 
active agreement. (Vîlceanu 2005: 49-50).  
 Advertisements represent a typical example of vocative texts we 
focused upon. According to the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary an 
advertisement is a public announcement (formerly by the town crier, 
now usually in newspapers, on posters, on television, etc.) (2007: 33), 
with a paid message and an identified sponsor, that tries to persuade or 
influence the consumer to do something by using non-personal mass 
media in order to reach a large audience of potential consumers (Wells 
et al 2006: 5) 
 The concept of translation is also important for the purpose of 
our research. In this respect, the definition provided by Leviţchi matches 
the study of this type of texts from the translation perspective: “To 
translate means to paraphrase, in other words to render from a source 
language into a target language, the possibility of such an activity being 
implied from the possibility of paraphrasing in the same language.” 
(2001: 9).  
 Since the cultural element is essential for such texts, we share 
Newmark’s opinion that culture “[...] is always the greatest barrier to 
translation” (2003: 13)   
 The above considerations are the starting point of our present 
research and, with that in mind, we can now engage into a deeper 
analysis of vocative texts translation. 
  
1. Strategies of translation 
This section of the paper attempts a brief analysis of the translation 
strategies used in the case of advertisements. As scholars suggest, there 
is no single method of translating a text, a clear-cut distinction being 
drawn between communicative and semantic translation. The two 
methods are overlapping, in the sense that an entire translation or even a 
particular section of it can be handled in a more communicative or less 
semantic way. The translation method also depends on the function of 
the translated text. (Newmark 1993: 10-11).  
 Communicative translation attempts to render the exact 
contextual meaning of the original keeping in mind that both content 
and language are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the 
readership, while semantic translation focuses on the production of the 
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same contextual meaning of the original by taking into account the 
aesthetic value of the source language text (Newmark 1988: 45-47). 
 However, there is a difference between the two methods of 
translation. Communicative translation gives priority to the 
understanding and communication of the text while semantic 
translation is less likely to create an equivalent effect. Moreover, 
communicative translation relates itself to the addressee and is focused 
on the reader whereas semantic translation is focused on adequacy. 
 More recent studies reveal that, in the translation of vocative 
texts, a communicative method is preferred, firstly because it favours the 
informative aspect of the text, and secondly because of its perlocutionary 
effect on the target public (Lungu-Badea 2008: 145).  
 Other approaches to the translation of vocative texts include the 
process of copy adaptation, constrained translations and the 
functionalist approach. A major characteristic of the advertising 
discourse regards the extensive use of paralanguage (images, sounds, 
body gestures and so on) and the connotations of these signs vary 
depending on different cultures and need to be adapted, which is why 
Guy Cook suggests the translation of vocative texts involves copy 
adaptation (1992: 130).  
  In the same line of thought, Christina Schäffner considers that:  

 
The translation of appellative or operative text types (e.g. advertising) 
aims to provoke in the target readers identical behavioural reactions to 
those of the reader of the source text, and the translation method called 
for is adaptation (2009: 116-7). 
 

The second approach also refers to the multimodal character of 
advertisements, since they are made up of more than words and, in this 
case, the translation of the words is “constrained”. 
 Finally, the functionalist approach to translation is best 
summarized as follows: 

 
It is not the source text as such, or its effects on the source text recipient, 
or the function assigned to it by the author, that determines the 
translation process and the linguistic make-up of the target text, as is 
postulated by equivalence-based translation theories, but the 
prospective function or purpose of the target text as determined by the 
initiator’s (i.e. client’s or commissioner’s) needs (Schäffner 2009: 116-7). 
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Nevertheless, we also consider the cultural elements of vocative texts 
and starting from the assumption that a translation involves not only 
two different languages but also two different cultures, we intend to 
determine whether the issue of culture is relevant in the translation of 
vocative texts.  
 Advertisements are focused on exploiting the desires and 
aspirations of the target public and suggest the existence of needs that 
can be fulfilled only by buying the product or service advertised. The 
messages carried out by the ads trigger different reactions depending on 
entities, individuals and communities. In other words, ads are "largely 
culture-specific" and "the handling of such messages in translation 
should be done with care" (Zamfira 2010: 212).  
 Two other relevant concepts in the case of advertising are: covert 
translation and cultural filter. A covert translation attempts to re-create 
an equivalent speech event via the use of a "cultural filter". Cultural 
filters are used to highlight the social and cultural differences in the 
behaviour and communication of individuals in the two speech 
communities focusing on the rhetorical styles and expectation norms in 
those communities. Therefore a text analysis is required before a 
translation, in order to identify these differences, and the overall 
conclusions should be drawn on the basis of a cultural research, not on 
the intuition of a translator (House 2001: 243-57).  
 
2. Strategies used in the translation of advertisements 
The most frequent strategies used in the translation of vocative texts 
were the purpose of our research, keeping in mind the linguistic and 
cultural elements related to this type of texts, as well as the ultimate goal 
of the advertising message, i.e. to sell the product.  For this reason, focus 
is laid on creating an equivalent effect in the translation of the message 
and overcome aspects of fidelity, accuracy or the translator's 
imagination. For reasons of space, we limit our analysis to the two 
means of translation that we find most relevant in this study. 
 The first one is the strategy of chunking, which relates to the 
translators’ capability of making associations when translating across 
cultures. Katan identifies three directions in which this strategy can be 
used: chunking up, chunking down and chunking sideways. As he puts it:  

 
Chunking down is necessary for componential analysis to better 
understand the semantic field of, for example, individual words. […] 
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With a view to cultural mediation, translators also need to be able to 
chunk up, above the individual and different cultures, to culture-
inclusive frames. Finally, […] mediators must be able to chunk 
sideways to find equivalent frames in the target culture. [2004: 147] 
 

An interesting analysis regarding this concept was conducted by 
Zamfira in 2010, in an advertisement for watches manufactured by 
Burberry, which is a British luxury fashion house (235). The original ad 
found in the British Edition of the magazine Glamour included only the 
name of the brand (Burberry) and the noun “timepieces”.  From a 
linguistic point of view, the noun “timepiece” has the following 
dictionary explanation: “old use a clock or watch” (Longman 2009: 1852). 
Zamfira explains the choice of this word by its “old use” quality, that 
stands out in comparison with the common word “watch”, which is 
semantically neutral. Moreover, she considers that the words ceasuri or 
ceasornice have the same status of being semantically neutral in 
Romanian, therefore they cannot render the same qualities as 
“timepieces”.  
 The translation suggested for this ad involves the use of the 
elliptical structure “Demult măsoară timpul”, because it does not express 
the subject, although it is clearly understood, and it refers to a “time 
measuring device”, in general terms. Furthermore, the word order of the 
sentence is also important: instead of placing the adverbial of time 
demult in final position, which is neutral, Zamfira placed it in initial 
position in order to stress it. In our opinion, she succeeded in 
underlining the temporal quality, by avoiding the denotations of a 
neutral word.  
 A final consideration on this translation refers to the original text, 
where the denotational level is dominant, while the connotational 
component is more subtle. In the Romanian variant, Zamfira switched 
things around (demult triggers the connotational level instantly, it is 
more striking); the connotational and denotational levels coexist both in 
the English and the Romanian texts, but they somehow vary in the 
degree of intensity. In other words, she managed to chunk up the 
translation by turning the stress from the denotational, immediate level 
to the connotational, more remote one. 
 The other concepts that need to be taken into account when 
analysing strategies of translation is the translation of proper names. In 
this respect, we share Guy Cook's opinion that by not translating the 
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name of a product, the effect in the target language will be different 
from the one in the source language (1992: 107).  
 Here the example provided by Zamfira is from an ad for a Coco 
Chanel perfume called “Mademoiselle” in the British Edition of Elle 
magazine2. The linguistic elements, i.e. the words “COCO”, 
“MADEMOISELLE” and “CHANEL” are reiterated next to the picture 
of the perfume bottle and that of a young woman. Zamfira notes that the 
denotation of the French noun “mademoiselle” is likely to be known by 
a large number of British consumers, namely “Miss”, “an unmarried 
young woman”. Moreover, she suggests this name keeps its 
connotations from French (freshness, youth, freedom etc.), but for the 
British public, connotations that derive from the idea of Frenchness are 
added: sophistication, beauty, sexual appeal, high fashion, tradition and 
quality in the making of perfumes etc.) (2010: 243). 
 We also note the case of perfume names that are not translated from 
the source language because their denotations are unlikely to be known by 
the target public and, in this case, only the connotations will function. 
  
3. A practical analysis of translated texts  
The corpus chosen for analysis includes four advertisements from the 
field of cosmetic industry found in a recent issue of the British magazine 
Glamour.  We suggest a translation for each advertisement and attempt 
to underline the difficulties of translating this type of vocative texts into 
Romanian:  

a) Now experience 100% poreless perfection – Dream Liquid Mousse  
Foundation. Liquid mousse air-whipped formula provides skin perfecting 
coverage/ Try new air-whipped liquid makeup for an air-brushed perfect 
finish/ Smooth, 100% poreless finish with natural luminosity / Air-brushed 
natural perfection/ Blends effortlessly for a flawless, air-brushed finish/ Oil-free, 
Fragrance-free, Dermatologist Tested, Allergy Tested, Non- comedogenic – won’t 
clog pores. / Safe for sensitive skin, good for all skin types. 

Suggested translation:  
Experimentează acum perfecţiunea fără pori – Fond de ten spumă Dream 
Liquid / Fondul de ten se regăseşte într-o spumă aerată ce oferă pielii acoperire 
perfectă/ Încearcă noul machiaj pe bază de spumă aerată pentru o finisare 
perfectă/ Catifelat, acoperă porii 100% oferind  luminozitate naturală/ 
Perfecţiune naturală / Se  amestecă uşor, pentru o finisare perfectă/ Nu conţine 
ulei sau alcool, este testată dermatologic, nu astupă porii/ Indicat pentru pielea 
sensibilă, poate fi utilizat pentru toate tipurile de ten. 
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Here, the following comments are necessary: the compounding method - 
air-brushed, oil-free, fragrance-free is a highly productive means of 
word formation in contemporary English unlike Romanian. A graphic 
synonymy is also found: 100% which resembles a mathematical formula, 
being a more convincing device. The use of expert testimony and 
scientific terms: Dermatologist Tested, Allergy Tested are made to create 
the feeling of trust.  

b) Pure color, weightless feel –Mineral Power Lipcolor/ It`s lipcolor with 
everything you want, nothing you don`t. / Mineral Power Lipcolor has pure 
micro-minerals for a natural yet noticeable color with a soft-shine finish./ 
Discover the goodness of micro-minerals in lipcolor:/ Our formula, with micro-
minerals is clinically proven to improve the condition of the lips up to 62%/ 
Pure color, weightless feel / Enriched with shea butter and jojoba oil to leave 
lips smooth and supple/ No heavy waxes / No preservatives / No fragrance.  

Suggested translation: 
Culoare pură, senzatie uşoară – Ruj Mineral Power / Este un ruj care conţine 
tot ce îţi doreşti şi nimic din ceea ce nu îţi doreşti. / Rujul Mineral Power 
conţine micro-minerale pure pentru o culoare naturală, însă vizibilă şi un 
finisaj fin si strălucitor. / Descoperă beneficiile micro-mineralelor în ruj: 
/Formula noastră, cu micro-minerale dovedeşte clinic îmbunătăţirea aspectului 
buzelor cu până la 62% / Culoare pură, senzaţie uşoară / Îmbogăţit cu unt de 
cacao şi ulei de jojoba pentru a lăsa buzele catifelate şi mătăsoase / Nu conţine 
ceară în exces / Nu conţine conservanţi / Nu conţine parfum.  

Comments: The compounding method: micro-minerals, soft-shine is a 
highly productive means of word formation in contemporary English 
unlike Romanian. We also find an expert testimony: clinically proven as 
strategy of manipulation highly effective in Romanian, too. We have the 
false friend: preservatives, translated in Romanian as conservanţi. / The 
English word fragrance vs. the Romanian parfum is a case of semantic 
loss. 

c) Discover the power of micro-minerals – Mineral Power. A new flawless, alive 
with good health/ Experience complete yet traceless coverage that creates a 
natural luminosity. / Natural luminosity, Increased skin clarity… / Make-up 
reinvented, Your skin transformed… 

Suggested translation: 
Descoperă puterea micro-mineralelor – Mineral Power / O nouă formulă fără 
imperfecţiuni, plină de vitalitate şi de sănătate / Experimentează acoperirea 
completă şi fără urme, ce creează o luminozitate naturală / Luminozitate 
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naturală, claritate sporită a pielii.. / Machiajul reinventat, pielea ta 
transformată… 

Comments: In this advertisement we find repetition, which is preserved 
in Romanian: natural luminosity; the cultural stereotype both in English 
and Romanian: good health. The compounding method (micro-minerals) is 
a highly productive means of word formation in contemporary English 
unlike Romanian. 

d) Colossal lashes in just one coat! – The Colossal Volum express Creates 9X the 
volume, instantly / Patented MegaBrush + Collagen Formula plump lashes one 
by one / Dramatic Volume with no clumps / Washable  

Suggested translation:  
Gene colosale cu doar o aplicare – The Colossal Volum Express / Volum de 9 
ori mai mare, instantaneu./ Peria brevetată + Formula cu colagen măresc 
genele considerabil/ Volum suprinzător fără încărcare/ Se curăţă uşor. 

The first part of the ad resembles a mathematical formula, being a more 
convincing device. 9X the volume – is a graphic synonymy (as in u2, 
Xmas), in order to improve reading efficiency, but also to challenge the 
audience in search for the right meaning. Fără să încarce genele – 
explicitation not to create a negative image or ambiguity. 

 
Conclusions 
We note that the translation method used in all the advertisements is 
communicative translation; therefore, the form differs to a certain degree 
in each text, because our intention was to secure the general semantics of 
the advertised message.  
 The practical analysis revealed a set of particular traits such as: 
semantic loss in translation, a highly intense use of the compounding 
method, cultural stereotypes, expert testimonies and scientific terms, 
which prove to be highly persuasive in the construction of 
advertisements and may cause difficulties when translated into 
Romanian.  
 The strategies used when dealing with this type of texts are an 
overall view in relation to the linguistic and cultural elements of 
vocative texts and the techniques used in translating them. 
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Notes 
1 In the original: “A traduce înseamnă a parafraza, a reda cu alte cuvinte, dintr-o limbă-sursă 
într-o limbă-ţintă, posibilitatea unei asemenea activităţi fiind subânţeleasă din posibilitatea 
parafrazării într-o aceeaşi limbă.” 
2 For further details on the features of the advertising discourse see Zamfira (2010).  
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‘Pursuing’ Meanings. Investigating Semantic and 
Pragmatic Features of some Controversial Novels 
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Abstract 
Censorship entails control, i.e. identifying and suppressing anything that does not fit 
political ideology or social views. In order to maintain power and control or to avoid 
controversy, the meanings of words are often ‘pursued’ by censors. This phenomenon 
pervades many fields, including literature, both in totalitarian societies and in the 
democratic ones. The present paper focuses on a double pursuit of meanings: the 
censoring of literary works (due to their subversive-like, satirical or ‘obscene’ language) 
and the analysis of meanings from a linguistic point of view. Special attention will be 
paid to the levels of semantics and pragmatics inasmuch as these are particularly 
important within literary discourse that used to risk (or still risks) to be deciphered and 
considered sin of the cerebrum. 
 
Key words: censorship, literary discourse, ideology, politics, linguistics  
 

It is generally known that the meaning of words can have a particular 
impact on the addressee(s) in a communication act. The ‘communication 
acts’ under scrutiny here are literary texts that have been challenged or 
even banned on the grounds of their subversive or obscene subject 
matters and language. The questions that arise in the case of texts that 
had been considered controversial are: “What are the elements that 
make them controversial?”; “To what extent and under what temporal 
and spatial circumstances were they subjected to control, challenged or 
banned?” Therefore, in order to understand the connection between the 
social, religious or political contexts, or the impact of these texts and 
why the meanings were ‘pursued’ by censorial boards or institutions, it 
is important to start by analysing their semantic features. The analysis 
here is carried out from a linguistic point of view, i.e. an analysis of 
meanings in fictional discourses exposed to censorship, from the 
semantic and the pragmatic perspectives. Nevertheless, references to 
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translation theories and Romanian versions are to be made inasmuch as 
some novels have been banned both in the authors’ country of origin 
(i.e. English speaking countries - the U.S. or the U.K.) and in Romania. 
The corpus analysed includes novels written by George Orwell (Animal 
Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four), Ray Bradbury (Fahrenheit 451) and 
William Somerset Maugham (The Painted Veil).  
   The concept of censorship, in this paper, can be understood as 
the act of banning texts from publication. The circumstances and the 
criteria of censorship are different, and it seems necessary to provide an 
overview of the latter. 
 
1. Censoring Criteria  
1.1. Censorship in the English speaking countries  
The types of censorship related to the subject matter of the chosen 
novels are the governmental and the cultural censorship (Green and 
Karolides, 2005: xviii), and these refer to the institutions that censor texts 
in order to make them fit their interests, mentality or ideology. The 
grounds on which cultural products are censored (social, religious and 
political) can all be summarized by the term injurious or, more 
generally, controversial. In the U.S. or the U.K. many literary works 
have been legally banned, but also banned in a broader sense, i.e. 
condemned by churches, rejected by publishing houses or removed 
from libraries and school curricula (Sova 2006: x). Considering the 
subject matter of George Orwell and Ray Bradbury’s novels and the 
information from Green and Karolides’s Encyclopaedia of Censorship, it 
becomes obvious that the issues tackled in these texts, which made them 
controversial, are as follows: 
 
1.1.1. Political issues  
Due to references to totalitarian regimes and their effects on society and 
individuals, the novel Animal Farm was banned in schools in the U.S in 
1987 and in Moscow in 1977, whereas 1984, that seemed to illustrate 
communism in a favourable light, was challenged for being pro-
communist, but then also banned in the USSR (due to excessive 
reference to the Soviet Union and the dictatorial regime).  
 
1.1.2. Social or moral issues 
References to censorship and the negative aspects of life (abortion, drugs, 
adultery and other inappropriate relationships between family members 
etc.) are made in Fahrenheit 451. The novel was banned in schools in the 
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U.S.A. in 1986, and in 1967 words like “abortion”, “damn” or “hell” were 
eliminated by the publishing house, and 75 passages were modified in the 
version for high schools at the same time with the ‘adult’ version. 
Between 1973 and 1979, only the expurgated version was published.  

Maugham’s books are also on the list of most often censored 
books (the index of banned books in the Encyclopaedia) and on the 
blacklists of organizations like the National Organization for Decent 
Literature (Green and Karolides 2005: 260). Moreover, The Painted Veil 
was banned by the Irish Board of Censors under the Censorship Acts of 
1929/1946 on obscenity grounds (Green and Karolides 2005: 296). 

 
1.2. Censorship in Romania  
As far as the censoring in Romania is concerned, this phenomenon (in the 
literary field) can be associated with the classification of library book 
stocks into – “fond uzual”- available to all readers, “fond documentar”- 
books to be consulted by professors and researchers only with approval 
and “fond special”- special or secret. Banning or censorship was carried out 
according to the criteria mentioned and enlarged upon in ‘brochures’ (and 
their corresponding Instructions) like the ones in 1946, 1948 and 1949. The 
secrecy was a characteristic of the latter, that was not to be made public, 
but kept for internal use in institutions - “Lista publicatiilor nedifuzabile, de 
circulaţie internă”. It was on this last brochure that all the banning (till the 
fall of communism) was based, with the purpose of eliminating any 
elements of cosmopolitanism and imperialism coming from the Occident. 
It is known that the phenomenon of censorship manifested itself intensely 
during communism and, according to the last ‘brochure’ issued, most of 
Somerset Maugham’s novels were included on this censoring/banning 
list and consequently in the ‘forbidden’ section of the libraries. In 
Professor Paul Caravia’s Scrieri cenzurate more than six books by William 
Somerset Maugham are mentioned (2000: 334, 335). He was one of the 
most censored authors in communist Romania and it is worth identifying 
the reasons. This is possible by considering the criteria that are common to 
all the documents issued. They refer to the elements found in the title or 
the body of texts which fall in one or more of the following categories: 
• English and American books translated between 1920 and 1945 (in 
Instructions regarding the selection of books from the library stocks quoted in 
Petcu 1999: 174);  
• related to fascism, individualism, chauvinism, “rotting” occidental 
civilisation (Petcu 1999: 167); 
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• referring to religion or anti-Semitism, ideas against the communist 
ideology or the ideology of the working class, and which favour the 
concepts of exploitation, reactionary, bourgeoisie, capitalism (Costea, 
Kiraly, Radosav 1995: 74, 78); 
• about mysticism (document about the norms of defascisation in 
Corobca 2011: 153) ; 
• books on occultism, anti-Marxist, anti-Russian, detective-novels, 
adventure or pornographic novels (Costea, Kiraly, Radosav 1995: 82),  
i.e.  novels that aim at stirring lust, that illustrate morbid or exaggerated 
aspects of life are forbidden and removed from libraries;  
• demoralising or sentimental novels, displaying feelings like 
resignation or indifference (document about the defascisation norms in 
Corobca 2011: 153) 
• “indirectly hostile” to the regime, “confusion causing” etc. (Costea, 
Kiraly, Radosav 1995: 40). 
It can also be noticed that there were similarities between the criteria 
adopted by other countries and the ones of the Romanian communist 
regime. In communist Romania, the censoring of texts for their racial, 
chauvinistic, Nazi elements, similarly to the ‘fight’ against –isms in 
Western countries  (racism, sexism, ageism etc.) mentioned by Green, 
are said to be only pretexts for eliminating what was not to the liking of 
authorities, for preserving power. In the best of the cases, the intention 
was to protect certain categories of people, like children or ethnic 
groups.  

Since in the literary language, as in any other type of discourse, 
words or structures might directly or indirectly express ‘uncomfortable’ 
ideas, it is worth analysing the linguistic properties of the 
aforementioned texts. This presupposes an investigation into how 
meaningful linguistic units (that build the censorable meanings) could 
be interpreted by the addressees (readers). In other words, the 
‘pragmatic’ stage is an understanding of the instances of uses of the 
semantic elements, of the ideas the authors (might have) intended to 
convey or infer in the texts. All this is feasible by considering the 
censoring criteria. 

 
2. Semantic and Pragmatic Features  
As Ariel puts it, semantic representations are usually “generated 
exclusively by combining lexical meanings according to grammatical 
(semantic) rules - the principle of compositionality (2010:  106) whereas 
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“the utterance-context relations fall under pragmatics” (2010:  100). 
Censorable texts can be analysed starting from pragmatic aspects to the 
semantic ones and the other way round, with slightly different effects. 
When reading a text, censors or any other ‘addressee’ can identify 
situations and contexts that allude to, infer or literally convey reality 
because literature is often mimetic. The next stage would be analysing 
coherent units of meaning that are used for illustrating both the fictional 
contexts and the extra-linguistic ones. This occurs when one looks at texts 
starting from pragmatics to semantics, i.e. deconstructing the linguistic 
code after considering the contexts in which it is used. Here, one must be 
aware that “the correlation between the interpretation/use and linguistic 
outputs is not rule governed. It is calculated by invoking our reasoning 
capabilities. In order to arrive at interpretations/uses, assumptions 
relevant in the specific context are heavily relied upon” (Ariel: 2010: 102).  

If we consider the pragmatics -> semantics method, readers’ 
assumptions in the case of Orwell’s Animal Farm or 1984 depend on their 
knowledge of the writer’s biography, his political views or the political 
and social context of the country in which the text/translation circulates. 
When reading the preface on the freedom of the press, a preview of the 
reference to dictatorship in Animal Farm is made clear even though the 
characters of the story are animals: “So long as the prestige of the USSR 
is not involved, the principle of free speech has been reasonably well 
upheld” (Orwell 1996: 7); “the result of preaching totalitarian doctrines 
is to weaken the instinct by means of which free peoples know what is 
or is not dangerous (Orwell 1996: 14). 

In the novel, Squealer (a pig) makes a speech in order to “explain 
the new arrangements” (Orwell 2013:  40) to the animals that have taken 
up the control of a farm after chasing the farmer. Here they are ‘being 
convinced’ that another pig, Napoleon, is the right leader, and not 
Snowball (that sparked the revolution against the human beings): 

 
“Do not imagine, comrades, that leadership is a pleasure! On the 
contrary, it is a deep and heavy responsibility. No one believes more 
firmly than Comrade Napoleon that all animals are equal. He would be 
only too happy to let you make your decisions for yourselves. But 
sometimes you might make the wrong decisions, comrades, and then 
where should we be? [...] “Bravery is not enough,” said Squealer. 
“Loyalty and obedience are more important. […] Discipline, comrades, 
iron discipline! That is the watchword for today. One false step and our 
enemies would be upon us (Orwell 2013: 40-41). 
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The name of the character has a great impact at the semantic level. The 
noun ‘squealer’ becomes a proper noun and it precedes and suggests the 
expected perlocutionary effect of its speech. The noun takes its 
suggestiveness (a person that speaks very loudly) from the meaning of the 
verb itself, that has a greater degree of markedness than speak and the 
noun speaker (that normally, without the intention of foregrounding, 
would have been used to refer to a spokesman). The noun squealer is 
marked [+animal], [+loud volume] features, whereas speaker [-animal] 
and [-loud volume], thus it becomes obvious (only to well informed 
readers) that the novella is more than an animal story, a modern fable.  

The extract reveals the structure of propagandistic speech used by 
totalitarian subjects, but there is also an authorial voice that emphasises 
the locutionary act - “said Squealer”. The paragraph begins with a 
negative imperative sentence (main clause) and, after inserting the noun 
that refers to the addressees of the speech – “comrades” – continues with 
a subordinate (relative) clause that continues the persuasion process 
initiated by the imperative one because, as mentioned before, it is an 
utterance produced by ‘a pig’ that tries to convince its audience of 
Napoleon’s value. In fact, this sentence seems to encode the value of an 
order, of a dictated opinion. It might also be regarded as inferring what 
the next sentence communicates. The word “pleasure” contrasts “deep 
and heavy responsibility” and this is expressed by means of the pragmatic 
connectors “on the contrary”. According to Gardiner (in Moeschler and 
Reboul 1999: 41), speakers do not only have the intention to communicate, 
but they also have an ulterior purpose, that in Squealer’s case would be to 
indoctrinate the audience and gain respect for the leader, whose name, 
Napoleon, is also a historically representative one. As a signifier, one can 
associate this name with the concept of power by considering the 
personality of the French ruler and this can be, to a certain extent, 
regarded as metonymy. These first sentences ‘pave the way’ for the other 
persuasion elements: “He would be only too happy to let you make your 
decisions for yourselves. But sometimes you might make the wrong 
decisions, comrades, and then where should we be?” The pronoun “we” 
in the structure “where should we be?” as a simple element of the 
linguistic code encodes the speaker and other characters.  Nevertheless, 
the cultural, political or social context provide us with the possible 
meanings, i.e. understanding who the speakers are and who the 
important others are and how they are referred to by means of satire and 
allegory. Therefore, “we” might stand for the speaker and the dictator 
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(and its acolytes) that promise to support ‘the people’ and make life 
better. The speech continues in much the same vein by displaying terms 
like “loyalty”, “obedience” or “discipline”, elements that cover the 
conceptual domain of totalitarianism/dictatorship. The noun “discipline” 
is repeatedly used in a structure also marked pragmatically by the (noun) 
modifier “iron (discipline)” that emphasises the idea of total obedience 
and not necessarily the one of accuracy, correctness and ‘healthy’ rule 
obeying. The type of semantic shift in the case of this term could be 
looked at as pejoration, inasmuch as dictators ask obedience and not the 
control of behaviour for personal or social purposes. The deictic 
(demonstrative pronoun) “this” points at the word “discipline” and it 
links the term “watchword” to this previously analysed noun. The 
definition of the term “watchword”- “a word or phrase that expresses an 
attitude or a belief” (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English) is 
another element that makes one think of ideological manipulation. 
Therefore, the word itself, as all the words and structures that refer to 
dictatorship and totalitarian means and ways, is intentionally used by the 
journalist writer Orwell.  

By directing attention and the analysis from the linguistic 
elements and their meaning to the encoded information, one could get to 
the conclusion that the process of interpreting the literary text in the 
fictional or socio-political context could start by firstly investigating into 
the linguistic structures (semantic elements) - the forms and meanings, 
but also into how the linguistic code is being used and the pragmatic 
aspects present in the texts.  Either way, we are here interested in 
identifying and analysing both the logic form (Moeschler and Reboul 
1999: 21) and the ideas expressed or inferred, but also discussing 
meaning in relation to fictional or real context and vice versa.  

Controversial structures occur in discourse, not just in isolated 
sentences. It is therefore important to know both the fictional (discourse) 
and the censorship context. Therefore, they are revealed in excerpts like 
the following, from 1984, by analysing the “rudimentary meanings” 
provided through the linguistic code and by also considering the extent 
to which it is enriched through inferring or other pragmatic procedures 
(Ariel 2010: 101-102): 

 
‘Comrades!’ cried an eager youthful voice. ‘Attention, comrades! We 
have glorious news for you. We have won the battle for production! 
Returns now completed of the output of all classes of consumption 
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goods show that the standard of living has risen by no less than 20 per 
cent over the past year. All over Oceania this morning there were 
irrepressible spontaneous demonstrations when workers marched out 
of factories and offices and paraded through the streets with banners 
voicing their gratitude to Big Brother for the new, happy life which his 
wise leadership has bestowed upon us. Here are some of the completed 
figures. Foodstuffs----' (Orwell 1996: 45). 
 

When reading this piece of text exclusively, the linguistically encoded 
information reveals again a speech made by an acolyte of a leader called 
Big Brother. The ‘circularity’ of the speech is illustrated by the way it is 
structured from the persuasion point of view. It starts with a call for 
attention “‘Comrades’”, “’Attention, comrades!’ ”and an appraising NP, 
“glorious news” (where the modifier “glorious” intensifies the rhetorical 
effect), followed by sentences that contain semantic elements 
paradigmatically connected, i.e.  presentation of facts about material 
goods: “production”, returns”, “consumption goods”, “standard of 
living (has risen)” where percentages or figures come to emphasise the 
concept of a real ‘market research’. Moreover, before getting again to 
facts and figures, the speech continues with the following structure that 
is meant to appraise again the achievements under the great leader: 
“there were irrepressible spontaneous demonstrations when workers 
marched out of factories and offices and paraded through the streets … 
his leadership has bestowed upon us” (Orwell 1996: 45). 

The deictic pronoun “(upon) us” encodes the speaker and the 
others that are ‘affected’ by a certain situation. It follows a chain of 
sentences whose protagonists are the others – “workers”, “their”- but, 
when used with the verb “bestow” and the preposition “upon”, it 
becomes obvious that it infers the gratitude of the speaker and the others 
towards the “wise” leader. Consequently, by analysing this excerpt 
starting from the linguistic elements, censorship becomes justified 
inasmuch as the excerpt and the whole novel depicts a dictatorial society 
for either criticising or promoting the ideology. 

The subject matter and censoring reasons linked to the novel 
Fahrenheit 451 could also become obvious by considering the semantic 
elements in a first instance. The process of explicature is as important as 
for any of the texts under scrutiny here. The meanings pursued by the 
ones who censored this novel could be synthesised in the following 
paragraphs, marked by pragmatically effective techniques: 
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Go home and think of your first husband divorced and your second 
husband killed in a jet and your third husband blowing his brains out, 
go home and think of the dozen abortions you’ve had, go home and 
think of that and your damn caesarean sections, too, and your children 
who hate your guts! Go home and think how it all happened and what 
did you ever do to stop it? (Bradbury 2008: 79) 
 

Regarded as an independent piece of text and without being aware of 
the subject matter and the cultural contexts, from the semantic point of 
view the excerpt provides many instances that made it censorable and 
challenged in schools and institutions. The chain of imperatives that 
begin with the same structure “go home and think” suggests that the 
paragraph is made up of utterances (given by a character) directed to 
another character, whose morality is doubtful. This is illustrated by the 
concepts placed after the imperatives that require meditation on human 
actions and flaws: divorce, abortions, children who hate parents, 
caesarean sections (instead of normal birth giving), suicide, pessimism 
and death. As mentioned above, the text was mostly censored due to the 
presence of this kind of concepts like abortions, drugs (pills) and other 
immoral issues, that the excerpt abounds in. Addressees of the message 
sent by the addresser (the author) can perceive the message (and the 
whole novel) in two different ways, depending on the knowledge of the 
subject matter, author’s style and novel typology.  

First, one can look at the story itself and consider only the literal 
meanings and for censors it could become an easy prey. In this case, 
explicature, i.e. the “basic interpretation of an utterance, using 
contextual information and world knowledge to work out what is being 
referred to” is useful. (Griffiths 2006: 6) 

For instance, by employing informal expressions like “hate your 
guts” as a feeling attributed to children, the concept of hate is amplified 
and from the pragmatic point of view one might presume that the 
addresser knows well the context in which and the purpose for which he 
produces the utterances directed to the addressee. Moreover, the 
following enumeration whose elements are all linked by the conjunction 
“and” without other orthographic symbol used for coordinating “your 
first husband divorced and your second husband killed […] and your 
third husband blowing his brains out” seems to highly point at 
pessimism and immorality.  

In Maugham’s The Painted Veil, elements related to adultery, 
mysticism, spirituality, religion etc. are to be found. For instance, by 
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simply scanning the excerpt below, structures referring to mysticism 
and religion are the first that get the attention of readers investigating 
controversial structures: 

 
‘I’m looking for something and I don’t know what it is. But I know that 
it’s very important for me to know it, and if I did it would make all the 
difference. Perhaps the nuns know it; when I’m with them I feel that 
they hold a secret which they will not share with me. […] Do you know 
it?’ He smiled and shrugged his shoulders. ‘Tao. Some of us look for the 
Way in opium and some in God, some of us in whisky and some in 
love. It is all the same Way and it leads nowither’ (Maugham 2007: 299). 
 

The words “nuns” and “God” belong to the semantic field of religion. 
Moreover, the characters (nuns) seem to know something “very 
important” and that the other character defines by using elements 
related to philosophy, religion, mysticism, or human vice (“opium” and 
“whisky”). In the 1943 translation (by Jul Giurgea), the equivalence is 
both semantic and pragmatic in particular in the lines referring to 
mysticism and to the quest for the concept that could change lives. 
Nevertheless, the translation goes beyond the S.T. logical form and 
introduces the philosophical concept of truth - “adevăr”- (previously 
defined as “secret”), that in the original is often called “it”, but that is 
inferred by the structures that point at the great importance of the 
concept or thing- “that would make the difference” and is “very 
important”. There is also an addition in the T.T., meant to increase the 
aura of mystery “Acesta este marele mister”. The concept of truth and all 
the above mentioned could be among the ones that made the novel 
censorable in totalitarian Romania.     

 
- Caut ceva, fără să ştiu anume ce este, dar presimt covârşitoarea importanţă a 
acestui lucru necunoscut. Bănuiesc că întreaga mea viaţă ar putea să se 
transforme; probabil călugariţele cunosc şi ele acest secret, căci alături de ele 
îmi dau seama că trebue să fie în posesia lui, dar nu mi-l vor împărtăşi 
niciodată […] Dumneata îl cunoşti?  
Waddington zâmbi şi ridică din umeri.  
- Tao… Adevărul! Acesta este marele mister. Unii dintre oameni îl caută în opiu, 
alţii în Dumnezeu, unii dintre noi în whisky, alţii în dragoste; dar este acelaşi 
lucru, şi toată frământarea aceasta nu duce nicăieri (Maugham 1943: 239).  
 

In the 1972 target version (by Radu Lupan), controversial concepts are 
translated as follows: opium as “uitare” (forgetfulness), that on a 
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paradigmatic axis can function only if interpreted by using the 
background knowledge about the effects of the substance, and God as 
“credinţă” (faith). The word “Tao” is omitted and this part of the extract 
is introduced by the hesitation “Cum să-ţi spun”, a procedure that 
diminishes the mysticism and possibly the effect on the audience and 
does not point at the concept of truth like the previous version: “- Cum 
să-ţi spun, unii dintre noi îşi caută calea în uitare, alţii în credinţă, unii dintre 
noi în whisky iar alţii în dragoste. Dar nici una din aceste căi nu duce nicăieri” 
(Maugham 1972: 137). This translation could be regarded as an instance 
of self-censorship, this time practiced by the translator and not by the 
writer.  
 
As it has been argued in the present analysis, all of the novels have been 
subject to censorship, according to different criteria. The semantic and 
pragmatic elements might be the most relevant for a readership whose 
purpose is censoring, but also for other types of addressees. In addition, 
in some of the novels in question, the purpose and the subject matter are 
mentioned in essays or prefaces and therefore both the addresser and 
addressee “apply their inferential abilities to the premises available from 
the content of the utterance and relevant contextual assumptions” (Ariel 
2010: 100). Therefore, one can draw the conclusion that, as Ariel puts it, 
the result of an analysis of this type is “a context-bound 
interpretation/use of language tokens, but the relations between forms 
and their functions are […] mediated by contextual assumptions and 
plausible inferences based on them” (Ariel 2010: 102).   
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Abstract 
This paper aims at investigating certain morphological features of the diplomatic language. 
It is focused on the type of verbs used, the preference for certain types of nouns and noun 
phrases, and the use of pronouns in various types of diplomatic texts.  
 
Key words: morphology, diplomacy, verbs, nouns, pronouns 
 
This work aims at analysing the diplomatic language from a 
morphological point of view. Therefore, for the purpose of this work, we 
will begin by trying to define what diplomatic language, or the language 
of diplomacy, is. 

According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary, the online version, 
language can be defined as “the system of words or signs that people use to 
express thoughts and feelings to each other/ any one of the systems of 
human language that are used and understood by a particular group of 
people/ words of a particular kind”, whereas diplomacy is “the work of 
maintaining good relations between the governments of different 
countries/ skill in dealing with others without causing bad feelings”. 

For the purpose of this work, the first definition of diplomacy will 
be considered, although the two meanings are intrinsically connected. If the 
second definition of language is considered, any of the languages spoken 
nowadays may be thought of. Most, if not all of them, have so far been 
used, in diplomatic dealings, but there has always been a prevalence of one 
or two over the others.  In the past, French was the lingua Franca of 
diplomacy for centuries. Kappeler (1998: 49) notes that, for diplomats, 
French was, along with a good education, one of the requirements. French 
has lost this status in the first part of the 20th century; following the 
establishment of the League of Nations (the first international organisation 
to have English as one of the working languages), of NATO and of the 
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Bretton Woods organisations, English has gained more and more ground in 
international relations. Nowadays, English has become more and more 
prevalent in diplomatic relations and, in general, in global communication. 
According to David Crystal, out of 12,500 international organisations active 
in 1995-1996, around 85% used English as one of the working languages 
and round a third of them used only English as working language. By 
contrast, around 13% did not list English as a working language, most of 
them being Francophone organisations. (Crystal 2003: 87-88). 

The present works aims at identifying some of the morphological 
characteristics of diplomatic language.  An initial stage of the analysis has 
highlighted verbs, nouns and personal pronouns as distinguishing features 
of diplomatic language. 

The corpus was selected so as to reflect a number of situations and 
instances – from speeches held in front of a specialized and non-specialized 
audience, to treaties signed by two or multiple parties, and to span over a 
long period of time – almost 100 years, as the oldest sample dates from 1918 
and the newest from 2013. The samples have been divided into four 
categories: speeches (W. Wilson: The Fourteen Points, W. Churchill: The 
Price of Greatness is Responsibility  and The Sinews of Peace, H. Clinton: 
Women’s Rights are Human’s Rights and Address delivered at the Women in the 
World Summit, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer: Opening statement at the Informal 
Meeting of Defence Ministers, Ambassador Mark Gitenstein: Remarks at the 
AmCham "Priorities for Romania" Report Launch, B. Obama: Remarks to the 
Nation on Syria and Ambassador Martin Harris: Remarks on the opening of 
Mass Transport Conference), press releases (Shanghai communique, Press 
releases of the US Embassy in Bucharest), treaties (The Six Point Agreement, Oslo 
I Accord, Dayton Agreement, Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty on the 
Accession of Romania, Agreement on the Settlement of Crisis in Ukraine) and UN 
resolutions (Resolution 242 and Resolution 1441).  

 
Verbs 
A first step was to conduct a quantitative analysis of verbs as compared to 
nouns in the four categories of our corpus, prompted by a remark of Basil 
Bernstein in Edelman, 1997:105) that “the percentage of nouns to verbs may 
be higher in a public language than in a formal language” and suggests 
that, if this is true, the former "tends to emphasize things, rather than 
processes”. Although a strict line cannot be drawn between one category 
and another, and our corpus categories cannot be strictly classified as 
“formal language” or “public language”, we have divided them, for the 
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purpose of our work, in “written language” (press releases, treaties, UN 
resolution) and “oral language” (speeches), and we calculated the 
percentage of verbs versus nouns in each of them. 

The findings are very interesting: the oral language tends to employ 
a larger percentage of verbs versus nouns (11.43% versus 19.43%), as 
compared to all categories of written language (on average 9.1%% vs. 
24.04%). Therefore, using Bernstein and Edelman’s terms, it can be inferred 
that oral language tends to emphasize processes, to a larger extent than 
written language. Also, verbs tend to render the message more dynamic, to 
underline the call to action conveyed in some speeches. 

The preference for verbs instead of nouns is another aspect that we 
have studied. We have already seen which category of corpus is more 
inclined to use verbs rather than nouns (speeches more than press releases, 
treaties and UNSC resolutions); we have now focused on material verbs 
with a positive connotation, as described by Ruth Wodak (2009: 200): “The 
use of positively connotated material verbs instead of nouns or 
nominalizations is also an important rhetorical device in political discourse 
because it conveys a greater sense of dynamism.”  Indeed, we have found a 
number of instances when such kind of verbs have been preferred – Hillary 
Clinton speaks about building a new democracy, and about the potential of 
human families to create a peaceful, prosperous world about the positive effects 
created when women participate, and about the fact that Malala Mousafzai 
was considered by the Indian president “a symbol of what India strives to be”, 
Gitenstein speaks about creating thousands of new jobs, and Churchill 
mentions the need “to secure the victory of a good cause”; these examples can 
only support Wodak’s statement that  the message is, by far, more dynamic, 
when employing such verbs than it would have been  with nouns. 

Other examples of verbs used with rhetorical purposes identified in 
our corpus are negative action verbs (Geis 1987:33) – remove, prevent, deny, 
threaten, destroy, divide, ignore, violate and fight verbs: remove another dictator; 
take all necessary steps to prevent; these weapons could threaten allies like Turkey; 
destroy all mines; events too dangerous to ignore; we are willing to fight and to 
continue to fight. 
 
Voice 
The voice of the verbs is very important for the message conveyed. Most of 
the times, the active voice is preferred, but there are some cases when there 
is preference for the passive voice. There are also situations when the agent 
is missing altogether, which can contribute to the vagueness and lack of 
clarity of the message. Churchill, for example, talks about conclusions that 
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may be drawn (by whom? Moreover, the modal ‘may’ adds further lack of 
clarity and precision), and about the settlement that is needed (By whom? By 
Soviet Russia? By the international community?); Wilson mentions that 
world institutions must be created (by whom?); Clinton speaks of the women 
who are denied certain rights – this time, the effect is not necessarily 
vagueness, as to who denies those women the respective rights, but rather 
emphasizes the helplessness and the status of victims (of the entire society 
and political system) of those women. A similar effect is obtained by using 
the agentless passive voice in the press release of the Diversity March, 
which talks about the LGBT population that was harassed[…], treated as 
second-class citizens - the absence of the agency conveys the idea that the 
agent could be a very large category of , if not the entire society.  

Passive verbs tend to be far more frequent in treaties and 
resolutions – not surprisingly, as this has been identified by certain authors 
as one of the marks of legal language (Trosborg 2008: 200; Treiebel 2009: 
159) - laws  are adopted, passed, the Israeli Government is withdrawn, 
redeployments are implemented. A special case of specific use of the passive 
voice in UN Resolutions is the construction to remain seized on the matter. 
This is the closing phrase for many, if not the majority of UN resolutions 
(with the version to remain actively seized on the matter) – it means that 
the topic might be addressed in further talks. 

 
 Tense and aspect 
Press releases make equal use of past tenses (as they  might refer to actions 
that have already happened:  the president was accompanied; the laws were 
passed), present tense (in some cases, the current reaction to something that 
happened recently is meant: it is discouraging to see that the revisions were 
passed or positions of principle: a basic tenet of democracy is, wherever there is 
oppression, there is resistance) and future tenses (for mentioning events that 
are to happen in the future (or, on the contrary, that are not going to 
happen or are not expected to happen): The March will take place Saturday; 
China will never be a superpower. 

In speeches in particular, in certain cases, the use of the past “is an 
instance of the distancing […] Pastness, or distance from the here-and-now 
can be reinterpreted as distance from reality” (Partington 2002:149). There 
were once great men in Germany, says Churchill in his 1941 speech; moreover, 
he adds that once, when the world had been faced great trials there was a 
generation that terror could not conquer and brutal violence could not enslave – 
possibly implying that the current generation might not prove equally 
valiant and strong. 
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Apart from simply referring to actions that are going to take place in 
the future, future intentions, or proposals for the future (we will continue to 
rally support - Obama, national armaments will be reduced - Wilson), a special 
case of the use of future tenses in speeches is in future conditional 
constructions: If women are healthy and educated, their families will flourish- 
Clinton; if we are divided, all will fail; the longer it is delayed, the more difficult it 
will be - Churchill; what kind of world will we live in if the United States of 
America sees a dictator brazenly violate international law […] and we choose to 
look the other way?- Obama. 

Considering the more pronounced prescriptive nature of treaties, 
it is no surprise that the future tenses are prevalent here.  Moreover, due 
to the special, partially pre-set structure of the UN Resolutions, this 
prescriptiveness is expressed by means of verbs in the present tense 
introducing each of the so-called “operative clauses”- (affirms that; affirms 
further the necessity; requests; decides that). The clauses that open the 
resolution are called “preambulatory clauses”, and they generally 
employ verbs in the gerund or participle (determining to secure; acting 
under; expressing; emphasizing). It is worth noting that these formulae are 
also used in certain treaties (The Dayton agreement opens with 4 
preambulatory clauses). 
 
Nouns 
One of the first aspects that we have focused on is the countability of nouns. 
Geis (1987: 31) refers to nouns that can be used with both countable and 
uncountable meaning, giving the example of “revolution” In our corpus, 
one of the most frequent nouns used as both countable and uncountable is 
“people”: people in their struggle; all the peoples in the world in the Shanghai 
Communique; ordinary people” vs English speaking people in Churchill’s 
Sinews of Peace.  

Other common features are nominalisations, and proper nouns, 
more prevalent in treaties and UN resolutions than in the other categories 
of our corpus.  

 
2.1. Nominalisation  
Nominalisation, by which processes are described using nouns, is 
considered by Partington (2003:15) to be a technique meant to decrease the 
amount of information in a message, as it “removes the indications of time 
and modality that are generally present in a verb clause” (ibid). Goatly 
(2007: 330) argues that “through nominalisation we can metaphorically 
think of possessing actions, qualities, feelings, thoughts”.  
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We could also add that nominalisations could be preferred, at times, due to 
the lack of agent.  For example, we can identify nominalizations in all 
categories of our corpus:  

 press releases (the Shanghai Communique mentions the normalizations 
of relations five times and ceasefire three times, without mentioning 
who should be doing this),  

 speeches (Obama speaks of military action, and about the use of 
chemical weapons; Wilson mentions the removal […] of all economic 
barriers),  

 treaties, even more frequently (The Dayton Agreement mentions the 
return of refugees and displaced persons more than twenty times and 
withdrawal more than ten times)  

 UN Resolutions, more frequently (UN Res 242 speaks of acquisition of 
territory and withdrawal of Israeli Forces) - which is not surprising, as 
nominalization has been identified by various authors as one of the 
features of legal language (Trosborg 2008: 199; Chroma 2008: 325). 

 
2.2. Noun phrases 
One of the main features of noun phrases is that they confer brevity and 
impact (Beard 1999: 61). Noun phrases are employed widely throughout all 
categories of our corpus. Some of the noun phrases have remained in 
history (iron curtain, used by Churchill in his Sinews of Peace, has remained 
one of the staples of the Cold War rhetoric. In speeches, repeating the same 
noun phrase several times can have a very good rhetorical effect (Hillary 
Clinton repeats a violation of human rights seven consecutive times in the 
speech of ’95 and the right to five times in her speech of 2013). 

Partington (2002:13) mentions the technique of removing a 
quantifier from noun phrases (which renders the message more vague and 
imprecise. In Clinton’s speech we can find I have met with new mothers, 
Obama says that America has worked with allies). 

 
2.3. Proper Nouns 
All the four categories of our corpus contain proper nouns. Most of them 
could be grouped into the following categories: 

 geographical names, in particular countries (Great Britain, the United 
States of America, People’s Republic of China, Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
Israel), cities (Stettin, Huairou, Kiev, Boston, Beijing) and other types of 
geographical names (Europe, the Mediterranean, Latin America); 

 names of institutions (Harvard University, the British Cabinet, the 
Congress, Bristol University); 
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 names of organisations (League of Nations, NATO, World Bank, EBRD, 
IMF); 

 names of political and military positions (Commander-in-Chief, 
President,  Secretary General, Minister of Transport); 

 names of persons (Stalin, Bismarck, Assad, Ramona Manescu, Luc 
Frieden). 

A special type of such proper nouns consists in religious references, which 
can be found in many speeches. In The Price of Greatness, Churchill speaks 
about beating down Satan, and then ends his address by urging the public 
to thank God for the spiritual rewards He has granted […], and mentions God as 
protector again totalitarianism – God has willed that this shall not be. He is not 
the only one to end his address with a religious reference – Obama ends 
with God Bless you and God Bless the United States of America, and Clinton 
with God’s blessing on you, your work - or to use such references throughout 
the speech – Hillary Clinton speaks about women’s God-Given potential and 
about Liberian Women who have prayed the devil back to hell.  
 
Personal pronouns 
Personal pronouns are one of the most interesting morphologic features of 
diplomatic language. In this sense, there is a clear-cut distinction between 
what we have called “the language of speeches” and “the language of 
treaties”. 
 
First person 
Speeches, in particular those held by non-diplomats, follow, to a certain 
extent, the rules of political language, in that they use personal pronouns 
extensively, in particular I, we, and you. Beard identifies four possible 
meanings of “we”, which we have adapted to our corpus and to which we 
have added a fifth possible meaning (ibid: 45): 

 speaker + some other official (current meaning in press 
conferences/statements after a bilateral meeting) 

 speaker + government/political party/institution that the speaker 
represents (we know the Assad regime is responsible; we don’t dismiss any 
threats – Obama 2013) 

 speaker + the people of their country (In my country, we recently 
celebrated the 75th anniversary of Women’s Suffrage – Clinton 1995, what 
kind of world will we live in […]? – Obama 2013) 

 speaker + the people of everywhere (we are the primary caretakers, 
however different we may appear - Clinton 2013; we live in a period so 
tumultuous that little can be predicted – Churchill 1943 
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These meanings are valid irrespective of the case. Obama speaks often of 
our security, our democracy, our middle class with the clear meaning of 
“American security/democracy etc.”, Clinton speaks of our advocacy, our 
women addressing to the entire world, whereas our country is used instead 
of The United States of America; similarly, addressing to an American 
audience, Churchill uses our resources, our two Governments, thus 
strengthening the bound with the audience (understood both in the narrow 
sense, of people present in the room, and in the wider meaning – people 
who read/listen to the address), or marking a “sharing of interests between 
the speaker  and the audience” (Charteris-Black 2005:4). 

Apart from the – more frequent - cases when “we” is used with the 
purpose of conveying solidarity (Wodak 2009: 79), we also notice the 
“quotational we” (Partington 2003: 62), employed with the purpose of 
representing what the other party is saying or thing (There was no use in 
saying “we don’t want it, we don’t have it- Churchill 1943). 

There are cases when I is used, for objective or stylistic reasons (I 
have met with women – Clinton;  I sustain, I discern – Churchill; I will not put 
American boots on ground in Syria; I know Americans want all of us in 
Washington- especially me – Obama 2013). 

Choosing the singular or the plural form of the personal pronoun, 
Beard (2001) points out, may entail certain advantages and disadvantages. 
The singular form has the advantage of conveying the personal 
involvement and responsibility of the speaker, which might not be, 
however, a desirable effect if things go wrong. Using the plural form has 
the double advantage of conveying a connection between the speaker and 
the audience and of sharing responsibility, which, on the other hand, has 
the downside that the speaker will not get much credit if the respective 
measure is successful (Beard 2001:45). 

 
3.2. Second person 
The second person, considered  by some authors to give a “more 
antagonistic” tone to the message (Partington 2003: 64), and on the 
contrary, by others as increasing “the size of the addressee” (Joseph 2006: 
69) is used in speeches, but much less often than the first person (I am here to 
tell  you  that; You cannot stop – Churchill 1943, to my friends on the right, I ask 
you; letters you have sent to me; many of you have asked– Obama 2013; This is the 
work before you – Clinton). 
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Figure 1: Uses of I, we and you in the corpus 
 
The first and second person references are non-existent in treaties and UN 
resolutions. There is a very low total percentage of personal pronouns in 
these two categories, and out of the already very low number of personal 
pronouns, all of them are third person, which is not surprising, given that 
the language employed in these two categories has many features of the 
legal language. 
 
Conclusions 
Morphologically speaking, there is a clear distinction between speeches and 
the other categories of our corpora:  verbs/nouns ratio is higher in oral 
language (speeches) than in the written one (press releases, treaties, UN 
Resolutions).  As regards verbs, passive voice tends to be more frequently 
used in treaties and UN resolutions. Speeches, on the other hand, tend to 
employ what Ruth Wodak calls “positively connotated material verbs” to a 
higher extent than the other categories of our corpora. With respect to 
nouns, nominalisations and proper nouns tend to be a common feature of 
our corpus, employed in a specific manner in each category. They are 
present in certain specific collocations, sometimes they are used in 
coordinate pairs.  In what concerns personal nouns, there is a clear 
difference in their use between speeches, on the one hand and the other 
three categories, on the other hand. Speeches tend to have a much wider 
use of the first and second person – with considerable difference from one 
speech to another, whereas treaties and UN resolutions only use the third 
person. 
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Abstract 
This paper aims at investigating the particular features of civil engineering written 
discourse. A first assumption is made that the language employed in civil engineering is 
a subcategory of English for Specific Purposes. As part of ESP, it is thus bound to have 
a set of specialized lexical and grammatical features which are not in the repertoire of 
the non-users of that particular domain: complex noun phrases, special use of articles, 
special use of modal verbs, frequency of the passive voice and of present tense simple, 
long complex sentences, collocations, specialized terminology. Focus will be laid on 
demonstrating that the morphological features mentioned above are present in the texts 
which were selected for analysis. The texts belong to different domains related to civil 
engineering, namely steel structures, concrete constructions, building materials and 
railway systems. Two main morphological categories will be analysed in detail, i.e. the 
noun and the verb. In the part referring to the nominal component, the noun phrases 
used in the corpus, the special use of the articles and a process which we consider typical 
for our type of discourse, i.e. nominalization, will be investigated. In the section 
focusing on the verb, the voice, tense, aspect and the values of the modal verbs used in 
civil engineering texts will be analysed. 

 
Key words: civil engineering, morphology, noun phrase, nominalisation, 
passive voice 
 
Introduction 
As part of ESP, the language use in civil engineering has a set of 
‘specialized’ grammatical features which are not in the repertoire of the 
non-users of that particular domain: complex noun phrases, special use 
of articles, special use of modal verbs, and the frequent use of the 
passive voice.  

This paper is an attempt at assessing the morphological 
characteristics which ESP shares with the civil engineering texts that we 
selected as the corpus to be investigated. The texts selected for this 
analysis include a course book intended for academic use, two books 
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from different fields, articles regarding the use of specific machinery and 
two Eurocodes. 

The first part of our study lays focus on the noun, special attention 
being paid to the high number of noun phrases, the smaller amount of 
uncountable nouns, the special use of the articles and nominalization, a 
process which we consider typical for our type of discourse, whereas the 
second one focuses on the verb. A quantitative assessment of the total 
number of verbs present in our corpus will be given, and comparisons 
will be drawn with the total number of the other important morphological 
categories. An analysis of the relevant aspects of such verb categories as 
voice, tense and aspect employed in civil engineering texts, as well as of 
the specific aspects of modality will also be made. 

 
1. Distribution of Morphological categories 

 
It was important to construe a world of ’things’, including virtual entities 
that could be brought into existence as and when the discourse required 
them; some of these virtual entities then remain in existence as theoretical 
constructs, while others function locally in the argument and then 
disappear. Symbolically, this kind of discourse is holding the world still, 
making it noun-like (stable in time) while it is observed, experimented 
with, measured and reasoned about. (Halliday 2004:21) 
 

Considering the specificity of civil engineering texts, namely the factual, 
informative purpose, the description provided by Halliday could be very 
well applied to our texts. The quantitative assessment was extended to all 
the relevant morphological categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives and 
pronouns) and the percentages for each of them were calculated.  

 
Fig. 1 – Percentage of morphological categories 
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As apparent from the pie chart above, the percentage of verbs used in 
our corpus is less than half of that represented by nouns (13% verbs, 
compared to 38% nouns). This only comes as a confirmation of all 
written above and further supports our statement that the use of fewer 
verbal compounds as compared to the nominal ones adds to the 
informative purpose of these texts, which will be further argued. 

 
2. The Noun 
2.1.  Nominalization 
Nominalization, a procedure describing a situation in which “a process, 
congruently construed as a verb, is reconstrued metaphorically as a 
noun” (Halliday, 2004: 107), is considered by Widdowson, following 
Stubbs, to be a means to allow “other information to be omitted, since a 
noun phrase does not mark tense” (Widdowson, 2004: 124).  Paltridge 
and Starfield (2013) consider nominalization, along with passivisation a 
procedure through which we can obscure processes and actors. It is also 
a feature represented in our corpus, sometimes precisely because of the 
lack of agentivity. 

Thus, in Strength of Materials “the study” is frequently mentioned 
(around 10 times). One of our findings was that neglection, a cut in the bar, 
the intersection of planes (several times), from the examination, computations 
and reductions, the determination of stresses (more frequently used than the 
corresponding verb), elongation and deformation are always used, while 
the corresponding verb is never employed. 

In Design Procedures for Sidewalls of Socket Foundation, the author 
describes the transmission of the forces, the analysis used for investigation 
(the verb to analyse occurs eight times vs. the 20 occurrences of the 
corresponding noun), the interaction between shear and bending. On the 
other hand, the verb to load (15 entries) is much more frequently used 
that the noun loading (6 entries). Implementation, application, computation 
and interpolation are other examples where the author showed a 
preference for nominalization. 

Examples of nominalization are also found in “Design of 
Hydraulic Gates”. We can mention operation, sealing or seals (in the case 
of these nouns, the verbal counterpart is never employed), gates […] 
intended for use, movement of the gate, opening or closure, maintenance and 
repair, construction, transportation (this one also very often), complete 
installation or removal, the gate placement, the water passage.   
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After analysing the examples listed above, we concur with 
Paltridge & Starfield in that nominalization in civil engineering 
discourse allows “complex information to be compressed into a word.  
And it also allows a high level of abstraction” (2013: 165). Another 
important function of nominalization which the two authors mentioned 
is that it allows the progress of the argument by expressing a process in 
a clause, while in the next one the same process becomes nominalized. 
Thus, in one of the texts, reference is made to a force that is 
“transmitted”, followed by the “transmission of the force”. 

 
2.2.  Noun Phrases 
We analysed the amount of nouns and noun combinations found in our 
corpus. We decided to split the noun phrase into two categories: noun 
phrases containing an “of” phrase as modifier and those without a 
prepositional phrase modifier. The prepositional phrases, the “OF” 
phrases are a category of NPs which abound throughout all the texts.  

There is also an important number  of very heavy noun phrases, 
some with more than one “of” modifier, where “the nominal group 
expands lexically, by […] modification: one noun functions as a kind of 
keyword, and other words are organized around it, having different 
functions with respect to this head noun.” (Halliday, 2004:62). Following 
Halliday’s line of thought, this type of noun phrase offers the possibility 
of organising an important quantity of lexical information into 
functional items. The role of these noun phrases is to “construe 
participants - entities that participate in processes; these are the more 
stable elements on the experiential scene, which tend to persist through 
time whereas the processes themselves are evanescent.” (idem: 63). In 
other words, “meaning in science tends to be expressed nominally rather 
than causally” (Paltridge & Starfield 2013: 171). Groups of noun phrases 
selected from all the texts under analysis are given below. 

Noun phrases related to Strength of Materials:  
Strength of Materials, the width of the section, the plane state of stress, theory 
of elasticity, components of the stresses, the ensemble of four components of the 
stresses, the stress tensor of the plane state of stress, the methods of the Theory 
of Elasticity, the system of coordinate axes, the sum of the normal stresses, the 
discussion of the root of this equation, the equation of a circle having the radius 
[…]; 
Noun phrases related to Design Procedures for Sidewalls of Socket 
Foundation:  
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the side wall of the socket, tie model for the design of the side wall, a system of 
side walls called socket, the pressure of the column, the design of shallow 
foundations, the moment capacity of the column, the value of the shear force in 
the column, the design of the side walls of the socket, the thickness of the side 
wall, state of stresses, the characteristic compression strength of the concrete, 
the angle of the strut; 
Noun phrases related to Mechanical splices of reinforcing bars: 
the integrity of reinforced concrete, a particular method of construction, the 
specified yield strength of the bar, Three types of compression splices, the 
deformations of the rebar, the internal ribs of the sleeve, lack of heat resistance, 
the walls of the sleeve;  
Noun phrases related to Aggregates for Concrete: 
the workability of plastic concrete, the durability, strength, thermal properties, 
and density of hardened concrete, aggregate properties affecting performance of 
the concrete, the relation of mass to volume of aggregates in a stockpile or bin, 
byproducts of an industrial process;  
Noun phrases related to Design of Hydraulic Gates: 
the sides of the gate leaf, the cylindrical surface of the skin plate lower portion, 
Protection of the bottom seal, the creation of a low-pressure zone under the 
overflowing nappe, the construction of air vents with exits at the piers, the 
stability of the overflowing water nappe, precise regulation of the reservoir level, 
gradual lowering of the flap gate;  
This text exhibited the greatest number of complex “of” noun phrase. 
Noun phrases related to Design of concrete structures: 
the harmonisation of technical specifications, Design of masonry structures, 
design of timber structures, Application of design procedures, the determination 
of thermal and mechanical actions to the structure, Analysis of parts of the 
structure, requirements for the safety and serviceability of structures, passive 
methods of fire protection, premature collapse of the structure, Basis of 
structural design, Steel for the reinforcement of concrete, The temperature of 
reinforcement at which failure of the member in fire situation, failure of the 
structure on one side of the wall; 
Noun phrases related to Design of steel structures: 
Restriction of the lateral or rotational movement, core thickness of steel 
material, The cross-sections of cold-formed members and profiled sheets, Typical 
forms of stiffeners for cold-formed members and sheets, the other cross-sectional 
dimensions of cold-formed members and sheeting, webs of trapezoidal profiled 
sheets, The developed height of a web, The developed width of a flange; 
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Noun phrases related to Civil Engineering for Underground Rail 
Transport: 
the potential traffic usage of the route, severity of curvature, The viability of an 
underground railway, Backfilling and final reinstatement of ground surface, the 
sequence of construction, diversions of sewers and drains, the transmission of 
noise and vibration, the construction of the railway;  

In the case of highly specialized noun phrases, one of the first 
findings was that the distribution of these structures across the selected 
corpus is not uniform, some texts displaying significantly higher 
percentages of this type of noun phrases than the rest.  

Noun combinations and noun phrases containing adjectives are 
other widespread categories of noun phrases encountered during the 
analysis. 

 Having compared the average number of noun phrases 
encountered in our corpus, we can draw the conclusion that the 
presence of shorter or longer NPs is typical for civil engineering text. As 
far as their function in the discourse is concerned, noun phrase 
repetition is a means of achieving cohesion in a large category of texts 
(Paltridge & Starfield 2013).  
 
2.3.  About (un)countability 
Another category on which we have focused is that of countable and 
uncountable nouns. There are plenty of examples of uncountable nouns 
in the corpus selected.  
hydraulic cement concrete, granular material such as sand, gravel, crushed 
stone, blast-furnace slag, durability, strength, density, grading, To evaluate 
consistency, the total dry sample mass, accidental loss due to spillage, the 
problem of excessive fineness of the aggregate, to minimize drying shrinkage, to 
avoid evaporation, The bulk specific gravity, surface moisture, nuclear-radiation 
shielding, aggregate absorption, consistency; 

The analysis of the corpus in terms of the countable/uncountable 
opposition has revealed several important aspects which we consider 
typical for technical civil engineering texts. We must first mention that 
there is a clear preference for countable nouns versus the uncountable 
ones, the percentage of the latter being rather low (less than 7% - see 
diagram below).  
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Fig. 2 – Distribution of Nouns 

 
2.4.  Special Use of the Definite Article 
Louis Trimble (1985: 121) discussed the use of the definite article, with 
an emphasis on its specialized use: its occurrences in defining 
(generalizing) statements, whereas a bare plural or an indefinite article 
should be expected. The second specialised use mentioned by Trimble 
was the ability of “the” to mark the part described as being unique, 
independently of whether it is its first occurrence in the text or not.   

We studied the use of the definite article in a series of texts in 
order to investigate such a tendency. The results obtained after the 
investigation are expected: indeed, the use of the definite article is that 
described by Trimble and mentioned above. The examples provided 
below illustrate the two types of usage listed by Trimble. 

 
[…] the induced stresses in cross-sections (in the first paragraph of the 
introduction), In this case we can imagine that we are cutting the bar or 
the beam […] (instructions in a problem), We draw the circle of 
diameter 0B=σx+σz having the centre […] (description of a model), We 
shall show that, at the scale of the graphic construction […] (description 
of a model); Then the safety will be ensured if […] (description of a 
theory). The bearings are rigidly anchored to the sill and spaced from 
2.5 m 104 m. 2.2 CYLINDER GATE The cylinder gate has a cylindrical-
shaped leaf, which executes a vertical translation movement. 

 
3. The Verb 
As visible in the pie chart at the beginning of this article, the verb is the 
second best represented category in our corpus. Since this feature is 
valid for all the selected pieces of writing, we can state that civil 
engineering texts exhibit a nominal structure, since the content is 
conveyed through nouns and nominal compounds. An explanation for 
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this preference is offered by Halliday (2004) who calls a noun an entity, a 
thing, while a verb is a happening. Thus, a nominal group realises 
“participants” (Halliday, 2004: 34), while a verbal group realises 
“processes” (ibid.). By the aid of the numerous nominal constituents 
occurring in texts, a particular type of discourse typical for sciences is 
built.  

 
3.1.  Tense and Aspect 
In civil engineering texts, there is a clear preference for simple present 
and past tenses, with rare occurrences of the future tense. In support of 
this statement, plenty of examples can be found in our corpus. Present 
simple is, however, the tense that prevails: The ensemble of four 
components of the stresses defines the stress tensor …, the subscripts of the 
normal stresses represent the axis …, we notice that these axes are …, This 
result expresses the following:; proper splicing of rebars becomes essential to the 
integrity of reinforced concrete., … codes frequently require such long laps …, 
Splices transfer tension or compression loads from one piece of reinforcement to 
another, The filler material flows between the bars …, Metal or rubber side 
seals, attached to the side end plates of the leaf, permit side scaling at all gate 
positions., Flap gates […] have their maximum height limited to about 5 m; 
…the total of masses retained differs from the original sample mass., The 
individual percentage of material between successive sieves is sometimes of 
interest., Only the effects of thermal deformations […] need be considered., 
Informative Annex B provides two alternative methods. …the design […] 
depends on the aspect ratio of the wal., the finite analysis works with a large 
number of elements. 

Present simple has, in some of the examples we have analysed, 
what Trimble (1985) called the non-temporal use of tense. This refers to 
writers not using “time as the major factor governing their choice of 
verbal tense” (Trimble 1985: 123) when writing a piece of discourse. 
Thus, the present indicative can show almost any other time except the 
time now. Trimble specifies that the non-temporal use of tense is 
dependent of rhetorical factors and lists the following areas where non-
temporal use of tense occurs regularly in scientific discourse: “1. when 
writers describe an apparatus; 2. when they make tense reference to a 
visual aid; 3. when they refer to previously published discourse related 
to the subject of their topic.” (ibid.) His statements are entirely 
supported by examples in our corpus: MCFT is a theory elaborated by 
Vecchio and Collins ..., MCFT is a smeared crack theory specific for reinforced 
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concrete elements which considers that cracks direction is normal to the 
direction of the principal tension strain (fig. 4). (“Design Procedures for 
Sidewalls of Socket Foundation”). The first example is an illustration of 
the first area of non-temporal use of present tense, while the second one 
illustrates the third area listed by Trimble. 

As regards the use of simple past, Paltridge & Starfield (2013), 
citing Myers, write that in research articles past tense is used for 
methods and present tense “for well-accepted facts in the discipline.” 
(Paltridge & Starfield 2013: 168) In textbooks, on the other hand, mainly 
the present tense is used usually due to the fact that they only contain 
published research which is largely accepted by the research 
communities involved. The information is therefore presented as facts. 
The following fragment belonging to a research article proves the 
aforementioned theory to be true, as it describes a method previously 
used in another experiment and the tense used is the past: 

 
Several values were proposed for this parameter. For example, Vecchio 
and Collins [5] proposed a value of 200 based on their experimental 
results; Collins and Mitchel [6] proposed a value of 500 for this 
parameter based on the results on another set of panels, while Benz [7] 
proposed a more rational formula that depends on the reinforcement 
ratios in the two orthogonal directions. (from “Design Procedures for 
Sidewalls of Socket Foundation”) 
 

3.2.  Voice 
Voice is another aspect which we focused on. The approach is again 
quantitative, since we tried to determine which voice is favoured in our 
corpus.  We calculated the percentage of passive versus active verbs in 
each of the texts we chose. By active and passive verbs we understand 
verbal phrases, not each verb individually (“will be taken into 
consideration”, “the width being considered as reduced”). The results 
are presented below. 

 
Strength of Materials: 48.27% passive, 51.73% active 
Design of Concrete Structures:  73.68%, 26.32% active 
Design of Hydraulic Gates: 69.89% passive, 30.11% active 
Mechanical Splices…: 58.62% passive, 41.38% active 
Civil Engineering for…: 42.42% passive, 57.58% active 
Aggregates for Concrete: 58.35% passive, 41.65% active 
Design Procedures: 51.35% passive, 48.65% active 
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The results above are very interesting. Six of the eight pieces of 
discourse chosen for the analysis have more than half of their verb 
phrases in the passive voice. Several examples are listed below: 
The load-bearing function should be maintained during the complete endurance 
of the fire …, Design values of mechanical (strength and deformation) material 
properties Xd,fi are defined as follows:, The value of γM,fi for use in a Country 
may be found in its National Annex., 1) the effects of actions may be obtained 
from a structural analysis …, Expression (2.4) and different values of the 
combination factor ψ1,1 are shown in Figure 2.1. Rubber or wood seals are also 
used., On gates with metal seals, the transmission or the hydrostatic load to the 
embedded parts is carried out through the seals., The loads are transmitted from 
the column to the foundation …, The geometry of the strut is determined from 
the model presented in fig. 2.a., Special attention should be given to cases in 
which different materials are intended to act compositely, They are commonly 
used for bars in columns, Since the sleeves are manufactured from materials 
other than rebar. 

Only two texts, i.e. Strength of Materials and Civil Engineering for 
Underground Rail Transport, exhibit percentages of passive verb phrases 
lower that 50%, but the difference is perfectly insignificant.  

There is, as shown above, a tendency in civil engineering texts to 
favour passive rather than active voice, to focus on the action, process, 
experiment, rather than the actor or agent. This tendency finds part of its 
explanation in the fact that in some cases, the agent of the action 
described by the use of passive in unknown, whereas in others it is 
completely irrelevant to the piece of discourse. 

 
3.3.  Modals 
Modal verbs are commonly found in technical texts and civil 
engineering discourse is no exception to this rule. We tried to assess the 
number of modal verbs employed in our texts, as well as the way they 
are spread across our corpus. We intended to see if there are modals 
which occur with greater frequency than others and if this occurs in 
particular texts or it is a general characteristic. The table below 
summarizes the results in terms of percentage of the total number of 
verbs. 
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Fig. 3 – Distribution of modal verbs 

 
As can been seen from the chart above, modal verbs do not represent a 
homogenous class, either in terms of total number or in terms of 
distribution. It is obvious, in the case of modals, that there is a clear 
distinction among the use of each verb with respect to certain type of 
texts. Thus, as the chart shows, the verb should is more frequent in 
eurocodes (“Design of Concrete Structures” and “Design of Steel 
Structures”) and less frequent in the other texts: the reference to this 
specific curve should be identified by the letters "HC" …, the element should 
resist a horizontal concentrated load as specified in EN 1363 Part 2., the 
average temperature rise of the unexposed side of the construction should be 
limited to 140 K …, the emissivity related to the concrete surface should be 
taken as 0,7..  

This is an instance of the deontic use of modal verbs, when the 
speaker, or writer in our case, intervenes in a text to express obligation 
or necessity. (Downing & Locke 1992). The same use of “should” for 
giving commands or instructions is mentioned in Leech and Svartvik 
(2003) and emphasised as typical for science and technical discourse by 
Trimble (1985). This particular use of the modal “should” does not come 
as a surprise, given the prescriptiveness of these pieces of discourse 
(norms for design of different structures).   

“Can” is another modal highly used throughout our corpus: bear-
trap and flap gates can be hydraulically regulated …, These forces can reach 
very high values …, the incidence of any cracking can then have a critical 
influence on corrosion and durability, Hazardous sites and ground conditions 
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can be major considerations, a particular method of construction can also make 
lap splices impractical. 

Verbs like “might”, “could” or “would” or even “must” are 
hardly present in any of the texts we selected: Additionally, the resistance 
of the strut will also be defined by the mean shear stress, It must be specified 
that at least four Gauss integration points have to be used …, no greater depth 
of water than 25 ft. (7.62 m) could be discharged over all ogee spillway…. 

As a conclusion, we can say that modal occurrences in civil 
engineering texts are not homogenous and are determined by the 
communication needs of the discourse under analysis. 

 
Conclusions 
After the detailed analysis and assessment of the morphological features 
present in civil engineering texts, several conclusions became apparent: 
• Civil engineering texts favour heavy noun phrases, with more than 

one modifier; in most cases a prepositional case functions as 
modifier. Noun phrases modified by nouns or adjectives are also 
extremely frequent. 

• Civil engineering texts favour the nominal component; this is 
apparent from the great number of nouns and noun phrases 
employed in these texts, which are three times more than the 
number of verbs and verb phrases present in the same corpus. 

• The process of nominalization is also present in our corpus, 
emphasizing the idea that civil engineering texts, as part of the 
technical discourse, favours participants, entities which remain in 
the discourse rather than processes. 

• As regards the verbal constituent, simple present tense and the 
passive voice are clearly preferred to the other tenses, aspect and 
voice. Modal verbs are the most non-homogenous aspect of the 
verbal features we studied. 

• Civil engineering texts make use of plenty of adjectives, the most 
widely used category being that of descriptive adjectives.  
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Abstract 
Knowledge of the world is disclosed under various shapes, among which language is the 
best representative. Specific to humans, it renders feelings and thoughts concerning 
different communication contexts where words become dynamic primitives endowed 
with meanings, which recreate themes and reconfigure space and time as universal 
coordinates. The main objective of the paper is to provide a tentative analysis of the way 
in which translation universals are manifest in translating proverbs and sayings in the 
short novels Popa Tanda (Pope Tanda) and Moara cu Noroc (The Lucky Mill) by 
Ioan Slavici.  
 
Keywords: translation, universals, proverbs, Romanian literature, Slavici 

 
Outlining the theoretical background 
Subject of interdisciplinary debates, the problem of universality has been 
discussed in various fields: linguistics, culture, philosophy, international 
law, mathematics, physics, computation etc. Within the framework of 
culture, Brown’s contribution (1991) to the analysis of universality (cf. 
human universals) can be mentioned, the results being summed up in 
cultural universals belonging to areas such as: language and cognition; 
society; myth, ritual and aesthetics; technology (Cultural Universal at 
Wikipedia).   

By way of illustration, some cultural universals are included 
under language and cognition: language employed to manipulate others; 
language employed to misinform or mislead; language is translatable; 
abstraction in speech and thought; antonyms, synonyms; logical 
notions of “and”, “not”, “opposite”, “equivalent”, “part/whole”, 
“general/particular”; continua (ordering as cognitive pattern); 
discrepancies between speech, thought, and action; figurative speech 
etc. From myth, ritual and aesthetics we have selected: magical thinking; 
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beliefs about fortune and misfortune; beliefs and narratives; proverbs, 
sayings; poetry/rhetoric; childbirth customs; music, rhythm, dance etc. 
(Brown, D.E.  1991). The cultural universals that we will refer to are 
translation universals and proverbs and sayings.  

Vehicle of both knowledge and communication, translation has 
been also considered a means of achieving cultural interchange: 
“Translation is the act that renders knowledge, whether literary or 
scientific, a mobile form of culture. Such mobility, in turn, is what gives 
human understanding a deep and lasting influence beyond the borders 
of its original setting” (Montgomery 2006: 65). Still under research, 
translation universals have been analysed starting from at least three 
types of approaches: linguistic, stylistic and social, with a view to 
uncover the common elements that occur in the translated texts and 
obtain generalizations that may lead to the development of the domain 
of translation studies. Baker (1993), Toury (1995, 2004), Chesterman 
(2004) have brought influential contributions to defining translation 
universals and illustrating their existence in connection with both the 
process from the source to the target text and the comparison between 
translations and other language texts. Some of the most studied 
translation universals are explicitation, simplification, conventionalization, 
source language interference, underrepresentation of unique target language, 
untypical collocations. Their analysis in various types of translated texts 
may also contribute to the domain of text-type typology both 
synchronically and diachronically.  

 
Corpus analysis 
The corpus selected for our research contains a few proverbs and sayings 
picked up from the short novels Popa Tanda (Pope Tanda) and Moara cu 
Noroc (The Lucky Mill) belonging to the Romanian writer Ioan Slavici, 
and their English versions. The aim of this endeavour is to test 
hypotheses about translation universals in such unrelated languages as 
Romanian and English, using a parallel corpus:  “The quest for 
universals is by nature international and collaborative. It is vital to 
combine findings from a wide variety of languages and language pairs, 
both typologically distant and close” (Mauranen 2006: 99).  

In the table below, we introduced the data obtained by aligning 
the A and B samples analysed, in the following order: ST: Ioan Slavici; 
TTa: Emperle’s / Lucy Byng and John Lane’s English variant and TTb: 
Năbădan’s English variant.  
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A. Ioan Slavici: Moara cu noroc 
ST: Ioan Slavici: Moara 
cu noroc 

TTa: A. Mircea Emperle: 
The Lucky Mill 

TTb: Fred Năbădan: The 
Lucky Mill 

ST1: Omul să fie 
mulţumit cu sărăcia sa, 
căci, dacă e vorba, nu 
bogăţia, ci liniştea colibei 
tale te face fericit. (33) 
 
                            

TT1a: By rights, a man 
ought to be satisfied with 
what he has; for, since 
we talk about it, not 
riches make one happy, but 
peace and quiet in one’s 
house. (3) 
                                      

TT1b: A man should be 
contented with his 
poverty because, if it 
comes to that, it’s not 
wealth, but the peace of your 
humble home that makes you 
happy. (87) 
                                  

ST2: — Aşa e lumea... 
grăi Ghiţă. Să nu crezi 
nimic până ce nu vezi cu 
ochii. (41) 
 
                                      

TT2a: Now such is the 
world. One ought never to 
believe anything until he 
sees it with his own eyes. 
(21) 
                                       

TT2b:“That’s the way 
people are,” Ghiţă said. 
“You should believe nothing 
till you see for yourself.” 
(95) 
                                  

 
B. Ioan Slavici: Popa Tanda 
ST: Ioan Slavici: Popa 
Tanda 

TTa: Lucy Byng, John 
Lane: Popa Tanda  

TTb: Fred Năbădan: 
Pope Tanda 

ST3: Unde nu e nădejde de 
dobândă lipseşte şi 
îndemnul de lucru. (143) 
                                     

TT3a: Where there is no 
hope of reward there is no 
incentive to work.  (….) 

TT3b: Where there is no 
hope of gain, there won’t be 
any drive to work. (22) 
                                     

ST4: Este în cartea 
învăţăturilor despre viaţa 
lumească o scurtă 
învăţătură: binevoitorii de 
multe ori ne sunt spre 
stricare şi răuvoitorii spre 
folos. (149) 
 
                                     

TT4a: In the Book of 
Wisdom, concerning the 
life of this world, there is 
a short sentence which 
says: our well-wishers are 
often our undoing and our 
evil-wishers are useful to 
us.(…) 

TT4b: There is a short 
piece of wisdom in the 
Book about worldly life: 
well-wishers often do us 
harm, while the malicious 
might turn out to be to our 
profit. 
(28) 
                                      

ST5: Dar tot vorba cea 
veche: un necaz naşte pe 
celălalt. (153) 
                                        
                                     

TT5a: But there is the old 
proverb, “Much wants 
more”. 

TT5b: But again one piece 
of trouble brought about 
another. (32) 
 
                                       

ST6: Nevoia este cel mai 
bun învăţător. (155)               
                                     

TT6a: They say “Necessity 
is the best teacher”. (…) 

TT6b: Need is the best 
teacher. (34) 
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ST7: Vremurile vin; vremile 
se duc: lumea merge înainte, 
iară omul, când cu lumea, 
când împotriva ei. (157) 
 
                              

TT7a: The years come, the 
years go; the world moves 
on, and man is sometimes at 
peace with the world, and 
sometimes at odds with it.  
(…) 

TT7b: Times will come and 
go; the world keeps moving 
ahead, while a man will 
either go with it or stand 
up against it. (36) 
                                      

 
Table 1: Romanian sayings and proverbs and their English variants (from 
Slavici’s The Lucky Mill and Pope Tanda) 

 
The occurrence of proverbs and sayings in Slavici’s short novels is both a 
characteristic of his style, and a manifestation of universal wisdom, of 
similarity in difference, aspects which the translators tried to preserve in 
their English variants. Tokens of universal wisdom in Slavici’s The Lucky 
Mill and Pope Tanda, the proverbs and sayings are the direct results of 
the author’s  insertion of “a moral or a pragmatic thesis in the patterns of 
human behaviour …in his stories, the characters and situations thus 
acquiring implicit exemplarity” (Năbădan 1987: 5).  

The samples under research in Table 1 evince their thematic 
connection with well-known quotes circulating world-wide, in a two-
fold direction: moving from the universal cultural repository towards 
the Romanian background, or reaching generality through 
interpretation of the Romanian specificity. The three interpretations 
below will try to support the first coordinate. 

The frequently quoted sayings Money doesn’t bring happiness, 
Money can buy a house, but not a home, There is no greater wealth in this 
world than the peace of mind are reiterated by the moralizing statement in 
ST1 nu bogăţia, ci liniştea colibei tale te face fericit, praising happiness 
through peace in the house, not the one brought by money. This 
meaning has been preserved in the two English variants, with a plea for 
equivalence achieved through: addition, applied for the sake of 
emphasis either lexically, e.g. peace and quiet in TT1a, or syntactically, 
through a cleft construction e.g. it’s not wealth, but the peace of your humble 
home that makes you happy in TT1b; borrowing, e.g. the French origin 
word riches in TT1a was preferred to the English word origin wealth in 
TT1b. 

The famous adage Seeing is believing finds its Romanian 
counterpart in ST2 Să nu crezi nimic până ce nu vezi cu ochii, rendered in 
the two English variants by means of semantic translation which sticks 
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to the message, with a slight change in the addressee one/two and a shift 
from an overt expression of the instrument in TT2a which is more 
appropriate to the source text, e.g. he sees it with his own eyes to an 
opaque one in TT2b: see for yourself. 

The well-known proverb Necessity is the mother of invention has as 
a possible Romanian equivalent in Slavici’s sample, ST6, Nevoia este cel 
mai bun învăţător, having the similar meaning, i.e. “if someone really 
needs to do something they will find a way of doing it”, a truth accepted 
by the two English variants in most appropriate equivalent forms with a 
change in word choice for Nevoia: Necessity in TT6a e.g. “Necessity is the 
best teacher” and by Need in TT6b, e.g. Need is the best teacher, obtained 
through a word for word translation, that best fits the source text.  
 The following examples will try to delineate the second 
coordinate, i.e. the rise of the Romanian sayings to the status of 
universally shared forms encapsulating human values: “The themes, the 
metaphors, and the subjects of stories, songs, and sayings of peoples 
who live in countries remote from each other and who speak completely 
unrelated languages exhibit a high degree of similarity that history 
could not explain.” (Roy in Samovar 2012: 224) (our emphasis). 
 In ST5: un necaz naşte pe celălalt was translated in TT5a "Much 
wants more." by a truncated sentence reminding us of the Aesopian 
proverb Much wants more and loses all. This is a case of non-equivalence 
both in form and meaning, as well as an example of both simplification 
and underrepresentation of unique target language elements. The 
translation one piece of trouble brought about another in TT5b is a literal one, 
sticking close to the meaning of the source text and of the acknowledged 
proverb: Trouble is to a man what rust is to iron (Yiddish Proverb quotes, 
searchquotes.com). 
 In translating ST4: binevoitorii de multe ori ne sunt spre stricare şi 
răuvoitorii spre folos, where Slavici gives his word of advice about friends 
and enemies in our lives, the strategy of explicitation was used in both 
variants: TT4a: our well-wishers are often our undoing and our evil-wishers 
are useful to us; TT4b: well-wishers often do us harm, while the malicious 
might turn out to be to our profit, making us remember the universal 
saying: Keep your friends close and your enemies closer ( phrase.com).  
 The English proverbs corresponding to Unde nu e nădejde de 
dobândă lipseşte şi îndemnul de lucru in ST3, about work done and the 
reward that should come after, are Where there is no hope of reward there is 
no incentive to work in TT3a and Where there is no hope of gain, there won’t 
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be any drive to work in TT3b, representing cases of explicitation, 
symmetrically achieved by means of the cliché-structured expression 
where there (be)…there (be), specific to proverbs. This aims at the truth 
expressed by one of Ovid’s quotes: Men do not value a good deed unless it 
brings a reward (searchquotes.com).  

In ST7: Vremurile vin; vremile se duc: lumea merge înainte, iară omul, 
când cu lumea, când împotriva ei, Slavici restates the leitmotif of time lapse 
and of man trying to deal with it. The translations proposed in TT7a: The 
years come, the years go; the world moves on, and man is sometimes at peace 
with the world, and sometimes at odds with it.  and TT7b: Times will come and 
go; the world keeps moving ahead, while a man will either go with it or stand up 
against it are also cases of explicitation. We consider Time flies, but you are 
the pilot. So, when they say you can’t have your cake and eat it, too, rob the 
baker (searchquotes.com) to be the best referential quote equivalent to 
our samples.  
  
Conclusions 
The translation universals that we have found manifest in the corpus 
analysed, the English variants of Slavici’s proverbs and sayings as 
cultural universals, are explicitation, simplification and 
underrepresentation of unique target language. This is the result of 
using a parallel corpora approach which has lead to an increased 
knowledge about both source and target language-specificity, about 
typological and cultural differences, “[…] the principle of the saying is 
universal, while the expression relates uniquely to its culture” (Roy in 
Samovar, 2012: 224). 

The paper has also aimed at initiating a discussion on the 
translation of small cultures and their reception abroad. With this in 
mind, we may consider that Slavici has his contribution to enriching the 
universal bulk of quotes as means of our coping with the ways of the 
world. 
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Abstract  
The present article aims at identifying the semantic relations that occur between words 
in naval architecture and maritime languages. For this purpose several specialized 
dictionaries as well as various textbooks and specific naval architecture documents were 
explored.  

Both the naval architecture and maritime field-specific lexis consist of few 
genuinely ‘unique’ words and of a large number of items, not ‘unique’ in and by 
themselves, which have migrated from everyday language to become ‘technical’ and 
‘field-specific’ through the role played by polysemy, metaphor and homonymy. An 
interesting aspect of these two specific language fields is the presence of doublets or two 
signifiers for only one signified. 
 
Keywords: polysemy, homonymy, narrowing of meaning 
!
Introduction. Main concepts 
Naval architecture is among the very few fields of human activity which 
has its own “language”, i.e. the language of science which imposes two 
strands of demands. On the one hand, there is a former stand intended for 
the practitioner, the one who has to be able to ‘read’ plans, drawings, 
drafts, and then turn them into artifacts. On the other hand and, there is a 
latter strand focusing the scientist who has to confirm a hypothesis, to 
develop unused concepts, to reveal internal acts of being, development, 
associations among various phenomena, etc. in between, there is a zone of 
overlapping where the two categories of language users meet, the area of 
denominations shared only within the field of builders and explorers of 
ships. The language tools used, therefore, have the tendency to be 
objective, explicit, restricted, and emotionless, devoid of any identity.  

The scientific language is very accurate, rigorously precise and 
objective. Its main aim is to denominate ship areas, installations and 
machinery, operating procedures as well as to inform about relevant 
issues and what particular method is used to investigate those issues. 
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The subject-matter takes priority over the style of the linguistic medium 
in a scientific text (Close 1965). Naval architects are concerned with 
showing the topic and findings’ accuracy rather than with using the best 
style of presentation. The fundamental vocabulary characteristic is 
denotation and it has no stylistic value. Generally, the language of 
science is characterized by an impersonal style (Ding 2002). The author 
assumes that anyone who is interested in the naval architecture can read 
the new findings, do the same projects in ship building following the 
same steps and their results will be the ones shown in the naval 
architecture texts written by him. 

Although millions of people have been working as naval 
architects and used English on a daily basis, linguistic research in this 
field is, however, surprisingly limited. Even more, polysemy or 
hyponymy have hardly been studied in relation to this field. It is true 
that specialized texts are not rich in homonyms, but they do exist and 
they open new perspectives of research. The ones found show the 
versatility of this vast field which inspires itself from different other 
fields of human activity and extracts common words to enrich them 
with the field’s peculiarities (e.g. mai) or names various objects 
according to their resemblance (e.g.: genunchi-knee).  

Once one focuses on word meaning and words in context, it 
becomes evident that the naval architecture field-specific lexical items 
are hardly ever unique ‘per se’ as: 

• they also belong to other semantic ESP fields; 
• they mainly consist in ‘general words’ that take on different 

meanings and roles though polysemy and  homonymy .  
 

Polysemy and Homonymy in Naval Architecture Texts 
Recent works on terminology structuring have focused on formal 
similarity to develop hypotheses on the semantic relationships between 
terms: while Daille (2003) uses derivational morphology, Grabar and 
Zweigenbaum (2002) use a number of identical characters, as a starting 
point, in their approaches 

Up to now, the focus has been on nouns and adjectives, since 
these structuring methods have been applied to lists of extracted 
candidate terms (Habert et al., 1996, Daille, 2003) or to lists of admitted 
terms (Grabar and Zweigenbaum, 2002). As a consequence, the 
relationships considered have been mostly synonymic, taxonomic, or 
defined as term variations. 
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Polysemes (words with more than one meaning) and 
homonymes (variants spelled alike but with no common meaning) seem 
to be the basic lexical devices used to create the new elements of the 
‘naval architecture vocabulary’ and it is the key role that they play in the 
corpus that makes it so difficult to identify field-specific lexis when de-
contextualised in a word list. 

Thus, for illustrative purposes, the word stock lexeme floor which 
in everyday speech is “(1) the part of a room on which you stand; (2) the 
lower inside surface of something; (3) the area of ground at the bottom 
of something” (www.merriamwebster.org). On the other hand, it has a 
field-specific usage, being used to refer to a horizontal subdivision in 
naval architecture. Air draught has nothing to do with a current of air, as 
one would be tempted to understand it, but it refers to the maximum 
height of the ship parts above the water surface.  

‘Shifts’ do not only concern the meanings but also the 
grammatical functions of words: from adverbs or prepositions to 
adjectives, from verbs to nouns, etc. In general language bow can be 
either a noun (1. a bending of the head or body in respect, submission, 
assent, or salutation; 2.  a show of respect or submission (from 
www.merriamwebster.org) or a verb used either transitively or 
intransitively. When it is used intransitively, it may have one of the 
following meanings: 1a.to cease from competition or resistance: ’refusing 
to bow to the inevitable — John O'Hara; 1b. to suffer defeat: bowed to the 
champion 2. to bend the head, body, or knee in reverence, submission, 
or shame, 3.  to incline the head or body in salutation or assent or to 
acknowledge applause, 4. to make a debut. 

Transitively used, it may mean: 1.to cause to incline, 2. to incline 
(as the head) especially in respect or submission, 3. to crush with a 
heavy burden, 4 a: to express by bowing, 4b: to usher in or out with a 
bow (quoted from www.merriamwebster.org), but in the language of 
naval architecture bow/bows is mainly used as a noun to indicate “1.That 
part of a ship's side that extends aft and downwards from stem. 2. 
Direction between right ahead and 45° from it. 3. Bow of shackle is the 
rounded part opposite the jaw” (Layton 1994:  55). After, a time relater 
(preposition/adverb) in general language, is mainly used as an adjective 
in naval architecture to define the rear of the ship (i.e. the stern or the after 
end of the ship). It is also used in a clipped form acting as a prefix in 
formations as aftpeak derived from afterpeak. 

Differently from what usually happens in semantic field analysis 
according to Hatch and Brown (1995: 33), polysemy is an issue even within 
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the same semantic field. Port, for example, besides referring to an artificial 
harbour, can be used to indicate an (1) opening and (2) the left side of the ship. 

Discriminating between polysemy and homonymy by working 
out the ‘core’ meaning and how ‘core-like’ the meanings are, as Hatch 
and Brown (1995:50) suggest, it is not easy task to perform. Polysemes, 
however, seem to be more common than homonyms. For instance, bow, 
bank, frame and after might be defined as cases of polysemy based on 
shape or position, while floor might be a case of homonymy. 

In order to reveal the presence of same terms with different 
meanings in Romanian naval architecture texts, we used Dicţionarul 
marinăresc (1982), as well as shipbuilding textbooks and dictionaries. 
3,600 words were recorded and then semantically and contextually 
analysed. 19 homonyms were recorded and they are the following: 
abatere, aborda, ac, amenajare, angaja, barbă, barză, boţ, chiţibuş, cocă,   cuplu, 
declinaţie, diamant, farfurie, genunchi, iar, însura, lingură, mai. These 
homonyms represent a tiny proportion of 0.25% out of the 3,600 
dictionary entries.   

Out of the terms belonging to the maritime language, few of 
them were borrowed from regional or dialectal variants of the Romanian 
language (e.g. boţ encountered in the Moldavian dialects). Some others 
have undergone a process of specialization or narrowing of meaning, as 
is the case of the word barbă (a word used to denote in Romanian both 
the beard and the chin).  Other terms are part of our daily vocabulary 
such as ac, amenajare, bară, while others are present in naval architecture 
by conversion (the conjunction iar becomes a noun within the highly 
technical terms pertaining to this field).  

Besides the words listed above, we have also explored gruie 
(French), etambou (French), bigă (Russian), and paiol (Russian) in order to 
illustrate that the Romanian language has borrowed words that are part 
of the international naval architecture language.  
 
Same Meaning, Different Terms in Naval Architecture and Maritime 
Languages 
After briefly presenting polysemy and homony in naval arhitecture, 
synonyms in naval architecture and maritime languages will be the next 
focus of the current approach. The Maritime Language, a branch of ESP, 
is a variety of professional specialized technical language which came 
into being out of the necessity of effective communication between ship 
and shore, between crew members and between crew and passengers in 
order to ensure safety at sea. Studying both the naval architecture and 
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maritime languages, 26 words that have the same meaning i.e., they 
refer, in Saussure’s terms (1959: 66-67), to the same signified but differ in 
form, or in other words, they are different signifiers of one and the same 
signified. The presence of absolute synonyms contradicts the natural 
tendency of language to drop out one of the terms. The tabular 
presentation of our findings parallels the Romanian pairs of signifiers 
which name the one and the same signified: 

 
Naval architecture language Maritime language 

ecuator magnetic aclină 
galion acrostol 
asietă negativă aprovă 
debarcader apuntament 
asietă pozitivă apurare 
aripă bonetă/potantă 
anteport avantport 
navă bastiment 
val de resacă brizant 
cheson flotor de ranfulare 
cheiaj taxă de platformă 
tanc cisternă 
coliziune abordaj  
cot şapan 
degaza dănfui 
debarca deşanţa 
ruliu tangaj 
punte etalon 
bordaj exterior flanc 
cârlig ganci 
etravă ghibră 
filă lacrimară gutieră 
izogonă agonă 
pontil puntac 
siaj remuu 
suprastructură castelatură 

 
Table 1 Doublets for one signified  

 
As illustrated in the foregoing, there are absolute synonyms in naval 
architecture and maritime languages, but we do not claim that the given 
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list does include all such doublets coming from the two related 
terminologies.  
 
Conclusion 
Our terminological comparison between the naval architecture and 
maritime languages aimed to find lexical similarities or discrepancies 
within the two areas of investigation.  The reason for such a comparison 
lied in the particularity of the two terminologies proven herein, namely 
the coexistence of linguistic doublets for one and the same signified. In 
addition, the relationships of polysemy and homonymy were also a 
point of interest. No other answer was looked for to explain why the 
phenomenon does exist and we believe the study of semantic relations 
between words in naval architecture texts should be continued since 
naval architecture develops and so does the naval architecture language. 
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Challenges of Phrasal Verbs to Ecology and 
Environmental Protection Students 
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Abstract 
Phrasal verbs have always posed a significant challenge for those involved in the 
English language learning and teaching processes. This might be due to the fact that 
they are so many as there are numerous possibilities of recombining the lexical items 
that already exist in English.  

Phrasal verbs are idiomatic expressions that have special meanings, which can 
be sometimes challenging. The present paper aims to provide some theoretical aspects 
regarding phrasal verbs, including various classifications and syntactic patterns 
focusing on those frequently used in the selected field. It also aims at identifying the 
main problems students may face when they try to use phrasal verbs in their own speech 
or when they encounter them in various texts, which are specific to their area of 
specialty. 
 
Keywords: phrasal verbs, literal/idiomatic meanings, syntactic patterns  
 
Introduction 
Since the world we live in is constantly changing, new concepts are 
constantly coming forth and developing in science and technology, new 
economic conditions are emerging, etc., and they are all part of the 
challenges that exercise a great impact upon our lives. At the same time, 
teaching English as a second language has also evolved nearly at the same 
pace. The increasing demand for English courses designed for groups of 
learners with specific needs has been justified by the fact that language 
varies significantly from one context or field of interest to another.  

In the specialist literature on teaching English as a second 
language, there has been an increased interest in modernizing the 
teaching process. The search for new, fashionable and at the same time 
effective techniques of teaching English in general and English for 
Specific Purposes (ESP) in particular, has never ceased.  

Non-native students of English need to be taught how to deal 
with this flux of information in order to develop their abilities required 
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for effective communication in occupational settings. This is why 
teachers should be innovative enough to provide updated information 
as well as teaching techniques and evaluating methods.  

ESP teachers have a more difficult task as their students are 
familiar with or even advanced in English (basic grammar rules and 
vocabulary) and they need to focus on acquiring the field-specific 
vocabulary and specific grammatical features.  
 
English for Ecology and Environment Protection 
Linguists promoted the idea of training students as researchers, as an 
effective approach to help those students improve and develop their 
knowledge and skills in elaborating texts. Thus, the teacher’s and the 
learner’s roles are equally important and should be taken into account in 
order to identify relevant concepts and topics related to the specific 
discipline they are interested in, specifying clearly the course’s 
objectives, analyzing the students’ needs, developing a coherent course 
and establishing a sequence of learning, focusing on appropriate tasks 
and teaching methods, monitoring and assessing the students’ progress 
and providing effective intervention.  

English for Ecology and Environment Protection, as most ESP 
courses, is task-based and it displays some characteristic features, such as 
complex syntactic structures, frequent use of complex noun phrases, longer 
sentences, frequent use of the passive voice, specific vocabulary, etc. 

Being a normal part of every-day English, phrasal verbs should 
be introduced in short contexts thus enabling students to analyze their 
syntactic behavior. Since most ecology and environmental protection 
related issues are published in journals or posted on the internet, phrasal 
verbs have a high frequency although they have a Latinate one-verb 
equivalent, for instance it is easier to say Trees are cut down instead of 
Trees are felled..    
 
Phrasal Verbs used in Ecology and Environmental Protection  
Phrasal verbs are very common in English. Some linguists use a broader 
term for this category of verbs, i.e. ‘multi-word verbs’, being regarded as 
a highly productive system (Greenbaum & Quirk 1990, Foley & Hall 
2003).  

Some linguists argue that these verbs are mainly used in spoken 
English or slang as single-word equivalents are believed to be more 
appropriate than phrasal verbs. Some others believe that this is a 
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misconception as evidence shows that they are used in formal texts. 
Thus, there are certain phrasal verbs which are used in formal English 
(McCarthy & O’Dell 2008:20) such as: go through (=check), put forward 
(=present), point out (=observe). Their register may vary from formal to 
informal. Their frequency of occurrence is higher in informal English, 
but studies have shown that phrasal verbs are to be found in formal 
texts as they sound more natural.  

Specialized dictionaries provide formal expressions such as 
impinge on (=encroach, invade another’s property or business) or yield up 
(=disclose).  

In this respect, Bryan Fletcher (2005) provides a list of phrasal 
verbs that are frequently used in all registers, including in formal and 
technical, suggested by The Macmillan Defining Vocabulary, which 
includes 16 phrasal verbs in the list of the 2,500 English words that are 
used for writing the definitions in Macmillan Phrasal Verbs Plus: consist 
of, get up (= get out of bed), grow up, leave out, make up (= invent), put 
down (= put something on the floor etc), slow down, take off (= remove 
clothes), deal with, give up, happen to, look for, pick up, put on (= get 
dressed), stick out, wake up. 
 The simplest form to describe a phrasal verb is to define its 
structure from a lexical perspective indicating that it is made up of a verb 
and one or two particles (Flower 2002:  7). The particle can be a 
preposition or an adverb. There are not too many adverbs and 
prepositions in English, but there are endless possibilities to combine 
them. The resulting combination may have meanings which are different 
from that of the original single-word verbs.  In this respect Palmer (1974) 
notes that phrasal verbs vary in their degree of idiomaticity. 

   Various attempts have been made so far to classify phrasal verbs. 
The traditional linguistics provides a classification of phrasal verbs 
which focuses only on the particle alone:  

• prepositional verbs (basic verb + preposition), e.g. frown upon 
= disapprove:  

Our society frowns upon waste in general. 
• adverbial verbs (basic verb + adverb), e.g. leave off =stop doing:  

Tomorrow morning the conflict will take up from where it left 
off.  

• adverbial-prepositional verbs (basic verb + adverb + 
preposition), e.g. to put up with = endure:  

We also had to put up with the appalling weather. 
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The Collins Cobuild Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1989) provides four types 
of combinations of verbs with particles: 

• combinations where the meaning of the whole cannot be 
understood by knowing the meaning of the individual verbs and 
particles, for instance put off (=postpone); 

They had to put off the matter till the next meeting. 
• combinations where the verb is always used with a particular 

preposition or adverb, e.g. rely on (=depend on, count on): 
In most of the cases, environmentalists rely on personal 
observations. 

• combinations where the particle does not change the meaning of 
the verb, but is used to suggest that the action described by the 
verb is performed thoroughly, completely or continuously, an 
example in case is spread out (=expand, proliferate) as in:  

Sunlight is more intense at the Equator than at the poles, 
creating a marked difference in temperature, which causes 
energy to spread out from the hotter Equator towards the colder 
higher latitudes.  

• combinations where the verb and the particle both have 
meanings which may be found in another combination and uses, 
but they occur together, for instance fight back (=defend) as in:   

In 1970, as the oil companies were poised to start construction 
on the pipeline, the environmentalists fought back, invoking the 
new environmental protection law. 

 
If the phrasal verbs transitivity or intransitivity, separability or 
inseparability is taken into consideration, then the following categories 
of phrasal verbs have been advanced:  

• intransitive verbs – do not have an object, for instance level off (= 
stop changing or developing, stabilize). Their pattern includes a 
verb and an adverb, which usually cannot be separated from the 
verb; 

The project draft will be leveled off by the end of next week. 
• transitive inseparable verbs - (they can take an object but the 

verb cannot be separated by its particle), e.g. come into (= inherit 
money or property); 

The foundation will come into its properties when the Court 
decides it. 
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• transitive separable verbs (they can be separated by the object 
which can be placed between the verb and the particle or after 
the verb), e.g. bring forward (= propose for discussion);  

The symposium organizing committee has decided that the 
issue of carbon dioxide will be brought forward. 

• three-part transitive inseparable (phrasal-prepositional verbs), 
for example make up for (= compensate), cut down on (=reduce); 

The victims of the landslides will be compensated for by their 
insurance company. 

• ergative verbs – can be either transitive or intransitive. The 
pattern of intransitive ergative verbs includes a verb + an adverb. 
Thus give in – when it is intransitive it has the following pattern: 
verb + adverb; its basic meaning is surrender, for instance:  
When it is transitive, its basic meaning is hand in and its pattern 
may involve: verb + adverb + noun; verb + noun + adverb; verb 
+ pronoun + adverb. 

After the conflict neither the environmentalists nor the workers 
gave in.  

• ditransitive verbs – this type can have two objects, a direct object 
and an indirect object, for example - hand in (=submit a 
document, petition, resignation, etc. to a person in authority). 

The participants in the manifestation handed in their petition to 
the mayor. 

 
Over the last years linguists have showed interest in phrasal verbs, 
compiling them in books or dictionaries for specialized fields. Bolinger 
(1971) notes that phrasal verbs are even more expressive than the 
synonyms they replace.       
 In order to raise students’ awareness, phrasal verbs should be 
studied in context and not isolated in lists. Thus students will also be 
able to learn the collocational patterns in which they occur.  

My Ecology and Environmental Protection students (1st year of 
study) admitted it was difficult to learn phrasal verbs through the 
normal acquisition process as there are no such combinations in their 
native language. However, they were familiar with certain phrasal verbs 
and prefer to use them instead of the single-verb that has almost the 
same meaning, for instance: burn down (=destroy by fire) in Stop burning 
down forests to create farmland.  
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Nevertheless, there are phrasal verbs that are polysemous or that 
have more idiomatic meanings, i.e. the meaning of the phrasal verb 
cannot be deduced from its elements, such as touch off in the text below: 

 
The accident touched off a battle between the native Alaskans and the 
oil industry over both the culpability for the accident and the future 
of the region's oil transportation and oil spill readiness. Exxon led 
the clean-up effort with 11,000 workers in the summer months and 
expended approximately 1.9 billion dollars. Sea otter rehabilitation 
centers were set up while salmon and herring fisheries were isolated 
and closely monitored. Scientists are still attempting to determine 
the ecological damage brought about by the spill. 
(adapted from 
http://www1.american.edu/ted/projects/tedcross/xseap17.htm) 
 

Under these circumstances, it is the teacher’s challenging task to provide 
those phrasal verbs that have idiomatic meanings in proper contexts. 
Since there are no rules to explain how to form phrasal verbs correctly, 
an easy way to understand the meaning of a specific phrasal verb is to 
look it up in a dictionary and to check its meaning. Since nowadays most 
students are internet savvy, it would be better to encourage them to use 
concordancers – a helpful tool which can be used to access authentic 
language. Thus, the uses and collocations of a certain verb are displayed, 
providing examples from particular contexts.     

As in the case of collocations, phrasal verbs should not be 
delivered isolated semantically, in lists but in specialized, authentic 
texts, pointing out their syntactic environment as well as the words they 
tend to combine with.  
 
Conclusions 
Phrasal verbs can be challenging to ESP students in general, as they have 
different meanings (sometimes unpredictable and idiosyncratic) and 
various syntactic patterns. Students tend to avoid phrasal verbs as they 
cannot grasp their idiomatic meanings. However, this drawback can be 
overcome by making students aware of their presence and use, 
encouraging them to use phrasal verbs in appropriate contexts instead 
of Latinized verbs just to sound natural in English and to avoid the risk 
of sounding ridiculous or presumptuous to native speakers.  
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‘Censorable’ Structures in W. S. Maugham's Novels- 

Linguistic and Cultural Elements  
  

Ana-Maria PÂCLEANU∗  
 
 

Abstract 
Communist censorship stigmatised the Romanian cultural life in general, literature in 
particular. Rejecting and banning anything related to fascism, mysticism, chauvinism, 
religion, anything demoralising or sentimental, confusion causing or hostile to the 
regime was common practice. W. S. Maugham’s novels contain many of the historic, 
cultural and social elements the regime intended to keep people away from. Therefore, 
some of the translations of his novels (into Romanian) were banned and other versions 
were published later. The Razor’s Edge and The Painted Veil are two of the censored 
novels and the present paper deals with these aforementioned aspects from the linguistic 
point of view, by considering also the translation issues.  
 
Keywords: censorship, communism, literature, Maugham, target texts. 
 
The present paper aims at showing that the literary activity and the 
existence of texts (both as original texts and as translations) are often 
conditioned by the cultural and political context. As a matter of fact, the 
paper is an investigation into the literary and linguistic reasons that led 
to the total censoring of Somerset Maugham’s works in Romania. 
Nevertheless, the approach refers mostly to the target culture and texts 
inasmuch as the banned texts (mentioned in the documents referring to 
censorship) were the translations, not the originals. Therefore, the three 
categories of concepts and research methods employed refer to 
history/culture, literary criticism, linguistics, and translation studies. 
The first stage of the present analysis approaches the translations 
“within a target-oriented framework”, as Toury puts it, especially 
concerning the cultural and the political elements of the target system 
(1995: 23). 

As regards the historical or socio-cultural context, communism 
and censorship are closely related. One of the crucial moments in the 
censoring process was the Congress of the Romanian Workers’ Party in 
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February 1948 – the moment when all the relations with  the Occident 
ceased and the phenomenon was described as Romania’s 
“independence from foreign domination” (Thompson 2013: 524).  
Nevertheless, politics, culture, science etc. were all following the Soviet 
Union’s model as Romania became a satellite of the USSR and the 
constitution adopted in 1948 was a Soviet-like one (Dwyer 1980: 130). 
The communist leader Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej argued that the foreign 
influences, especially the ones coming from the rotting Occident (in 
particular capitalist countries) were easily piercing in ideology, 
literature, art and science; therefore, fighting against the Western 
ideology was the essential task of the communist party (Petcu 1999: 167). 
In this sense, censorship was supposed to function for “ideological 
sanitation” and for promoting the working class ideology (Costea, 
Kiraly, Radosav 1995: 82).  

Even though periodicals like Secolul XX praised the 1944-1978 
period as a very productive one in terms of literary and translation 
activity (Popescu 1978: 260-263), no reference to censorship was made 
inasmuch as everything was meant to praise the ideology, the communist 
party and its achievements. Censoring in Romania meant a fusion of the 
Romanian ideology with the Soviet one, on the one hand, and avoiding 
contact with the Western civilization, on the other. This was possible by 
“disinfecting” the field of publishing by forbidding and eliminating from 
people’s consciousness and lives (Petcu 1999: 167) any elements referring 
to the cultural and social elements that in this paper are also referred to as 
censorship criteria. The censorship aims were reached by using 
censorship instruments like the brochures or lists and the related 
instructions for censoring. The 1948 brochure, considered to be the most 
important one (in Romanian called Lista publicatiilor interzise), is a list of 
8000 banned books (including the titles mentioned in the previous 
brochures from 1945 or 1946). The one called Publicatii nedifuzabile is the 
1949 list, where the most important part is the added introduction that 
also included instructions for censoring. The 1957 list is the last one, 
followed by booklets (the last booklet was published in 1962-1963). The 
brochures, the instructions in the brochures and the reports written and 
presented by the representatives of the Communist Party–who were in 
charge of censoring publications in universities, libraries and even 
publishing houses–contain what we called censoring criteria.  

Furthermore, mention should be made  that, according to the 
Annexe VII of the 1949 brochure (Costea, Kiraly, Radosav 1995: 224) and 
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to the long list of censored works in Professor Paul Caravia’s Scrieri 
cenzurate, the literary works making up the corpus of our research were 
amongst the eight texts (by the same author) completely banned like 
many other texts that were part of the forbidden library, mostly because 
they were written by American or English writers and translated between 
1920 and 1945 (Petcu 1999: 174). Somerset Maugham was one of the most 
translated authors in Romania (Popescu 1978: 262), but also one of the 
most censored during communism. To all this, no significant study has 
been done so far on the texts (from the linguistics and translation theory 
perspective), hence the term censorable in the present paper applies to 
what Lefevere called frames. These are “the linguistic forms of the 
utterances” that might have caused Maugham’s works to be censored, in 
other words the terms and structures used to refer to the scene – the 
“personal experience that gives rise to the frame” (Lefevere 1992: 100).  

One of the hypotheses on which this short study is based (and 
that also takes into account literary critics’ arguments) is that the facts 
and actions depicted by the writer are to a certain extent related to the 
reality he witnessed (the scenes). Literary critics are convinced that most 
of the facts and stories that Maugham and his secretary (the journalist 
Gerald Haxton) witnessed or heard when they were travelling to the 
South Seas, China, South-East Asia and Mexico “appeared almost 
verbatim in Maugham’s fiction and plays” (Drabble 1995: 654). 
Moreover,  Maugham was included in the category of realistic fiction 
writers from the late 1890s to the Edwardian period who “wrote about 
modern life and often portrayed subjects such as extreme poverty, 
sexual misadventure, or the remote reaches of the British Empire” 
(Drabble 2000: 682). Therefore, it was agreed on the fact that  

 
to read Maugham and to read about Maugham translate into learning 
about the world from the thirty-seventh year of Victoria’s reign to the 
thirteenth year in the reign of Elizabeth II. To view the world of 
Maugham and his work is to view the tensions of the Boer War, World 
War I, and World War II […] and to grasp the subtleties weaving 
through the inner weaknesses of a supposedly strong British colonial 
system in such romantic places as China, Malaya, Borneo, and India. 
Maugham lived through all of that, observed it all, played a part in it 
all, and wrote about all of that—and more (Rogal 1997: vii-viii).  
 

By considering the accurate description of this reality, by taking into 
consideration the censoring criteria (enlarged upon in the 
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aforementioned brochures or the related instructions), as well as by 
closely analysing the linguistic elements, it becomes obvious that the 
identified frames refer to the following (presumably real) social and 
cultural aspects, particularly in English speaking countries and in the 
colonies: 

• foreign (in particular) Western culture and ideology;  
• cosmopolitism – associated with capitalism, democracy and – 

according to communists–also with exploitation (Petcu 1999: 
172), bourgeoisie, American and English imperialism and their 
ideological “poisoning”;  

• religion in general, and the catholic one in particular, mysticism 
and superstitions;  

• relations between states;  
• concepts and ideas different from or against the communist 

ideology; 
• chauvinistic, demoralising or sentimental elements; 
• feelings like resignation or indifference; 
• morbid or exaggerated aspects of life ;  
• pornographic or lust-stirring; 

The identified frames are mentioned at this stage of our study, not in the 
conclusion section, because, for reasons of space, an analysis of all the 
identified frames (linguistic elements) is not possible. Therefore, in order 
to emphasise the controversial aspects that caused the novels to be 
banned, we shall proceed to choose the most representative frames and 
look into the way these elements were translated into Romanian.  

According to the censorial measures imposed in that period, 
elements related to “the venomous capitalist culture”, “the rotten 
bourgeois culture” or what the communists called cosmopolitism 
(whose adherents were considered representatives of a decaying 
culture) might have been the thorny aspects that should neither have 
been rendered into Romanian nor known by the Romanian audience. 
Therefore, the second stage–approaching the texts from the translation 
point of view, or better said by means of a target-oriented ‘strategy’ 
(whose preliminary stage was understanding the cultural circumstances) 
– focuses on the analysis of the structures in the texts from the linguistic 
and translation point of view. For this purpose, the central concepts 
taken into consideration are Gideon Tour’s initial norms – adequacy and 
acceptability. The former presupposes subscription to the norms of the 
source text, culture and language and this might not fit the norms in the 
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target system. The latter refers to norms in the target texts language and 
culture (Toury 1995: 56).  

This stage presupposes comparing the source texts and the target 
texts in order to identify the relationships between them, i.e. considering 
linguistic elements characteristic to different levels (lexical, semantic or 
pragmatic) and to  understand what norms the translators conformed to. 
Jul Giurgea’s translations of the novels The Painted Veil and The Razor’s 
Edge, published by Remus Cioflec publishing house in the 1940s, are the 
target texts that were mentioned in the Instructions for censoring 
published between 1950- 1955 (Costea, Kiraly, Radosav 1995: 260). The 
fact that these translations were banned proves that they were done in 
keeping with the adequacy norms, whereas the other translation of The 
Painted Veil (by Rady Lupan, published in 1972 by Eminescu publishing 
house) seems to obey the target culture norms as it will be shown below. 
A possible explanation for the production and existence of the latter 
version on the market during communism might be that the publishing 
houses were controlled and mostly owned by the state. Radu Lupan was 
the editor-in-chief at the editorial board of the publications (issued) for 
abroad and at the State Publishing House for Literature and Art (Editura 
de Stat pentru Literatura şi Artă). This can make us draw the conclusion 
that the text was not only translated during communism, but the 
translation was also allowed on the market inasmuch as it was done 
according to norms imposed by the political system. Therefore, in the 
case of this novel, apart from analysing the elements in the ST-TT pair 
source text, it is also useful to compare the two translations, a method 
impossible for The Razor’s Edge as the one mentioned above is the only 
translation produced until Andrei Bantaş’s version was published after 
the communist period. However, the source text and Giurgea’s 
translation provide enough evidence of censorable structures and enable 
us going through the above mentioned stage.  

The first category of frames (in a random order) that may have 
triggered the censoring of Giurgea’s translations is wealth, 
cosmopolitism and corruption as a characteristic of the capitalist 
Western states and their politics respectively. In The Razor’s Edge – 
Maugham’s most important novel that takes a mystical turn and the title 
inspired from Katha-Upanishad (Drabble 2000: 260) – the author 
depicted American individuals (bourgeoisie) and society, provided 
“extended descriptions of, and commentary on, France, French life and 
foreigners residing in Paris and in other parts of the country” as 
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Maugham visited France in 1940 and took notes upon the people and 
facts or scenes in this country (Rogal 1997: 56, 57). A particular aspect is 
the way America is presented (by means of the characters’ words) as the 
best place to live in and its rich citizens as the kindest people: 
 
ST1: “We're the greatest, the most 
powerful people in the world. We're 
going forward by leaps and bounds. 
We've got everything. It's your duty 
to take part in the development of 
your country. You've forgotten, you 
don't know how thrilling life is in 
America today.” (Maugham 1964: 66) 

TT1: “Noi suntem cel mai mare şi mai 
puternic popor din lume. Progresăm 
cu paşi şi salturi uriaşe. Avem tot ce 
ne trebue. Tu ai uitat şi ar fi imposibil 
să-ţi dai seama cât de emoţionantă 
este astăzi viaţa in America.”  
(Maugham 1945: 106-107) 

 
In the 1945 translation, the description of the American people is not 
only rendered adequately, but also enriched by the coordinating 
conjunction “şi”  that links the characteristics “cel mai mare” and 
“puternic” as two characteristics that cannot exist alone and by adding 
the structure “ce ne trebue” to the clause “Avem tot”. Moreover, the 
expression “by leaps and bounds”, that refers to the evolution of the 
American people and state, is translated literally “cu paşi şi salturi uriaşe” 
instead of the Romanian expression “cu paşi repezi”. Also, the rhythm in 
which this evolution took place seems to be somehow exaggerated in the 
target version by translating the main clause ”you don’t know” by the 
longer and more complex two-clause structure ”ar fi imposibil să-ţi dai 
seama” that emphasises the impossibility for the interlocutor to imagine 
the quality of life in America. Voluntarily or not, the translator creates a 
perlocutionary effect equivalent to, or greater than the one the character 
(the utterer) intended for the person he was trying to convince about the 
superiority of America. The same preference for emphasising the 
importance of the connection between two elements by using the 
coordinating conjunction is also manifested in the first sentence of the 
Romanian version of the following excerpt :  
 

ST2: “He's rich. He's highly respected. 
He built us a new church at Marvin 
and he's given a million dollars to the 
University of Chicago.“ (Maugham 
1964: 22-23)  

TT2: “E un om foarte bogat şi se 
bucură de respectul tuturor. Ne-a 
clădit o biserică nouă şi a dăruit un 
milion de dolari Universităţii din 
Chicago.” (Maugham 1946: 40) 
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In addition, the different syntactic structure of the translation unit (the 
rank shift)—the structure “highly respected” that becomes “se bucură de 
respectul tuturor”—seems to imply that the fact expressed by this main 
clause (in the target text) is, in fact, a consequence of what is expressed 
by the previous main clause to which it is connected (“E un om foarte 
bogat”), unlike the original version where the  first sentences seem to 
refer to being “rich” and “respected” as two features that do not entail 
or imply one another. In addition, luxury and exaggeratedly comfortable 
life in particular of brokers or snob elitists like Elliot (character in the 
novel) is constantly described in this novel. The translation of an English 
author’s novel, where foreign colour (Lefevere 1992: 127) is added by 
keeping the foreign terms referring to the elements mentioned above 
would not have been approved in communism ideology. According to 
the communist doctrine the proletariat is the “class in society which 
lives entirely from the sale of its labour and does not draw profit from 
any kind of capital; whose weal and woe, whose life and death, whose 
sole existence depends on the demand for labor” (Engels 1969, 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1847/11/prin-
com.htm). Consequently, accurate description of what was considered to 
be good life in capitalism was against all the communist principles, and 
therefore possibly controversial: 
 

ST3: “This really was life. It gave her a 
thrilling sense of being in the midst of 
things. This was real. The setting was 
perfect. That spacious room with the 
Savonneric carpet on the floor, the 
lovely drawings on the richly 
panelled walls, the petit-point chairs 
on which they sat, the priceless pieces 
of marquetry…” (Maugham 1964: 74) 

TT3: “Aceasta era viaţă adevărată . Şi-i 
da plăcuta sensaţie că se găseşte şi ea în 
mijlocul evenimentelor zilei. Aceasta era 
realitate într-un cadru desăvârşit. 
Camera spaţioasă cu covorul 
Savonnerie întins pe parchet, desenele 
frumoase de pe pereţii lambrisaţi, 
scaunele cu tapiţeria în petit-point pe 
care erau asezate, preţioasele mobile 
încrustate...” (Maugham 1946: 119) 

 
The Romanian version does not overlook any of the details of what 
seems to be the opposite of the proletariat’s life. Moreover, this instance 
might also function as exoticising translation – a type of what Nord calls 
documentary translation (Munday 2008: 82) – by keeping terms like 
“(covorul) Savonnerie” or “(tapiţeria în) petit-point” that maintain the local 
colour. Paradoxically, the term Savonnerie is not used in the original. 
Maugham used the anglicised adjective “Savonneric”, but the Romanian 
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translator’s preference for the noun (from French) accounts for an 
adequacy that goes beyond the English language in which the author 
wrote his novels. Besides, it emphasises the cultural universalia like 
French style, elegance and luxury that many cultures adopted. As it can 
be noticed, a similar element, the noun phrase “petit-point chairs” is 
translated by means of explicitation, i.e. addition which consists in 
adding the modifier (prepositional phrase) “cu tapiţeria în”, an 
explanation of what the characteristic petit-point applies to. This 
counterbalances, to a certain extent, the use of foreign terms in the target 
text and facilitates the understanding of these elements by the reader. 
The other details referring to luxurious interiors „richly pannelled 
walls” and „priceless pieces of marquetry” contain modifiers that refer 
to notions like wealth and welfare – richly and priceless – all these being 
defined as real life and “perfect setting” in the sentences at the 
beginning of the paragraph.   

The Painted Veil, the story of a woman in search of the truth, who 
learns about what is really important in life is (even if on a second level) 
also a novel about imperialism, colonialism and the social, political and 
religious aspects in the Crown Colony (Hong-Kong). Even though in the 
early English versions, the name of the colony was changed in Tching-
Yen, because of the colony government’s objection, the English people’s 
life, society and status both in the colonies and in England (in contrast to 
the colonised peoples) are the main scenes depicted in the novel 
following Maugham’s visit to Hong-Kong in 1920 (Rogal 1997: 94).  

Politics and the hierarchies in society are some of the aspects 
depicted in this novel. The notion of political canvass or using material 
resources to obtain important social and leadership positions, 
characteristics of non-communist-like ideology, were also kept in the 
1972 translation (TT2), probably for pointing at the flaws of capitalism or 
imperialism and therefore, this might be one of the few instances when 
both adequacy and acceptability were achieved. The structure “nurse 
the constituency” was translated “să-i atragă pe alegători” by using a 
verb that overtly explains and at the same time emphasises what the 
connotative “nurse” referred to.  

 
ST4: “to spend enough 
money to nurse the 
constituency.” 

TT4a: “să doneze pentru 
propagandă o sumă 
suficientă.” (Maugham 
1943: 35) 

TT4b: “să cheltuiască 
îndeajuns de mulţi bani ca 
să-i atragă pe alegători.” 
(Maugham 1972: 21) 
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Religion is another controversial matter in terms of communist ideology. 
According to Engels (in Principles of Communism), “all religions so far 
have been the expression of historical stages of development of 
individual peoples or groups of peoples. But communism is the stage of 
historical development which makes all existing religions superfluous 
and brings about their disappearance”. Consequently, this might have 
been the reason for elements related to key concepts in religion 
disappearing in the 1972 version, while in the first translation the 
features of the original were kept unaltered. In the first excerpt, the 
Mother Superior, with her “air of authority” and “habit to command”, is 
described as a representative of the church she serves and that gives her 
the support (see the use of the verb uphold) and the authority of which 
she is “deeply conscious” (Maugham 2007: 206). The notions of church 
and authority, even if in a fictional context, could not have been 
accepted in a text published in a communist country. In the second TT, 
the sentence “You could not fail to see she was deeply conscious of the 
authority of the church which upheld her” was omitted, whereas the 
first translation is faithful. The verb ”uphold”  intensifies the effect 
created by the context of the church’s authority.   
 
ST5: “To be obeyed was 
natural to her, but she 
accepted obedience with 
humility. You could not 
fail to see she was 
deeply conscious of the 
authority of the church 
which upheld her” 
(Maugham 2007: 206) 

TT5a: “Era de altfel 
firesc ca cei din jurul ei 
să o asculte, dar stareţa 
primea supunerea celor 
care o ascultau, cu toată 
umilinţa. Era imposibil 
să nu-ti dai seama, cât 
de profund conştientă 
era de autoritatea 
bisericii care o susţinea”. 
(Maugham 1943: 168-
169) 

TT5b: “Să fie ascultată i 
se părea firesc, dar 
primea ascultarea cu 
umilinţă.” (Maugham 
1972: 96) 

 
As Popovic argues, the translator “has the right to differ organically, to 
be independent” (quoted in Bassnett 2000: 88), hence the inevitability of 
shifts of expression in the translation process. Nevertheless, Radu 
Lupan’s purpose did not seem to be an endeavour “to convey the 
semantic substance of the original” (Popovic quoted in Bassnett 2000: 
94), but to deliberately conceal aspects referring to religion. The strategy 
of omitting the controversial sentence definitely made the text 
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acceptable, but did not conform with the norms regarding adequacy, 
that according to Popovic and his entry in the 1975 Dictionary for 
Analysis of Literary Translations refers to “faithfulness to the original” and 
“stylistic equivalence in translation” (Popovic quoted in Munday 2008: 
62). Procedures meant to avoid religion terms were used for the excerpts 
below, but instead of omitting the controversial verb “communicated” 
(that refers to the religious ritual of receiving the communion) the 
translator replaces it by a totally different verb “m-am hotărât” (I 
decided/made a decision). The syntactical structure is kept, but there is 
no equivalence as far as the semantic content is concerned, whereas in 
the pre-communist translation the equivalent is both adequate - it refers 
to the correspondent ritual in the orthodox religion “m-am împărtăşit“– 
and acceptable in a context that was not communist, but inacceptable in 
the cultural and political context in discussion.  
 
ST6: “But the morning 
when I communicated I 
made the vow...” 
(Maugham 2007: 307)  
 
“By what right should we 
refuse it, said my mother, 
if it is the will of God?” 
(Maugham 2007: 310) 

 
TT6a: “În dimineaţa 
acelei zile însă, după ce 
m-am împărtăşit, am 
făcut legământ…” 
(Maugham 1943: 245)  
“Cu ce drept i-am putea 
refuza această 
permisiune, dacă aceasta 
este voia Domnului?” 
(Maugham 1943:  280) 

 
TT6b: “Dar în 
dimineaţa aceea, când 
m-am hotărât, am 
făcut legământ ca...” 
(Maugham 1972: 140)  
“Cu ce drept aş putea 
dacă aceasta este v
(Maugham 1972: 

 
Similarly, in the other excerpts, “the will of God” was translated 
faithfully by Giurgea, but the censorable religious element “(of) God” 
was substituted by the possessive adjective “ei” (her) in the second TT. 
This translation shift was obviously a deliberate choice inasmuch as the 
structure in the ST is not ambiguous or unclear; therefore, the 
substitution procedure could be justified only by the translator’s 
intention of conforming with the rules and conditions of the target 
culture. This way, the idea that divinity decides for the people and that 
God should be obeyed was totally eliminated.  

Considering the type of scenes depicted in Maugham’s works 
and the communist censorship criteria, it becomes obvious that Jul 
Giurgea’s variants were banned because these texts are mostly source-
oriented translations and therefore achieved adequacy by using 
equivalent linguistic structures (frames) to create equivalent scenes and 
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effects in the target text. These versions were not considered acceptable 
in the communist context. They were done in other political contexts, 
before the political turn in 1948, but not acceptable because they 
contained a lot of elements that did not fit the communist ideology. On 
the contrary, Radu Lupan’s version is target-oriented (done and 
published in the communist political and cultural context) and the 
different translation procedures might have diminished the effects on 
the target readers. To conclude, the cultural and the political 
environments are crucial to the process of translation determining the 
translators ‘ choices with a view to achieving two of the most important 
translation coordinates, i.e.  adequacy and acceptability.  
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Abstract 
Romania’s joining the European Union in 2007 has brought about the free circulation 
of citizens across the continent and the adoption of a common legislative frame among 
all member states. As a result, public institutions have had to take into account the 
wider community they are now addressing and to readjust their practices/strategies so 
as to fit the newer, changing context. Playing a major role in the process of 
internationalisation, translation has nevertheless remained in the background, with 
little attention and credit, hence with no financing and development policy. The aim of 
the paper is to propose a questionnaire to be officially applied to representative public 
institutions in Galati. Based on previous research carried out in the field, it summarises 
the essential aspects in the recent downgrading of translation services and is intended to 
raise awareness, eventually to reconsider the status of a profession. 
 
Keywords: language, community, translation, interpretation, public institution 
 
1. Frame 
The translation market in Europe revolves around the EU both as notion 
and as institution, the policies the latter issues being operative in all 
member states and enforcing the objectives, principles and guidelines 
according to which translators carry out their activities. The positive side 
to this is that these widely accepted frames facilitate social interaction at 
continental level, in keeping with the new status of citizens and 
citizenship, allowing increased mobility between countries and the 
formation of transnational ties. The downside resides in excessive 
bureaucracy and in translators being expected to make their way 
through numerous gate-keeping procedures efficiently and proficiently. 

The practice of translation determines social status. The first 
contributing factor is the communicative competence of the translator, 
his/ her proficiency of language use in immediate speech situations. The 
second factor is related to context, to the institution of language in 
general and to the social institutions in which communication takes 
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place in particular. The two should ideally function as one. In other 
words, personal qualifications and attributes are not enough for 
excellence in translation. Institutions have to acknowledge the necessity 
of quality translation services and to contribute to translator training in 
various ways. As Wagner, Bech and Martinez suggest in a section 
dedicated to the impact of EU enlargement on translation, 

 
translators should not be expected to work in isolation from other 
fellow professionals, without the possibility of networking and 
sharing terminology;  
inexperienced, overworked or badly paid translators are the wrong 
choice for the job; translators need to be provided with legal and 
technical advice from other specialists; translators should be offered 
the possibility of attending initial, periodical or conversion training 
courses held by professional, highly qualified teachers and sponsored 
by the employer; to be recruited, translators need a university degree, 
usually of four years of study; translators have to be highly trained in 
their mother tongue as well; translators are required to know at least 
two official languages of the EU besides their mother tongue; 
translators should contact the EU institutions and universities in EU 
countries to find out more about required translator training; to be 
best informed, translators are expected to take part in conferences and 
workshops on the translation matters. (2002: 105-117) 

 
In reality, however, things do not always go as expected. To reach an 
understanding of the pluses and minuses of social translation, as well as 
to allow the reconsideration of the translation profession, a survey has 
been initiated. The qualitative research under way involves analysis of 
documents and structured interviews (based on a questionnaire and a 
couple of guided commentaries). The questionnaire devised is intended 
for local public institutions providing services for the community, whose 
communication – accounted for by the current European circumstances – 
involves addressing the local, but also the international audience. 
 
2. Proposed questionnaire 
The multiple choice questionnaire consists of twenty-four entries with 
four answer variants (a, b, c and d), the first three offering specific 
solutions and the fourth asking for completion. The aspects targeted, 
which inevitably overlap at times, may be grouped under the following 
categories: languages used; types of translation/ interpretation services; 
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translators/ interpreters – selection and contracting; perception and 
evaluation; communication channels, websites; linguistic strategy. 
Mention must be made here of the fact that interpretation has been 
added to the list although the data collected so far indicates that requests 
for interpretation services are extremely rare in public institutions. Also 
included in the questionnaire are two requests to provide information 
on documents and situations where English is used.  

The items on language focus on translation/ interpretation 
services proper, on communication with the public in general, via the 
institution’s webpage in particular. Reference has only been made to the 
mother tongue (Romanian in this case), to English and French. Previous 
research has shown that, if any at all, these are the two foreign 
languages usually employed in intercultural communication in 
Romania. French is still perceived as either rare or aristocratic, while the 
myth about English is that everyone under fifty speaks it relatively well 
– fuelled by the great exposure of the young to this international 
language taught in most schools, omnipresent on TV, widely used in the 
media and in virtual networks; emerging from the “entirely natural 
phenomenon” of English becoming a global language, with “the 
majority of non-native speakers us[ing] it as a lingua franca among 
themselves rather than as a ‘foreign’ language to communicate with 
native speakers” (Jenkins 2012: xi). 
 

Translation/ interpretation services are most frequently 
requested for 
a. English 
b. French 
c. English and French 
d. other; please specify 
 
Communication with the public is achieved  
a. in Romanian only 
b. in Romanian and in English 
c. in more foreign languages besides Romanian  
d. other; please specify 
  
The institution’s webpage 
a. includes information in Romanian and in several foreign 

languages  
b. includes information in Romanian and in English 
c. does not include information in foreign languages  
d. other; please specify  
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A number of five entries are related to types of translation and 
interpretation services. The aim is, on the one hand, to find out whether 
public institutions carry out such activities themselves, or whether they 
collaborate with others and, on the other hand, to make further inquiries 
into particulars of these activities, into the legality, reliability and 
professionalism of the end products. Since the premise assumed is that 
translations are specialised, in keeping with the profile of each and 
every institution, the type of interpretation frequently needed and 
organised is of special interest. This gives relevant information on how 
interactive, dynamic, real-time efficient and open to the international 
public the organisation is. 

 
The institution offers translation services 
a. Yes. Its own services 
b. Yes. Through collaboration 
c. No 
d. other; please specify 
 
The institution offers interpretation services 
a. Yes. Its own services 
b. Yes. Through collaboration 
c. No 
d. other; please specify 
 
The translations offered are 
a. recognised by the institution 
b. authorised, legalised, stamped through institution services 
c. authorised, legalised, stamped  by the beneficiary 
d. other; please specify 

 
The translations requested are 
a. achieved by an authorised translator, legalised by a public 

notary, stamped and super legalised by the competent court of 
law   

b. achieved by an authorised translator, legalised by a public 
notary  

c. achieved by an authorised translator  
d. other; please specify 
 
The interpretation achieved is, more often than not,  
a. simultaneous 
b. consecutive 
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c. simultaneous and consecutive 
d. other; please specify 
 

An additional set of five items target the selection and contracting 
of translators/ interpreters, being in close connection with the ones 
covering the latter’s perception and evaluation. The purpose here is 
twofold: 1) in the case of public institutions offering translation/ 
interpretation services, to know if qualification/ specialisation in the 
domain is compulsory, or if it is considered a plus or deemed irrelevant 
– standpoints which determine the organisational chart of the institution 
and influence its policy on the development and management of human 
resources; 2) in the case of public bodies appealing to services provided 
by external collaborators, to see the selection criteria and the ensuing 
procedures, as well as the documents presupposed by the venture, thus 
questioning the efficiency and efficacy of the service offered. 

 
The institution’s translation services are provided by  
a. qualified personnel  
b. unqualified personnel, whose job description includes 

translation   
c. any employee who comes in contact with foreign citizens  
d. other; please specify 
 
The institution’s interpretation services are provided by  
a. qualified personnel  
b. unqualified personnel, whose job description includes 

translation   
c. any employee who comes in contact with foreign citizens  
d. other; please specify 

 
The selection of translators/ interpreters in view of collaboration 
is achieved 
a. through contacting specialised agencies/ translation companies 
b. through contacting authorised persons 
c. through recommendations from third parties  
d. other; please specify 

 
The translation services offered by external collaborators  
a. are based on permanent contracts  
b. are based on fixed-term contracts  
c. are occasional; based on agreements  
d. other; please specify 
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The interpretation services offered by external collaborators  
a. are based on permanent contracts  
b. are based on fixed-term contracts  
c. are occasional; based on agreements  
d. other; please specify 

 
Three of the entries in the proposed questionnaire are dedicated to 
perception and evaluation. The first two interrogate the quality of the 
services offered, interrelated as it is with the professional background of 
the person mediating between languages and cultures. Feedback on 
activities is regarded as the best way to reconsider earlier practices and to 
restructure future ones so as to meet expectations, gain in credibility and, 
in short, build a positive image inside and outside the local community. 
The third foregrounds the previous education and training of specialists 
in the field – which is one of the problems signalled by scholars in 
translation studies, who propose that systemic changes should be 
operated.  

Recently, there has been serious decline in interest among 
European students in the study of modern languages, English included. 
As already mentioned, it tends to become a second language rather than 
a foreign one. Nevertheless, employment is sooner available to those 
with knowledge of at least two foreign languages (European 
Commission, 2014). As regards teaching, if the development of listening 
and speaking skills was the educational goal previously, with the 
emergence of a European lingua franca, a shift to the reading and 
translation skills has become imperative. In this area of interest, the 
Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) forwarded by 
David Katan (2004: 329-341) is worth being mentioned as strategically 
placing the emphasis on translator training in view of developing 
intercultural sensitivity, thus carrying out a supra-cultural mission. 

 
Feedback on translation/ interpretation services  
a. There has been positive feedback from beneficiaries. 
b. There has been negative feedback from beneficiaries. 
c. There has been no feedback. 
d. other; please specify 
 
The positive/ negative feedback mostly reflected 
a. linguistic form and content  
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b. spoken language fluency  
c. meeting deadlines  
d. other; please specify 
 
A good translator/ interpreter is recommended by  
a. a BA/ MA/ PhD diploma in Philology   
b. a certificate issued by the Ministry of Justice  
c. his/ her performance in the field of translation/ interpretation 
d. other; please specify 
 

Another group of three items concentrates on the communication 
channels used by public bodies, with specific emphasis on websites, 
which seem to be the most popular and the most commonly employed 
to transmit information to the public at large. Extra information is 
sought with reference to their content, in terms of conferring visibility to 
translation, subtitling, dubbing and voice-over (as and if the case may 
be). This would allow in depth analysis of the intercultural dialogue 
facilitated by and of the localisation policies at work in website design. 

 
Communication with the public is mostly achieved  
a. through the institution’s webpage 
b. through the institution’s spokesperson – in the written press 
c. through the institution’s spokesperson – on TV 
d. other; please specify  
 
The institution’s webpage 
a. mentions the translation/ interpretation services offered  
b. gives details on the translation/ interpretation services offered 
c. does not mention the translation/ interpretation services 

offered  
d. other; please specify  
 
The institution’s webpage 
a. includes text only  
b. also includes subtitled video material  
c. also includes audio-video material with subtitles/ dubbing/ 

voice-over provided)  
d. other; please specify  

 
Last but not least, the linguistic strategy of the institution is placed 
under the lens. Of particular interest in this section of the questionnaire 
are: the documents, areas or situations in which foreign languages are 
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used within the institution; the acquiesced role of certified proficiency 
and of sustained, recurrent practice in foreign languages; the actual 
formulation and implementation of a strategy involving the correct use 
of languages in official documents and formal interactions. For 
Romanian, two laws have already been issued and should be observed 
(not always the case, unfortunately): Law 500/ 2004 – on using the 
Romanian language in public places, relations and institutions 
(Romanian Parliament, 2014); and Law 183/ 2006 – on using the 
standardised codification of the set of characters in electronic documents 
(Romanian Parliament, 2014). Regulations for foreign languages are still 
to be implemented in Romanian public institutions, although EU 
language policies are in place (European Commission, 2014).    

 
The personnel use foreign languages to 
a. communicate and collaborate with similar institutions abroad  
b. carry out joint projects/ partnerships/ research with similar 

institutions abroad 
c. deliver papers/ presentations at international conferences, 

symposiums, workshops  
d. other; please specify  
 
The status of foreign languages on employment in the institution 
a. Knowledge of a foreign language is compulsory. 
b. Knowledge of a foreign language is not compulsory. 
c. Knowledge of a foreign language is not a selection criterion.  
d. other; please specify  
 
The status of foreign languages within the institution 
a. Beginner/ Refresher courses are offered.  
b. Training programmes are organised.  
c. There are mobilities, international exchange schemes.  
d. other; please specify  
 
The linguistic strategy of the institution 
a. was formulated after joining the EU  
b. was changed after joining the EU  
c. was not changed after joining the EU  
d. other; please specify  
 
The linguistic strategy of the institution 
a. is adopted from the regulations issued by the respective 

governing authority/ ministry  
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b. is mentioned in the institution’s own regulations  
c. its formulation is under way  
d. other; please specify  
 

The supplementary information requested asks of the personnel 
participating in the survey to provide examples and, if possible, samples 
of documents frequently translated into English, and of situations in 
which translation/ interpretation from/ into English is necessary. The 
respondents, authorised spokespersons, will be nominated by the top 
administration of each institution, following the researcher’s official 
accreditation by the alma mater and the written request formulated to this 
end. Their identity will remain confidential, in keeping with the 
declaration regarding the protection of personal data presented in view of 
carrying out the research on the premises of the public bodies in question.  
 
3. Conclusion 

Broadly speaking, in Europe, translation is now performed for the 
European Union or in the European Union. Translating for the EU has a 
markedly political dimension, whereas translating in the European 
Union is very much a commercial activity, a commissioned service. In 
both cases, the translator functions as an additional filter between the 
sender and the receiver of the message, functioning under the 
constraints imposed by the ‘client’, the goals envisaged by the ‘product’ 
and the ready expectations of the targeted ‘buyer’. Despite this strategic 
position, the translator is still perceived as someone involved in 
secretarial work. As for translation, it has not gained a higher status 
anywhere else except in specialised institutions of research, education 
and training. All the while, though, the need to market social, cultural 
and intellectual ‘goods’ has become more stringent.  

The questionnaire to be applied to public institutions in Galati is 
directed at this paradox and will hopefully reveal the neuralgic areas to 
be addressed by decision makers in the future, so as to promote 
advanced translator training, avoid unprofessional intrusions and low-
quality translation enterprises, actually place the respective institutions 
in the service of the community. 
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